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INTRODUCTION 

1. Why is it called Abhidhamma ? 

Abhidhamma is unique in Buddhism. It is one of Tipifaka Pali texts 
which explains dhammas in detail and in analytical way. Regarding the 
explanation of dhammas it details more than Suttanta. It is why the text is 
called "Abhidhamma". 

2. Who is the author? 

The Buddha is the author of Abhidhamma. There was an argument. 
about the author. Jt was said that Abhidhamma is not the teaching of the 
Buddha. Indeed, it is only later work. · 

Thera Buddhaghosa, a new commentator, advocates that Abhidhamma 
is the Buddha's teaching. It is described in his commentary on Dhamma 
sar1gani, AHhasalinf by name: 

"His heart by that world-pitying love inspired, 
When, after the Twin Miracle, he dwelt. 
At the high mansion of the Thirty-three, 

· Throned - like the sun on Mount Yugandhara
On Pa1.1<,lukambala, his rocky scat, 
Under the tree called Paricchattaka. 
He by that noble insight gave discourse, 
On the Abhidhamma to the spirit who came. 
Led by his mother, from the myriad worlds, 
And compassed him about on every side. " 

( 171e Expositor, 2) 

3. Who brought Abhidhamma to the human world ? 

In Theravada Buddhist circle it is widely accepted that Abhidhamma 
was taught to the gods. In the seventh year after enlightenment, the Buddha 
went to the world of gods and taught Abhidhamma for three months. 

During those days the Buddha gradually came down to this world for 
the purpose of having meal every morning as human time. Uttarakuru, the 
north continent, was a place where the Buddha went for alms food. After 
lunch the BudtU1a took rest under a big tree on the bank of the Jake, Anotatta. 



Ven. Sariputta, a chief disciple, approached and served the Buddha 

with water. On the meeting of Ven. Sariputta the Buddha briefed him what He 

talked in the deity world. Ven, Sariputta has learnt and brought the 

Abhidhamma to this human world. Then he taught his Bhikkhu pupils the 

doctrine. In this way Abhidhamma was introduced into our world. However, it 

should be noted that the Abhidhamma taught to the gods is in great detail and 
the Abhidhamma retold by Ven. Sariputta is in concise form. 

4. Seven Abhidhamma Text'i 

The Abhidhamma comprises seven texts, viz., 

(l) Dhamma sa11ganf, the Explanation of Dhammas, 

(2) Vibhaf1ga, the Book of Analy.se, 

(3) Dhatukatha, the Speech on Element, 

( 4) Puggalapafifiatti, the Designation of Individual, 

(5) Kathavatthu, the Point of Controversy, 

(6) Yamaka, the Book of Pairs, and 

(7) Patihana, the Book of Condition. 

This is the list which is widely act:epted in the Theravada Buddhist 

circle. There was an argument about the treatise, Kathavatthu. Instead of 

Kathavatthu the Abhidhamma text was enumerated with "Dhamma hadaya 

vibha11ga" by some, with "Maha dhatu katha" by others. 

Ven. Buddhaghosa advocated the list of Abhidhamma text only with 

"Kathavatthu". However, kathavatthu is a work of Thera Moggaliputta Tissa 

who made his appearance 263 years after the Buddha's parinibbana. Although 

it was so, originally the Buddha himself gave "the outline of kathavatthu". 

Then it was detailed by Ven. Moggaliputta Tissa referring to one thousand 

suttas - five hundred of own and five hundred of others. Therefore, as justified 

by Ven. Buddhaghosa~ kathavatthu is a teaching of the Buddha in one mode. 

5. Commentaries on Abhidhamma. 

There are five topics that are expounded in the Abhidhamma ! exl", wit, 
Citta (consciousness), Cetasika (mental concomitants), Rµpa (matter), 

Nibbana (a state of freedom from attachment) and Pafifiatti (concept). Of 

them the Pafifiatti alone is unreal while the other are real in ultimate sense. 

They are all denoted by using the term, dhamma, which is in the sense of 

"bearing its own nature". 
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The dhammas which arc expounded in the Text~ arc profound. It is hard 
to understand them without complete explanation. There were some 

commentaries to explain the Abhidhamma. It was not known how many 
commentaries arc compiled. Maha atthakatha could be the first commentary. 
It might be India origin and was brought to Lanka island by Ven. Mahinda 

who introduced Buddhism into Sri Lanka. Maha atthakatha was written in 
Sinhalese in order to a void mixing the original meaning with the other sect's1 

VICWS. 

Then Ven . 8 uddhaghosa tried to write new commentaries on 
Abhidhamma. It condensed Maha anhaka and is translated into Pa}i. Ven. 
Buddhaghosa's commentaries arc classified into three:-
( I) Atthasalinf~ the commentary on Dhammasar1gani, 
(2) Sammoharinodanf, the commentary on Vibhai1ga and 
(3) Paika-pakarar:ia anhakath~L the commentary on the other 'five texts. 

When the new commentaries have appeared the old gradually 

disappeared. The new commentary became popular and it needs to explain it. 
Ven. Ananda wrote a sub-commentary on the new commentary. The Sub
commentary is known Mulatika. Ven. Ananda's Abhidhammic views are so 
high and conuncnts are so elucidatnry. He criticized some of views that is 

expounded by Ven. Buddhaghosa. 

Then An ulfka appeared to explain M Olatrka . It is a work of Ven. 
Dhammapala who was also a commentator of Visuddhimagga Maha 'fika. He 
was an advocate the opii1io11 of Ven. I3uddhaghosa. which was rejected by 

Ven. Ananda. 

6. Abhidhamma flourished in Sri Lanka 

It is believed that Abhidhamma was introduced into Sri Lanka when 
Yen. Mahinda. a leader of Asoka mission. arrived in the island. During the 
earlier period the study of Abhidhamma could be through the Pali text and its 
commentary. Maha aHhakatha. 

Before or al the time of Ven. Buddhaghosa. there appeared celebrated 

Abhidhammic scholars in Sri Lanka. Their names and views are found here 

and there in the commentaries of Ven. Buddhaghosa. 
1l1ey are ( 1) Tipitaka Cfl},1naga, 

(2) Moravapivasf Mahadatla, 
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(3) Tipitaka Mahadhammarakkhita, 

(4) Tipitaka Cu!abhaya, and 

(5) Abhidhammika Godatta. 

They arc believed to be senior to Ven. Buddhaghosa, the new 

commentator. Their Abhidhammic views are referred in his books and 

considered notability. 

Actually Abhidhamma is so profound that it is hard to understand. 

Students need easy access lo that subject. Therefore. the Abhidhammic 

scholars in Sri Lanka tried to write : concise books on Abhidhamma. 

Ven. Buddhadatta. a contemporary of Yen. Buddhaghosa. wrote the two 

books, Abhiclhammavatara (Approaching to Abhidhamma) and RuparOpa

vibhaga ( the Analyse of Mind and Matter). 

In about ninth century A.D. There appeared an Abhi<lhammic scholar in 

Sri Lanka. He is Yen. Anuruddha who came from southern· India to Sri Lanka. 

He wrote three books on Abhidhamma:-

( I) Abhidhammallha Sarigaha. Compendium of Abhidhamma 

(2) Paramallha vinicchaya. the Clarification of Reality. and 

(3) Namarupa-pariccheda. the Analyse of Mind and Matter. 

Through these books the study of Abhidhamma flourished and is kept 
alive. 

7. Abhidhamma flourished in Myanmar. 

Perhaps Buddhism could be inln>duc<..;d inlo Myanmar earlier than that 

Asoka mission arrived in Suvar)r.1a bhumi, a part of Myanmar. When 

Buddhism was introduced. the Tipi\aka Pali Texts could be brought. 

During the reign of King Manuha, 11th century A.O .. there were 

Buddhist monks who were well versed in Tipi\aka in Suva1J1.1a ' bhumi. When 

King Anawratha has made the whole Myanmar one kingdom Buddhism 

became developed more. The king brought Tipi\aka books from 

Suva1J1.1abhiimi as well as from Sri Lanka and established library to keep 

them. 

The study of Abhidhamma began becoming popular in Myanmar. At the 

time of King Navapati Scethu. 1173 A.O .. Ven. Saddhammajotipala, well 

known as Sappada (chappada ). was back from Sri Lanka after having long-
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term study and wrote the two books on Abhidhamma, Sarikhepa vai:itJana 

(Concise Explanation) and Nama caradTpaka ( the Exposition of mind 

appearance ). 

During the reign of King Kyaswa, 1234 A.O. the people of Bagan were 

interested in Abhidhamma. The King and the other royal families earnestly 

studied Abhidhamma. The king wrote a small book, Paramattha vindu ( A spot 

of Reality). Some of women in Bagan, it was said, even who had baby .. learnt 

a section of Patthana hy heart. It was recorded that there was a mi_nister who 

was well versed in Tipitaka. 

When the age of Pinya ( 1312 A.D.) came into being the study of 

Abhidha mma continuously increased. At the time of King Thiha thura ( 1350-
1359 ) Ven. Na1.1akitti wrote the two books on Ahhidhamma, wit. Atthasalinf

yojana and Sammohavinodani yojana. In "yojana" book it gives Pali to Pali 

explanation. 

When the age of lnwa (726) had dawned, the study of Abhidhamma 

flourished in Myanmar. There found the list of Ahhidhamma texts to he 

studied in lnwa. They nm as follows : 

(I) 'The Seven A_hhidhamma Pa!i texts. 

(2) Commentaries on them. 

(3) Mi1latika 

(4) Anurrka 

(51 Abhidhammattha Sa1·1~aha 

(6) Tika on it I old I 
(7) Tika on it I new I 
(8) Namarupa-paricchcda Tika I new I 
(9) Paramattha-vinicchaya T1ka I new I 
( 10) Mohavicchedani 

During the reign of King Thalun (1629-1648) the Patamapyan 

examination began to be held. In this examination Abhidhamma was an 

important syllabus. Therefore. the study of Abhidhamma was prevalent 

among Buddhist monks. A large number of books on Abhidhamma either in 

Pa!i or in Burmese appeared in this period. 

When Konbaung period ( 1753-1885) came into being the study of 

Abhi<lhamma was keeping its popularity. ln monastic examinations 

Abhidhamma was compulsory subject. At present even lay people arc 
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interested in Abhidhamma. Abhidhamma examinations are yearly held for lay 
people. 

In Myanmar there are a large number of Abhidhamma texts that are 

edited and printed. The Abhidhamma treatises which arc India original are 

seven. The commentaries and sub-commentaries which were written in Sri 
Lanka were twenty-six. 

Referring to those PaJi and Commentaries Abhidhammic scholars in 

Myanmar wrote numerous books dealt with Abhidhamma. Those which arc 

written in Pali arc 43, in PaJi and Burmese both arc 112; which give general 

information of Abhidhamma arc 333, according lo the list of "Abhidhamma 

History" in Burmese (printed in 1965). In Myanmar the study of Abhidhamma 

is still kept alive. 

8. TI1e role of Abhidhammattha sarigaha 

In Myanmar Abhidhammattha saf1gaha is widely known as ·'Thingyo" 

which is derived from the PaJi word "sarigaha". or "thingaha" as Burmese 

peop) e pronounce. 

In Monastic school in Myanmar the two books, ,.Thada" and "Thingyo" 

arc very important subjects. They are compulsory in Pa! i examinations and 

young novices are requested to learn them by heart. Here "thada" which is 

derived from "sadda" is denoted "kaccayana", the Pali Grammar. 

Thingyo or Abhidhamma sarigaha serves as a primer of Abhiddhamma 

in Myanmar. Its uli lily ranks _very high. and its excessively condensed points 

stimulates students who wish lo learn Abhidhamma to greater efforts. 

It is the way of Myanmar in which Burmese Abhidhamma students 

practise: firstly they learn "Thingyo" by heart. then the meaning through the 

"Nissaya" books in which word for word translation is given. After that 

students need to study the text by going into detail through commentaries, 

especially Vibhavanf Tika. This is the way of learning the text in ordinary 

level. But in Advanced level students need to proceed the study of 

Abhidhamma through the original Pali texts and their commentaries. In this way 

Burmese Buddhist monks are well versed in Abhidhamma. So 

Abhidhammattha sa1·1gaha plays a key role in study of Abhidhamma. 

To learn Abhidhammattha sar1gaha there needs commentaries in which 
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general information arc given. There are some of Commentaries on 
Abhidhammattha sangaha: 

l) Abhidhammattha sangaha TYka loldl, by Nava vimalabuddhi of Sri 
Lanka. 

2) Abhidhammatlha vibhavanf, by Sumangala sami of Sri Lanka, 
3) Sa(tkhepa va1.11.1ana, by Sadtlhammajotipala of Myanmar '11446 I, 
4) Abhidhammattha dfpanf, by Silacara of Myanmar 11801 ). 
5) Paramatlhatlfpanf, by Na1,1a Thcra, Lcdi sayadaw. of Myanmar ( 1897), 
6) Ai1kura Tfka, by Yi ma la Thcra of Myanmar 1'1905 ), 
7) Maha atula Tfka. by Nagindasamf of Myanmar 11914 I. 
8) Abhidharmnallha sai1gaha vinicchaya, by Panfiajota of Myanmar f 1919I 

9. The role of Vibhavanf 

VibhavanT, as its full name Abhidhammattha vibhavani, is one of the 
commentaries 011 Abhidhammatlha sa1·1gaha. It is a work of Suma11gala sami 

and the most popular aml'the most authoritative. 

The writing style is very simpk and the explanation~ arc clucidalOry. 
So the Commentary is known in Myanmar as "Tika-gyaw" meaning "the 
famous Tfka". 

In Myanmar Buddhist monks have been studying T'fkagyaw since long 
time. It demands the easy access to the text and commentaries were compiled 

in Pali or in Burmese by the scholar monks. 

During the reign or King Narapati ( 1442-14()8) of lnw~L Thcra 

Ari ya ra q1 s a wrote in Pa! i a commentary on Vi b ha van T. It is n am c d 

"Ma1.1isaramanjusa ". In Ra manna Territory, lower Myanmar. the King 
Sinphyushin ruled Ha1.1savati (Hantharwady as Burmese pronounced). During 
that time ( 1550-1580) Thera Mahasuvar~r:iadfpa wrote in Pali Aphcggusara

dfpanT, a commentary on VibhavanT. 

There have been many books, Nissaya. m which word for word 

translation into Burmese is offered. 

During the Konbaung period ( 1753-1885) there have been some 
Abhidhammic scholars who criticize Vibhavani. l11ey asserted that Yibhavani 
is full of mistakes. 
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Although it is so, Vibhavani can keep its popularity among those who 
study Abhidhamma in Myanmar. 

10. Ledi Sayadaw 

Lcdi Saya<law, as the name after the monastery he founded, was a 
great teacher of Abhidhamma. The name by preceptor was Nal)a. 

He was born in 184() in a village, Sai pyin, in Dipeyin Town ship, upper 
Myanmar. After he has entered into the order he left for Mandalay to study 
PaJi and Tipitaka. 

Mandalay, a great Buddhist study center, was founded in 1859 by King 
Mindon. During the reign of King Mindon (1859-1878) there were sixty 
thousand monk students who were studying Pali and Tipitaka under the eighty 
great monk teachers in Mandalay. The King honored the teachers with the 
highest title, Rajaguru, and provided with food, clothes, shelter and medical 
treatment. 

On those days they delivered a lecture on Abhidhamma referring to the 
two books. M fihqi I a and An uirka. but not re k rring to the two hooks. 
Vibhavani and Ma~1isaramanjii sa. They said. Vibh,1vani was full of mistakes 
and while Mar~i saramanjusa was full of useless things. 

On hearing that Ven. Nar.rn, as a young monk student, was great 
interested in realizing the mistakes of Vibhavanf. 

After having studied Pali and Tipi~aka Ven. Na1.1a left rytandalay. He 
founded a monastery in Monywar in 1886. The monastery situated in the 
forest, Ledi, which was in the north of Monywar. It was named "Lcdi" after 
the forest. 

Ven. Na,.rn was known "Lee.Ii Saya<law" by the nat))'j of the monastery 
he founded. He wrote a large number of books. grammat(~1hical. religious and 

\ 

philosophical. The book he wrote arc more than hundred. Of them 
Paramatthadipani is a book which is written in Pali and the most important in 
the History of Abhidhamma. His fame was going beyond the border of 
Myanmar. In 1911 the Government honored him with the title of "Aggamaha 
par:icJ<Jita:' In 1918 an honorary degree, D.Lit., was conferred on him by the 
University of Rangoon. 
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At the age 77, he passed away in Pyinmanar.. 

11. Paramatthadipani. the critique of Vibhavani 

Ledi Sayadaw was interested much in Abhidhamma. So he· had been 

studying that doctrine with great attention. He noted down so~e references 
from Abl1idhamma texts. He noticed that some opinions are mistakenly 
informed

1
~bhidhamma commentaries. Especially Vibhavani is full of 

grammatical, logical and philosophical mistakes. 

ln 1897~ Ledi Sayadaw wrote Paramatthadipani, a commentary on 

Abhidhammattha sarigaha. It offers general information of the text and correct 

meaning of words. It also pointed out some mistakes which arc put forward in 
Abhidhamma commentaries, especially in Vibhavani. 

Paramatthadipani made several unfavorable comments about the 
opinion of Vibhavani and presented innovative idea. 

12. Controversy over critique 

The innovation put forward 1n ParamallhadTpanI has not met with 

general ac~eptance. Actually the critique arouse controversy among the 

readers. 

To advocate Vibhavani there appeared some commentaries which were 

written in Pa}i. Some of them were published: 

I) Arikura Tfka, by Ven. Vimala, Talaigon Sayadaw, in 1905, 
2) Maha atula Tika. by Ven. NagindasamL in 1914. 

3) Paramattha visodhanf, by Ven. DTpamala, Chaung Oo Sayadaw, 

4) Abhidhammattha vibhavani yojana, by Ven. NaQindasabha~ in 1918.and 

5) Abhidhammattha-sa1igaha vinicchaya, by Ven. Pafifiajota, in 1919. 

There were other books and articles written in Burmese. Some of them 

offered unfavorable comments and some favorable comments about the 

criticizing Vibhavani. But "Abhidhammattha sangaha vinicchaya" arbitrates 
between the two commentaries, Vibhavanf and ParamatthadfpanI. 

Ledi Sayadaw wrote Anudfpanf. a sub-commentary on Paramattha
dipani, to clarify his innovation in Paramatthadipanf, in 1916. 
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13. The translation of Paramatthadfpanr 

I have translated Paramatthadfpanf from original Pali into English. 
Paramatthadfpani, although it is in the sense of the expounding of true 
meaning as the author defined, means the exposition of higher truth. 

Paramatthadfpanf is a commentary on Abhidhammattha sangaha and it 
offers word for word explanation which is followed by almost all 
commentaries. 

A commentary can be classified into two parts: explained (sarpvaQQe

tabba) and explaining (sarpvar)r)ana). For example : bhasissanti kathessami. 

Herein the word, bhasissarn, is a word which is to be explained. It is used 

combining with ' iti '. The word, kathessami, is a word through which it 

explains the meaning. 

In my translation the word which is to be explained is left untranslated 

to avoid confusing of words. Y ct the meaning of those words which are left 

untranslated can be easily known through the explaining words. 

There arc many tcdmical terms which are used in Abhidhamma. They 
arc used in this translation without giving equivalent English words to them. 

However, the meaning of those words and their general information will be 

off cred in Glossary. 

Paramatthadfpanf is originally in PaJi. So in this translation I tried to 

follow the Pali style as closely as possible. 

A. Nandamalabhivarnsa 

Sagaing 

Myanmar, June 1995. 
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- -
P AIUM:A'l_,rfHADIPANI 

(: AN EXPOSrrION OF THE TRUE MEANING) 

GJ\NTIIARJ\MBII/\ K/\TIIA (The Preliminary Speech) 

l. Owing to arising of the sun of the Bude/ha that has the light of the true 

dhamma bloomed the lotus of living beings in the great lake, that is 

the sphere of the birth ( or the B uddlw ) 1• 

2. I pay homage to that great sun which expels the darkness of great 

delusion. May the great sun remove the block of darkness arising in 

my heart. 

3. Many commentaries on tile 1\l,hida111111allhasa1igalw , the compendium 

of higher truth, explained by ancient scholars are found in thi~; world. 

~- These commentaries, however. do ll()l s<1lisfy those who hanker aft~r 

the true meaning. Being appn,ad1cd. they requested me to explain the 

higher truth. 

5. If someone takes gems nut frum (, grca t ocean and gives islanders as 

many gems as they W,\ nl . i l :d1c,uld not be taken that lhe supply of 

gems becomes less. 

6 . Similarly, in this lrl'alisr- there arc mal\y tacts like gems in an occ.~111. 

Th es c facts do no 1 l K' c (I rn e (.---: :x Ii a us t c d i r on c c x p J a in s th l. m c v en 

hundreds uf limes. 

7-8 . Extracting the Ls~cncc lrnrn tho :.:. c cq111mcntarics, shall, therefore. 



give the explanation which is full of various essence, using the correct 

words and phrases, not too brief and not going into too much details 

and making persons of little intelligence able to understand. Those 

who want to master the higher truth might also listen to the 

explanation. 

Chapter 1 

CITT A SANG AHA 

1. Thera Anuruddha 2, who wanted to compile the text, Abhidhammattha 

sangaha, spoke the opening verse in an attempt to summarize expounding at 

first the five points (pii:u;laltha 3 ), ea<.:h with its advantages. 

The five points are:-

Worshipping the Triple Gem (Ratanattaya pal)ama ), 

The Theme of the Text (Ganthabhidheyya ), 

The Writing Style of the Text (Ganlhappakara ), . 

The Title of the Text ( Ganthabhidhana ), and 

The Advantages of the Text (Ganthappayojana ). 

Of these, Worshipping the Triple Gem is to make oneself humble 

towards the Triple Gem. It is indicated by these words, samma sambuddha 

matulam, sasaddhamma ganuttamaITJ, abhivadiya . 

The Theme of the Text is the four topics of Abhidhamma,the major 

: subject which are set forth by the whole treatise. This is indicated by this 

word,abhidhammattha, a part of the combination word of abhidhammattha 

sarigaha~. 

However, it is said in Vi bhavanI: The Theme of the Text is 

indicated by the whole combination word,abhidhammatlha saiJgaha, 

assuming that the summarizing also should be the 'Theme'(p.70)". 

That is not correct. Because that summarizing which is not a major 
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point should not be the 'Theme' whereby the points are presehted. 

By the way, from here on, if mentionedTfkayam , it should be known 

as the First Tfka out of the two Sinhala Tfkifs on this Compendium. If 

mentioned Vibhavaniyal]J , it should be known as the second one which is 

popular at the present time. If saidTfkasu , it should be known both of 

them. If said Mahatlkayam , it should be known the Mahatfka on 

Visuddhimagga . . Furthermore, if found a statement in Vibhavanf as well 

as in other Tfkas , it will be mentioned here only as Vibhavaniyam . 

Because it is in the range of our notice. 

The Writing Style of the Text is the style of compilation by gathering 

common subjects. It is indicated by the word sailgaha. 

However, it 1s said 1n Vibhavani: 'by the word, 

abhidhammattha sa1igaha '(p.70). 

That is not correct. Because the word, abhidhammattha , cannot 

indicate the Writing Style of the Text. 

The Title of the Text is the name of the text in a literal sense. It is 

indicated by the word, abhidhammattha sangaha . 

The Advantages of the Text is the original and the subsequent 

advantage of treatise which is the knowledge of the nature of dhamma as its 

beginning and the complete extinction free . from grasping. 

(anupadaparinibbana) as its end that, if the Compendium is written, can be 

attained without trouble through learning, discussion and so on. That is also 

implicitly (samatthiyato) indicated by the word, abhidhammattha sangaha . 

However, it is said in Vibhavani: 'by the word, 

saf!gaha. '(p. 70). 

That is not correct. Because such a special advantage of which end is 

the complete extin~tion free from grasping cannot be known by the mere 

word, sailgaha , without the combination word,abhidhammattha, which 

denotes only the accomplishment without trouble. Because there also found 
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in this world the summarizing of untrue dhammas. 

2. Herein, "Worshipping the Triple Gem" has at first a countless and 

measureless advantage. It should be quoted: 

The merit,begotten by honoring those who attained the 

parinibbana and were free from trouble, cannot be measured by any 

one as such and such.4 

Yamettha mapi: The interpretation is that "By anyone - by a human 

being, or by a deity, or by a Brahma - it cannot be measured." 

Commentators, too, elaborate on that advantage in various ways here 

and there. The masters who summarize ancient Commentaries (sarigaha 

kara ) intend mainly towards only the protection against misfortune. The 

word, sangahakara , is used for the Commentators, Thera Buddhaghosa , 

etc. 

It is actually said: 

"Thro~gh the power of this merit obtained by making oneself humble 

Towards the Triple Gem, having totally removed misfortunes ... 5 " 

How is the protection against misfortooe acquired through Worshipping 

the Triple Gem? - if asked, this must be answered. 

Worshipping the Triple Gem is a process. of merit (pufjjjabhisando ), a. 

stream of merit (puiiiiappavaho ) which produces by the action of 

worshipping arising sev~n times in each term and accumulating many 

· hundred thousand crores in number. And that is a superior merit, full of 

great benefit and advantage owing to growing on the soil of merit, the 

supreme.Buddha, etc., and owing to being fertilized by the Thera 's virtues -

best wish, faith and wisdom. This merit, being itself a successful effort 

(payoga sampatti ),renders a beneficial power to the producing kamma 

(janaka kamma) which already have a chance since the time of rebirth by 

removing the external conditions of failure ( vipattipaccaya) and bringing 
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about the means of success (sampatti pacxaya) and making physical elements 

grow which are produced by more excellent seasonal condition ( utu ), mind 

( citta ) and nutriment (ahara ). It gives a chance for another merit which 

does not yet have a chance. 

On this occasion, the process of mind and matter generated by both 

merits- one which has a beneficial power and the other which has a chance

comes up in great force within the Thera , as if twin rivers run in great 

force. At that time, in the Th era 's wholesome life , there is no room for 

misfortunes, disease, etc., which are undesirable results. Therefore, the 

demerits which obstruct the process of desired results and produce the 

process of evil results are totally wiped out. It is true, kamma s- either merit 

or demerit - are never conducive to their results if they have no opportunity 

to produce their results. Then, within Thera that process of good results -

long life, robust body, etc. - progressively appear until the completion of the 

text or the end of life span. 

It shm.µd be quoted: 

Four conditions -long life, elegance, happiness ,and strength 

-come to grow for those who practise paying homage and venerating 

elders .6 

Thus, through that worshipping one is protected against misfortunes .. 

Therefore, in an attempt to compile the Compendium, Worshipping the 

Triple Gem is to complete the composition of "the Book of Compendium" 

··for Thera without any obstacles. It is not only for the Thera , but for 

students also who learn the Compendium, to succeed in learning without any 

obstacles. Because Worshipping the Triple Gem is made only at the 

beginning of the text. 

However, in VibhavanI , it seems to explain the advantage of 

worshipping only through the first javana thought out of seven. In 

that Commentary, it is true ,the word, "being a kamma of which result 
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is experienced in the present life," is spoken (p.70). 

lbat is not correct. Because, it needs here only the act of supporting . 

That too can be found in all of seven javana thoughts. 

Let me explain: Of the two functions of the nutriment matter 

producing the eight-fold matter of which the eighth is Oja is small and 

minor, and only maintaining the process of matters by four conditions is 

big and major. It is true, in Pa tthana 7, referring to only the function of 

maintaining the Vibhangavara is explained: "Edible · food (kabalTkaro 

aharo) is related to tJ1is group of matters (imassa kayassa) through nutriment 

condition". 

Similarly, the act of immediate effect of the firstjavana here is small 

and minor. It is said in Commentaries8 that it produces a mere result absent 

from hetu. The act of maintaining other kammas is big and major. And this 

retaining function is found in all of seven ja van a thoughts. 

3. Then, if known the Theme of the Text, the Writing Style of the Text 

and the Advantages of the Text at the beginning, the eagerness ( ussaho) of 

students for learning the treatise comes into existence.Therefor,e, expressing 

these points, the Theme of the Text, etc., is to encourage them in learning 

the text. 

Then, indicating the Title of the Text is it to be easily called by its 

name. This is expoWiding the points here. 

4. This is the meaning of the words: One realized correctly and realized 

by him~elf as well; so he is called 'Samma sambuddha ' (the Fully 

Enlightened_ One). Herein, the word, samma , is a nipata particle in the 

sense of 'not erroneously (avipar ftattha ).' This word denotes the verb, 

bujjhati, covers the things that should be realized (iieyadha!11ma ) . 
.. . 

That is true. It is said in Commentaries9 : "Those who have partial 
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knowledge (padesaiial)a ), Pacceka Buddha , etc., know things without error 

only within their scope. But regarding the things beyond their range of 

knowledge, they seem to plunge into darkness." 

Furthermore, the scope of their knowledge is very narrow, compared 

with the range of knowledge of the omniscient Buddhas , as the space 

between the two palms of hands putting together (hatllha pu/a ) is little, 

compared with the space in the sky above. They, indeed, are unable to 

discern even the single one of many dhammas ,e.g. contact etc.,in all its 

aspect~. 

On the contrary, the omniscient Buddhas have nothing to go wrong 

within their scope of knowledge where they may misunderstand. It is true, 

they equally realize, like gems on the palm, the dhammas in the three 

periods and beyond the period that exist in sa111sara of which beginning is 

unknown and in infinite universes. It is indeed said: " the whole dhammas 

come to reflect on the face of wisdom (iial)a mukha ) of the Buddha , the 

Blessed One" 10• 

Herein, the great bha vanga of the omniscient Buddha is called "the 

face of wisdom". It is true, those dhammas come into manifestation forever 

tl1emselves in it since contemplating the whole Abhidhamma at the place 

where He attained ilie enlightenment (bodhi mal)<)a ). And the omniscient 

Buddhas contemplate as many dhammas as they want by analyzing them 

through avajjana .. Such a question should not be posed: ilie dhammas are so 

many; the bhavaiJga too small; how do they become manifest in it? 

Because this is the power of mind belonging to those who reach the position 

of supremacy.· 

Then, the word, sarn , is an upasagga particle in the sense of 'by 

himself.' It denot_es that the Blessed One has no teacher concerning with 

dhammas penetrated (pativedha dhammesu ). It is truly said: " I have no 

teacher ". 
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The attainment of the Third and the Fourth Ariipa Jhanas originated 

with AJara and Udaka ,did it not? It is true. But just after having attained 

them they were abandoned without using as adornment at all. Therefore, 

even these attainments cannot be the primary causes of later 

enlightenment. Needless to say, they are not the primary causes of the 

dhammas penetrated. These attainments,therefore, cannot be an evidence 

to prove that the Blessed One has a teacher to be Enlightened-One. 

This is the meaning according to Canon and it should be quoted: 

"Herein,who is the Enlightened One? In this world a certain 

person enlightens himself by discovering the truth of dhammas never 

heard before. Through the dhammas He reaches the state of realizing 

all and the state of mastery in powers. This person is to be called the 

Enlightened One." 11 

In the word, tattha , the ending,, ttha , is in the sense of "because of." 

Balesu means " in the ten powers of wisdom". Vaslbhava1]1 means 'the 

state of m~stery'. Then, this praise, "pubbe ananussutesu dhammesu 

samam," denotes here the meaning of the word, "sa1]1 " and by these 

words," tattl1a , etc.," the meaning of the word, "samma ", is described. 

5 . Now, Th era spoke the word, "a tularn" , to make his worship more 

powerful. It is true, a worship by reciting many words of virtue is more 

forceful. 

A worship by reciting a single word of virtue, too, has the ability to 
protect against misfortune? If so, for what use is the second word? , It is not 

because. of being unable to protect, but because the wise never set any limit 

to admire the virtue of the Master. And the Th era is such a wise person. 

But you are not a man of wisdom , so you raise the question based on the 
. ' 

idea of limit. 

In other way, the protection against misfortWle is not only the aim m 
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worship, but to have the ability of knowledge,etc. as well. Because acquiring 

of the knowledge is also a condition to complete the text without trouble and 

it makes the work free from errors. It is true: the mental culture (citta 

bhavana ) on the objects of recollection leads to mental concentration. 

When the mental concentration comes into existence, the wisdom carries on 

sharply and boldly its fw1ction. It is indeed said: "Bhikkhus, one who has 

mental concentration knows correctly. "12 Therefore, for this purpose, too, 

one's worship should be made forceful act. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "Although the word, samma 

sambuddha ," conveys the aforesaid meaning , it denotes the mere 

name of the Blessed One; so it is to be qualified by the word,atula111. 

(p.71)". 

It is not correct. Because, the word, samma sambuddha , ranks so high 

among the words of virtue for the Master, like the moon among the stars. 

Therefore, that term cannot be the mere name of the Master devoid of its 

literal sens~ for those who know "the genuine dialect (sabhava nirutti )". 

But for others (who do not know it), it will denote the mere name of the 

Master although thousands of words are used. 

One who can be compared with another person is t_o be called "_tula." 

One who is not to be compared with another is called "atula." In other way, 

one has no equal (concerning virtue), so he is called "atula." It is the term 

for the Blessed One. It is true, the Blessed One does not have any other 

person who is equal to him in the world. 

It should be quoted: 

I have no teacher; I have no equal . 

In the world including gods, I have no counterpart.1 3 

It does not ca_~se surprise that one who is the Buddha has the state of 

peerlessness; even a just born Bodhisatta has such a state_ of peerlessness . 

It is explanation in detail: on that occasion , the Great Man just born, stood 
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up facing towards the East . In that direction, the infinite universe became a 

single plane. The gods and the brahmas in those universes honoured him 

with great measure saying thus: "O Great Man, none here is equal to you; 

needless to say, there is none who is superior." The same way is to be 

known in the other directions as well. 

Then, the Great Man knowing his superiority to the entire world 

claimed in fearless words: 

"I am superior to the world! · I am the greatest in the world! 

I am supreme in the world! This birth is the last one. Now I 

have no more rebirth." 

This too does not make a surprise that one who lives his last life has 

the state of peerlessness. Even on that occasion when Bodhisatta named 

Swnedha received a definite prophecy from the Buddha, Dipankara , he 

had no equal in the state of perfectness except Dipankara ,, the Buddha . 

The state of having no equal can be proved by uncommon miracle events

quaking of _ten thousand worlds, etc. It is true, such events cannot not be 

created by hundred thousands of Pacceka Bodhisattas . Needless to say, 

Savaka Bodhisatlas are unable to create such events. Therefore, it is said 

in Commentary: 14 "111e knowledge of contemplating perfections (para mi 

pa vicaya fiaJJa ) on that occasion is equal to the omniscience (sabbwmuta 

iiaQa ) in its range". 

Then,regarding to .. Savaka Bodhisattas , they are able to know by 

: themselves the means proper for enlightenment; since then they never return 

and plunge into the life of Bodhisatta passing over the position of puthu.ijana 

who ev~r follows the circle of birth and death. In one aspect they have 

confirmation of and inclination to enlightenment. Only on such an occasion 

they are able to r~~eive a definite prophecy if they are in the presence of 

the Buddhas. Needless to say, the SabbaflflD Bodhis~tta and Pacceka 

Bodhisatta can receive the definite prophecy. 
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However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "This word, tula , is made 

by adding 'yya' or 'a ' in the sense of 'measured'(p.71)." 

It is not correct.Because it is not impossible to justify that the word, 

tula , is formed by means of root and in the sense of Kammasadhana . It is 

true, in Tfka 15 it is sai_d: "a tu/a is so called because one cannot be 

measured; it means "measureless one." By this definition, it denotes that the 

word, tu/a , is in the sense of Kammasadhana. If so, it is useless to think of 

addition of endings, 'yya' or 'a ' in the sense of "measured." 

Then, if argued - that meaning is defined referring to this 

rule:"Terminology (saddappayogo ) follows what one wants to say," the 

answer is "No". Because it is useless to think of what is unheard by setting 

aside what is heard and appropriate. [Atula padam] 

6. Then, through these words, sammasambuddha and atula , the three 

accomplishments (sampada) belonging to the Master are expressed. They 

are: 

The Accomplishment of Condition (hetu sampada) , 

The Accomplishment of Consequence (phala sampada ), and 

The Accomplishment of Benefaction for Sentient Beings 

(sattupa kara sampada ). 

Of these, "the Accomplishment of Condition" is the possession of 

great compassion and the accumulation of means of enlightenment. And the 

: great insight knowledge of the Omniscient Buddha which is called the 

"diamond knowledge (vajira fiar:rn )" numbering twenty-four hundred 

thousanq crores generated at the Bodhi Ground (bodhi ma~H)a ) is also 

included here. Because the insight knowledge is a proximate cause of the 

great enlightenmen!· . Or it is regarded that the insight knowledge is included 

in "the Accomplishment of Removing ". 

The Accomplishment of Consequence (phala sampada) is four-fold: 
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sampada). 

The Accomplishment of Removing (pahana sampada ), 

The Accomplishment of Knowledge (fiiil)a sampada ), 

The Accomplishment of Supremacy (anubhava sampada ), and 

The Accomplishment of Physical Appearance (riipakaya 

Of these " the Accomplishment of Removing " is expelling the mental 

defilements together with habitual impression (vasan:;if ); the absolute 

eradication is the meaning. As phenomenon it is a Noble Path or the 

knowledge associated with the "Supreme Path (agga maggafiiiQa ) ". 

"The Accomplishment of Knowledge " is the knowledge of omniscient 

Buddha, the knowledge of ten-fold power (dasabala iial)a) and so on. 

However, in Vibhavani, "the Accomplishment of Knowledge", 

of these two Accomplishments, is mentoined first, then "the 

Accomplishment of Removing (p.72)." 

Actually, "the Accomplishment of Removing "should be mentioned 

first. Because it is the forerunner as well as the cause of "the 

Accomplishment of Knowledge". In Mahaffka 16,too, "the Accomplishment 

of Removing" is mentioned first. 

Then, "the knowledge of Supreme Path(aggmaggaiHiQa ) 

that is the proximate cause of the Omniscient Knowledge", 

Vibhavani says in the Accomplishment of Knowledge (p.72). 

It is not reasonable. Because the Supreme Knowledge should be only 

: "the Accomplishment of Removing". It is true, there is not any other things 

to be the Accomplishment of Removing except the Supreme Knowledge. 

Perhaps_, someone may say that the Knowledge of Path (magga iiiIQa ) is 

either know ledge (nava ) or eradication (pahana ); so it should be both 

(niII)a and pahana _). That is also not reasonable. Because, if so, there will 

be a mixture of Accomplishments (sampadiI sankaro ). 

Then, the Omniscient Know ledge should be mentioned first of all m 
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the Accomplishment of Knowledge; but it 1s not done so m 

Vibhavanif(p.72). That is also not correct. 

Then, if given the reason -" by the word adi' m this phrase, 

"tammUlakiini dasabaliidi fiiiniini," the Omniscient Knowledge is also 

included" That is also not reasonable. Because it is not a proper way to 

express the minor point directly and the major point by the word, 'adi' '. 

I 
"The Accomplishment of Supremacy" is to be endowed with virtues, 

morality, etc. and the supernormal conditions of which powers are cannot be 

thought. 

"The Accomplishment of Physical Appearance " is the possession of a 

graceful figure marked with major and minor symbols. 

"The Benefaction for Sentient Beings" is of two types: 

The Accomplishment of Inclination (asaya sampada ), and 

The Accomplishment of Effort (payoga sampada ). 

It means that the state of excellence of inclination and that of 

purification_ of physical and verbal effort. Of these two, "The 

Accomplishment of Inclination " is the possession of the inclination of 

welfare for beings ,even antagonists like Devadatta , etc. "The · 

Accomplishment of Effort" is the purity of the act of preaching dhamma 

without intention of gain and esteem, etc., when preaching dhamma to the 

well known persons - kings, ministers of kings, rich householders and even 

the kings of gods. 

Herein, "the Accomplishment of Removing "and "that of Knowledge" 

are denoted by the word, "sammasambuddha . " And the two 

Accomplishments of Benefaction for Sentient Beings together with the two 

Accomplishments of Removing and Knowledge are denoted by the word, 

"atula ." Then, the Accomplishment of Condition is implicitly (siimatthiyato 
' 

) stated by both. Because other accomplishments cannot exist without such 

an Accomplishment of Condition.[Accomplishment] 
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7. Again, Thera spoke the word, "sa saddhamma ganuttama111 " in order 

to make his worship more forceful. By this word, he pays also respect to the 

dhamma and sangha . It is true. If says- "from distance I pay homage to 

the Lord of the World together with his Order," the worship of the Order, 

too, can be known through the word, "together with (saha. )". Here too must 

be similarly regarded. Herein, "namassissam" means " homage paid." 

However, it is said in Vibhavani: "it is known the dhamma 

and the sa111gha are also worth to be worshipped through ,the word, 

'saha ' (together with) (p. 72)." 

Herein, it should not be said " worth to be worshipped 

(abhivadetabba bhavo )" ,but it should be said "have been worshipped 

(abhivadita bhaavo )" or "worshipping (abhivadana111 )". So that ,being 

known the equality of act (kriyasamavaya ) that needs here, Thera' s 

worshipping the dhamma and the sa111gha will be also included. 

Otherwise,b~cause of that the suffix, "tabba ," conveys the meaning of 

"deseiving", the equality of quality (gUQasamavaya ) which is the state of 

deserving to be worshipped must be spoken. But that meaning is not 

necessary here. Nor it also accords with his example either: "One came 

together with his wife and children." 

In other way, it is not impossible to say that Thera paid homage to the 

Triple Gem when he is about to begin compiling this text; then he 

· composed this verse to denote his worship together with his vow to write the 

book.Therefore, the word, 'abhivadiya (having worshipped),' is used, not the 

word, 'abhivadiyami (I worship). In this way should be known in other 

places,too. 

"Sa saddha[!1_ma ganuttamo " 1s one who is with either the true 

dhamma or the Noble Order organized by himself , an asylum of the entire 

world. This term is used for the Fully Enlightened One. It is true, the 
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disciples who are with either the true dhammas or the noble order organized 

by others cannot be called 'sa saddhamma ' as well as 'saganuttama.'. Then, 

the Pacceka Buddhas are also not worthy of such praise, although they are 

with true dhamma , an asylum for only himself and with the noble 

community of his colleagues (sabrahmacarf ) . Therefore, it should be 

regarded that this term, (sasaddhamma ganuttama ) is also special for the 

Master. 

It is here the definition of words: · it holds, so it is called dhamma . 

Whom does it hold? It holds those who practise it. It is true, "the dhamma 

indeed protects one who practices dhamma , 17" is said. 

How does it hold? It holds by not letting one who practice dhamma 

fall into the four woeful states and the circle of suffering ( va1fa dukkha). 

What is the meaning of holding? It is eradicating mental defilements, partial 

or whole, through which sentient beings fall into woeful states and the circle 

of suffering. According to this meaning, dhamma is exactly a term for the 

eightfold no_ble path and Nibbana . Because the eightfold noble path 

eradicates mental defilements only depending on Nibbana ,not without doing 

. so. Therefore only those five dhamn1as are to be truly Dhamma. 

Then, the dhamma to be learnt (par iyatti dhamma ) is only the means 

of holding (dharaQil payo). And the four Fruitions (phala ), the benefits of 

the life of a samaQa , are only advantages of holding (dh. ;araQa phal ;ani ); 

and proper for holding (dharaQanukiila ) as well because they extinguish 

: again the mental defilements.Therefore, those five are to be dhamma 1n 

one aspect (pariyaya dhamma ). 

In other way, it should be held, so it is called d/Jamma . It ·is meant 

to be worth of being held (dharaQiiraho ). A phenomenon that sets the 

holder of it actually . free from suffering and places him in the position of 

supreme happiness, is to be called II dhamma II on account of deserving to be 

held. What is that? It is the dhamma as told above. 
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To be explained: some of those dhammas are held by developing 

them, some by attaining them, some as a way of dwelling happily in the 

present life, some by learning and memorizing them; and those dhammas , 

if they are held, set the holder of the dhamma properly free from suffering 

in woeful states and in the circle of birth and death. Besides, they place such 

a person in a state of supreme happiness of Fruition and Nibbana . 

Or good persons hold themselves not to fall into woeful state and 

suffering in the circle of birth and death by means of this phenomenon,so it 

is called dhamma . And this is also reasonable that the pers'ons who have 

dhamma as their island and dhamma as their asylum stand on it; so it is 

called dhamma. 

Then, why is the dhamma divided into only ten, here? It should be 

divided into eleven together with the dhamma practised(pafipattidhamma ). 

It is true. But the dhamma practised is only the initial stage of practice for 

the Path; so it is included in the Path just as the prior volition (pubba 

cetana ) is ~aken into 'giving (dana ).' Therefore, the dhamma is divided 

everywhere into only ten. 

In other way It is reasonable that there is reason to reckon the 

dhamma learnt (pariyatti dhamma ) as 'dhamma ' here,and for that reason 

the person who learns dhamma is also reckoned as 'saITJgha ' deserving 

worship. Then, there is reason to reckon a good worldly person (puthujjana 

kalayanako ) as 'sangha ',the trainee(sekkha ),and for that reason the 

dhamma practised (patipatti dhamma ) that makes him good should be 

reckoned as 'dhamma ' deserving worship. It is impossible to say· that the 

worldly person, though he is in such a position, is to be reckoned as 'trainee' 

,the undergoing to attain the 'first Noble Stage' through the dhammas he 

possesses; but those dhammas are not reckoned as 'the Path of the Stream 

Winner' belonging to the trainee. 

So far as I have said, it rejects the statement of those who expound 
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thus: " A bhikkhu in the position of a good worldly person would not be 

taken into account as "samgha "in this formula, 'samgham saranam 

gacchaami (I go to the sangha as refuge)'; because there is no benefit to go 

to such a person as refuge." 

Of course, it should be said " it is reasonable that the dhamma learnt 

which is honoured by the Master by placing it in the position of Teacher and 

declared thus: "That dhamma and Vinaya explained and laid down by 

me,Ananda, will be your teacher after I have passed away." 18 is taken into 

account as dhamma to be refuge. Then, the person who learns dhamma is 

two: one who follows the noble way and the other who does not so. Of these 

two, "the person who does not follow the noble way "cannot be 'refuge' even 

for himself. Needless to say, he will not be refuge for others. Besides, it is 

he who is blamed by the Master in thousands of Suttas. Therefore,it is 

reasonable that he should not be reckoned as 'samgha ' to be refuge, and 

only the other is to be reckoned . 

It is dhamma that belongs to good persons; so it is called 

"saddhamma . " It is meant " the dhamma of good or wise persons who are 

worthy of praise and honour because of that their passions have become 

extinct". Or the dhamma that is worth of praise and honour is to be called 

"saddhamma." Because the dhamma of those who are worthy of praise and 

honour must be absolutely a dhamma that is worthy of praise and honour. It 

is meant "the dhamma deserving praise and honour ". Or "the· dhamma . 
that is true ". To be explained: it does not falsely effect one who holds it, 

like the dhamma of other viewers (aiiiia titthiya ) does; it indeed brings 

about 011ly malevolence (ahito) to those who hold it with the belief that "it is 

beneficial to me." [saddhamma] 

The word gaQa in 'gaQutlama ' is used for the c01_nmunity of those 

colleagues who have common view and morality in the world. In this 
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Teaching, however, the community of disciples of the Master with high 

virtues, morality etc. is to be " Noble Community ( uttama + gana ) " in the 

sense of being either n<?ble or community; only that term "uttama gana , " is 

used here "ganuttama " in reverse order, like these "muni selfho (noble 

sage)" and "muni varo ( exalted sage)." 

However, in Vi bha van r, it is said:" Ganuttama is the nobility 

of commooities or among the community of gods,human beings and so 

on (p.73)." 

It is not correct. Because if known the meaning, it cannot inform that 

the word,gaQa ,is used here for "Noble Community" ; because the 

word,uttama , although it is truly "qualifier.", have to be "qualified," 

Then, the word 'ga~1a ,' describes only Samgha .The Satpgha is two

fold: sa111gha organized (sammuti sa111gha )and samgha deserving honour 

(dakkhiQeyya sa111gha ). Of these two, "the samgha organized" is the 

community ofbhikkhus receiving higher ordination through the function 

ofupasampa~a , also c_alled sammuti, conducted by united samgha. 

Thatsamgha concerns Vinaya functions. Then "the samgha deserving honor 

" is a group of eight noble persons. And although that samgha is included in 

"the samgha organized", it should be noted that "the saq1gha deserving 

honour" is particularly stated by the Blessed One admiring in such and such 

ways to advocate them as ''the excellent field of merit (anuttara puiiiia 

khetta )" concen1ing worthy of being refuge,worshipped, esteemed, offered, 

-honoured and the object of recollection. The Puthujjana samgha cannot 

be "the excellent field of merit" though it is the field of merit. Why? 

Because_ that samgha has the latency of wrong view on Aggregates (sakkiiya 

diflhi ) and doubt ( vicikiccha ) that are the evil conditions of the field of 

merit like grass in ~ field of "sali " rice. Then, to be the field of merit of 

that samgha can be understood as explained in the former 

word,saddhamma . 
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8 .Abhivadiya means having worshipped in a special way. Herein a 

worship, making in one's mind thus : "this person with virtues,morality,etc.is 

noble and deserves worship", is said to be " worshipping in a special way". 

Then the worship is three-fold through "bodily worship" etc. It should 

be quoted: 

"Bhikkhus , there are three types of worships. What are the 

three? To worship by body, to worship by speech and to worship by 

mind" .19 

Of these "to worship by body" is that one lies down towards the 

persons who deserve worship keeping ' the state of nobility' in mind and 

placing his five body parts - the two knees, the two elbows and the forehead

on the ground. Ref erring to this manner of worship it is said 

"paiicappatitfhitena vandana ," here and there. And it is the way of worship 

in which if a bhikkhu pays homage to those who are not in the position to be 

worshipped, he is guilty of "apa tti. " 

"To ~orship by speech" is that one recites the words of virtues 

(gwrnpada). And such a speech - "I pay homage to the Buddha; May the 

worship be to the Budd11a ; I pay homage to the noble freedom; May the 

worship be to those who have freedom; May the worship be to the Buddha 

Vipassi by name."etc. is to be called "verbal worship" (vaca v:1ndana ). 

"To worship by mind" is that one repeatedly recollects virtues by 

thinking of words of virtues. 

9. Bhasissarn means "shall speak." Thera will commit to writing a 

book cqmpiling this Compendium. It should be, however, noted that he uses 

the word ''bhasissa111 ·' with this idea "the compiling of book is widely 

known as a verbal action". 

10. In the word abhidhammatlha sangaha Abhidhammatlha is the topics 
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pointed out in Abhidhamma. text. Then in this Compendium or by this 

Compendium those topics are summarized, so it is called "Abhidhammattha 

sarigaha . " By the word, " summarized (sarigayhanli) " it is meant that the 

topics are spoken briefly by Thera . 

Then it is definition of the word, "abhidhamma " : the dhamma 

which is higher or extraordinary is termed "Abhi-Dhamma ." And by the 
, 

word II 

dhamma " the two texts are denoted except the Vina ya. It is true 

"that Dhamma and Vinaya , Ananda , explained and laid down by me ... ," 

is addressed. Then, the two Pali Texts expound the only ultimate realities, 

kusala dhammiI etc. as they appear by setting aside Vina ya function which 

is a sort of command. Of these two dhammas as expounded, the only 

dhamma which is higher and extraordinary than the other is to be called 
11 Abhidhamma II but the other is only "Dhamma ." On this point, 

Commentaries20 say "thistetrad (catukka ) should be known here: " dhamma 

(doctrine), abhidhamma (higher doctrine), vinaya (discipline) and 

abhivinaya _(higher discipline ).Of these four,dhamma is for Suttanta Pitaka 

, abhidhamma for the seven texts, Vinaya for both of Vibhangas and 

Abhivinaya for Khandhaka and Parivara . " 

And "the state of being higher and extraordinary " here must be 

known through "Kusala ", etc., through "Khandha '', etc., through "sangaha ." 

etc., through the complete explanation of dhamma division in such and such 

ways and through "talk on mere dhamma . " For that reason the omniscient 

Buddha expowuls this "Abhidhamma " discourse only on the plane of gods; 

indeed human beings are unable to sit and listen in one posture ·to such a 

speech _running for three months in a row from beginning to end. And it is 

impossible to give such a speech under the same outline to ·various persons in 

different periods. 

Some commentators, however, point out "AbhidhalJ?.ma is higher and 

extraordinary than Vina ya Pali. as well." That does not accord with the 
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"Affhasalinf," because in that Commentary, "the state of being higher and 

extraordinary" is remarked only between the two texts ooder the name of 

"dhamma."; it is not justifiable to take in Vinaya ; because they have 

uncommon function and field. To be explained: Vinaya serves to train in 

physical and verbal actions and concerns violation of rules while Dhamma 

serves to analyze dhammas and concerns the appearance of natural law as 

they appear. 

111en, some commentators say:"ifso,only Vinaya may rank in 

superiority because "a bhikkhu who condemns Vinaya is guilty of pacittiya 

,but Dhamma is only guilty of dukkata . " 

This is not reasonable. Because Vinaya 1s command (iIQiicakka ) 

while Dhamma is natural law ( dhammac:akka ). Herein to condemn 

Vinaya is hitting out at "the wheel of command"(aQacakka ) of the 

Master.This is utter disrespect towards the Master ; if one has no respect for 

the Master,he certainly has no respect for the Dhamma , theSa1igha and the 

three Train~ngs as well. Therefore, by condemning Vinaya the offense 

(apatti) is serious,but not because of that vinana is superior to all. 

In other way Vinaya is the root of the sasana;if Vinaya does not exist, 

theSasana docs not exist. Therefore to perpetuate Sasana the severe 

penalty is imposed on act of condemning Vinaya. 

So far as I have said, the explanation of correct meanmg on the first 

verse in 'Paramatthadfpanf ', the fourth commentary on Abhidh'ammattha -

sarigaha comes to end. 

11. Thus having explained the five point'i each with their advantages in 

the opening verse, now Thera spoke the second verse to expound the 

outline of the topic_s_ in Abhidhamma . 

Herein, Tattha means "in that word, Abhidhammattha sangaha "which 

1s used in this phrase,bhasissam ab/1idhammattha-saiJgahain; the topics in 
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Abhidhamma (abhidhammallha) pointed out by me are four-fold in all 

aspects under the name of paramattha (ultimate reality).This 1s 

interpretation. 

Firstly in 7Tkii the meaning of "ta " is given: "Tattha means in that 

text, "Abhidhammattha-sailgaha ," or in that word, "Abhidhammattha , " or 

in that Abhidhamma (p.287). Then Vibhavani says "in that Abhidhamma 

(p. 73)." 

All are not correct. Because the meaning - the topics in Abhidhamma 

which I have already mentioned in this book, Abhidhammamattha-sangaha 

- is not reasonable; even the book indeed will be compiled later on, not yet 

compiled; where are the t_opics in Abhidhamma ? Furthermore, there is not 

such a word, "ta ", that refers minor words at the very beginning in 

Commentaries; so the meaning of the word, "ta , " here must be understood 

as if the word, "la " in the first sentence, "taltl1a kenalfhena abhidhammo ?," 

in Alfhasalinf. 

If so, _the interpretation in all Tikiis (Purar:ia,p.287;VibhavanI,p.73; 

Sankhepa,p.216) - "pointed in all aspects" - is rejected. The interpretation 

indeed does not accord with these words, sabbalhapi dvadasa, sabbathiipi 

affhiirasa , etc., which will be mentioned above. 

Herein Sabbathii means that it is only four in all aspects of divisions, 

kusala, etc. that is said in Dhammasanganf ; it is also four in all aspects of 

division, khandha ,etc. that is said in Vibhanga . And it also should be said 

"in all aspects of division that is said in Dhatukathii and so on". 

12. -Paramatthato means 'according to ultimate truth'. Truth is indeed 

twofold: the conventional truth (Sammuti sacca ) and the ultimate truth 

(Pannattha sacca \ . Of these two, the conventional truth is thus: The things 

based on concept (pannattiatlha ) -being (satta ), person (puggla ), soul 
' ,\ 

(atta), life (jfva ) and so on- never exist as reality; but they seem to be 
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reality by conjuring up bigger and bigger in the minds of many people who 

do not have analytical knowledge of dhamma ; many people harmoniously 

talk and accept them in this and that way as if they are real. And they are 

accepted hannoniously by many people and are the ground of true speech 

(vacfsacca ) and true-abstinence (viratisacca ) as well; therefore those 

things are called conventional truth (sammuti sacca ) .Then using the 

conventional truth those who well practise dhamma accomplish all worldly 

happiness and all means of enlightenment. But those who practise dhamma 

in incorrect ways are to be born in woeful states. Thus the conventional 

truth ranks very high. However, it is not regarded as truth, if compared with 

the ultimate truth,because it makes many people accept it as reality being 

itself not reality. And being the ground of the wrong view on aggregate 

(sakkayaditthi ), the sixty-two views and the threefold wrong view, it does 

not let fools escape from the circle of suffering . Thus the conventional 

truth is so false and with so great fault as well. 

Then the ultimate truth is two-fold: the truth in its own nature 

(sabhava sacca) and the truth belonging to noble persons (ariya sacca ). Of 

these two the truth in its own nature is the <lhammas, "kusala e'tc.", classified 

in seven texts beginning with DhammasaiJgani . Because they never make 

people false who accept them as "there exist the kusala dhammas and there 

exists the happy feeling" existing by themselves in their own nature. But it 

(sabhavasacca) becomes untrue in one aspect, if compared with the truth 

· belonging to noble persons. 

Let me explain: Feeling is said to be happiness referring to · the 

division of mere enjoyment (anubhavana-bheda ); but it is not because of 
•, 

real- happiness in its all aspects. All feelings are actually only "pain" from 

the point of many ~undred views - the state of being impermanence, that of 

being conditioned things and so on. In the same way, t~e ~tate of kusala in 

the sense of faultlessness and producing the result of happiness is known by 
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comparing with Akusala . All kusala dhammas on three-plane are indeed 

only with faults, the fault of being with canker, with mental defilements, the 

object of Ogha , the object of Yoga and the object of Upadiina . And they 

have pain as their result because they produce an effect ,that is the "truth of 

suffering." 

Then, the •'AjjhaUattika is said depending on the concept in this 

world. Actually, all dhammas on the four-planes have nothing to be called 

even "alta." Needless to say, they will have something to call "ajjhatta "; 

b~t they belong to only others (bahiddha ) . "Do see the conditioned things 

as not self'21 is truly said. This way should be possibly known in the other 

dhammas of lika and Duka . 

Then, the truth belonging to noble persons is that all dhammas on the 

three-plane are to be real suffering; craving is to be real cause of suffering; 

the Nibbana alone is to be the cessation of suffering; the Path with eight 

factors is to be the way leading to the cessation of suffering. This truth 

alone is the _real truth that is unchangeable and perfect in all aspects in the 

wisdom of Ariyas who have pure knowledge. Then to exclude here the 

conventional truth of these two truths the word, paramatthato , is said. 

Therefore, it was said "paramalthato means according to the ultimate truth." 

In this word, paramattha , attha is twofold: thing that exists in 

own nature (sabhavasiddha ) and thing that exists in image (parikappa 

siddha ). Of these two, the thing (attha), citta etc., that exists separately 

with its own characteristic without ref erring to other things is to be called 

the thing that exists in own nature. Then, the thing which does not exist with 

its own ~haracteristic but exists only in mind being imagined and conjured 

by the mind depending on various appearances of the reality that is mind

made and mind-cr~ated; such a thing, being (satta ), person (puggala ) and 

so on, is to be called the thing that exists in image. 

Of these two, 'the thing that exists in own nature' alone is to be called 
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paramattha.. This is definition: It is attha , because depending on it the 

comprehension (buddhi) and words are born. And it is paramattha , because 

it is the attha (thing ) which is higher (parama ) than the other in the sense 

of absolute reality. 

In other way, paramallha is an absolute thing in the sense of not 

failing in reaction accordingly for those who practice to realize what should 

be realized; to analyze what should be analyzed; to eradicate what should 

be eradicated; to attain what should be attained; to develop what should be 

developed with such a confidence 'this exists; this can be known.' 

The other thing, however, is not worthy to be called paramattha , 

because it, being non-existent, causes only failure in reaction for those who 

practice to realize it etc., but it does not accomplish the purpose. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI:" or paramattha is an object 

of higher knowledge (p.74)". 

It is not correct. Because it never sees the word, parama , to be in the 

sense of kn(?wledge and the word, allha , to be in the sense of object as well. 

And it is said in Anutfka. 22,"only the sacca is saccika; saccika alone is 
' 

a ttha in the sense of object of right understanding; so it is called 

saccikatth .. This too points out this meaning: Altha is so called because it 

should be approached by right understanding, not defining the meaning of 

parama .. [paramattha ] 

In the word, citta: it is conscious, so it is called citta . Herein 'to be 

conscious' is to turn ever towards an object. It is true, the state of being 

conscious is not known without an object. To be conscious is, therefore, 

regarded here only as the ' accepting object 'and ' receiving object.' If it is 

the correct meaning, the statement by some commentators, "at the time of 

bhavaga or at the time of feeling faint (visaiiiii samaya ), consciousness 

exists without an object", is rejected. Then, it must be noted that 

consciousness gets il'i name only through the Arammana condition, not 
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through the other conditions- Nisaya, Samanantara and so on - though these 

conditions exist. 

In other way, citta is so called, because through which the mental 

concomitants ( sampayuttakii ) come to be conscious of. The consciousness is 

indeed the forerunner in the case of perceiving an object; so the mental 

concomitants perceive an object through only consciousness whenever they 

perceive an object. 

Or citta is being merely to be conscious of. It is true all dhammas 

are known as mere actions of nature. Within those dhammas there is no 

substance (dabba ), form (sm.1th ana ) and entity ( viggpa ) to be known. 

They also arise depending on conditions; they have not by itself energy 

( thiima ), power ( bala ), ability ( vasa ) or quality (satli ) through which they 

are able to appear. Needless to say, tl1ey cannot be conscious and impinge. 

And they exist just only for a moment. They can never be able to follow the 

wish of someone. Therefore, such a division "this is substance; this is 

quality; thi~ is action" is unknown in those dhammas . Because of this 

reason, in all 'words of ultimate truth' the definition of bhavasadhana alone 

should be mainly known. But the other definitions can be known only in one 

aspect. 

Herein to think of analyzing the consciousness which is indivisible as 

substance etc. is to be known as 'talk in one aspect (pariyayakathiI )' in order 

to make one know the special meaning, as if in this example:"the body of a 

small stone (silaputtakassa sarfra111 )." And to do so is to describe the total 

non-existence of soul (atta ), life (jfva ), being (satta ) and person (puggala ) 

which are excluded from reality (dhamma-vimulta ), imagery of others 

(paraparikappita ) and known as doers (karaka ). If there exists soul, etc., 

what is the use of ~inking of dividing which is indivisible. 

However,Vibhavani seems to say 'thinking <;>f reality which is 

not reality (abhiitassa bhiitaparikappana ) 'as if in this exa~ple 'the 
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horn of hare (sasavisiiQam )' (p.74). 

It is the meaning what he wants to say: There is none who is to be 

called either 'doer (kattii )' or ' one who commands to do (kareta )' in 

dhammas . However, there is a doer (kattii ) in the world that performs a 

deed by himself. So the definition ,cintetfti ciattarn , is given by placing 'the 

state of doer' upon consciousness to explain that in the act of being conscious 

citta is reliable by itself. Then, the definition, cintenti sampayuttaka 

dhamma eteniili citta1n , is given by putting again 'the state of means to do 

(karavabhava )' upon the consciousness and 'the state of doer (kattubhava )' 

upon mental concomitants to explain that through the power of 

consciousness those mental concomitants performs properly in the act of 

being conscious . 

In other way, the word,citta , conveys the meaning of variety ( vicitra 

vacako ). It is truly said in Sa111yutta nikaya 23 : 

"Bhikkhus , have you ever seen an exhibition of paintings 

(c~ra~JaJTI nama citta1}1 )? Yes,Lord! Bhikkhus ,the exhibition of 

painting is designed by mind. Bhikkhus ,in deed, only mind is more in 

variety even than that exhibition of paintings". 

"And Bhikklms , I ha vc never seen any other communities as 

animals which is in variety. Bhikkhus , the animals are made various 

by only mind as well. Bhikkhus , even than those animals it is mind 

that is more various." 

Herein, 'the exhibition of paintings ' is a sheet of cloth on which 

various pictures, the divine abode etc., are painted; and they wander about 

and exhibit it explaining thus: "those who act this and that merit can be 

born in such and such abode.''In the word, cittena , the ending' ena ' is a 

particle, karanvaca_n_a , in the sense of ablative case. Yathayidarn means 'as 

if these.' Cittfkatii means making it various. 

Furthermore, herein it is known that mind is various, so perception is 
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vanous. And as perception is various, so attachment is' various. And as 

attachment is various, so kamma is various. And as kamma is various, so 

genus (yoni ) is various. And as genus is various, so are animals. 

LakhaQa is this and that own nature; 

Rasa 1s function or accomplishment; 

Paccupatfhana is said to be manifestation or advantage; 

Padaffhana is known to be a proximate cause; 

These are to dassif y dhamrrias for the wise. 

Citta has the awareness of an object as its characteristic; the 

preceding as its function; the ceaseless process is its manifestation; mind and 

matter are its proximate cause.24 [citta J 

In the word, cetasika: Cetasika is that which is born in citta since it 

arises depending on it. It is a term for the dhammas beginning with phassa . 

And herein 'the state of appearance depending on it' is to arise together with 

citta as if it seems to be one according to the characteristic, "arising 

together_, etc." By this word, it is clearly known that cetasika. is only those 

dhammas , phassa , etc., which are seemed to unite with consciousness 

having the same birth etc.,like flowers in a branching flower-stalk on a 

single stem, being in this position - "only the birth of citta is the birth of 

phassa , etc.; the decay of citta is the decay of phassa , etc.,the death of 

citta is the death of phassa , etc., the object of citta is the object of phassa , 

etc.; the seat of citta is the seat of phassa, etc." 

If asked - if so, citla also must be called phassika , vedanika and so 

on, because it exists, as said above, together with those dhammas ·, phassa , 

etc.- the answer is "No". Because citta alone is the chief. The Buddha 

truly says, "dhammas have mind as their forerunner; have mind as their 

chief; have mind as their source."25 

Herein "manomaya " is 'made or created only by mind'; it is meant 

'the act of mind' . By this two lines of verse, it denotes that those dhammas , 
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phassa , etc., cannot be known without citla . However, cilta can exist even 

without some of those dhammas . For example, the "five-viiiiiaQa " citta 

arises without some of those dhammas , vitakka , etc. So 'the state of 

existence depending on it' is spoken only for those dhammas , not for citta . 

However, VibhavanT explains those dhammas to be in 'the 

state of dependent' and in 'the state of being Cetasika ' through merely 

being on the same object (p. 7 4-5). 

It is not correct. Because, merely ·through the state of being on the 

same object it cannot be called Cetasika . 

In addition, suppose people in the world paint various pictures on a 

cavass mixing varied colored paints in water . Herein, the absorption on 

the canvass and remaining on it is only the function of water, not of 

coloured materials; displaying the various forms is only the function of 

coloured materials, not of water. Of these, the object is compared to the 

painting canvas,;; Citta to water; Cetasikas to varied coloured paints. 

[Cetasik~JJl ] 

15. Riipa111: Herein, it changes; so it is called Riipa . It means that it 

changes into a different state through harmful conditions (virodhi

paccayehi)- cold, heat,and so on, or it is changed by those harmful 

conditions. It should be quted: 

"Bhikkhus , it changes; so it is called Rapa . By which does it 

change? It changes by cold; changes by heat; changes by hunger; 

changes by thirst; changes by biting of tsetse fly or mosquito; or by 

the effect of wind, heat; by biting of poisonous reptiles. "26 

"Ruppati ' means changes, perishes, being attacked, oppressed, 

and being br~ken", is said in Mahaniddesa .27 

This is a concise meaning : only those dhammas which remain long 

and have the nature of impact (sappafighasabhava ) meet harmful 
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conditions at the static moment; but not those which are in short term and 

have not the nature of impact (appalighasabhava ). It is true, even the 

subtle matters without the nature of impact do not meet external 

conditions, cold, etc. Needless to say, the mental dhammas ( arupadhamma 

) in short term and without the nature of impact do not meet external 

conditions. 

If so, 'the subtle matters (sukhumarupa )' may be the mentaldhamrna ? 

No,it may not be so; because they are in the same nature as if that of 'the 

gross matters'. Indeed,they change when the gross matters change. 

Or 'the meeting' here is, it is said, 'the mutual impingement' of the 

gross matters or of only the great elements which contradict each other and 

are at the static moment, apart from getting into the avenue (apatagamana ) 

and perceiving an object (aramma~1akaraQa ) . It is, indeed, said: "Ruppati 

means being attacked (ghaflfyati )and oppressed (pf/fyati )." 

' Changing (ruppana )' is said to be the state of ruin (kuppana )and 

perishing (bhijjana ) of the elements which are in different matter-unit, as if 

a country is in a state of chaos ca used by war waged by enemies. It is truly 

said that "becoming ruined (kuppati )and broken (bhijjati )". In addition, 

herein Kuppati means to be in a state of chaos and moving about. Bhijjati 

means to be distorted. When they meet harmful conditions, since that 

moment they become distorted by themselves. It means that they work as 

conditions to produce material process, more or less. 

In another way, 'changing (ruppana )' is two-fold: increasing and 

decreasing. Both of these are clearly known at the time of destruction and 

construction of W1iverse and in changing of various life-span, year, season, 

month, night, day, etc. 

Why is the _term,riipa., used for only the dhauunas which change 

through impact? Because only they have substance. M~tt~rs ,have substance 

being in a state of gathering and forming, etc. So it is noted that 'changing' 
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pertaining to only those matters is common to the world and the term,rupa , 

is used only for those. 

On the contrary, mind exists without substance; so the state of 

distortion pertaining to those cannot be seen directly (paccakkhato ); it can 

be known on seeing or hearing or asking about this and that distortion of 

matters by the world except those who can read others' minds. So mind is 

not in the state of matter. 

However, Vibhavanr dismisses the supposition - 'mind may 

be in a state of matter ( rupata patti ppasango )'- by the implicity of 

these terms, Sfta , etc.(p.75) 

Actually, 'terms ( voharo ) cannot be used without general consensus 

of the world'(lokopacara ); the general consensus of the world is only 

through widely known signs. Hence, it should be noted that without the 

term, sfta , etc., such a supposition (pasanga ) can be removed only through 

'the general consensus of the world'. 

Th~n, in Brahma world it can be seen that Brahmas have physical 

gesture, verbal gesture and various forms created by psychic power. These, 

too, can be a sort of --material changing in one aspect. Therefore, it is 

understood that according to this aspect the matter in Brahma world can be 

in a state of matter. 

In other way, 'Riipa ' is so called, because they become manifest by 

themselves in their own nature. It is true mind cannot become manifest in 

their own nature. They are to be known only through matter on which they 

depend. However, matter being manifest by itself in its own nature is to be 

known by five-consciousness. If it is the meaning, the matters in Brahma 

world can be directly known to be in a state of matter. 

In VibhavanI it is explained: 'The matter in Brahma world 

can be known through either beneficial cold, etc., or going not beyond 

the nature of matter'(p.75). 
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However, these words, sfteniipi w;iheniipi, etc., are used to indicate a 

mere point ( nidassana mallal]l ). Because 'the changing' can be through 

mind and nutriment as well. It is truesafl11a ( perception )and vififlal)a 

(consciousness) are explained in Pali canon only through the objects, form 

and taste. However, perception does not perceive only fonn; consciousness 

is not aware of taste alone; so it should be understood that discourse is 

given to indicate a mere point; the ref ore it is useless to explain the matter in 

Brahma world referring to the word~ beginning with the word, sfta . 

lRupam] 

16. In the word,Nibbana: In this state all burning miseries (dukkha-

santapa ) in birth-and-death circle ( va11a ) become extinct; so it is called 

Nibbana . ' to become extinct (nibbayanti )' means that only those mental 

defilements ( kilesa )and aggregates ( khandha ) that are worthy of arising 

in future within those who have not developed their Path are put in the 

state of not_ worthy of arising within those who have already developed their 

Path. 

Dhammas in the past, it is true, which have ceased after being for 

three moments cannot be called " to become extinct ( nibbiiyanti )." 

Needless to say the dhammas in present and will certainly arise in the 

future can be called ' to become extinct'. 

'The burning misery in birth-and-death circle (vaftadukkha-santapa )' 

is that the burning misery which is in the circle of mental defilement 

(kilesa va/fa ), in the circle of kamma (kamma valfa ) and in the · circle of . 
result (vipakava11a ).It is true 'the complete extinction (anuppada-nirodha )' 

concerning with trees, etc., which are without the burning suffering in the 

three circles cannot be called Nibbana . 

Etasmim: : the inflectional ending 'smirn ' is in the sense of location 

(bummam )as if in the example, " akase saku.Qli pakkhandanti = in the sky 
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birds fly." Indeed,there is no other locality apart from those burning 

miseries which become extinct. 

In other way, 'Nibbana ' is so called because in this state the noble 

persons(ariya-jana )become extinguished. It is said: " the wise become like 

the extinguished flame of a lamp. "28 ' to become extinguished' means that 

such and such defilements and aggregates arc to be in a state of non-rebirth 

EtasmiITJ : the ending, smi111 ,is only in the sense of location. Or that 

word is connected with the word,adhigatc .( it is the meaning "when this 
t 

state is attained). 

However,it is said in Tikas :29 "Craving is to be called 'vana ,' 

because it sews lives together; and from that craving it departs , so it 

is called Nibbana (PuraQa,p.287;Vibhavanr,p.75) 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "Nibbana is that through 

which the fire of craving, etc., becomes extinguished (p.75)." 

This is not correct. Because Nibbana is not known as an instrumental 

case like Path; besides Nibbana cannot be the cooperating cause (sahakari

paccaya ) of craving which works as a subject to do the act of 

extinguishing. [Nibbilna J 

The exposition of correct meaning of the second verse ends. 

17. Now, Thera spoke the word, 'tattha ciUaIJJ ', etc. to explain citta 

(consciousness ) according to the order of outline. 

Tatta means 'out of those four topics of Abhidhamma' . Tava means 

'firstly'. Catubbidham means ' that which has four-fold'. 

18. In the word,. KamilvacaraIJl : It is desired, so it is kama . Or it is 

kama where beings who have not yet expelled sensual desire are delighted 

with only sensual pleasure, but not with Jhana pleasure as if in the higher 
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planes. It is the term for eleven-[ old kama plane. 

Are there not any persons also who have attained Jhana in this plane? 

I did not say 'there are not'; but they are there only sometimes; so there is 

nothing wrong. 

How are the nirayas (hells), Avfci etc., being in the sense of 

'desired' ? How are the beings there delighted with sensual pleasure? They 

are delighted being satisfied with an object or with affection for life 

(bhavanikanli ). Indeed,for those beings the flame of fire in the niraya that 

is manifested on death are seemed to be shining gold. 

' A brahman who held wrong view was lying on his death bed. His 

guru brahmans sitting near him said, "Sir, go to the Brahma- world." His 

mind was being invaded by the flame of fire in A vici niraya . Then he said, 

"Sirs, the shining gold is seen." They said, "Sir, this is the Brahma world. 

Go there." He died and was born in Avfci .' 

In this way, those nirayas are to be desired being satisfied with 

objects. A~d even those who are born there have an affection for their life. 

In other way, those who are born in niraya are only those who have not yet 

eradicated sensual desires . If have a chance, they will certainly take 

delight at sensual pleasure. 

It occurs in kama _ plane, so it is called 'Kamavacara ' 

Here, it should not be known the word, avacarati , to be in the sense of 

'to arise'. Because that sense does not accord with Pali canon and it may 

cause various misW1derstandings as well. 

To be explained: it is said m Pali 30,' yam etasmim antare 

etthavacara etthapariyapanna (whatever there is in this inclusion,occuring 

therein, included therein ... ). If needs the sense here, it may say 'etthavacara 

etthuppanna (occurring therein,arising therein ... )'; but it does not say so. 

Besides, it is impossible to say 'the worq,pariyapanna ,is equally in the sense 

of 'arising' as if the word, Uppanna .It is true, the Supramundane Cittas 
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,although they arise in the three-palne,are not included therein. Thus that 

sense does not accord with Pa.Ji . 

If that sense is known, there may be such misunderstandings: those 

dhammas , mahaggata an<l lokuttara , which arise in that kama plane are 

to be a 'kamiivacara ', but not to be a 'Rilpavacara ', etc. And those 

dhammas of kama which arise in Rapa or Arupa plane are to be a 

'Rapavacara' or a 'Ariipavacara ', but not to be a 'kamavacara .' 

Then, do some persons not geta name through . the"generality 

(yebhuyya- vutt1)" like these examples,' vanacarako (hunter) ,sarigamavacaro 

(soldier) ?" So, it is nothing wrong here with those dhammas that get the 

name of kiimHvacara , etc., as they mostly arise each in their own planes. 

If argued, the answer is 'No'. Because,if so, for the dhammas of 

lokuttara a plane where they arise may specifically be spoken to be freed 

from the name of kamavacara , etc. But there is not such a plane where 

they mostly arise; and they, indeed, arise only in three planes if arise. So, it 

may not ayoid getting __ the name of kama or ropa or arDpa.. Thus, it 

may cause various misunderstandings. 

Therefore,without noting such a meaning of avacarati that meaning 

alone which follows the way of Pali 'etthavacara etlha pariyapanna ' used 

by the Blessed One should be noted . Indeed,it is the correct meaning: ' it 

occurs in kama plane as including therein and plunging into it, so it is 

called 'Kamavacara '. 

The 'state of inclusion (pariyapannabhavo )' is reaching, absorbing 

and including in that kama which is its base being with common conditions -

species, family and name; and it should be noted that such a state of 

inclusion is made by sensual desire that dominates. So far as I have said, 

those dhammas,all:hough they arise within Rapa or Ariipa beings, which 

are grasped by sense desire "they are mine" and are inclusive in kama 

should be named 'kamaavaraca.' 
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This way is known in the word, Riipiivacara and Aruupaavacara as 

well. Especially in those planes the dominating desire is a 'desire for Form 

(riipatanhii )' and a 'desire for Formlessness (ariipatanhii )'. 

Those dhammas which are free from dominating by three desires and 

are not inclusive in three planes, though they arise in three planes, are to be 

known as lokuttara ,the supramundane. 

In addition, Patthana says that the 'thirst for kiima (kiimatnhii )',the 

sensual pleasure ( kiimacc:handa ) ,arises even within the beings, Arupa , 

in this passage, " iiruppe kamacchandam nfvaraQaIJJ paticca uddhacca

nfvarara111 (in Ariipa- plane the 'hindrance of restlessness' arises depending 

on the 'hindrance of sensual pleasure' ... )"31 • Therefore, it should be noted 

that the dominating desire for kiima- arising in the planes of Rapa and 

Arilpa , arises even within the beings, Riipa and Ariipa . 

In Pali the word, 'kiimacchanda-nfvaraQa ' is used because it is 

equal to the state of nfvara(Ja ( hindrance ). Actually there cannot be known 

any hindra_nces that perform a real function of hindrance in Jhana planes. 

Here should be said 'the division of kama '. Kama is two-fold: 

Subjective (kilesa-kiima ) and objective ( vatthu-kiima ). Of those two, all 

types of era v ing except the era v ing of R iipa and Ariipa are to be called the 

'subjective kiima ' in this section of four-plane division. All other dhammas 

of kamavacara that arise in three-plane are to be called the 'objective kama 

' apart from the dhammas of Rapa and Ariipa . 

However, "all dhammas of three-plane are the 'objective kiima.' 

",said Atthasalini 32• It should be known that the statement follows the way 

of Sutta , which is mentioned in Mahaniddesa 33 • Indeed, there are not any 

dhammas of Rapa and Arupa that are described under the name of kama . 

lkiimavacara J 

19. In the word,riipavacara and arupavacara:: Herein these words, Rapa 
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and Arupa are commonly used respectively for those planes. 

In another way, the planes are of two types: Riipa plane and Ariipa 

plane. Of these two, the four-fold plane which has not the matter with 'the 

characteristic of changing (ruppana-lakkhaIJa )' is to be called Arapa plane. 

The other planes, twenty-seven in number, are to be called Rapa plane. 

And among these (twenty-seven planes) the eleven lower planes are to be 

called kama plane qualifying with common kama . The sixteen planes 

above are said to be only Rapa planes. 

When era ving or Jhana are spoken by these words,rupa and ariipa , 

it should be known as metaphorical terms ( upacaro ) indicating nissitta 

(depending thing) by the name of nissaya (thing where it depends ).When it 

is spoken only plane (bhiimi ) by these words, kamavacara , etc.,it also 

should be known as metaphorical term indicating nissaya (thing where it 

depends)by the name of nissita (depending thing ). The other points which 

should be said here have already been said in the section of the word, 

kamavacara . 

Herein, it is the exposition of correct meaning which follows the Pali 

in the section of tebhUmaka ( dhammas existing in three-plane ): 

"Which dhammas are 'kiimiivacara' ? There are the dhammas 

- aggregates, elements, bases, forms, feelings, perception, mental 

formation and consciousness - occurring therein and including therein 

in those planes between the niraya ,a vici ,the boundary below and 

Paranimmita-vasavatli, a plane of gods, the boundary above.These 

dhammas are to be called 'kamavacara .' 

Which dhammas are Riipavacara ? There are minds and mental 

properties belonging to those who have attained, or who were born 

there, or who live in blissful life in present occurring therein and 

including therein in those planes between the Brahma world, the 

boundary below and Akamiflha ,a plane ofbrahma ,the boundary 
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above. 111ese dhamma s are to be called 'Rupavacara .' 

Which dhammas are Arupavacara ? There are minds and 

mental properties belonging to those who have attained,or who were 

born there, who live in the blissful life in present occurring therein and 

including therein in those planes between the plane of 

akasana11cayata11a ,the boundary below and the plane of nevasafifia

nasafifiayatana ,the boundary above. These dhammas are to be called 

'Arapavacara '_34 

However, the definitions and decisions given in other ways here 

inTfkas 35 (Pura1:1a, p.287; Vibhavani, p.76; Sankhepa, p.217-8) without 

following the way of Pai/i text as said above are not note-worthy. Then, 

those and other definitions are given even in AtthasalinP6 ? True. But 

having known the meaning which is correct, plain and fallowing the Pa Ji 
text it is useless to think of various ways. 

20. In the word,lokuttara : the dhamma in the three-plane (tebhumaka

dhamma ) as said above is to be called 'Loka ' in the sense of perish .It 

should be quoted: Bhikklws ,it perishes; it clearly perishes; so it is called 

Loka .37 

If so, the supra-mundane dhammas except Nibbana are also to be 

known as 'Joka .' Why? Because they are also such dhammas that are in 

the nature of perish and clearly perish. No,it may not be so. Indeed, the 

term,'Loka ', is used to prevent wrong view only in those dhammas where 

the wro_ng view- permanence, stability and etemality -occurs within beings. 

The ref ore, it is said that those dhammas in which the wrong view does not 

occur cannot be s~id by the name of loka . In other way, by the name of 

loka it is commonly described only those dhammas of. which the nature 

of perish and clearly perish is manifested for many people. Hence there does 
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not exist a supposition that lokultaras are inclusive in Joka . 

It goes beyond loka ; so it is called 'lokuttara .' It denotes the 'Path-. 
consciousness (magga-citta )'. It has already gone beyond Joka ; so it is 

called 'lokuttara '. It denotes the 'Fruition-consciousness (phala-citta )'. But 

Nibbana cannot be known by this definition. 

Herein "going beyond" means only 'the state of not including' in the 

three worlds by being free from three types of craving. And 'that state of not 

being inclusive (apariyapanna-bhiivo )' is assumed as a ground of those 

dhammas and so it is the fourth particular "Avatthii plane." 

TI1e expo~ition of correct meaning of 'the division of the 

four-fold plane' ends. 

21. Having thus explained citta in four-fold by the lower and 

higher level, now clarifying this four-fold citta according to the order as 

said above, Thera said these words, 'Somanassa-sahagatam ', etc., to 

expound ~rst kamavasara citta ,then the lower 'non .. beautiful consciousness 

(asobhana citta )' therein, and then again the lowest Akusala consc10usness 

therein. 

Herein, it should be noted that in the kamavacara cilla too the order 

of Akusala, Ahetuka and Sahetuka is spoken according to the lower and 

higher level . 

However, in VibhavanI it is said, ' to expound first the Akusala 

and Ahetuka which are less for the purpose of easily giving the name 

of Sobhana than to the other cittas which are many and will be said 

above' (p.76-7). 

This is not correct. Because that meaning can be clearly known only 

by the order of ley~l, lower, etc. 

It is also said there (p.77): "only those cittas accompanied by 

attachment (lobha-sahagala ) are said first; because they arise first as 
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a vfthicitta (thought process) within those who have just got rebirth in 

these and those lives". 

This is too not justifiable. Because it is only Manodvaravajjana that 

arises first of all as vflhicilla (thought-processes). 

It should be noted that out of Akusalas , Lobhamala 1s more and 

salient and distinct being with the two roots of birth-and-death circle; so 

only it is said first. 

22. It is a lovely mind; so it is called swnana . It is a term for "lovely 

mind (siniddha-citta )." Indeed, 'the state of loveliness (sundarata )' that is in 

the sense of faultlessness is not proper here. 

In other way, sumana is one who has a lovely mind. It is a term for 

the person who has a lovely mind (si11idda-citta-sama1igf ).The state of a 

lovely mind or the state of a person who has a lovely mind is to be called 

Somanassa . It is a term for the pleasant mental feeling (manasika-sukha

vedana ). 

Herein, the state of a lovely mind or the state of a person who has 

lovely mind (sumanassa bln"Ivo) means that in that mind or that person there 

exists a source (pavatti-nimilla ) of the word'sumana' (sumanabhidhana ) 

and of the perceiving of lovely mind (sumana-buddhi ) ,"this 1s that 

sumana ". 

The 'state of being (bhava )' is a source of a word or a perception in 

this sense "from that source words and perceptions are born." And in the 

word,etasmi111:,the ending, smir11 , is a locative case in the sense of 

cause(nimilla ) as if in this example: " nago dantesu haiiiiate (an elephant is 

killed for its tusks ). "Just as to kill an elephant with tusk i~ for its own 

tusk,even so the word and perception arise on mind or person with feeling 

depending on that feeling which is a source. And some scholars say , 'it is 

bhava because through which word and perception come into being'; or 
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others say, "from which." 

It exists together with a pleasant feeling, so it is called'somanassa

sahagala '. It is meant 'associated with pleasant feeling.' . 

It views, so it is dil!hi . It is of two kinds: right view (sammadi1thi ) 

and wrong view (micchiidilthi ). Here 'wrong view' is proper,because it 

concerns akusala (immoral ).Only the word,ditthi , is used as diUhi-gata as 

if these words,giithagata111 multagala1J1 . 

It associates with wrong view in all its aspects; so it is called 

'diUhigata-sampayulla .' It means that with wrong view it associates and 

unites as one, being in these aspect" ' arising together', etc( ekuppadatadfhi ). 

In these words,asa1ikharika:meka1TJ sasankharikamekaITJ: sankhara is 

a prior action. It is of two kinds: effort (payoga ) and instruction (upaya ). 

Of them, the 'effort' is a physical and a verbal action which are 

performed by others through command or request or threatening 'you must 

do this'. And instruction is of many types in this way: others explain this and 

that ways . to do a work without command,etc.; clarify evil results in not 

doing and benefits in doing; make commitments; impose terms of 

punishment; or one reasons by recalling and contemplating this and that. 

These two efforts arc to be ca lied here sankhara (prior action) since 

being in this sense "it organizes and encourages the mind which is normally 

ina£tive without letting it not to do in this and that deed , so it is called 

sankhara ." 

Then,the group of conditions which has not that pnor action 

isasalikhara . And the other which has it is sasankhara . , It is truly said in 

Commentary: 

"It is with a prior action,so it is called sasankhara .'together with 

a group of C«?nditions,that is with effort,with means ' is the meaning" .38 

Herein, "the group of conditions is a group of common conditions 

beginning with object '' said in Commentary .39 However,the group of 
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conditions that is not common ,say, association with good persons,etc.is for 

kusala , association with bad persons is for akusala , should be separately 

said. 

Then,that group of conditions ,if it by itself makes mind arise letting 

it not hesitate without the two prior actions, is to be called 'asarikhara .' 

And it which cannot make mind arise by itself without the two prior actions 

and it can make so only with the supporting of prior actions is to be called 

'sasarikhara .' Thus, these terms 'asarikhaara ' and 'sasarikhara ' are used 

only for the group of conditions (paccaya ... gaQa ), not for mind. 

But citta (mind) which arises by a mere group of conditions, 

theasalikhara , is to be called 'asarikha1jka 'and by a group of conditions,the 

sasarikhara ,is to be called 'sasa1ikha1jka .' Indeed,this suffix, 'ika ' is in the 

sense of arising. 

It is truly said in Pali : "When the akusala citta (immoral mind )arises 

associating with pleasant feeling, accompanying by wrong v,iew through the 

group of c_onditions ... "4o 

Herein, it should be connected "arises by a group of conditions,the 

sasankhara .This, here, is the exposition of the correct meaning of these 

words, asa1ikharika and sasa,ikharika . 

In Tikas, without noticing this meaning and thinking of only mind to 

be asailkhara and sasarikhara it is said (PuraQa,p.288; Vibhavanr,p.77-

8;Saitkhepa,p.219): 

"It has no s.arikhara ,so it is called asarikhara . Only asaiikhara 

is used as asa1ikharika . And it exists with sankhara , it is to be called 

sasarikhara . Only sasa1ikhaara is used as sasarikharika .Then,it does 

not possess it,so it is sarikhara .Only asankhara 1s spoken as 

asarikharika .And it arises together with sarikhara , so it 1s 

sasarikharika . " 

This is all not reasonable. 
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Then,it is also said in Vibhavani: "it makes mind to be in a 

state of keenness (tikkhabhava ) as its special ornament (ma1:u;lna

visesa ), or it (mind) is made to be in such a state as its ornament in 

that way as sai<l,so it is called sankhara . (p.77)" 

This is also not correct. Because, if so, even the mind that arises with 

sankhara (sasankharika) may be in the state of keenness. 

It is also said in that Vibhavanf: " And that pnor effort 

(pubba-payogo ) OC(;Urs either in own mind that preceded it or in 

others' mind; so ·only the special state,the keenness of mind, that is 

generated by the prior effort is called here 'sankhara '.(p.77)" 

It is too not reasonable. Because giving the definition wrongly of 

these words, asankharika and sas1inkhiirika., the saiJkhaara , according to it 

, is said depending on that wrong idea. 

By this reason, this stanza is also rejected: 

"lbe state of keenness born in mind which is produced by prior 

effo~t is called' sank/Jara ;' Through it the division of asaiJkharika and 

sasankharika is to be known.(p.78) " 

It is also said in that VibhavanI: "Inotherway, these words, 

sasarikharika111 and asa1ikharika1n ,are said referring to the absence 

and non-absence of sankhara , but not arising together since it does 

not arise together. And here also needs a sankhara which exists in 

different individuals,so the mind produced by such a saiikhiira is to be 

called 'sasankharika' defining thus: it has sankhara, so it 1s 

sasaizkharika . Because the word 'sa ' here conveys the sense of 

'having' as if in this example, ''sa-lomako (one who has hair), and sa

pakkhako (a bird that has wing)." And the other mind is asalikharika , 

since it has not saiJkhara. as said above (p.78)." 

That statement too should not be noted, because it is said depending on 

his own idea without referring to the direct and apparent meaning that is 
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given in Pa/i and Commentaries. 

Herein, the mind that is caused by others' command or request or 

appeal,without one's own wish,is a mind that is produced by effort (payoga

samul{hita ). 

Then, the mind that is caused by fear of others,or shame,or respect,or 

agreement,or fear of punishment, without one's own wish,is a mind that is 

produced by means (upaya-samu//hila ). Or the mind that is caused by giving 

instruction in various ways by oneself, after having noticed one's mind to be 

in a state of hesitation, or by recalling such and such ways is a mind that 

produced by means (upaya-samu/l}Jila ). This is to drop a hint (naya-dassana 

). 

DiUhigata-vippayulla is that which dissociates from wrong view. 

Upekkha is that which sees an object with indifferent feeling. Or it 

views an object in the ·manner of moderation, so it is called upekkhii . To be 

explained; just as pleasant and unpleasant feelings view extremely an 

object,say, a person of pleasant feeling (somanassito ) µpsets when he 

dissociates from that object and a person of unpleasant feeling (domana 

ssito) upsets when he associates with that object either,even so upekkha is 

not.lndeed,it views an object only in the manner of moderation. And it 

never makes a person upset concerning association with or dissociation from 

an object. 

And some scholars say, "this meaning, 'it views in the manner of 

moderation' is not proper here. Because, akusala have not a state of 

moderation" .Then,it is the combination: 'association with indifference 

(upekkfiaya sahagatam )'. 

2 3. Herein, the~e dhammas ,contact, etc., initial application, etc., delusion, 

etc.,exist and associate with this entire eight-fold co~sciousness. They, 

however, have no division as if 'feeling' has; no differentiation - occurring 
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in some of this consciousness,or not occurring in some of it as if 'wrong view' 

and 'prior action' have. Therefore, it should be noted that 'those dhammas 

are not listed here since they do not make this consciousness differentiate . 

But craving (Jobha ) differentiates this eight-fold consciousness from 

other minds. And feeling, wrong view and prior action differentiate these 

minds each. So only those dhammas are,it should be noted, listed here. 

Then, "joy, conceit, sloth and torpor differentiate mind, do not they ? 

So they too should be listed here classifying ' that being with joy or without 

joy, that associated with conceit or dissociated from conceit, and that 

associated with sloth and torpor or dissociated from sloth and torpor' ",if 

argued,the answer is "No". Because, if take in the pleasant 

f eeling(somanassa )of these 'joy (pfli ) has already been taken in. Then, the 

other three (conceity, sloth and torpor) are not taken in since they are either 

the dhammas of occasion (aniyata-yogf ) or the dhammas that are 

mentioned in the word, "yevapana." 

However, Keeping this in mind - these dhammas , contact, etc., initial 

application, etc., and delusion, etc., associate with other ciltas and they do 

not differentiate this citta from others; so they should not be listed here- it 

is said in Vibhavani: 

"Why is only the state of association with pleasant feeling said, 

although there are still other dha1nmas that associate, contact,etc., 

here ? If asked, it is the answer :because, only these dhammas , 

pleasant feeling, etc., are not common to all. To be explained: some 

of these dhammas beginning with contact are common to all cittas 

and some are common to the dhammas beginning with kusala . 

Then,the ~ammas beginning with delusion are common to all 

akusalas .Hence it is impossible to differentiate citta through those 

d11ammas beginning with contact (p.78)." 
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That should be examined.Because, if so, the pleasant and the 

indifferent feelings and prior action may not be listed here; because these 

dhammas are also found in other cittas and they too do not make this citta 

differentiate from the other cittas . 

24. Here are the conditions of the pleasant feeling (somanassa-karaQa ): 

to have pa/isandhi which associates with the pleasant feeling, to 

possess not a profound thought, to meet a pleasant object, and to be in the 

state of freedom from loss. 

To be explained : One whose pa tisandhi associates with the pleasant 

feeling has a thought-process which is permeated by the bhavanga 

pleasure; hence his citta generally arises, whenever it arises, associates 

with pleasant feeling. Then he does not have a profound thought and has 

little desire. He thinks of little as much , of inferiority as superiority; so . 
his mind also generally arises, whenever it arises, associates with pleasure. 

Then,the as~ociation with a pleasant object is the association with an 

object, inferior or superior, which is desired by oneself.Then,the freedom 

from loss is the freedom from loss beginning with 'the loss of relations (iiati

byasana )'. 

These are the conditions of indifferent feeling (upekkha karaQa ): to 

have pafisandhi which associates with indifferent feeling; to possess 

profound thought; to me~t a moderate object and to be in the state of 

freedom from loss. 

Herein, 'to possess profound thought' is a state of filling with ambition. 

such a person,indeed, even thinks of much as little, of superiority as 

inferiority. 

These are the conditions of wrong view (diffhiya karanarn ): to have a 

tendency of wrong view; to associate with a person of wrong view; to tum 

away from the dhamma of good persons;to have mostly wrong thought and to 
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have an idea in incorrect way. 

Herein, 'to have a tendency of wrong view' is to have the inclination 

of eternality and annihilation in this life since one became a holder of 

wrong view in previous life like Ka~1arit1ha 41 and Sunakkhatta .42'To tum 

a way from the true dhamma of good persons' is to be in a state of the 

absence of dhamma. for a long time. 'To have mostly wrong thought' is to 

have mostly wrong thoug~t by thinking of dhammas which are in a scope of 

the omniscient Buddhas ,and not in a · scope of oneself without realizing 

one's own ability. 'To have an idea in incorrect way' is the idea that the 

thing which is seen by oneself is assumed as an essence and as a truth . 

In different way the conditions of 'the dissociation from wrong 

view'(di1thigata-vippayutta-kara1Ja111 )' should be understood. 

These are the conditions of asankharika ( asan.kharika-karaQa ): 

To have paµsandhi produced by the kamma which is without a prior 

action;to have the healthy body and mind; to have great patience;to discern 

the consequ~nces in the effort of a man;to engage in a work and to have 

beneficial seasons and nutriment, etc. 

Herein, 'to have great patience' is to have the great patience with cold 

and heat.'The effort of a man' is an effort which should be done by a 

man.'To engage in a work' is to be in the habit of doing. 

In different way the conditions of sasarikharika should be understood. 

Then, how to arise these cittas should be noted from Visuddhimagga.43 

By the word 'pi ' in a,thapi it adds the many of these cittas through 

the division of the course of kamma (kammapatha ) which is possible and the 

other divisions - time, individuality, object, etc. 

The exposition of the correct meaning of Lobhamiila-citta ends. 

25. In Dosamilla citta : it is a mind which is evil mind, so it is called 

dummana .It is a term for ugly mind (virapa-citta ).Or dummana. is one who 
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has an evil mind ; it is a term for a person who has an ugly mind. 

Then, the state of an ugly mind or the state of a person who has an 

ugly mind is to be called dommanasa . This word is used to describe mental 

distress. That mental distress is, indeed, the ca use of the word,dummana , 

which lies on mind associated with it and a person possesses it or the cause of 

perception of mental distress,'this is dummana '. The remaining has the 

same way as said above. It is the combination: 'domanassena sahagata111 (it 

associates with mental distress)'. 

It impinges; so it is called pafigha (repugnance). It is used to describe 

dosa (hatred). Indeed it strikes even against the dhammas that associate 

whenever it arises and it makes the d11ammas that associate dry and burnt. It 

impinges upon its base and bums the heart and it makes the person (within 

whom it arises) to have the distorted face.Then, it impinges upon its object 

and receives it oppressively. So it is called patigha (repugnance). · . 
Herein, a question may be posed: 'Firstly sailkhara differentiates this 

mind; so it _is suitable to use the term sarikhara here; but feeling and 

repugnance do not make mind diverse; so they should not be used here' - if 

argue<l,the answer should be given. 

At first, to use the wor<l,dumanassa ,ts to avoid the supposition 

(pasariga ) which this cilia may sometimes associate with other feelings.ro 

be explained: when the kings smilingly order to execute the robbers, or when 

people declare their enjorment upon the death of their enemies and delight 

in it, or when wicked people happily kill beasts and birds,there occurs the 

supposition - perhaps this citta may associate with pleasant feeling. 

Needless to say, there occurs the supposition - the citta perhaps associates 

with indifferent feeling. The ref ore, using the term 'dommanassa ' is to a void 

the supposition that perhaps the other feelings associate. 

Then, the word, 'pa/igha ', is used to avoid the supposition that perhaps 

the other dhammas assol:iate with this citta . To be explained: There may 
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occur such a supposition - 'some people who hold wrong views -natthika 

,ahetuka and akiriya - believe that there is no evil in committing execution 

of living beings; some also believe that there is no evil in killing animals but 

in killing human beings; some also believe that there are big merits which 

lead to birth in the deity world for those who practise sacrifice by 

slaughtering animals. They, holding the false view of sakkaya ,commit 

killing living beings by themselves, or let others commit killing; so perhaps 

this citta (dosamula) associates with wrong view (diUhi ).' 

Then,there also may occur such a supposition: some of foolish and 

unintelligent people who hold right view are at first doubtful when they try 

to slaughter living beings following the manner of those who hold wrong 

view. At the time, this citta perhaps associated with doubt ( vicikiccha ). 

To avoid that supposition the word 'pafigha ' is used. Otherwise (itaratha ) 

being clear that this cilla associates with pafigha through the minor 

conclusion like the former mind associates with lobha ,to use these words, 

domanassa ~nd pafigha ,may be useless. 

Then, not to mention here issii (jealousy), macchariya (stinginess ), 

kukkucca (worry),and thina-midd11a (sloth and torpor) should be understood 

as the way of not describing Mana (conceit) andthina-middha (sloth and 

torpor )in the former citta . This is here the exposition of the correct 

meanmg. 

However,it is said in Vibhavani and Mahatika: 'To use this 

term Domanassa is to mark the mind by means of a specific dhamma 

,or by means of a unique dhamma .(Vi,p.80; Mah,2-121) 

Herein,at first this word, "by means of the specific dhamma ," is not 

reasonable.Because it causes the unnecessary significance - 'although this 

citta associates with pleasant and indifferent feeling, the word,' domanassa , 

is used to mark this citta with domanassa which is not common to other 

cittas , as if although previous and this citlas associate with moha ,the 
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word,'Jobhasahagata, patigha-sampayutta , is used to mark these cittas with 

lobha and pa/igha which are not common to the other cittas. 

Then, the word,'to mark' ,also should not be said. If said, it causes the 

unnecessary meaning - 'it refers even to the other feelings which are not 

clearly known through the domanassa which is clearly known, like this 

example: laddhatapatto rajakumaro ( a prince who has received a parasol).' 

It is also said in Vibhavani: the state of association with 

repugnance (patigha-sampayulla-bhava ) is expressed to show that 

both these dhammas always arise together (p.80). 

This is also not correct. Because such a significance can be known 

only through the minor conclusion. 

2 7. Here are the causes of unpleasant feeling (domanassa ) as well as 

repugnance (pafigha ): to have the state of tendency of hatred, not to have a 

profound tho_ught, to have a little learning, to associate with the cause of 

animosity, or to meet an unpleasant object. 

Herein, 'to have the __ state of tendency of hatred' should be understood 

as much habitual hatred. 'Not to have a profound thought' is in a position of 

having base desire.Then, for a person who has little learning, when strike_n 

by vicissitudes of life, has no such contemplation: "nothing more could be 

done (tam kutettha labbha )." 

How these two types of consciousness anse should be taken 

fromVisuddhimagga .The meaning of the word, pi, has the same way as 

said before. 

The exposition of the correct meaning of the dosamala-citta ( hatred

rooted mind ) ends. 

2 8 . In Mohamiila citta : the meaning of these words, vicikiccha , uddhacca 
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, will be explained later. 

Especially,this citta associates with moha (delusion), which has a 

chance being free from the other roots and is very powerful and vicikiccha 

(doubt ) and uddhacca (restlessness) which are in a state of wavering and 

derangement. So the feeling in this mind cannot enjoy fully an object and 

only upekkha (the indifferent feeling ) associates with this citta . 

And although it is so, there may occur such a supposition: 'this mind 

perhaps associate with the two feelings, pleasant and indifferent, because 

this mind arises just after the mind associated with pleasure or displeasure'. 

To avoid such a supposition the word, upekkha , is used here. 

Then,it should be noted that the word, viciccha , is used to mark this 

mind by the dhamma that is not common to other minds and uddl1acca is 

mentioned only in this mind in order to denote that having a chance it 

( uddhacca ) is with great power only in this mind,although it associates with 

all akusala (Immoral minds). For this reason,it should be noted,that in the 

section of t~e outline of dhammas in Dhammasanganf 44 uddhacca is 

expressed in the other akusala minds under the term of 'yevapana ' (some) 

without description by name and only in this last mind it is mentioned 

directly by name. 

Then,both of these minds are in the nature of sentient beings; they 

cannot be generated by means, effort or way ,and they arise withou~ drawing 

back, sinking, difficulty and trouble like bhavanga citta ; · so they are 

definitely asankhiira and in this citta the division of sankhara is not 

mentioned. 

And for only that reason in this citta the term of the second mind, 

'sasankharena ',is not said like in preceding cittas in Pii/i. 45 This is here 

the exposition of ~e correct meaning. 

However,it is said in Vibhavanr: "these two cittas ,being in a 

state of deep delusion and wavering ,are absent from attachment and 
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hatred; so they associate with only indifferent feeling (p.81)". 

This is not correct. Because lobhami1la citta (the attachment-rooted 

mind), although they have attachment, associates with upekkha (indifferent 

feeling). 

Then, it is said in that VibhavanI and Mahatika as well: 

"these (two cittas ) have no division of sankhara . Because, they are 

absent from the natural activity and the encouragement 

(Vib,p.81 ;Mah,p.121 ). e_(p. --r'fl.-L c.. 't-n~ c; s 

Herein, by this assertion, ' absent from the natural actif ity', it rejects 

that this citta is to be absent from the prior action; by this, 'absent from 

encouragement,' it rejects the state of being with prior action; by both it 

denotes that these two cittas are totally absent from the prior action. 

This does not correspond even with Commentary. The Commentary on 

'the analysis of pa{iccasamuppiida '46, it is true, says avijja (ignorance) is 

to be of twofold only by the division of saiJkhiira .If these two cittas are 

absent fro~n sank.hara ,moha (delusion),too,in this citta may be absent from 

sailkhara; this moha is nothing but a vijja ( ignorance); hence a vijja should 

be said to be of threefold in that Commentary ,but said not so. Thus at first it 

does not correspond with Commentary. 

Then, 'the state of sharpness of mind (tikkhabhava )' is here said to b.e 

able to arise through the mere group of the usual conditions, without a prior 

action; so his citta appears in such a way. Therefore, it cannot be said that 

this citta has no activity in its nature . 

It becomes bewildered much, so it is called 'mohamaha '; although it is 

the term, momiiha. is used according to the way of grammar. 

2 9. The speech _beginning with iccevaITJ , is a major conclusion. Herein, 

the word icceva111 is analyzed iti + evaITJ .. This is a group of particle 

(nipata ). Or the latter word 'eva111 ' describes the meaning of the former 
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iti. Or the word 'icceva]J1' is a single word of particle (nipata ). 

By the word sabbathapi it should be noted the significance: 'in 

aforesaid way beginning with somanassa-sahagatarn '. It should be known 

that this word, sabbathapi is a qualifier of the word, dviidasa (twelve). 

Sabbathapi means that it is only twelve through the division which is 

mentioned in Dhammasailgani47 ; it is only twelve through the division 

which is classified in Vibhanga;48 it is only twelve through the division 

which is expressed in Dha tuka tha49 , etc; it is only twelve through the 

division which is stated in such and such S uttanta s ; it is only twelve 

through the division which is classified as time, locality, continuity ,etc. "How 

do they become twelve?" if asked, "in this way (they become) twelve" is the 

interpretation. 

However,VibhavanI explains only the mode of association,etc. 

that is said bef ore(p.81 ). 

That is clear only by the word, 'iccavarn '. 

Akusalacittani is the cittas which have such a name being with the 

contradictory nature of kusala. 

Herein, only confidence, etc., are ,indeed, kusala and only delusion, 

etc., are akusala .But cilla is common to each other like contact, etc. It is 

true, the state of being conscious cannot definitely be with fault like 

delusion,etc. and without fault like confidence, etc.; if associates with 

akusala ,it is called akusala and if associates with kusala ~ it is called 

kusala . 

Then, it should be understood that the state of contradiction between 

confidence, etc.,and delusion,etc, is to be a state of eradicating (paha yaka) 

and of being eradicated (pahatabba ) in their order. 

To be explained: Akusalas are weak and worthless compared to a 

fake gold; they are not worthy of being developed and are wavering and 

scattering although they are repeatedly practiced. They respond only in one 
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life to be born in a woeful state even if they reach a state of certainty .And 

they cannot make sentient beings float on the current of vatfa for ever, by 

entirely cutting off the root of kusala . 

On the contrary, kusalas are strong and have essence like .pure gold; 

they are possible to be developed.If repeatedly practised,they, become more 

finner and flourishing and prospering up to the super normal power to show 

various fonns in the case of mundane stage and the Path of Arahatta in the 

case of supramundane stage. They reach a state of certainty and respond to 

attain Nibbana without the upadi remaining by cutting off completely the 

current of apaya or valfa . The ref ore,it should be understood that only 

kusalas are the 'eradicating' and the others are the 'eradicated.' 

In another way, kusalas , even the act of offering of a morsel of 

meal, are accepted and done by wise only for eradication of akusala like 

preparing medicine ( is to eradicate sickness) in the world. Therefore, only 

those kusala are the 'eradicating.'And the akusa/as are only the nature of 

entire world like various diseases ; so they are the 'eradicated.' 

Samattani is so called because it is grasped without remaining. Or 

samattani means that 'it comes to an end' or 'it is completed' .These words 

beginning with affhadha is a summarized stanza. 

It is the combination of words: 'Jobho mi1lam etesanti (lobha malan1). 

In these words,dvadasa'kusala siyU1]1 : siyum is noted here to be a particle 

and it means that the akusala cittas are twelve. 

Thus, the exposition of the correct meaning of akusala 

citta in the ParamatthadipanT ,the fourth Com_mentary· on 

Abhidhammattha sa1igaha , ends. 

30. Having thus summarized akusala (the Immoral mind),the lowest of 

all.now Thera said the word, upekkhasahagatarn , etc., to summarize 

Ahetuka citta ,then to expoWld at first , 'the result of akusala ',the lowest of 
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them all. 

However, it is said in Vibhavani with this idea that citta, being 

a result of akusala , is described just after akusala : "although these 

ahetuka cittas have three types, the result of akusala ,etc.,to classify 

only 'the results of akusala ' just after akusala ... (p.82)." 

This is not correct. If so, 'the results of kusala ' also should be said 

just after only the kusalas . 

3 1 The meaning of these words beginning with cakkhu , sota , etc., will 

be explained later.It is conscious, so it is called viiifla~ia .. It should be 

quoted: "Bhikkhus ,it is aware; it is aware; so it is to be called viiifial)a."so 

CakkhuviiifiaQa is a viiifla1.1a which depends on eye. Or 

cakkhuvi1iiial)a is a viflfiaQa which is conditioned by eye that is its cause. 

Or cakkhuviimaQa is a viiifliiQa which is caused in eye by kamma .Or 

cakkhuviiiiial)a 1s a vifliial)a which was born from the eye. Or 

cakkhuvifliial)a 1s a viiiiial)a of the eye which is . the master being the 

faculty, Or cakk.huviiiiia{1a is a viiiiiiIQa which arises in eye. This way 

should be known in 'sotavi1lfiii(1a ', etc. also. 

However,it is addressed in MahataQhasailkhaya sutta: 

"Just as, Bikkhus, a fire shines burning wood; it is to be called . 
'wood-fire'. A fire shines burning a pieces of bamboo;it is to be called 

'the fire of a pieces of bamboo' .A fire shines burning grass;it is to be 

called 'grass-fire'.A fire shines burning cow-dung; it is to be called 

'cow-dung fire'.A fire shines burning husks of grain; it is to be called 

'husk-fire' .A fire shines burning rubbish ; it is to be called 'rubbish

fire'. 

Even so, Bikkhus ,depending on eye and visible object arises 

consciousness; it is to be called only cakkhu-viiiiial)a ( eye

consciousness ). Depending on ear and sound anses 
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consciousness; it is to be called only sota-vinflaQa (ear-

consciousness). Depending on nose and odour anses 

consciousness; it is to be called only ghana-viiiiiaQa (nose

consciousness ). Depending on tongue and taste• arises 

consciousness; it is to be called only jivha-viiiiiaQa (tongue

consciousness). Depending on body and tangible object arises 

consc10usness; it is to be called only kiiya-viilfiaQa (body

consciousness).51 

The word, tatha , refers upekkhiisahagatarp . 

It causes pain, so it is 'dukkha '. It means that it afflicts and tortures 

the dharnrnas that associates,or the person who possesses it. In . · :other 

way, it removes bodily pleasure, so it is dukkha . Or it is to be endured 

strenuously, so it is dukkha . Or it has a chance which is difficult to give, so 

it is dukkha . It is the name of the feeling of physical pain (kayika

dukkhavedana ). 

Samp~ticchana is that which receives (an object) perfectly(sutthu ) 

and thoroughly(pafirnukham ). Herein,suffhu (perfectly) means without 

getting loss; patimukham means without thinking of the others; icchati 

means 'wants', 'pleases' and 'accepts'. Therefore,it gives the meaning 

'accepted' in this sentrence,bhasitam abhinandurn (they accepted the 

speech). 

It weighs( tuleti ) and examines ( vicareti ) well,so it is called santfral)a 

AndTika (p.289) says, tireti nit1hapeti (=completes). VibhavanI(p.83) 

says, tfreti vTmarnsati ( =examines). 

3 2. Then,here are the four conditions of eye--consciousness: the eye is not 

ruined,it gets light conditions, visible objects come into sight, and attention. 

These are four conditions of ear-consciousness: the ear is not in a state 

of ruin, it gets space conditions, sound comes into being, and attention. 
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These are four conditions of nose-consciousness: the nose is not in a 

state of ruin, it gets air condition, odour comes into being, and attention. 

These are four conditions of tongue-consciousness: the tongue is not in 

a state of ruin, it gets water conditions, taste comes into being, and attention. 

These are four conditions of body-consciousness: the sensitivity of the 

body is not in a state of ruin, it gets earth conditions, one of three tangible 

objects comes into being, and attention. 

Here, it should be noted that to list 'the conditions of light, space, etc.' 

1s to know that without these conditions the objects, visible object , etc., are 

Wlable to reflect on sensitive matters (i.e., that is able to be perceived by the 

sensory organs). Visible objects, although they come to exist, do not appear 

upon the eye if there is no light. This way should be known in the remaining. 

In Commentary.however, it is said: "Though the eye is not ruined, the 

eye-consciousness does not arise if the external visible object does not come 

into view. Then, though the visible object comes into existence the eye

consciousne~s does not arise if there is no light condition. "52 

This merely expresses, it should be noted, consciousness does not arise 

without light. But it does not express that the manifestation comes into being 

although there is no light.Otherwise there could be this impro'per meaning: 

even at a dark night visible objects come to see with eye. 

3 3. Akusala vipaka is that which is 'the result of akusala (Immoral mind)'. 

Herein, in what sense is it vipaka (result)? It is in the sense of maturity. 

What is the state of maturity ? Just as the state of ripeness of a mango 

fruit,etc.passing over the stale of tenderness is to be called 'maturity 

( vipaccana)' in the world, even so the maturity here should be understood. 

Thi~ meaning must be clarified by the four samangita (possessions). 

There are four samangitas .wit,the possession of volition (cetana samangita) 

the possession of kamma (kammasamangita ), the possession of 
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manifestation (upaf1hanasamangita) and the possession of a result (vipaka

sama,igita ). 

Of these 'the possession of volition' is to be connected with the three 

moments of volition, meritorious or demeritorious, at the time of acting this 

and that kamma in former life. 

Then, this volition does not cease completely to be nothing, when it 

ceases. But it ceases after having placed its functional capacity in all its 

aspects within the thought-process to produce a result in future; that 

functional capacity follows that continuity for even thousands of aeon until it 

gets a chance. Referring to that, it is addressed in Dhamma pada 53: 

"The evil action does not just produce an effect as if the milk 

just got does not effect to be curd. Indeed, it follows a fool burning 

him like the smoldering fire covered with ashes." 

And that functional capacity cannot be said as a dhamma of the ultimate 

sense like the latent elements (anusaya-dhatu ). This is the possession of 

kamma (ka!JH11a-samangita ) . 

Then, this functional capacity seeks a chance to produce an effect 

when it receives appropriate supporting conditions.How does it seek a 

chance?That makes its appearance to a dying being, or it manifests itself as 

the symbol of kamma , or it_ causes the symbol of destination (gatinimitta .) 

manifest. If that being receives that symbol without losing it, it receives a 

chance. This is the possession of manifestation (upa,t.hana samangitlf ). 

Then,for one who dies without losing that symbol the functional 

capacity, that is kamma , being a separate group of paramattha together with 

the associating dhammas ,produces an effect filling the whole life with it. 

And 'filling the whole life with effect' means that it performs the function of 

bhavanga as long as one's life span, the function of vipaka (result) in six 

doors concern,and the function of cuti ( demise) in the end. This is the 

possession of result (vipaka samangita ).54 
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Herein,it should be w,derstood, the three former possessions out of the 

four are in a state of tenden1ess; the latter, the possession of result, is in a 

state of maturity .Therefore, the meaning of' vipaccantfl vipiikani ' should be 

known that they reach a state of maturity, the phase of ripeness, passing 

over a phase of softness and tenderness. 

For this reason, the k,.1tatta matters are not included in the word 

vipaka 55 although they are born of kusala or akusala Kamma. Actually 

these matters, being existent separately 'from the continuity of kamma , are 

to be only the particular matters which are born of kamma,but not to be 

called vipaka. It is true,the process of mind is one and the process of 

materiality is another.This is the exposition of correct meaning of the word 

vipaka 

Some commentators56 clarify only mental dhammas to be vipaka 

referring to the equality of kamma from the point of mind and having an 

object. According to their idea it implies that the term 'vipaka ' is used for 

mental dham_mas as usage (ru/hf ). 

Then,in those Commentaries57, they denote the simile that among the 

stem, leaf, flower and fruit which are grown from sai rice seed the name 

'siiliphala , saipakka ' is used only for the"com" which is similar to the rice 

seeds . This simile too cannot describe the likeness. It is true, fruits too do 

not get the name, paka , when they are in a position of tendemess.Besides,it 

is impossible to say that stem, leaf and flower do not get the name of palrn 

when they have fully developed. It is not that what cannot be said the 

maturity of stem, the maturity of leaf, the maturity of flower. 

34. It makes happy, so it is called sukha . It means that it makes the 

associated dhammas or the person who possesses it to have a pleasant 

feeling. Or it removes well physical pain, or it should easily be endured, 

or it has a chance which is easy to give, so it is called suk11a . 
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Kusala-vipaka-hetuka-cittani is the cittas which are either the results 

of kusala or ahetuka being absence of hetus that associate. 

However,in VibhavanI(p.83) it thinks of the supposition that 

vipaka can be sahetuka even through the producing cause which is 

borne together with previous kamma . 

This is not correct. Because there is not such a place in Abhidhamma 

where Vipaka is denoted to have the possibility of sahetuka or ahetuka 

through the producing cause which is borne together with previouskamma . 

If there is,indeed, no possibility of other meanings (sambhava ), there is too 

no inclusion of wmecessary meanings (byabhicara ); hence such a supposition 

is useless. Herein, byabhicara (inclusion) and pasanga (supposition) are 

synonymous terms. 

Herein, akusala-vipaka ,being abyakata itself, has not the possibility 

of sahetuka through immoral hetus , lobha , etc.; being a result of akusala , 

has not the possibility of sahetuka through the faultless hetus ,alobha etc. If 

there is not ~uch a possibility, the inclusion of ahetuka is impossible. Hence, 

the term 'ahetu.ka ' is not used for akusala-vipaka . 

Then,kusalavipaka ,being a result of kusala il~elf,has the possibility 

of sahetuka through the faultless hetus, alob/Ja , etc., which associate with 

kusala and abyakata .If there is such a possibility (sambhava ) the inclusion 

of ahetuka is possible.Hence, the term'ahetuka 'is used only for'kusala 

vipaka.' 

3 5. Paiicadvaravajjana is an avajjana which arises in five-door beginning 

with 'eye',etc. It arises, indeed, being aware of an object which impinges 

upon five-door. 

ManodvarJvajjana is an avaijana which arises in mind-door, that is 

bhavariga . It arises,indeed, being aware of an object which manifests in that 

mind-door. Herein, manodviira is to be known as the entire bhava~ga citta . 
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However ,it is at first said inTika (p.290): "In the word, 

manodvara,mana is the bha vanga which is the immediate condition of 

iivajjana ; only that mana is to be a dvara (door ) being the entry of 

vTthi c.:itlas beginning with avajjana , ja vana , etc." 

And it is also said in Vibhavanr: "Manodviira is the bhavanga 

citta which is the immediate condition of avajjana ; because it is the 

entry of vftl1i-citta (p.86)." 

All are not reasonable.Bccause,if it is the meanmg - 'only this 

bhavailga just after which vfthi citta arises is to be actually called 

manodaara ,the entry of vithi citta , not the other bha vanga cittas which 

preceded'- such unnecessary meaning arises: "only these bases, eyes, etc., 

upon which the objects, visible object, etc., impinge and the viihi cittas , 

avajjana , etc., arise, are to be called dviira (door),the entry of those vfthi 

cittas ,not the others". However, there are not such eyes, etc.,,which are not 

to be 'door'. And all of these will be clear in dvarasangaha later. 

Hasit~ means smiling. It is a state of amusement on the face.It 

produces the smiling,so it is called hasituppiida . Or Arahants make smiling 

by this cilia ,so it is called ha8iluppada .Or smile appears through thiscitta, 

so it is called hasituppada. ll should be combined: "hasituppado eva cittamlJ} 

hasituppiida-cittam ." 

It is the name of a citta through which Arahantas smile at usual 

objects. It is true Arahants never smile at the usual amusing objects which 

are desirable, etc., like many worldly persons. And in Tikas (Pural)a,p.290; 

Vibha,p.86) it is inflected as hasituppadam perhaps referring to the word 

citta . 
• 

Ahetuka-kriya-citta is a citta which is either ahetuka , as said before, 

or kriya being lack of the function that is the maturity and the producing 

an effect. 

Herein,it should be noted that vllhimulta ciltas have function that is 
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weak; five vmnanas have bases that are weak; sampaticchana ,etc., have 

function and place that are weak; so they exist in the mere state of maturity 

without their own effort,hence all of these ciltas are to be only vipaka . 

Then,those cittas, having function that is powerful, arise by their own 

effort and they have great effort to produce an effect in future;thay are to 

be called kusala and akusala . 

Then, those cittas arise with their own effort passing over the mere 

state of producing an effect; of them both avajjanas are a little weak 

,because they receive their cause from vipaka process; the others are totally 

absent from effort to produce an effect, because they arise within those who 

have no possibility of passions (niriinusaya-santana ); hence,they are all to 

be 'kriyii .' 

3 6. Now the examination of feeling should be said from beginning. At 

first, these cittas, cakkhu-viflfiana (eye-consciousness), etc.,have seats 

( vtthu ) and _objects (arammaQa ) which are upada matters; the mutual 

impingement of the upadfi matters has no strength like the mutual 

impingement of the ball of cotton; hence those cittas ( eye-consciousness, 

etc.) associate with only upekkhii (indiff crent feeling) towards the pleasant 

or Wlpleasant objects. 

The kayaviiiflana (body-consciousness) has an object which is the 

great element; the impingement of the object element upon the elements 

where the bodily sensitivity lies passing over the body-base, just as the clash 

of a hammer and an anvil passing over the ball of cotton is very strong, 

when one strikes with a hammer putting a ball of cotton on the head of an 

anvil. Hence, kiiya vifliiana (the body-consciousness ) associates with pleasure 

towards the pleasant object and with pain towards the unpleasant object. 

Sampaticchana arises just after five-vififlal)as which are the ·weakest 
' and it is always weak; hence it associates only with indifferent feeling 
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towards every object. However, Vibhavani(p.84) gives the reason that 

these cittas receives a condition from those which have different bases. 

Then, santfral)a arises itself depending on the base which is full of 

strength and receives the condition from the former citta of which base is 

full of strength either. It has a little more strength. Therefore,that citta , if 

it is a result of kusala , associates with indifferent feeling on the pleasant 

object and with pleasure on the more pleasant object; if a result of akusala , 

it associates only with indifferent feeling on both pleasant and unpleasant 

object. 

If asked 'why' ,this is the answer. If that citta has different feeling 

concerning the more unpleasant object, it may associate with both 

pain(dukkha ) and grief (domanassa ). Of these two feelings with pain, 

firstly, it cannot associate. Why ? Because, pain (dukkha -) depends 

definitely on body. With grief, too, it cannot associate. Why ? Because 

grie (domanassa ) which comes into a state of grief being effected through 

repugnance _(papgha ) never arises without repugnance. And the grief which 

is ever associated with repugnance, the real akusala , never arises in 

abyakatas. 

Then, the two avajjanas have a little more strength than santTraQa . 

They have no own powerful effort to produce vipiika . Actually, those which 

arise depending on powerful conditions, kamma , etc., have the great 

power,and those which arise depending on powerless conditions, Kamma , 

etc., are powerless. Although there is such a state, the iivajjanas are both 

actually powerless being absent from kammic power and receiving a 

condition from the process ofvipaka . Therefore, it always associates with 

only indifferent feeling. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "paiicadvarava.ijana anses 

once on the object which is not received by any other cittas before. 

manodvaravaijana , too, has another function to perform as altering 
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the different thought-processes. Hence, they are unable to enjoy well 

the taste of object and associate with indifferent feeling on all 

objects" (p.85). 

Herein, 'has another function to perform' is not proper. Because the 

discrimination of cittas , powerful or not powerful, cannot be said through 

the citta just after arisen . But it can be said by means of own condition 

alone. Otherwise sanffrapa also may has another function to perform. 

Indeed, this cilta too alters thought-processes. 

3 7. Then, some commentators say : 'there is no reason to say that 

these cittas do not arise, though they meet the group of usual conditions. So 

they are only asankharika (unprompted)'. 

It is,however,said in Molatrka in the chapter of the Vipakuddhara : 

"Ahetuka vipakas have a function that is not clear and they do not have 

either a state of asankharika which is the contradiction of sasailkharika 

kamma or a state of sasankhcirika which is the contradiction of asankharika 

kammak . So Thera consents that those cittas arise even through both of 

kammas (prompted and unprompted) ."ss 

Through this statement it is said that the three kriya cittas have not 

both of these states (promptitude and unpromptitude ). Because they also 

have functions which are not clear. 

In other way, it can be seen directly that beings try to act these actions 

- to see forms, to listen to sooods and so on - sometimes by their own wish 

and sometimes being encouraged by others. Herein,when beings do so by 

their own wish, all vfthi cittas beginning with paiicadvaravajjana are to be 

asankharika ; when beings do so by encouragement of others, they" are to be 
' 

sasankharika . 

Then,it should be explained the two upekkha santf ral)as which are 

included in dviiravimuttas like the eight-fold mahavipiika _.Thus,all Ahetuka 

cittas can be classified through the division of sarikhara in that aspect. 
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Although it is proper, it should be noted that these cittas have a function 

which is not dear, so the division of sankhara concerning Ahetuka cittas is 

not said in Pa Ji. 

3 8. Then,hetus are great dhammas . So they never arise in those cittas 

which are born of powerless kamma and have a weak base, function and 

place. 

Herein,all evil kammas associate with restlessness ( vikkhepa ), waver 

itself and has no strength. Therefore, that evil Kamma , though ~t can exist 

for an eon, is unable to produce a result with hetu in a suitable time. And 

good kamma ,too, even though it is with three-hetu , is unable to produce a 

result with hetu which depend on weak bases, eye etc., function and place, 

seeing, etc. Then,avajjana and hasana are weak functions. So, should be 

noted that these cittas are all absent of hetu . 

39. The ~eaning of the word, sabbathapi , should be understood in the 

way said before. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr : sabbatl1api means 'through 

the division of akusala vipaka , kusala vipaka and kriya .(p.86) 

This is not correct. Because this division has been taken by only the 

word, 'iccevaITJ '. 

This is the interpretation in the summarized stanza: 

"The akusala vipakas are seven-fold according to the division of 

base and function; the kusala vipakas eight-fold according to the 

division of base, function and feeling; Kriyas are three-fold according 

to the division of function and door.Thus,Ahetuka cittas are eighteen." 

Herein, the division of feeling concerning with moral results should be 

said. Otherwise, Sanffram:,a may have no divisions. Likewise, in kriyas 

the division of door should be said. Otherwise,avaijana may have no 
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division. But such division was not said in Tika s. 

This is the exposition of correct meaning concerning Ahetuka citta . 

40. Now Th era said this stanza to name the afore said cittas as asobhaQa 

and to name the cittas which will be mentioned later as sobha1,1a. Actually, 

if named the cittas will be said above as sobhaQa it implies that the cittas 

that was said before have been named asasobha,:,a without saying directly. 

Herein, it is the interpretation: Papahetuka-muttani is that the fifty

nine or ninety-one types of cittas which are excluded from akusala and 

ahetuka are to be named sobha1,1a . 

Herein, papehi means 'from akusalas '. It is true the akusalas causes 

beings who are endowed with them to be born in apaya without respect to 

their wish. It is why they are to be called papa . By this word 'without 

· respect to their wish' it rejects the supposition (pasanga ) that pw1fla too may 

be called 'papa ' in the sense of causing to be born in a blissful state. It is 

true the acti~ to be born is not widely known concerning those who wish to 

be born. In other way, those cittas are to be called 'paapa ' in the sense of 

inferiority. 

Sobha1,1a 1s that they are endowed with the beautiful qualities 

beginning with confidence, and are themselves beautiful being in a state of 

excellence only for that aforesaid reason. 

41. Now Thera says these words. somanassa-saha-gatalfJ , etc, in order to 

express those beautiful cittas according to this order , inferior (hfna ) and 

superior (pal)fta ). 

Herein, it knows, so it is called iia1,1a .It is the meaning it penetrates 

things as they really are.'It associated with knowledge or dissociated from 

knowledge' is the combination of words,Qanasampayuttarn iial)avippa 

yuttam. 
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It has no sankhara ,so it is called asankhara ; it has sankhara ,so it is 

called sasalikhara . It denotes is the unity of original conditions, the 

association with a good person,etc. which produces kusala . 

To be explained: that unity of condition brings about kusala through 

its own power without twofold prior action (payoga, upaya). At the time, it 

is to be asankhiira (the absence of sa1ikhara ). And it alone is ·unable to . 
bring about kusala ; it brings about kusala only depending on the prior 

action. At that time, it is to be sasa1ikhara . 

It arises through asaiJkhara ,so it is called asankhiirika . It arises 

through sasankhiira ,so it is called sasankhiirika . Thus, all have already 

been said before. 

Herein, the condition of pleasure, etc., have already been explained 

before. In other way, these conditions - to have confidence, to have right 

view, to have offertory and person who accepts offering, etc.- are the causes 

of the pleasant feeling. The contradictory conditions are the cause of 

indifferent f~eling. Then,the conditions of joy and equanimity, the factors of 

enlightenment, which are expounded in commentaries59 should be said in this 

place, too. 

Then, to have the kammic conditions which produce wisdom, to be 

born in a celestial world, to have the maturity of faculties and to be far from 

mental defilements are the conditions of knowledge.And to have pafisandhi 

which is with three hetus , to have a source of non-delusion, to associate with 

wise persons and the practice of learning and contemplation are also proper 

to be said as the conditions of knowledge.Then, the conditions of the 

examm1ng dhamma,a factor of enlightenment,which are mentioned in 

commentaries should be said here. The contradictory conditions are the 

causes of iiiiQa vippayutta (the dissociation from knowledge). 

The condition of sankhiira have already been expr~ssed before. The 

conditions of effort and tranquillity, the factors of enlightenment, which are 
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mentioned in Commentaries should be expounded here, too.The way of 

arising of these cittas must be taken from Visuddhimagga.60 

4 2. The word, pi , in a tf-hapi is in the sense of addition (sampiQ<)a 

nattho ). By this word, it a<l<ls that these cillas have the manifoldness by 

means of other divisions except the divisions which is mentioned here. 

Herein, this is the way: These eight types of cittas multiplied by 

tenfold condition of meritorious action (pufliiakriya-vatthu ) are eighty (8 x 

10 = 80). Then, these eighty types of cittas multiplied by six objects 

(aramma~ia ) come to be four hundred and eighty (80 x 6 = 480).Those (480) 

multiplied by three actions (kamma ) are one thousand four hundred and 

forty (480 x 3 = 1,440). Then, those (1440) again multiplied by three 

qualities - inferiority, medium and superiority - come to be four thousand, 

three hundred and twenty (1,440 x 3 = 4,320). 

These should be put on two places with this idea that 'these are pure 

(suddlJika )'. Taking one out of these two, it should be divided into 

two:then, t~e citta that associates with knowledge is two thousand one 

hundred and sixty (2,160). The cilta that dissociates from knowledge is the 

same in number as well. 

Then, the ciltas that associate with knowledge (2,160) multiplied by 

four Dominating Factors (adhipati) are eight thousand six hundred and forty 

(8,460). But the cittas that dissociate from knowledge multiplied · by three 
t 

Dominating Factors except vfma,nsa are six thousand four hundred and 

eighty (6,480). 

Again, if both of these are added, these types of cittas totally fifteen 

thousand one hundred and twenty (8,640 + 6,480 = 15,120). 

Again, if one adds these 15,120 types of cittas to the 4,320 pure types 

of cittas which separately have been set aside, these types of cittas 

altogether come to be nineteen thousand four hundred an~ forty (15,120 + 

4,320 =. 19,440). 



Then, in Tika without taking suddhika and fiiIQavippayutta 

separately as mentioned here these all cittas are equally multiplied by 

puiiiiakriya , etc.to be seventeen thousands two hundred and eighty (17,280). 

Then,in Vibhavanr (p.88) without taking suddhika separately and 

keeping separately only flap a vippayutta these all cittas are multiplied as 

before to be fifteen thousands one hundred and twenty (15,120). 

All of these are not reasonable. If so, these kusala cittas ofkamavacara 

are always with dominating factor and perhaps they are to be called 

ninyatadhipatika (cittas being with permanent dominating factor ). But, 

these do not have the permanent dominating factors like the higher moral 

cittas and Supramundane cittas mentioned above. 

According to the way in Tika it is implicit that cittas without 

knowledge associate with vifmamsa domination. In other way, it is not 

impossible to say thus: 'it is kusala that is in the sense of being born of 

wisdom'; according to this definition, these cittas without knowledge are 

also to be ca~led kusala , because they arise through the condition of wisdom, 

the skillfulness, which arise in the thought-process that has different 

ava.ijana; Similarly, these cillas without knowledge are also here to be 

called vfmamsadhipatayya (ciltas being horn of such domination) being 

produced by the wisdom, the vlma111sadhipa ti '. With this idea,perhaps these 

cittas without knowledge are not separated. Anyhow, these kusala cittas in 

kama are mostly absent from Domination factors. So all these kusalas m 

kama cannot be rooted in vTmarnsa , a dominating factor . . 

4 3. Tbis is definition-these citlas are either kamavacara or kusala . 

Herein, in what sense is it kusala ? It is kusala in the sense of health; 

in the sense of ex~ellence; in the sense of skillfulness; in the sense of 

faultlessness; in the sense of the producing bliss. 

To be explained: these dhammas , craving, etc., are roga being in the 
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sense of causing the pain of thought process; are non-excellence being in the 

sense of non-skillfulness; are faults in the sense of worthy of being blamed; 

are those that have a painful result being in the sense of producing 

unpleasant effects. On the contrary, these cittas are to be called kusala 

being recovered from those diseases. The 'state of health (aroga ) ' is the 

meaning; then, contrarily they are to be called excellence,skillfulness, 

faultlessness and having blissful result. 

Kusala is that they destroy, shake, remove and eradicate the evil 

dhammas which are disgustful. Or they lie latent in their disgustful aspect 

within mental process of living beings, so they are called kusa ; this term is 

used for the dhammas , craving, etc. They cut those dhammas out, so they 

are called kusa-Ja . In other way, knowledge is called kusa being in the 

sense of making them attenuate and empty.Those dhammas should be 

obtained by means of knowledge being kusa, so they are named kusala . 

Or just as the kusa grass cuts the hand that touches it, so they cut the 

dhammas C(?ncerning mental defilement. The ref ore, they are to be called 

Kusa-la .In another way, kusala is so called, because they destroy the evil 

dhammas that is disgustful ( kucchite papa-d/Jamme saranti,hi111sanlfi ku

sara ). Here, ra changes into la (kusara = kusala ); or it is called kusala m 

the sense of being produced by knowledge. 

44. In mahavipakas, there is nothing to say about the meaning of words. 

The division of feeling (vedana-bheda ) should be spoken through object. 

These cittas truly associate with pleasant and indifferent feeling 

respectively on the very pleasant and moderately pleasant objects. 

The division of association (sampayoga-bheda ) should be said through 

kamma and javana minds. It is true those which are produced by powerful 

kamma associate with knowledge; those by weak kamm~ dissociate from 

knowledge. Sometimes,however, when they perform the tadarammal)a 
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function ,they associate with knowledge if follow mostly the. javana mind 

with three hetus (Lihetuka-ja vana ) and dissociate from knowledge if follow 

the other javana minds with two hetw, . 

TI1e division of sa,ikhiira (sailkhiira-bheda ) is spoken by some masters 

only through kamma : 'Those cittas which are produced by the kamma 

without sankhara are asa,ikhiirika ; those which are produced by the 

kamma with sankhara are sasankhiirika ' 

However,the division of sankhara is said by the commentator who 

summarized61 through the conditions which meet.To be explained: these 

mahiivipaka , when they arise receiving the objects, kamma , etc., which 

manifest through such and such action of relations,etc.at one's dying time in 

previous life, are asankharika at the time of rebirth. At the time of 

tadaramma.Qa , they are asarikhaika when they follow the javanas of 

asatikharika ,and are sasailkhiirika when they follow the javanas of 

sasankharika . 

Here, . the word pi is also in the sense of addition (sampiQ<;lanattho ). 

By this the multiplicity of these cittas are added through the set of six of 

object (arammava-chakka ), the triplet of inferiority (hfnattika ) and through 

the time, locality, continuity, etc. 

However, these mahavipaka cittas cannot be multiplied by means of _ 

the conditions of meritorious actions (pufiiiakriya-vatthu ), kamma and 

dominating factors (adhipati ), because they never perform the function of 

giving (dana ), etc., the function of bodily action (kayakamma ), etc., and 

they do not depend on chanda , etc. 

It is said in Vibhavanr: "These cittas never perform the 

function of kamma-dvara due to the fact that they do not produce 

information _ (viiiiiatti ); never perform the function of kamma because 

of not being in the nature of effectuating (p.89). 

This should be examined. Because, it was said before that kusala 1s 
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multiplied only through the tetrad of kamma , but not through the kamma

dvara separately. The tetrad of kamma exist only through the three-fold 

Kamma door. 

If asked - in the Commentary62 it is said,'the division of kamma-dvara 

, Kamma-pa tha , condition of meritorious action which were mentioned in 

the kusala of kamavacara is not available here; why? Because they do not 

bring about information ( vifiT1atti ); not produce an effect and not perform 

the function of meritorious action' - it is the answer: it is true. in that 

Commentary by this statement - the division of kammadviira is not 

available here ,because they do not bring about information - it indicates 

that there is not such a division, bodily action, verbal action and mental 

action. 

By this statement - the division of kammapatha is not available 

here,because they do not produce an effect - it indicates that there is not the 

ten-fold kamma patha . 

Here, ~owever, without taking the division of kammapatha ~ even in 
' 

kusala , only the tetrad of kamma which is classified through three-fold 

kamma door is taken. That also can be known only by this statement - they 

do not become through three-fold kamma door because of the fact that they 

do not produce information. Then, kusala is also multiplied by the tenfold . 

kammapatha, if so, here too it should be said that vipakas do not exist 

through kamma patha because of producing not an effect. 

45. In mahakriyas the division of feeling (vedanabheda ) will be said by 

himself later only through object like in the mahiivipaka .However, The 

division concerning with the association with knowledge, the dissociation 

from knowledge,the absence of sankhara and being with sankhara , should 

be possibly known as said in kusala . 

However, without examining VibhavanI says it should be 
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known that the kriya cittas,too, associate with pleasant feeling,etc.in 
' 

the way as said in kusala .(p.90) 

This is not reasonable. 

The meaning of these words, icceva,n , sabbathapi, has already been 

explained before. 

Sahetuka-kamilvacara kusala viplfka kriya ciUiini : Herein, the word 

'sahetuka' if it relates with the word 'kusala' is a qualifier of bhiita-kathana 

(revealing as it is). For that reason it has been mentioned in mmor 

conclusion of kusala ; if it relates with these, vipaka and kriya , it is 

regarded as a qualifier of byavacchedaka (excluding). 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: here the connection of 

words should be known in accordance with the possibility 

(yathalabha )like in this passage of Sutta 'he sees gravel, pieces 

of pots, shoals of fish standing and wandering' .(90) 

There is no resemblance between them. Because there it is suitable 

'gravel and p~eces of pot do not wander'; but it is not suitable here 'kusala is 

not sahetuka . ' 

46. In the summarizing verse : vcdana-iiaIJa-sankhara-bhedena means that 

through the division of feeling; tluough the division of knowledge; through 

the division of sank.hara . 

Herein, it is the meaning: Vedana-bhedena means that through the 

division of citta which is clear by the division of feelings. iiiIQabhedena 

means through the division of citta which is clear by association with and 

dissociation from knowledge. sankhara-bhedena means that through the 

division of citta which is clear by the unity of conditions without or with 

sankhara .It is true. It is the quality of the compound words that they can 

describe the various meanings known easily through a few words. 

By this statemeni it clarifies that tl1ere is no chance of such a question 

put forward in Vibhavani (p.90) regarding to the division of knowledge 
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and sankhara which have no division by themselves and to the classification 

of cittas . 

Herein, it is the interpretation: The kusala (moral), vipiika (resultant) 

and kriya (inoperative ) cittas in kamaavacara with hetu are known, as in 

their order,to be six, twelve and twenty-four. 

But here it also should be said thus: 

vedanif iiaQa sankhara ,bhedenetani at/hadhii . 

pwiflapiikakriyiibheda ,catuvfsatividhii mata . 

(These kamavacara ciltas are eight-fold through the division of 

feeling, knowledge and sankhara .They are known to be twenty-four through 

merit, result and inoperative types ). 

If so, the meaning is more clear and it accords with the summarized 

verses which will be said above as well. 

4 7. This which begins with 'kame ' is a swnmarized verse concerning with 

all types of c!ttas in kama plane. 

Herein, it is the interpretation: in kama plane all resultant types of 

consciousness, with hctu an<l without hetu , are twenty-three ; the 

meritorious and de meritorious types of consciousness are twenty-fold; all 

inoperative types of consci~usness , with hetu and without hetu , are eleven .. 

Thus these kama types of consciousness are fifty-four in all its aspects . 

Sabbathii : here the word 'pi ' is omitted. The meaning of it was 

mentioned before : they are only fifty-four in all aspects as said in 

Dhammasailgani63 ; they are only fifty-four in all aspects as classified in 

Vibhanga64 and so on. 

By this statement it rejects the words of Vibhavani by which the 

meaning of 'pi ' is explained through the inclusive divisions of kusala etc., 

as said here.Besides, it is said in Vibhavanr (p.90) that kame means 

"kame bhave " (in the life of kiima ). 
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This, too, should be examined. Because the term ,bhava , can be 

found in Abhidhamma being in the sense of kusala and akusala kamma 

and resultant mind and ka/allii matters which are produced by kamma ,not 

being in the sense of other, dhammas , mind and matter. 

Actually, here the expression, kama , 1s a synonymous word for 

'bhiimi '. And 'bhami ' is said to be the unity of dhamma which concerns 

animate and inanimate together with their locality. So the meaning should 

be noted that kame is 'in kama plane.' Or the word,bhava, is used for only 

'bhumi' by defining in the way of Suttanta thus: "bhava is that where 

living beings and conditioned things come into being". This way should be 

known later, too. 

The exposition of correct meaning of the Kama citta m 

Paramatthadfpanf, the Fourth Commentary 

on Abhidhammattha sangaha ends. 

48. Now, a_fter having expounded the 'compendium of the Kama citta ' 

thus, Thera said "vitakka vicara pfti suk11e-kaggatiI-sahitaITJ ," etc. in order 

to expoWld the 'compendium of Rupa citla ' which is in its turn. 

The dvanda should be done th us: "Vitakko ca vicaro ca prti ca 

sukha111 ca ekaggatiI cati ( vitak.ka vicara prti sukha-kagata. )." Then, it is 

combining: "tilhi sahitanti (vitakka ... sukhe-kaggata sahita111 )"Pathama 

jjhana kusala cittam is a kusala citta which associates with the first jhana 

being the unity of initial application, sustained application, joy, bliss and 

one-pointedness. 

Herein, in what sense is it pathama ? And in what sense is it jhana ? 

Pathama is that which must be attained first. jhana is so called 

because it meditates upon the object, kasil)a , etc., and the characteristics 

beginning with impermanence, and it burns the opposed dhammas 

(paccanfka-dhamma ). And it is noted that only ekaggata (one-pointedness) 
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is endowed with more ability in these two senses. 

To be explained: it is called ekaggatii , because it has a dominating 

quality upon such a mind which is 'ekagga ' in the sense of that 'it has one 

point or one side ',that is one object. 

It is only ekaggatii which is to be called samadhi in this sense that 'it 

well keeps the mind upon only one object without giving it wander about the 

various objects and keeps the mind a way from the opposed dhamm~s ; or it 

keeps the mind equally by making faculties equal and by not letting the 

mind be in the state of sluggishness and restlessness on that object either. 

And only that ekkaggata which is pointed,in Pali (Dhammasangani 65 ), as 

the absence of scattering(avisaharo ),the absence of distraction (avikkhepo ), 

the solidity and the steadfastness of mind (saQfhiti ,ava1hiti ). 

Then, the other factors beginning with vitakka are also called Jhana 

because they extremely support that ekaggalii . 

To be explained: At first vitakka makes mind firmly towards an 

object by not ~etting it draw back through sloth and torpor . Indeed, vitakka 

has the characteristic of sending mind towards an object. It is the direct 

opposite of sloth and torpor,the hindrances. 

Then, vicara makes mind follow an object by not letting it to be 

doubtful through vicikiccha . Indeed, vicara has the characteristic of 

examining object like the nature of knowledge . It is the direct opposite of 

doubt,a hindrance. 

Then,pfli makes mind delight in an object by not letting it dislike 

through hatred. Indeed, prti has the characteristic of pleasing an object. It 

is the direct opposite of hatred,a hindrance. 

Then, sukha makes mind please and increase by not letting it to be 

restless through the distraction and worry. Indeed, sukha has pleasantness as 

its characteristic. It is the direct opposite of the distraction and worry, the 

hinderances.Then,upekkha , being the nature of calmness, is included in 
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sukha. 

By doing so,the·se dhammas condition the mind to have one

pointedness. Only having the state of one-pointedness is termed 'ekaggata 

.'That ekaggata being supported in this way by those dhammas , having 

more strength, concentrates closely upon that object focusing still on that 

object, kasiI.1a object, etc., protecting the mind from wandering towards 

various objects through sensual pleasure. The ref ore, all of those dhammas 

are called Jhana in the sense of close concentration. 

When those d11ammas come into existence in this way the hindering 

factors, the opposite of those dhammas , having no chance, are unable to 

arise even in the mind and they are said to be burnt . So those dhammas are 

called Jhana in the sense of burning the opposite phenomena. 

Although those dhammas have separate task, it should be known, the 

term 'Jhiina ' is used only for 'the unity of these dhammas ' like the term 

'ratha (cart)' is used only for the w1ity of parts of a cart. Because the unity 

of dharmnas . (dhamma-siimaggi) is chief regarding to the three places -

magga , Jhana and sambodhi . Only when these factors come into unity 

they accomplish the function of "close concentration", etc., by reaching the 

stage of appanii . And although those dhammas , as said, perform 

respectively their own functions, they complete only 'the function of closely 

concentration (upanijjhana-kiccca )' ,that is the keeping mind firmly on an 

object. 

The other commentators say " only their own tasks beginning · with the 
' 

sending mind towards an object, of these five dhammas ,are each to be 

called the function of concentration. Hence in Patthana66 in jhana-peccaya 

those dhammas perform respectively as the "condition of jhana . " So it is 

possible to say that even each of these are jhana .Furthermore, in these 

words, paficarigikam sflam ,dasarigikaqi sflarn , the unity of fivefold, etc., is 

the reason only for the name of paiicarigika , etc.of those moralities, not for 
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the state of morality. It is true it cannot be said that even one of the factors 

of morality, abstaining from killing, etc., are not "morality." Likewise, it is 

impossible to know here thus: the unity of five factors is the reason for the 

state of fivefold-factor, etc., and the state of being the first jhana , etc., but 

not the state of being jhana . Otherwise, the factors of jhana 1n 

jhanapaccaya may be only the dhamma of reverse." 

By this assertion as far they said it cannot be known that although this 

citta associates with phassa ,et<.:. those dhammas ,phassa ,etc.,having not such 

a special task,are not mentioned here, 

Dutiyajjhana kusala citta is a kusala citta which associates with the 

second Jhana formed by vicara pfti sukha ekaggatii .The same in the rest. 

49. Herein, a question may be posed: By which is the division of jhana 

factors made? It is made by the wish of a person. To be explained: one, 

having vitakka as his company ,dislikes vitakka again after giving the first 

jhana with ?Ve-fold factor arise and having the mastery of that jhana ; he 

wishes to attain the jhana of four factors ,the absence of vitakka ,by 

overcoming it. At that time, when he practices the mental culture again 

only with such a wish after absorbing firmly the first jhana to make the 

foundation and giving it up,he attains the jhana with four factors,the 

absence of vitakka . 

Herein, this mental culture, although it is with vitakka , is 'the culture 

for detachment of vitakka ( vitakka-viragabhavana )' owing to having been 

practiced with such a wish. And through this power of such a mental culture 

that Jhana arises with four factors except vitakka . This way should be 

known in remaining Jhana attainments.Thus it should be known that through 

the wish of a person, the division of Jhana factors is ma~e. 

Herein, the absorbing each of the f onner Jhanas is certainly necessary 

to have the ground of higher and higher Jhana attainments. It is said in 
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commentary 67:"each of the former Jhanas which is well practised is to be 

the proximate cause of the higher jhanas each." 

Through the power of wish,however, a higher jhiina , if arises, cannot 

be equal to the jhana which is foundation. It is true only the wish of a 

person is much more powerful than the Jhana which is foundation. For that 

reason the Blessed One addressed: " Bikkhus , the aspiration is successful 

for one who has good morality because of purification.68" Then,this meaning 

will be clear when it concerns supra-mundane consciousness above. 

50. Herein a question may be posed: Why is the division of sankhara not 

said here? Because it is not said in Pa/i text. Why is it not said in Pil/i text? 

Because it can be known only through the word on the division of ways 

(pai/pada ). 

To be explained: If all jhanas ,mundane or supramundane,have easy 

ways (sukha-patipada ),it has already been said to be asarikhiirika . And if 

have the difficult ways (dukkha-patipada ),it has already been said to be 

sasa,ikharika . 

If asked " how is it to be known '?", it is the answer: Because it is 

found in Commentary. It is, verily, said in AUhasalinI thus: 

'' At first, when one expels mental defilements,he does so with 

pain,effort,attempt and fatigue; his way is painful.And when one 
t 

expels mental defilements,he does so easily and without fatigue; his 

way is easy. "69 

The same in Sammoha-vinodanP0 and Visuddhimagga71,as well. 

Herein, in the former sentence it is found these words, "with pain, 

effort and attempt" , so in the latter sentence it should be regarded to be 

found these words, "with easiness, absence of effort and absence of 

attempt". 

Herein,sasalik11arenµ sappyogetna means 'with the unity of conditions 



beginning with seeing the fa ult of sensual pleasure which is together with 

effort and attempt'. By this word (sasarikharena , etc.), it is said that all 

jhanas of which way is painful have the state of sasarikharika.' 

Asailkharena appayogena means with only those conditions which is 

absence from effort and attempt. By this word, it is said that all jhanas of 

which way is easy have a state of 'asankl1arika .' 

Then,it is known that the jhanas with quick intuition have ·a state of . 
sasatikharika ,if their way is painful. It is also known that the jhanas with 

sluggish intuition have a state of asankharika ,if their way is easy. 

If so, how is the division of sal1khara to be known concerning those 

jhanas which are absent from ways and completed by magga or by birth? 

Those jhanas also have the state of 'painful ways and easy ways' 

through the existence and non-existence of conditions which hinder the 

samapatti (attainment) at the time of absorbing them. 

Of these two jhanas , the jhana which is completed by magga is the 

jhana whic~ is completed simultaneously with the attainment of magga 

within those whose vehicle is the pure vipassana . That jhana is two-fold: 

the jhana which is completed by lower magga and the other which is 

completed by araha tta magga . Of these two, the jhana which arose within 

the five hundred monks mentioned in Mahasamaya Sulla 72is that jhana 

which is completed by lower magga . The jhana belonging to Ven . .Ananda 

Thera is that jhana which is completed by arahatta magga . Furthermore, 

the jhana ,too, which arises within the anagamfs who is killed unnoticedly 

with knife and immediately dies is equal to the jhana by magga . 

Then, one was born in one of Riipa brahma worlds after having 

accomplished the eight-fold attainments. His attainments come from birth. 

It is a jhana whic~ is completed by birth. 

It is true, even in one life the jhanas attained have the different 

means during the absorbing period through the condition that exists. Or these 



jhanas may be included in the jhana of asarikharika being absence from 

means through which jhana arises. 

In other way, in Ne tti73 the division of sankhara concernmg all 

concentration, mundane or supra-mundane, is explicitly stated.It should be 

quoted: "Concentration is of two kinds: the concentration with sarikhiira , 

and the concentration without saiJkl1ara . " 

Then,it is said in commentary: the two concentrations of sluggish and 

quick intuition which have an easy way are to be asankhiira and those 

which have a painful way are to be sasarikhara 74. 

So far as I said it is clear that the all jhana cittas ,Mahaggata and 

Lokuttara ,have two sorts each , asankharika and sasankharika . 

Especially ,it should be noted that the term,sankhara ,is common to 

even akusala ;but the term,pafipada,is specially used for the dhammas 

practised; indeed,the dhammas , Mahaggata and Lokuttara ,are certainly the 

dhammas practised; so in DhammasanganP5 they are not classified 

through saiJ~hara ,but pafipada . 

Here it is the exposition of the correct meaning . 

51. It is said in VibhavanT (p.93) : "It is impossible to say that the 

all jhanas are asarikharika , because they never be attained through 

mere adhikara without the preliminary action,the primary effort and 

are sasankharika , because they never be attained through the mere 

preliminary action,the primary effort, without adhikara . " 

Herein, at first "it is impossible to say that the all jhanas are 

asankharika, because they never be attained through the mere adhikara 

without the preliminary action,the primary effort " is not reasonable. 

Because the preliminary action,the primary effort,cannot be regarded as 

sankhara in the division of sarikhara . Why? Because it (the primary effort) 

is an original condition whid1 brings about jhana . 
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To be explained: in the world or m this teaching, there is not a 

kamma , good or evil, at least the offering of a morsel meal , which arises by 

itself without the appropriate preliminary action,the primary effort. 

Then,thecitta does not arise without the suitable preli~inary action, 

the primary effort; that action is included in the unity of the original 

condition of that citta .And all jhii11as ,mundane or supramundane,never arise 

without the appropriate former mental culture ,the preliminary action; 

therefore, that mental culture is included in the unity of the original 

condition of these jhanas . Otherwise, it is implicit that there not any 

kammas , kusala and akusala, which are not asailkharika . 

Then, in that Vibhavani it is said: "it is impossible to say that 

it is sasankharika ,because they never be attained through the mere 

preliminary action,the primary effort, without adhikara .(p.94 )" 

This is also not reasonable; because it cannot be said that the mundane 

jhana arises without adhikara . Actually, in commentaries it is said that the 

jhana whic~ has an easy way arises within those who have adhikara in 

samatha meditatJon in previous life; and the jhana which has a painful way 

arises within those who have not such an adhikara . 

It is truly said in those Commentaries: " Then, one had no practice in 

samatha ; his way is painful. And one had practice in it; his way is easy."76. 

Actually, to examine here the division of sank.hara ref erring to 

adhikara that was completed in previous life is not reasonable. It is, indeed, 

reasonable to examine such a division only through the conditions in the 

jhana of kusala and kkriya . By what I hav.e said, the later exposition 

beginnit)g with 'atha vii ' is also totally rejected. 

5 2. Herein, the ~~nner period before the imaginary sign arises is, for one 

who practices jhana ,the field of pafipada , and the later period the field of 

Abhiiiiia. 
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Herein, in fonner part 'the practice of mental culture' of one who acts 

with tiredness due to the opposite conditions is 'painful ' and of one who acts 

without tiredness is 'easy'. And in later part, the Abhifliiii of mental culture 

of one who attains slowly the state ofAppana is quick intuition(dandha 

bhiiiiia ), and of one who attains quickly the state of Appanaii is sluggish 

intuition (khippaabhiiiiia ) . 

Herein, through painful way in former part a jhiina that has been 

later attained sluggishly or quickly is to be called painful practice 

( dukkhapafipada ); through easy way in former part is to be called easy 

practice (sukhapafipadii ). However,in the place of the second jhana , etc., 

the division of ways (pfipadabhedo) should be understood through the state 

of being painful or easy to abandon the attachment to the former jhana . 

Herein it must be decided: "nowadays a person, layman or ascetic, 

although he had not any adhikara which was done in previous life, practises 

jhiina being in a state of freedom from the principle of disturbance , 

standing in _correct ways, removing the impediment and practicing with great 

determination; it cannot be said he cannot accomplish the mental culture of 

jhana . " [ kusala jhiina ] 

5 3. In Vipaka jhiina : The kusala in kama plane, being not in a stage of 

appana , is soft and powerless. It becomes mature in various functions and 

places that have less power and in inferior lives.So it produces a result which 

is not equal to itself. However, the kusala of higher stage (mahaggata 

kusala ),having reached to the stage of appana ,becomes sharp and powerful. 

It becomes mature in the place of bhavanga of a superior brahma . So it 

always produces a result which is equal to itself. For this reason vipaka is 

expounded equal t~ kusala in all aspects through this: vitakka vicara prti 

sukhe 'kagga tasahitam ... 

However,some commentators say "that kusala of higher stage 
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produces only such a result which is equal to itself, because it 

effectuates immediately in the next life."77 

This is not correct. If so, the seventh javana ofkusala in kama plane also 

may produce only such result which is equal to itself. 

Then, the kriya jhana is only the kusala. which arises within those . 
whose mental process is absent from anusaya (e.g. Arahantas ).So that kriya 

citta is expounded equal to kusala . 

5 4. The word beginning with paficadha is a summarized verse. 

Herein, Jhanabhedena means 'through the division of association with 

five jhanas beginning with the first jhana .It is interpretation: 'the 

Rapavacara citta is five-fold through the division of jhanas citta that 

associated with the first jhiina , associated with the second jhana ,associated 

with the third jhana , as~~ciated with the fourth jhana and associated with the 

fifth jhana ; thus it is five-fold. The only five-fold citta is fifty-four through 

the division of kusala , vipaka and kriya . 

However,it is said in Vibhavani: "Jhanabhedena means 'through the 

division of association with Jhana factors"(p,94). 

It is not correct. Because the division of Jhana 1s one thing; the 

division of jhiina factor is another.Herein, the division of jhana is that the 

first jhana , the second jhana and so on. The division of jhana factor is that 

the first jhana which has five factors, the second jhana which has four 

factors and so on. 

Of these, the only division of jhana is necessary here,not the division 

of jhana factor. It is true citta is five-fold only through the division of 

jhana , not through the division of jhana factor. It is,indeed, the only jhana 

which is five-fold through the division of jhana factor. 

Then,in that Vibhavani it is said:"Paiicadhii means that it is of 

five kinds namely Jhana with five factors, Jhlfna :with four factors, 

Jhana with three factors, Jhana with two factors, Jhana again with two 
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factors. (p.94)" 

This is also not correct. Because it is only Jhana which has five 

factors, etc., not citta . 

The exposition of correct meaning of RC1piivacara citta . 

5 5. Now it is spoken 'iikJsanaiicayatana kusala citta111 , etc.' to explain 

Arilpa citta which comes into its turn. 

Herein, akiisa is so called, because it shines extremely. To be 

explained:Thatakasa, although it cannot be known itself as substance,appears 

shining extremely through the light of moon and sun . Some scholars say "it 

cannot be scratched by cutting and breaking it; so it is akiisa (non-scratched). 

Only the word akiisa is used as iikiisa . 

That akasa is of four kinds: akasa without tangle, akiisa that is 

divided, iikasa that is obtained by removing one of nine kasiva objects and 

akasa that separatedRupakaJapas. 

Of th~se the akasa that is obtained by removing one of nine-fold 

kasiva device is necessary here. That,indeed, seems to be one with the 

infinite akasa without tangle. And meditator widens it to be "infinity." 

The ref ore, the infinite space is to be called .Akasananta . In other way, it 

has neither the limitation of arising nor the limitation of falling· , so it is also 

called ananta . Only the wordakasiinanta is used asakasananca , because 

the word is completed with 'ya ' which is in the sense of the stem word 

concerned. 

Then,just as the abode of gods is to be called devayatana , even so the 

infinite space,here too, is called ayatana in the sense the ground of Jhana 

together with its concomitants which reached at the stage of Appana . Thus, 

Akasanaflcayat.ana is that it has infinite space as its ground. It is a term for 

a unit of mind and mental . properties. 

It is truly said in Vibhailga : "Akasaflcayatana means mind and 
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mental properties of one who has attained the jhana on the infinite space 

which is its ground, or who was born in it, or who dwells happily in it 

experiencing it. "1s 

Akasii11aficayatana kusala cittarn is a ku~ala cilta which arises on the 

infinite space that is its ground. 

VifiiiaQaiicayatana111: : Herein, ViiiiiiIQa is only the citta dwelling on 

the infinite space that is its ground. That ViiifiaQa, although it has a limit 

beginning with arising, is called 'infinite' due to being on the infinite 

space.Or the word anta is in the sense of a"part." It is called ananta 

because it arises through the mental culture on that object which is received 

all its parts without focusing on one part,the part of arising, etc. 

Or it arises on the object of space which is infinite, so jhana 1s 

ananta ; it arises on the infinite object through the mental culture on the 

object of infinity, so citta is called ananta . Or it is reasonable to say that it 

is ananta from tl1e point of prevailing on the object of space which is infinite. 

VifliffiQananta111 is a vifliiiiQa that is infinite. Only ViiiiiaQiinanta 1s 

used as Viiiiiiil)afica according to the grammatical method. ViiifiiIQaiica

yatana is a jhiina that has an infinite mind as its ground. A kusala citta 

which arises in the unity of mind and mental states,the infinite mind being it~ 

groWld. This is a compound word. 

In Vibhariga it is truly said: "ViiiiiiiQaficayatana means the mind 

and mental properties of one who has attained the Jhana on infinite mind 

being its ground, or who was born in the plane of infinite mind being its 

growid, or who dwells happily in it experiencing it. "79 

However,it is said in Vibhavani(p.95) and Mahatika(l~l): 

"it should be attained through the second aruppa viiiflar;ia ,so it is 

called vifliiiiQaflca . 

It does not accord with the following Pali.It is actually said: 
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I 

"Anantam viflfla~1am means to only that viiiflal)a a yogi pays 

attention discerning by knowledge and widens it with the intention of 

infinity. For this reason it is called ana tam viflflaQam . so 

By this statement it is known that vi1lfia(1a ,indeed,associates with the 

qualifier, "infinite". It is another version, "tameva akasa111 " meaning 'only 

that space. 

Akiflcaimayatana111: Herein, 'kiflci, kiflcanam' are synonymous terms 

in the sense of "a little." The first Aruppa mind has no remaining, even a 

little at least the moment of falling, so it is called 'akiiicana .' And it is 

akiflcana which is a state of 'nothingness'. That is 'the nothingness of the 

first Aruppa mind'.lt is true that mind has such a name by means of the 

intention - "it does not exist even a little." That mind has nothingness which 

is its ground ... and such way has been said. 

Nevasaii1ia nasaniiay,1tana111 :Herein, referring to the gross perception 

it has no perception, so it is called 'nevasaiifla .' And referring to the subtle 

perception ~t is not having-no-perception, so it is called 'nasaiifla '. It has no 

perception, nor is having-no-perception, so it is called nevasafiiia nasaiiiia , 

making the ending of the fonner word long. This term is used for the Wlity 

of mind and mental properties. 

Compounding : only na vasaflifanasaiifla is the ayatana in the sense of 

a ground of the special happiness of a yogi , so it is called nevasatiiia

nasaniiayatanam .And in it a kusala citta arises. 

In other way, only perception, due to not performing a function of true 

perception,is "non-perception" and due to having the rest of sarikhilra in a 

subtle state, it cannot be said "non-perception". So it is called nevasaiiiia

nasatifiii . Only that nevasafliiii nasaiiiia is the ground as well. And kusala 

citta which associa_tes with it. This is how to compound words. 

Furthermore,herein yogfs, having regularly practiced, reach this 

attainment, the acme of the mundane dhammas in the sense of being 



subtle,by abandoning the hindrance factors and the grossjhana factors, 

vitakka , etc., making the rest of the dhammas gradual subtle through the 

power of mental culture.So in this jhana , citta is also either 'non-mind or 

not non-mind'; phassa (contact) is also either 'non~contact or not non-contact'; 

feeling, etc., are in the same way. It is,therefore,noted that the word 

'saiifla ' used here is to give the mere headline of the speech. 

In Vipaka : Viiifla~1a in the word ViflfiaQaiicayatanam is only kusala 

of the first Aruppa . That, too, it should be noted, a viflflaQa which arose in 

the former life. Then,akiiicanabhava is the state of nothingness of only 

that first vififiaQa . 

In Knya cittas : VifiiiaQa is,it should be known, the first A.ruppa mind 

which is two-fold: kusala and kriya . Then,aki11canabhava is the state of 

nothingness of that two viiifiii(ias . 

In the verse of swnmary : Aramma1.1appabhedena means 'according 

to the objects which are four-fold beginning with the space arisen by 

removing kasiQa that is perceived by mind'. 

Herein, the four sets of object is twofold: the four sets which are 

passed over (atikkamitabba-ctukka )and the four sets which are received 

(alambitabba-catukka ). 

Herein, regarding the first Aruppa the kasiQa device, the object of 

the fifth Rupalhana ,is an object which is "passed over'.'; by removing that 

object a space that must be obtained is the "received." 

Regarding the second Aruppa the space which is the object of the first 

Aruppa is the "passed over"; the first Aruppa mind is the "received". 

Regarding the third Aruppa the first Aruppa mind is the "passed 

over"; the nothingness of it is the "received". 

Regarding the fourth Aruppa the nothingness is the "passed over"; 

the third Aruppa mind is the "received". 

Herein,it should be noted 'the division of this mind is clear according 
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to the division of the objects that are received; because, in this mind only the 

objects that are received are explicitly describe by means of "iikasanaiica 

nyata11am " etc., although this Aruppa mind is four-fold according to the four 

divisions of the objects that are passed over'. 

It is the interpretation: ''Aruppa mind is four-fold according to the 

object that is received and only it becomes twelve as the division of kusala, 

vipaka and kriya . 

The exposition of correct meaning of the Aruppa citta . 

5 7. Now, the wordsotapatlimagga citta111 is said in order to expound the 

Supramundane cilta (lokuttara citta ) which comes into its turn. 

Herein,it flows without going back; so it is called sota . The term is 

used for the current in the river ganga , etc. That (current) ~ruly flows 

without going back from the source up to the great ocean. It is similar to the 

current; so it is called sota . That is a term for the Path (magga )with eight

fold factor. 

It should be quoted: "Friends, there is the noble Path with eight

fold factor, namely, Right Understanding ..... Right Concentration. 

Friends, this noble eight-fold Path is called sota . "81 

It is true. This eight-fold Noble Path, too, since it commences until the 

element of Nibbana without any of the rest of consequences of kamma and 

passion, flows spreading its power without going back. 

It should be quoted: 

"Bikkhus , just as there are large rivers, namely, Ganga, 

Yamuna, Aciravalf, Sarabha and Mahr. All these rivers slope down 

to the ocean, bend on the ocean and inclined to the ocean. So, 

Bikkhus , a monk who makes the eight-fold Noble Path developed and 

repeated, slopes down to the Ni_bbiina , bends on the Nibbana and 

inclined to the Nibbiina . "82 
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Herein, "going on without turning back," is noted as not approaching 

again to the passions which have been eradicated by such and such maggas 

and as reaching regularly the state of maturity of the faculties beginning 

with confidence. 

It should be quoted: 

"Bikkhus , just as a pot of water, if turned over, ejects water and 

never takes it back. So, Bikklws , a monk who makes the eight-fold 

Noble Path developed and repeated, vomits the evil unwholesome 

dhammas and never takes them back.83 

It also should be quoted: 

"To the passions which have been eradicated by the knowledge 

of Sotiipattimagga one does not go back,does not approach back,does 

not reach back, etc. "84 

To be explained: the worldly persons go back to the passions even 

which have been eradicated. After having been tihetuka they again go 

down to th~ position of dvihetuka and a/Jetuka . Therefore, they are found 

again in the woeful states although they have been born in the plane of 

highest life above. They become again without morality although they have 

had good morality. They became mad or absent-minded again although they 

have had mental concentration. They became foolish and dull agam 

although they have been wise. The noble persons are not like that. 

Those noble persons do not go back to the passions which have been 

eradicated through such and such magga . They never get back the state of 

worldly persons or that of noble persons junior in rank. They are gradually 

to be in a state of maturity of the faculties beginning with confidence. This 

all states accomplish through the power of the Noble Path only. Therefore, 

it is regarded that the term 'sota ' is used for only that magga which is the 

source. 

To reach that sola at the very beginning is to be said sotapatti .The 
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magga which must be attained by reaching the sota at the very beginning is 

sotapa ttimagga . 

In other way ,referring to this passage "a noble person is he has 

attained the dhamma "85 the whole dl1ammas of bodhipakkhiya ,mundane or 

supramundane, which occur within noble persons are called sota in the sense 

of flowing without going back,as said before, as inclining to the higher 

knowledge and to the Nibbana without remains.And persons attain that sota 

through the practice at the very beginning,so it is called sotapatti .It is either 

sotapatti or magga ,so it is called sotapatti-magga . It is, verily, said in 

Commentary: Sotapatliyanga is a factor of sotapatti which is the first 

magga .86 

Magga means way (patha )or means ( upilya ).Some ,scholars say: 'it 

quests Nibbana or it should be quested by those who want Nibbana or it 

goes to Nibbana by removing mental <lefilements,so it is called magga . '87 

However,it is said in VibhavanI: "Sotapatti is one who has the 

attainment of sota , the noble path at the very beginning, so he is 

called sotapatti. This tenn is used for a person.(p.97)" 

This is not correct. Because the word,sotiipalti ,which describes a 

person cannot be found anywhere. By this, the definition 'sotapattimagga 

is the path of a person who has the attainment of sola ,noble path at the very 

beginning' is also rejected. 

Sotapattimagga citta is a citta which associates with the path,sotapatti 

However,it is said in Tika s: "Sotapattimagga citta is magga 

citta which is obtained by reaching the sota .(Pural)a.p.297;Vib.p.97)" 

That is not correct. Because the word, 'Sotapatti,' that connects with 

the word 'citta ' is not found in any Pali Text. 

5 8. Sakadagamf is one who is in the habit of coming once to this world as 

being reborn. This tenn is used for a person who has attained the second 
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fruition. TI1at person, although he is standing in the highest life above, has 

the nature of coming again to this kama world to be reborn. Because 

he,having the sensual pleasure uneradicaled lying latent and passions which 

makes him come back lo the kiima world, does not overcome the nature of 

coming to this world. --

It is truly said in Catukka nipatass : 

"Sa1jputta , here some persons have the Fetters that causes to be 

born in the Lower part uneradicated. He lives on the attainment of 

the Jhanas which has neither perception nor non-perception as its 

ground. He was born, after death, without failure from this 

attainment, in the society of the devas who have attained the Jhana 

which has neither perception nor non-perception as its the ground. 

He, after death, becomes a person in the habit of coming due to 

coming to this life. 

Here also, Sariputta , some persons have eradicated the Fetters 

which cause to be born in the lower part . He, after death from that 

life, does not become a person in the habit of coming due to not 

coming to this life." 

In Commentary, it is said: "lttl1atla1]1 means the appearance of five 

aggregates which belong to this kiima world. "89 

This meaning is said ref erring to the appearance of passions, not the 

appearance of a person. It is true, the brahmas who are sotapanna and 

sakadagamf never come even to the lower brahma world as being reborn in 

it. Needless to say, they will not come to the kama world as being reborn in 

it. 

If asked 'how is it known? ',it is the answer -it is known through this 

which is said in Anusaya yamaka : 

"Within someone who passed away from kama world and was 

born in rUpa and arupa world, the seven states ofanusaya lie latent; 
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within someone five states ofanusaya lie latent; within someone three 

states ofanusaya lie latent." After having said thus, it is, said: "Within 

one who passed away from the rDpa and ariipa world and was born in 

the klima world, only the seven states ofanusaya lie latent."9o 

Herein, in the former statement, for worldly person 'seven' was said; 

for sotapanna and sakadagamf 'five' was said, and for anagamf 'three' was 

said. But in the latter statement, only for the worldly person 'seven' was 

said. Because brahmas who are sotapanna, sakadagamf and anagiimf 

never go to kama world to be reborn. 

Then,in the ~ommentary on Dhammahadaya Vibhanga it is 

said: 

"Those persons, sotapanna and sakadiigamf, who are born in 

riipa world, never come to this world again; they cease to exist only 

there. They are, truly, called anagamf through Jhana ." 91 

And, it is also said: 

"The noble disciples, who were born in nine brahma worlds, 

have either "rebirth therein" or "rebirth in higher plane" but not 

"rebirth in lower plane." But the worldly persons in it have "rebirth 

therein" or "rebirth in higher plane" or "rebirth in lower plane." 

That state of not coming back is only through the power of Jhana 

which has the companion of magga , not the power of magga . 

Herein, the meaning of the word, 'to this world', is given in two ways 

in commentaries92: 'to this human world' or 'to this kama world'. Of these 

two, if the former meaning, "come" means 'one comes from deity ·world'; if 

the latter,"come"means 'one comes even from brahma world.' However,in 
I 

Pii/i it seems to say only the latter meaning . 

It is truly said in Pugglapaiiila tti : 

"Not coming to this world, the person 1s r_egarded, by that 

reason, as Anagamf (non-comer). Coming to this world, the person is 
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regarded, by that reason, as Sotapanna and Sakadagamf ."93 

Herein, though the word,aniigantvii itthattarn , it denotes the meaning

" one does not come to this kama world, so he is called Anagamf . " But by 

this words,agantva itthattarn , it describes the meaning - "the two persons, 

Sotapanna and SakadagamT, come again once to this kama world, so both of 

them are to be called "Sakadagamf ." Why ? Because these two words, 

itthattarn , which stand in consecutive sentences are possibly in different 

meanmg. 

Then,the Blessed One says in KaQ1.1akatthala Sutta of Majjhima 

paQQasa : 

"O great king, the Brahma who has mental pain comes to this 

world; the Brahma who is free from mental pain does not come to this 

world"94• 

Herein, by the word, "who has mental pain (sabyapajjho ),"it denotes 

the Brahmas , sotapanna and sakadagamf together with worldly persons. It is 

true,they have not eradicated byapajjha ,the mental pain, due to having not 

removed the repugnance lying la tent and they are to be called sa byapajjha . 

Then,the word," one who comes to this world (aganta itthattarri )", 

means that one who is in the habit of coming or in the nature of coming 

again to this kiima world to be reborn. In the reverse way, tlw meaning of 

latter sentence should be understood. 

To be continued: it should be noted ' of those two persons of once-

returners the former is named only sotapanna possessing the first 

attainment of noble path,sota , which is not common to others'. 

However,as "going by person (puggalagati )"here for those who are in 

brahma world have not a position of sakadiigaml as if the position of "no

more-seven-times-of-rebirth" (sa ttakkhattuparama ),etc. It is true the 

persons who possess the first and the second fruitions in that brahma world 

are counted as Anagamf. Therefore,this sakadagamf is a name only for a 
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person in the second stage of fruition, born in kama world; so it should be 

known that the state of "once coming" of them is mentioned in 

Commentaries95 by means of rebirth in lower and higher life only within 

kama world. 

For this reason, it is said in Pa/i Text, too: 

"Five persons have 'the end herein': one who has no-more

seven-times'rebirth (sattakkhattuparama ), one who goes from-higher

to-higher to be born (kolamkola ), one who has only one seed of 

rebirth ( eka vrji ), once-returner (sakadagamf )and one who becomes 

araha only in this life." 96 

Furthermore, this 'once-returner' is of six kinds: 

i. one,having attained here, ceases to exist here (idha patva idha 

parinibbayf ) , 

ii. one,having attained there, ceases to exist there (tatlha patva tattha 

parinibbayf ), 

iii. one,having attained here, ceases to exist there (idha patvii tattha 

parinibbayr ), 

iv. one,having attained there,ceases to exist here (tattha patva idha 

parinibbayf ), 

v. one,having attained here and having been born there, ceases to 

exist here (idha patva tattha nibbattitva idha parinibbayl ), and 

vi. one,ha ving attained there and having been born here, ceases to 

exist there (tattha patviI idha nibbattitva tattha parinibbayT ). 

Of these, "one,having attained here, ceases to exist here" means in 

this human life one has attained the 'Path of once-returner'and only in this 

human life having attained the Path of Arahant one ceases to exist. 

Then,"one,having attained there,ceases to exist there" means in that 

world of gods one has attained the Path of once-returner and only in that 

world of gods having attained the Path of Arahant one ceases to exist. 
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Nibballitva means having appeared as rebirth. Especially,some 

commentators say the meaning of the word,imarn loka111 ,to be in the sense 

of "to this human world" .In such a meaning the person of "once-returner"is 

only five-fold and the sixth person is not said. 

It is also said in Vibhavanr: "Here needs only the fifth among 

the five-fold "once-returner". Because he, having gone from this 

world, comes back once to this world(p.97)." 

However, in the Commentary on Mahaparinibbana S,utta97 and in 

that on Mahavaggasamyutta98, it mentions even the sixth person in the 

f " . " sense o once-commg. 

Actually it should be noted: even the omniscient Buddhas ,when have 

been attained the second fruition,are in the position of "once returner" ,as if 

they are in the position of "no-more-seven-times' rebirth" when the have 

attained the first fruition until the higher path entered. Therefore, it is 

impossible not to be called sakadagamf who stationed in the second fruition 

in the sense of "once-coming." Hence those six persons are all to be 

certainly v called sakadagamf 

here. 

Sakad,Tgiimi-magga is a path which belongs to the person of once

retun1er. TI1at Path,it is true, being itself a"producing" (janaka ), brings 

about the "produced" (janetabba ) that belongs to the person of 'once 

returner.' So to be 'qualifier and qualified' is reasonable here by relating as 

"produced" and "producing" like these terms tissassa miita ,phussassa matii 

( Tissa 's mother and Phussa 's mother ). 

However,,it is said in Vibha van I with this idea - to be 

'qualifier and qualified' is not reasonable; but there is something which 

is useful;as the useful thing there is nothing contradictory: "Although 

only the person stationed in fruition is to be called sakadagamf due to 

the fact that the person who possesses the Path has not such a 
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"coming,"; but the Path arisen before, being the cause of fruition, is 

spoken as sakadagami-magga qualifying with the name of phalaflha 

to cut the other 'Path' off. It is in the same way with regard to the 

word, anagami-magga .(p.98)" 

It is not reasonable. 

It is how to combine the words: Sakadagamimaggena sampayuttam 

cittam sakadagami-magga-citta,rJ . 

59. Anagamr is so called because he does not come again to this kama 

world to be reborn having completely eradicated the Fetters concerning the 

lower part (orambhagiya-sarnyojana ). It means that he will be definitely 

bo111 only in brahma world. And it is spoken according to the mere power of 

this Path. If he has,however, the insight knowledge for higher path he also 

will definitely attain the arafo:ltta magga . 

It is definition: Anagamimagga is a Path that belongs to Anagamf, the 

person who stationed in fruition. Anagami-magga-ciltaJTl is consciousness 

that associates with the Path of anagamf (Non-returner). 

60. Arahc'I is so called because one is worthy of excellent honour owing to 

possessing the virtues that produce a great benefit. This term is used for the 

person whose mind is free from mental canker and being stationed in the 

fourth fruition. 

It is the definition: the state of arahanta is to be calledarahatta . The 

tenn is used for the fourth fruition. arahatta-magga is the Path that belongs 

to arahatta . Arahatta-magga-citta1]1 is consciousness that associates with 

arahatta magga . By the word, pi , the number ofmagga cittas which are 

divided in Pali text 99are added. 

Herein it is a way of division in Dhammasatigani100: 

Regarding the first Path, there are nine cittas in the first section of 
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suddhika-pa/ipada out of the five sections of jhiina in the two ways - four 

sets and five sets. In the same way there are 9cittas each in these sections -

suddhika-suiiiiata (pure emptiness), suiiliatii pa(.ipadii (the way of emptiness), 

suddhika-ppaQihita (pure non-desire) and appa1,1ihita-patipada (the way of 

non-desire ).Thus, in these five sections there are 45 ciUas according to ten 

ways.And in the same way there are 45 cittas each in five sections which 

are mentioned by the name of magga, satipafthiina, etc. numbering 19. Thus, 

there are 900 cittas according to two hundred ways in one hundred sections 

which are mentioned by the twenty names. 

Again, there are 3,600 cittas according to eight hundred ways in the 

four hundred sections which are mentioned by mixing with four Dominating 

Factors.Thus, in the first magga there are 4,500 cittas according to one 

thousand ways. The same way in the rest of the maggas ,too.Thus, in four 

maggas there are 18,000 cittas according to the four thousand ways. 

However, in the Sacca and Satipatthana-vibhailga 101 there are 

90,000 cittas according to twenty thousand ways. In the Magga

vi bhailga 102 there are 126,000 cittas according to twenty-eight thousand 

ways.Then, in Commentaries103 there talk about only the number of ways, 

not that of ciltas . 

In Vibhavani,however, it is said: by the word,pi ,it is 

included the sixty-thousand ways which are mentioned in 

Sacca-vibhanga (p.98). 

That should not be said in the conclusion of kusala . Because, the way 

of sixty thousand divisions is described in Commentary104 to be explained 

only in the place of viplika . 

And it is also said in it: 

"Without touching the division of patipada it is divided two

fold:- suiiiiata (emptiness )and appaQihita (non-desire) (p.98)" 
, 

This is not reasonable.Because in Pali Text105 the division of 



pa/ipada is mentioned only at the beginning . But at the beginning there is no 

immediate section that is divided into two: SlllJl)ata and appaQihita . 

And it is also said in it: 

"sufiiiata is one way; appa~1ihita one; suiifiatas which are 

associated with palipadiI are four; appaflihitas four; thus there are ten 

ways.With this idea it is classified in to ten by the name of Jhiina 

(p.98)". 

This is not reasonable. Because these,soo,1ata , etc., are not a 'way' 

here. Indeed, only these two ways- tetrad and pentad- are to be a 'way' 

here in each of them. By this all of these assertions - tatha magga

satipalfhanani ,etc.- are rejected. l magga-citta111.I 

61. In the word, phala citta , phala is the Path with eight factors which is 

the result or the unity of assodated dhammas . Sotapatti-phala is a fruition 

that is attained by first reaching to sota . Sotapatti-phala-citlalfJ is a citta 

that associates with sotapattiphala or a citta which is included in 

svtapc1ltiphala .The same way 1n the second and the third 

one,too.Then,arahattaphala is that which is either arahatla or phala .And 

"that which associales with arahattaphala ; a citta which is included in it" is 

the definition. 

62. In the verse of summary Catu-magga-ppabhedena mean~ through the 

division of the Path of eight factors which is of four kinds due to being 

attained four times. 

If asked, "why acre they attained four times?" it must be answered: 

first, the faculties, confidence, etc., in sotapatti-magga are in a state of 

tenderness. So th~t the Path of sotiipatti is able to eradicate only wrong 

view and doubt. But it is unable to even to make thinner the others, sensual 

desire and hatred. 
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Those faculties in the second Path are a little more sharp; so that the 

second Path is able to make thinner sensual desire and hatred. 

Those faculties in the third Path are much sharper; so, the third Path 

is able to eradicate sensual desire and hatred. However, it is unable to 

eradicate craving, conceit, restlessness and ignorance. 

Then, those faculties in the fourth Path are in a state of sharpness; so, 

the fourth Path is able to eradicated entire evil dhammas,eit11er those or the 

others. Thus, these Paths must be attained four times being completed their 

tasks by arising four times. 

It is the interpretation: "The kusala citta is known to' be four-fold 

according to the division of four Paths. The result, too, is known to be the 

same four-fold owing to being the fruit of the four-fold kusa/a . Thus, the 

noblest citta is known to be eight-fold." 

Anuttara is that which have not any dhamma higher than itself. 

6 3. Why is the kriya citta not listed here? Because there is not a noblest 

citta that is to be kriya . 

Why is there not a noblest cilta that is to be kriya '! Be<.;ause magga 

citta has one mental moment. If it arises in diff crent moments, as if lokiya 

kusala does, there,perhaps, may be a noblest citta that is to be kriya arising 

within the process of those who have no anusayas. 

Then,why does the magga citta have only one mental moment? 

Because magga has a great power. "How does the magga have a great 

power?"if asked,it should be answered: The Noble Path,even arising only 

once, removes the passions that should be eradicated by itself making them 

never come up again. This is one power of the Path. 

Then,the Noble Path gives rise to the result since it has just arisen 

making it perform la vana function like the ja vanas of kusala and kriya and 

sometimes to be attained. This is the second power of the · Path. Therefore. 
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it need not to make it arise again to get rid of passions as well as to be 

attained. 

Furthermore , if someone may take preliminary action with the idea 

that he does not want to absorb 'fruition' but magga that obtained before, 

within him, at that time, only the Fruition mind may arise, not magga mind, 

due to the power of volition belonging to magga which has become extinct 

after having appeared once. Why ? Because magga has a power that cannot 

be repelled. It is true the power of magga cannot be repelled by someone 

through will (chanda ), desire (vasa ), intention (a.ijhasaya) and preparation 

(parikamma ) . 

64. The stanza beginning with dviidasikusalanevaITJ briefs all types of 

consciousness on the four planes by means of species (jativasena ) . 

"According to the aforesaid division , akusalas are ,only twelve; 

kusalas are only twenty-one; vipakas are thirty-six; kriya minds are only 

twenty" ,Tika (p.299)gives the word relation. 

Some commentators,however, make the word,eva , contact to only the 

first and the last words, because the number of kusala an<l viplika will be 

made more above. 

The stanza beginning with catupaiiiiasadha briefs all types of 

consciousness by means of plane (bhumivasena ). It is the interpretation: 

"The types of consciousness pertaining to kama plane must be said to be of 

fifty-four kinds; Rapa plane to be of fifteen kinds; Arilpa plane to be of 

twelve kinds; then the types of consciousness pertaining to 'the noblest' must 

be said to be of eight kinds." 

Herein, Anuttare is the stage of supramundane. And it is two-fold: 

the stage of conditioned things (sankhatabhii.mi ) and the stage of 

ooconditioned things (asankhatabhillni ). 

Then, the stage of conditioned things is of four kinds. It should be 
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quoted: 

"On the occasion one practices Jhilna of supramundane in order 

to attain the first stage ... the second ... the third ... the fourth 

stage." 106 

Herein, it is said that bhiimi is a fruition of monkshood (siimaiiiia 

phala ) 107. Or it is also reasonable: the pair of the first magga and phala is 

the first stage; .the pair of the fourth magga and phala is the fourth stage. 

But in ultimate sense bhiimi here is a special dhamma with the particular 

moment,that is a state of non inclusion in the dhamma of three planes, due to 

being free from the grasping of the threefold desire. It becomes fourfold 

according to getting rid of mental defilements. 

However,it is said in Vibhavanf(p.100) with this idea - there is not a 

particular plane of . supra mundane like the other planes;only the unity 

ninefold dhamma is spoken as the plane of them: 

"a part of the unity of ninefold dhamma of supramundane which 

is included nowhere is said 'cittas in supramundane (anuttare cittani )' 

like in this word,rukkhe siikhii (branch in a tree, · but branch of a 

tree ),etc. 

This is not reasonable. Because bhiimi is two-fold: the moment 

(avttlia) and the locality(okiisa ). Of them, only the moment is regarded as 

real bhiJmi, not the other. Because that locality must be known only through 

such and such a particular moment of dhammas .And 'such and such 

particular moment' should be noted as the particular moment beginning with 

the state of kamavacara in the way as said before. 

In another way, the thirty one planes, too, must be known only through 

the particular moment, that is a state of inferiority, superiority, grossness 

and subtlety ofkusala and akusala . 

65. Thus, after having expounded briefly the cittas of fourfold plane, 
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Them spoke this stanza beginning with ittham in order to explain again the 

cittas in detail. 

Herein, it is the interpretation: "in other way, the 89 cittas numbering 

as said is divided into 121 types by wise." 

However,Tika s(PuraIJa,p.299; Vib,p.101) interpret this stanza making 

the former part of this verse as the "conclusion" of the former verses and 

only the latter part as starting for the next. It does not accord with this: "How 

does the eighty nine fold mind becomes one hundred and twenty one?" 

Now, Thera spoke Vitakka vicara pfli sukhakaggata sahitarn , etc.," 

after posing a question "How .. .is," in order to explain that classification of 

one hundred and twenty one types. 

Herein, it is the combination of words :Patamajjhana sotapatti magga 

is a sotapattimagga that associates with the first Jhlina with five· factors. 
( 

Patamajjhana sotapattimagga cittam is a citta that associates with it 

(Patamajjhana sotapattimagga ). 

However,Tikas (Pural}a,p.300;Vib,p.101) interpret: "either 

pathama jjhanajhana or sotapatti magga citta . " 

This is not reasonable. Because jhana is not a citta .And citta is not 

jhana as well. Becausejhana is one thing and citta is the other. 

Then it is said in VibhavanI(p.101): "due to being similar to 

the first jhana according to Jhana factor it is either patha.ijhana ... " 

This is also not reasonable. Because it is impossible to say that the 

supramundane jhana with five factors is to be called the first jhana due to 

being similar to the first Jhana . The supramundane jhana ,indeed, directly 

obtains the name of first Jhana by itself as it has five factors of jhana . 

It is true.Every jhana of five factors, mundane or supramundane,can 

be known as the first jhana by itself;every jhana of four factors ... of three 

factors ... of two factors ... of two factors again can be known as the fifth 

jhan<1 . In other way to say so is,it should be noted, because of that in the 
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case of supra-mundane, to be the second, etc., cannot be known according to 

the order of arising. 

Then, in Vibhavanr (p.101) to explain that those dhammas of 

five factors are to be called jhana only through the state of similarity 

in supramundane it is said: "Being similarity of such and such jhana 

among the three points - the basic jhana ,the contemplated jhana and 

the will of a person - the four maggas ,due to appearance of the 

factors beginning with vitakka ,gets the name of the first jhana,etc.and 

they are classified into five respectively". 

This is, too, not justifiable. Because the maggas are not to be called 

jhana . Magga is, indeed, one thing and jhana is another. 

In another way, jhana must be in the sense of being meditating and 

burning down the contraries; If so, only the supramundane jhanas may 

definitely be jhana ,not the others. Actually, the others meditate on the 

mere object of kasil)a ,etc.and burn the opposite natures down as keeping 

them away. However, the supramundane jhanas concentrate on Nibbana 

that is profound and ~ard to be seen and they burn down the contrary 

natures together with their roots and dormant states by totally eradicating. 

Furthermore, herein, it is usually known that Appana jhanas are to be 

with five factors; so there is nothing to do with such special cause, the basic 

jhana , etc., in the first jhanas of magga and phala . However, to be with 

four factors cannot be known without such a special cause. If there is no 

such cause, alljhanas may be with only five factors. · 

Herein, with regard to mW1dane jhanas, at the beginning, some of the 

mental cultures, the access ( upacara )to such and such second jhana ,etc., 

although they associate with vitakka ,etc., through seeing and knowing the 

fault of vitakka or the special wish : "now I let the jhana without vitakka 

arise; now I let the jhina without vicchra ", are to be 'vitakkaviraga· ' ; some 
. ( 

are to be vicara viraga ; some are to be piliviraga ; some are to be rapa viraga 
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; some are to besaiiiiaviraga for those who will be born in asaflfla brahma 

world. That mental culture is able to make own jhiina absence from 

vitakka , or absence from vicara , or absence from pifi, or associates with 

indifference respectively. Then, at the time when one has the mastery of 

jhanas, he attains any jhana what he wants through his mere wish without 

seeing and knowing the fault. 

Similarly in this lokuttara jhiina , too, the mental culture, the insight 

of vu1thagaminl , which is the access to such and such magga , possesses 

various ability, although it associates with vitakka ,etc. And some of them 

are a mental culture through which vitakka is abandoned; some are a 

mental culture through which vitakka and vicara are abandone9; some are a 

mental culture through which vitakka, vicara and pfti are abandoned; some 

area mental culture through which vitakka, vicara, plti and sukha are 

abandoned. Herein, the culture which is able to detach and pass over vitakka 

is to be called the culture through which vitakka is abandoned( vitakka

viraga-bhilvana ). This way is known in the rest, too. 

66. "What is the power through which the insight knowledge possesses 

various abilities ?"if asked, it must be answered. 

"Through the power of the basic jhana " says one Thera ; "Through 

the power of the contemplatedjhana "says the second one; "Through the 

power of individual wish "says the third. 

Herein, one of alljhanas which is just absorbed to be the base of 

insight, is to be the basic jhana (padakajjhiina ). If it is first jhana , the 

insight is only usual. If second, the insight has an ability to remove vitakka 

.In magga it can define jhana to be absent from vitakka . This way is 

known in the other basic Jhanas . This is the assertion concerning with the 

'base' .If there is a basic jhana the jhana in magga must be equal to it. If 

not, the jhana must be only the first jhana in magga .It means that either 
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the contemplatedjhana or the individual wish cannot decide the factor of 

jhana in magga . 

If there is a basic jhana ,one of the jhanas ,the basic jh!na or the 

others, is contemplated. If it is the first jhana ,the insight is only usual. If the 

second, the insight has an ability to removevitakka .It cannot define the 

jhana to be absent from vitakka .The same way in the rest contemplated 

jhanas as well; this is the assertion concerning with the 'contemplated'. It 

means that only the jhana that is contemplated is more powerful than the 

basic jhana and the individual wish due to being together with the insight as 

an object of it. 

However, with regard to this assertion it is said in Vibhavanr 

"There is not any jhana which is the ground of insight.(p.l O 1 )" 

This does not accord with commentary. 

If there is a basicjhana , one of thejhanas in magga what one wishes, 

the basic or the other, comes to be attained. The insight, too, according to 

one's wish, becomes a mental culture which removes vitakka ,etc. This is the 

assertion concerning with the individual wish. 

It means that the jhana from which one has just withdrawn, among the 

mundane jhanas , is to support the proximate mental culture for a higher 

jhana .But it is unable to make the jhana factor of higher jhana equal to 

itself. Wish alone decides the factor of jhana in higher jhana . Similarly 

here, too, the basicjhana is a powerful condition of insight knowledge to 

make it keen and clear. Wish alone, making the insight knowledge remove 

vitakka , etc., decides the factor of jhana m magga . 

Mahaaithakatha says: "only the insight leading to magga 

(vutthanagaminI-vipassana) decides the factor of jhana in magga . Therein it 

is, the meaning must be understood, only the insight leading to m'agga which 

has the special ability to remove vitakka ,etc. through the special power of 

individual wish. 
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To be continued: in A tthasalinfl 08 it says these three assertions of 

Theras have as if not contradiction one another. However, these three 

assertions have nothing equal to each other in the point. They, indeed, stand 

separately leading to all supramundane jhanas to be completed. Therefore, 

it is impossible to a void the contradiction each other. 

Therein only by the Blessed One it is wen expressed that those who 

have jhana absorb the basic jhana as they practise insight meditation. It is 

truly said in CiilasUQQata Sutta:109 

"In this teaching a bhikkhu,Ananda, dwells with the attainment 

of the first jhana after having abandoned sensual pleasure and evils ... 

the second jhana ... the third jhana ... with attainment of the forth 

jhana. He contemplates the internal emptiness. 

If his mind does not fW1 towards the internal emptiness and does 

not clarify, by that monk the mind should be focused only upon the_ 

former object of concentration; must be made quiet; must be made to 

higher concentration; must be fixed, and so on." 

Herein, by the word, 'contemplate emptiness', it indicates insight 

meditation.'That only former object of concentration• means 'the object of 

concentration which belongs to the basicj/Jana . 

In Navaka nipata (of Anguttara Nikaya), too, it is said: 

'' Bikkhus , I address the cessation of asa vas depending on the 

first jhiina also .. . Bikkhus , I reveal the cessation of asavas 

depending on the jhana dwelling on the unity of mind which has 

neither perception and nor non-perception as its ground." 110 · 

6 7. Of these three assertions, the assertion of individual wish seems to be 

more justifiable.To be explained: the basic jhana is certainly necessary. It 

is, too, only to make a proximate culture of higher jhana sharp and clear; 

The wish alone, indeed, makes the proximate meditation dislike vitakka,etc. 
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And the proximate culture can decides the jhana factor of higher jhana . 

Similarly here,too, only the insight leading to magga,sharp and clear 

through the power of the ?asic jhiina , possessing an extraordinary ability to 

remove vitakka , etc. through the power of special wish, accomplishes 

various jhanas in magga . 

If there is not special wish, the usual wish exist" according to such and 

such basic jhana . Therefore, if there is not special wish the basicjhana 

alone decides. However, it is reasonable that if there is special wish, only 

it decides. It is true to attain the jhana expected in magga for those who 

have the mastery in all jhanas is similar to the accomplishment of the 

whatever mW1dane jhana expected. 

Therein it should be known that the all specialty which is through the 

basic jhana , etc., is only for a unique insight. The only unique insight 

decides the jhana factor in magga. So the only insight is said as a decisive 

reason in Atthasalini111 and Visuddhimagga 11 2. And the all speciality is 

not known without the basic jhana. So the only basic jhana is said as a 

decisive reason in the Commentaries on Maggavibhaitga 113 and 

MaggasaI}lyutta• 14_ 

However,it says in Pali Canons: 

"O householder, in this teaching a bhikkhu dwells with the 

attainment of the first jhana after having abandoned sensual pleasure 

and evil natures. He contemplates and realizes thus 'this first jhana is 

also conditioned (a bhisankha tam)and produced by volition 

(abhicetayita1J1); whatever is conditioned and produced by volition,it 

is subject to impermanence; it is with the nature of ces~ation. He, 

standing on that jhana , attains the cessation of asava ... with the 

attainment of second jhana ... the third jhana ... the fourth jhiina ... 

Metta , the mental freedom from hatred ... KarufliI ,the mental 

freedom from vihiIJ}sa ... Mudita , the freedom from jeaiously ... 
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Upekkha , the freedom from craving ... ; with the attainment of the 

jhana which is on the infinite space as its ground, ... with the 

attainment of the jhana which is on Nothingness as its ground. 

He contemplates and realizes thus 'this attainment of jhana 

which on nothingness as its ground is also conditioned and produced by 

volition. Whatever is conditioned and produced by volition is subject 

to ..... He ... attains the cessation of asava ."thus says m 

Ekadasakanipata (Anguttara)• •s; 

"In this teaching, Ananda, a bhikkhu dwells with the attainment 

of the first jhiina which associates with vitakka andvica-ra; is born of 

lack of hindrance, possessed joy and bliss, after having abandoned 
' 

sensual pleasure and evil natures. He contemplates those dhammas , 

matter, feeling, perception, mental activities and consciousness which 

consist of that jhana, as impermanence, as suffering and as 

soullessness. He, standing on that jhana , attains the cessation of asa va 

. If he does not attain the cessation of asava , due to only that 

attachment to dliamma, that delight in the dhamma , is born as 

Brahma who abandoned five Fetters pertaining to· the lower plane. He 

became ceased and never returns from that Brahma world ... "Thus 

says in Malukyaputta Sutta 116, Anupada Sutta117 and so on. 

Thus in many Suttantas, it mentions only exammmg one of 

attainments from which one have just withdrawn out of eight attainments. 

But it does not mention the examination of the other jhanas .Therefore, it 

can be understood that the basic jhana alone becomes decisive, ·although 

yogfs may, perhaps, have a wish to examine the other jhanas aprt from the 

basicjhiina . 

So far as I have said, it is clarified that the assertion dealing with 

examining is the weakest of all. 

Then, it must be known that some, although they have eight-
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attainment, try to attain magga without making jhana as ground; or some, 

making only the first jhana as ground and not having special wish, try to 

attain magga; or some, having attained the mere first jhana and making it as 

ground, try to attain magga; or some, as one who practices only insight, try 

to attain magga. That magga of those associates only with the first jhana . 

In other way, some usually have the mastery of eight-attainment; they 

want to attain some of jhanas without proximate basic jhana ; these jhanas 

cannot be said not to be attained in magga. 

However,it is said in VibhavanI(p.102): " if a person has not 

such a type of wish, the magga , which is brought about examining one 

of higher jhanas after having withdrawn from one of the lower 

jhanas , is similar to the examined jhana without attending to the basic 

jhana. 

That should be examined. It is true an examined jhana, the mere 

object, although it is higher, ought not to be more stronger than the jhana 

from which one has just withdrawn. Because the jhana alone from which one 

has just withdrawn can make thought-process to be distinct. Only for that 

reason the assertion on the "examined" is placed at the side of 'some's idea' 

in Commentaries. 

Then, the assertion on "individual wish" is also placed at such side, is 

not it? It is true. But it is much more justifiable, because it accords with the 

procedure of arising of the mundane jhanas. 

By this statement, it rejects what is said in VibhavanI: 

"The magga , which is brought about by examining one of the 

lower jhanas after having abandoned one of the higher jhanas, 

is similar to the basic jhana without giving care the examined 
( 

jhana. Beca~se the each of higher jhanas is more powerful than 

the each of lower jhanas.(p.102)" 

Because the basic jhana is more powerful not because of being in 
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higher stage, but because of being the ground. 

Then, with this idea: "the decision of feeling in magga is not 

known as the basic jhana, etc. If so,the insight with uncertain feeling 

may come to join one of the feelings of magga which was decided by 

the jhanas. " it is said in Vibhavani : " but the decision of feeling 

(vedananiyamo)in all places is through the decision of the insight . 
leading to magga (p.102)." 

That is also not justifiable. Because the decision of feeling together 

with insight can be known only through the basic jhana, etc. 

To be explained: "the insight belong to one who contemplates after 

having abandoned such and such a basic jhana at first associates sometimes 

with pleasure and sometimes with indifferent feeling. But at the· time of 
( 

withdrawing from magga , if the basicjhana associates with pleasure, the 

insight definitely associates with pleasure and unites with magga . 

It is truly said in Sa}ayatana vibhailga Sutta: 

" Bikkhus , depending on and referring to the six upekkhas 

which lies on renunciation, do abandon and cross the six pleasure 

which lies on renunciation. Thus one removes them ; thus one <,.osses 

them. "118 

It is said in Commen~ry: 119 "The farmer part of insight of those four 

bhikkhus who pratise insight meditation by making the three jhanas 

beginning with the first jhana among eight attainments or mere conditioned 

things as a ground associates with either pleasure or indifferent feeling. But 

the insight which leads to magga associates only with pleasure. Then. the 

fonner part of insight of those five bhikkhus who practise insight meditation 

by making the fourth jhana as groWld is similar to the former.But the insight 

which leads to ma_gga associates only with indifference. Indicating this 

meaning it is said :"ya cha nekkhammassitiI ... pajahatha . " 

The same way in the ca se of withdrawing from magga together with 
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l special wish. On the occasion of the powerful insight, indeed, the delight in 

the insight is much excellent. It comes into existence pervading and 

embracing the whole body. 

It should be quoted: 

"For a bhikkhu who well contemplates dhamma, while he 1s 

living in a solitude and has a peaceful mind, the delight which arises is 

a unique delight."120 

Therefore, the insight at such time does not associate with indifference 

without the special basic jhana or special wish. It certainly associates with 

pleasure. 

Especially, herein a person who has mastery of all jhanas,making 

~ anyone of jhanas as base, wants to attain that or the other jhana in magga at 

I the time of withdrawing from jhana the alternation of feeling of insight and 

magga must be known through the power of wish according to one of jhanas 

which is expected.The decision of feeling, however, should not be spoken 

separately. 

66. In the summarized stanza it is the interpretation: "The eight-fold 

matchless mind must be said to be of forty kinds by dividing each one into 

five-fold according to the division of association of jh~na factor. 

Now, Thera said the word,ythaca rilpavJ;ara111 ... ,in order to expound 

all types of cittas pertaining to Mahagatta and Lokuttara by gathering them 

in the fivefold jhana group. 

It is interpretation: "The ciua of rupavacara is reckoned in the 

division of jhana beginning with the first jhana; It means that it ts reckoned 

in five-fold divisions of mind of which beginning is the citta with the first 

jhana according to the division of jhana. Likewise, the citta of lokuttara is 

also reckoned in the division of jhana beginning with the first jhana. The 

citta of ariipa, due to associating with the fifth jhana which is the unity of 

indifference and one-pointedness, is reckoned in fifth jhana, i.e. in the 
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division of cilla with the fifth jhana. 

Therefore, each of the jhana cittas of which the beginning is the first 

jhana cilia is eleven .In the end, i.e. in the division of citta which associates 

with the fifth jhana,the last one, the jhana cillas are twenty-three . 

Herein, by the word, jhana ,only citta which associates with jhana is 

described. Because the jhana is not eleven or twenty-three. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "The citla ofrupavacara 1s 

said to be 'first jhana' ,etc.; the citta of ifruppa is also to be called 

'fifth jhana' (p. I 02)." 

This is not reasonable. Besides,regarding this stanza the interpretation 

m other way,which is said there,is also not reasonable. Because the word 

lalha is said before the word pafhamadi'jjhanabhede . 

Then, by classifying some of cittas which should done so, the 89 cittas 

are all have already been classified into 121. After having classified in that 

way now, Them said the last stanza in order to express the compendium. 

It is interpretation: "kusala citta is thirty-seven; then vipiika citta is 

fifty-two; thus the wise spoke the eighty-nine-fold ciltas to be one hundred 

and twenty-one". 

Thus the exposition of correct mcanmg of 'the 

Compendium of cilta' in Paramatthadipani, the fourth 

Commentary on Abhidhammattha Sangaha ,ends. 

1 The sphere of the Buddha is threefold: the sphere of hirth (jatikhetta ). the sphere of supremacy (ar:iakhetta), 
and the sphere of the object of enlightenment (visayakhctta). Of them the first comprises ten thousands of 
universe, the second one hundred thousand crorcs of universe, the last is infinite. ( see S.M.P,Book 1- 129; 
S.M.V. 411 ) 

2 Anuruddhatthero: the author of the Ahhidhammasatigaha. lie was helicved to have been earlier than twelfth, 
and later than the eighth .century A.D. (sec Editor's preface of C.P.) 

3 Pit:1~lattha: Pit:1~la + attha meaning gathered points; condensed meaning, resume (see P.T.S. Dictionary). 
However, in this context pit:1<,lattha is not resume. but it denotes the points that should be anlyzed. 

4 Dhammapa<la. ( V . 196 ) 

5 J\qhasalinr (gantharamhha katha, 7th Versa ) 
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6 Dhammapada ( V . 109 ) 

7 Panhana Book I - 156; 377; 456 

R ll must be searched. 

9 It must be searched. 

1 O Mahaniddesa 277; CoJaniddcsa 175; Patisanhhidamagga 375 . 

11 Puggalapannatti.the fourth book of Ahhidhamma 117; 184 

12 S.N. ,Book 2- 12; Book 302; Book 3-363; /\.N., Book 3-517. 

l3 Mahnvagga ( vinaya ,) 12; M.N., Book 1-227; Book 2-295. 

14 See Cariya pHaka. A 276 equal in the meaning. 

15 Abhidhammattha sangahatika ( Pur~(Ja\ika ), by Nava vimalabuddhi, p . l. 

16 Visud<lhimagga mahafika , named Paramattha maf\josa , Book 1-3. 

17 Dhammika thera giltha, V.303; Mahadhammapala, the 447th Hitaka. 

18 Mahaparinibbana Sutta of DighaQikaya, 126. 

t 9 A.N ., Book l-298 . 

20 A.N. A .. Book 3-291. 

21 S.N .,Book.l-189. 

22 Puggalapanfiatti Anuirka, 60. 

23 S.N .. Book 2- ID. 

24 AHhast\linr. 199. 

25 Dhammapada (v. 1) 

26s.N., Book 2-7 l. 

27 Mahanrddesa, 4. 

28Khuddakapatha, Ratana Sutta p.7 (v.15) 

29 Tika (pura.t:ta), p 287; Vibhnvani, p. 75; 

30 Dhammasari.gani, 253; Vibhari.ga, 436. 

31 Patthana, Book J-300. 

3 2 Allh~sa.Jini, 104. 

33 Mahnniddesa , 1; 2; 21; 342. 

34 Dhammasanganr, 253•4: Vibhanga,435. 
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35 Tfka (purar:ia), 287; Vibhavanr.76; Sankhepa, 217-8. 

36 AHhasalinr, 92; 104. 

3 7 S.N., Book 2-278. 

38 AHhasalinr, 199 

39 J\Hhasalinf. 200. 

40 Dhummasanganr. 96 

-+ 1 Kth_l!iriHha: I le was a Naga and one of the four sons of the Naga-king DhataraHha and the queen 
Sanuddha_ja. I lis original name was J\riqha . Later he was blind in one eye . So was known as Ka1_1ari1tha 
(J\riHha who is blind in one eye) . Kar_1ariHha was a Brahman in previous life. I le believed in Veda and 
sacrifice hy hi11h . I le was not another person. hut a previous life of Sunakk.hatta. 

42 Sunakk.hatta; J\ Licchari prince of Vesali. I le was, at one time, a member of the Order and the personal 
attendant of the Buddha. 1.aler he was an antagonist to the Buddha and left the order. (sec Mahali sutta of 
D.N. 1-145, Mahasrhanada sutta of M.N.Book 1-97, the Commentaries on them and Die. of Pali Proper 
Names) 

43 Visuddhimagga, Book 2-85. 

44 Dhammasanganf. 1 <H-4. 

4 5 Dhammasanganr, 103-4. 

46 Sanmoharinodanf(S.M.V). 129. 

4 7 Dhammasanganf. 90- 104. 

48 Vihha11ga. 171: 3 I I. 

4 <> Dhatukath:1. 48 

so S.N., Book 2-Tl 

51 M.N .. Book 1-126. 

5 2 J\qhasalinf, 321. 

53 Dhammapada(V .71) 

54 Ayam vipakasamai1giu1 nama; This sentence must be here. Perhaps it left by printing mistake. 

55 Sec Dhammasangani, p. I 04- 119. 

56 Some commentators; It refers to i\nanda, the author of M0lalika on Abhidhamma. See Book 1-38. 

57 Dhammasanganr Mola\fka, 38. 

58 See MUlatfka, Book l; 134. 

59 D.N.A. Book 2-381; 384; M.N.A. Book l-3(X);302; A.N.A. Book 1-399; 402; S.N.A. Book 3-198; 200; 
Aqhasalinf. 117: S.M.V ... 269;271. 

6 0 Visuddhimagga, Book 2-83 . 
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6 1 Buddhagosa, the commentator. 

62 AnhasaJinr, 306. 

63 Sec Dhammasarigani, 1-43; 90-104; 104-116; 136-138; 139-142; 

64 See Vibhar'lga: 309; 311;312-314. 

65 Dhammasanganr. l 9; but the order of words is diff crent. It is sai<l there; SaQtthiti avisaharo avikkhepo. 

6 6 Sec Paqhana, Book 1-157; 378. 

67 N,hastiUnr, 229. 

68 A .N . Book 3-71. 

(, 9 /\Hhasalinf. 227. 

7 0 Sammohavinodanr (S.M.V.), 401. 

7 1 Visuddhimagga, Book 1-8..1;84. 

7 2 Mahilsamaya Sutta; the seventh Sutta of Mahlivagga (p. 204) in D.N. 

73 Netti, 69. 

74 Netti Atthakatha, I 34. 

7 5 Sec Dhammasanganr, 44. 

?(, AHhasalinr, 228. 

77 Nthasalinr. 328. 

78 Vihhatiga. 272. 

79 Vihhanga, 271. 

80 Vihhanga. 273. 

81 See S.N. Book 3-302. 

82 See S.N. Book 3, 32-38 

83 See S. N. Book 3-45. 

84 Mahanid<lesn. 88; C0laniddcsa, 38. 

85 A.N. Book 3-531. 

86 S.N.A. Book 2-67; Book 3-309. 

87 AHhasalinf, 87; S.M.V.,. 107; Udana.A 277. 

88 A.N. Book 1-478. 

89 A.N.A.B<XJk 2-350. 

90 Yamaka, the sixth text of Abhidhamma, Book 2-281; 282; 
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91 S.M.V., 505. 

92 Commentaries: D.N.A. Book 2-133; S.N.A. Book 3-312; 

93 Pugga]apafiffalti, 181. 

94 Ka[).Qakatthala sutta,in M.N. Book 2--332. 

95 Commentaries; D.N.A, Book 2-133; S.N.A. Book 3-312. 

96 A.N. Book 3-351. 

97 D.N.A. l:hx)k 2-134. 

93 S.N.A. Book 3-312. 

99 Dh,1mma ... an· ganr, 7?_·, V1'hhan· ga 104· 200· 244 "' .. ' ' ' . 

1 OO DhammasanganT, 72. 

lOl Vibhanga, 104; 200. 

102 Vibhail.ga, 244. 

103 Commentaries: Atthasalinr, 283; SM.V. 115; 116. 

104 Commentary; SM.V. 115; 116. 

105 Dhammasanganr, 72; Vihhanga, 112. 

106 Dhamrnasatiganf, 72, 134. 

107 AHhasalinf, 259. 

108 J\nhasalinr, 272; 274. 

109 Thc~c passages are not from Cu!asufiiiala suttu, hut from Mahllsui\nata sutta in M.N. Book 3- 153; 154. 

I IO A .l',;. Book 3 -220. 

111 J\qhasalinr, 272. 

1 12 Visud<lhimagga, 8<.x)k 2-305. 

l I :1 Maggavihhanga: Vihhanga, 305. 

114 Magga Samyutta: S.N.,Book. 3-163. 

115 A.N. Book 3-543; 546. 

116 't-v1.N. Book 2-99. 

117 M .N . B(X)k 3-75. 

l lR M.N. Book. 3-262 

119 M.N.A. Book 4-188. 

I 20 Dhammapa<lu ( V . 373) 
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Chapter 2 

CET ASIKA SANG AHA 
/<'. ' I 

' I' \ .· 

· i , { I , 1 , ·, , 

I . , ' ·r, 1 I ~ • 

68. Thus, after having expow1<led, now 111era , explaining 'the compendium 

of mental state' that comes into its turn, spoke the first stanza, firstly, in order to 

expound the definition of words and categories together with the four marks of 

association. 

Herein, ,_!)y these two lines it s~o~s,,the four marks of association. By the 

word, cetoyutta , it denotes the definition of the word (cetasika). Because it 

explains: "it lies in citta or it associates with citta,so it is called cetasika ".By the 

word dvipafifiasa it denotes the list of items. By the word cetasika it denotes 

the 'term' that is used. 

Herein, uppada is coming up from the former state, a state of not being 

b0111, i.e.the appearance as own nature. "Arising" is the meaning. It is true all 

conditioned things have a state of not being born as their forerunner. From such 

a state, having the unity of causes, they become present. After having ceased 
. r· \ 

the present becomes past . ~~\ , :''' J :. ; , \' P-' A · ( '"· Y" r-z . 

Nirodha is a state of cessation. Tuel destruction/ of own nature (sariipa 
~ , , f 1 ' , \ 1 ( I '' I' ) ) ... '. ... ' . • 

vinaso ), {.Uin)(bhango ), a state of impermanence (aniccata), death (maral)afTl ) 
, , . . .. , .. _,( 

,' 

, is the meaning .. 
\, 

What is the birth of citta is only the birth of contact, etc. What is the 

decay of citta... what is the death of citta... what is the object...the base of 
I ) ,'\. ( 

citta is that of contact, etc. In this way as said before, they have !D _,,~q~~1 
,', /..,f , 

arising, so they are called ekuppada. Then, they have an equal _cessation,so they 
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are called ekanirodha. They are either ekuppada or ekanirodha,so they called 

ekuppada-nirodha. The wortka/of the latter word is omitted. The same wa}{ ,',- lo.. 

later on. 

Then, they have one object,so they are called ekalambaQa.They have one 
. 11 

I ' ) ', 

base,so they are called ekavatlhuka. And they are ,, either ekalambal)a or 
' ·, · · c; I I r~ 1 '. t 

ekavatlhuka, so they are called ekalambava-vatlhuka.,_Especially the object 
,.,l • - -- .. --- - . • 

h~re is, it is noted, numerous for even 
1 

~~e citta. Bu{ i.t is said "~ne ob1ect" . 1 . J 
( ) [) • . \' I t-. J l, (' \n I -, \ making them collectively as one. ,,✓- . ', · . , .. I '' • , · ·. · 1 • ·1 1 

• --, v-- ,f'.J v , . ...v <11 -
l . ~1i 1/ .. ~ _ 1• ~ I I'-_ , ' l \,.) f ~ r \ -- ; ':. , DJ...-1((1..Q 'I '. ~- t 

However, it is said in VibhavanI: "They have arising and passing 

away together, so they are called ekuppada-nirodha.(p.104~ -
,~,-~ f ) . ,., - -~ 

This is not c01tect. '.J3ecause here need not ekuppada by mere ansmg 

together simultaneously. Indeed, it needs the ekuppada only in the way as s~id. 
'\ \ ' " . .,. , -, : . i e,.""'\,\ ( 1 1 • ! ' • . , , _. .,, ,' . ··, / ,' f' I I 1- .- ., , t. . . ) _'° ( L.-..,€ I ·V\'\..c' 'Vc__ (:'l ',· I '. ' '\,."'- .':) 

before. ) +o;:-. :lP \ ! , r ~ ; ~,,. ~ 1 • ,~" ! 1.'U ,,.. '.' \ , 
0

; !" ' , t"'.' l•", 1,, ff ,,.;.{ , ~·Ac-1) .. 
\ ,;, r, 

1 
.~ r ,· ~ , , ~ \ • / . _ I r ~ ' ' • __ ) · ·1 • ' 1 '- ··<" · ,,. ._;,, __ / ·•:) 0 \ J' ,. , I, 1 ".' / • . '>('._ 

k It is true it is said in M Ola tika: 1 ••The arising, etc., of one material 

group is only one. Because matters which belong to one material group have 

arising, etc. together." 

It is here interpretation: "Those fifty-two dhammas which associate with 
,) I', Y\ /.__ 

the citta by having one arising and , cessation, and one object and
11
base, ar~ , 

I , ' - , . I . ,. ,,. :· t f -" .. /., knownascetasika." / ,·. · ·, · ,· ·1 · 
1 

· ·i,· · • · · .- · · 

. 'I " • ' ' . r, l · -- :; ') r. 2, I ' ,,.. 1,_ ~ {" t.,J ~ 
1 _ . ' . 1 , I , • ' . ..,• • II _, / . ' \ ,· , ' ' , ✓ • _ _,,__ _(: ii ~- -+ V · "\ 1) l,,...., \r') 

Or the sense of bhava -padhiina here is also reasonable. And the ending 
( •y.,., , , , , , \l-1 •t , • -.. -J ·11.~i, ·~ ,.__v -=---~ cS\ l k,- '._· · 

of locative case is in the sense of qualifier. .) {) (1 .--1i l· , .,. c· I.. , I? , • e . • ,.. ·· ,.. . -. 1, v :} . 

"Those fifty-two dhammas which as\ ociate with citta as the state of 

having one arising and passing away, and one object and one base _are known 

as cetasika." 

Herein, if said those which associate with citta are cetasika , the matters 

which are produces by co-existence condition are also perhaps to be called 



cetasika, the cetoyutta, having relation with citta due to depending on it. 

· Therefore, in order to exclude those matters, it is said "having one arising and 

cessation and one object and base." Those matters, although they arise 

simultaneously with citta, due to different process,do not have such a mark, 

"what the birth of citta is that of them." Because the process of matter is one 

thing and the process of mind is another. 

Then, it should be noted: for those dhammas, contact etc., not only 

'arising' together with citta is the same, but cessation, object and base are also 

all the same. To clarify it the word,ekanirodha,is said." If not said so, it is 

impossible to know such significance. 

Only one cow, however, that is possessed by many can be said separately 

as, 'Tissa's cow; Datta's cow'. Likewise, the arising or the cessation, although it 

is only one in one material and mental unit, can be said separately in such way, 

"arising of contact, arising of feeling, arising of the element of earth, arising of 

the element of water, etc." 

Therefore, it is said in S uttantas:2 

"The arising of feeling is known, the cessation is known, the 

mutability of being static is known .... of perception ... of mental 

fonnations ... of consciousness .... " 

Then: 

" Bhikkhus, what arising, existence, appearance and coming into 

being of the element of earth is the arising of suffering, the existence of 

disease, the coming into being of decay and death. 

" Bhikkhus, ... of the element of water ... of the element of fire ... 

of the element of air ... of the eye ... of the mind ... coming into being of 

decay and death." 
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Otherwise, it may be said the state of the multiplicity of jfvitindriya, etc., 

in one unit .It is truly said: "the vitality (ayu ) of the immaterial states, their 

existence (thiti ),their firmly existence (a vaUhiti )3 ... " Similarly it may be said 

the multiplicity ofvikara matters, or of all the upada matters beginning with 

eye. Because it is said 'the matter which depends on four great elements'4; or 

'the matter of sensitivity which depends on the four great elements's. 

However, those mental states are said dividing into two as kayalahuta and 

cittalahuta,ctc. to show special significance. This special significance will be 
' 

explained later. This is the exposition of the correct meaning. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI without noticing this point: 

"If needs the cetoyutta through having mere equal arising, there · 

may include those matters which arise together with citta to be cetoyutta. 

So the word nirodha' have to be said. Although it is said,it cannot exclude 

the supposition: the two Vifliiatti matters which ever follow citta may 

include; besides, those matters, arising earlier and ceasing at the moment 

of cilta ceased, may include according to those who think of the 

definition: they have arising or ceasing together, so they are called 

'ekuppada-nirodha'. The word, ekalambaQa ,therefore, have to be said. 

Then, the word,ekavatthuka, is used to show that 'those which have these 

three marks are certainly to have an equal base'. It is useless to give 

elaboration." 

All are only useless. 

69. After questioned "how are they fifty-two?" ,it is said katham ,etc. to 

expound firstly the dhammas of fifty-two dividing into three groups. 

Herein, it touches, so it is called phassa. Or through phassa the 
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associated dhammas come to touch , so it is called phassa. Or it ts mere 

touching, soi\ is
1 
~~l_le

1
d phas~~- .: 

1
., , . i . 1 1 ·'. 1 ,. _,, ; 

\_ , (_ '. ·. (',. , 

Herein, , 'touching (phusanarp)' is i noted to be thoroughly grasping \the 
.J : ' ' . ' . ..I . . I 1 'I ,- .' . , \ 

taste of object,__~esired or undesired. Depending on it feeling which experiences 

the taste of object appears. It is truly said: "depending on contact, feeling 
. " anses. 

That phassa has touching as its . characteristic. If asked: - ~~ - is it an 
1 I ' 

immaterial phenomenon?; : the immaterial phenomena, having not the nature 

of impingement, never touch anythin~':1, it is an answer: True. But this phassa 

arises in the mode of touching. And it accomplishes the function that should be 
· . , \ / I I ,. , } -. r 1 , • I , 7 t· '( ·, (" \ -;., 

done by touching. Therefore, it is 1expressed . .- as phassa and· one ;which has the 

characteristic of touching.' ,, 
t' . 1 ' ~ . ' (" - ' ' I • ~ ("-

What does it accomplish? ,,. lt 1~makes JCitta to be in a different state 
. . ·--\..---

according to the taste of the object, or it makes) ~ special feeling -~rise. ( Such a 
~ 

state is clear at the time when one tastes sour, seeing him, the other produces 

saliva and so on. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI: "It should be compared to 

appearance of saliva, etc.(p.105)" 

If so, it may be mere 'simile.' But it should noted that it describes the 

arising of phassa that is very clear. 
, . . 1 , · Ir ·1 

. (_o.r, r-,
1 

,I f ,- ! 

7 0. It feels, so it is called vedana. It experiences the taste of object~ or it 

makes the taste of object which is not experienced yet to be exp~rienced for 

the dhammas associated and for those persons who possesses it. In other way~ 

through it living beings obtain the taste,pleasant or unpleasant \~ so it is called 

vedanii. Or it is mere feeling, so it is called vedaniI. 
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However, it is said in Pali: 

"O Bhikkhus, it feels; it feels; that is why it is called vedamI. 

What does it feels? It feels pleasure; it feels pain; it feels neither 

pleasure nor pain."6 
l ·, /,, (! . ; '. 1 ,11 \ :_1~ re... c5\ 

If said: -"--all dhammas, cittas and cetasi.kas r~ experienc'e :The taste of an 
I ,.,)> , 

object; so, they all can be called vedana ?,"the answer is "cannot be". Because 
) \ 

they have another function to be performed and are unable to experience 
,· I . ! \ ' ' • -)kc ii/ 

thoroughly the taste of object.They do partly 1their own works 'each an<!{ parl.lyj ~/k · J 

experience it. Indeed, vedana alone dominantly experiences, havint~~ "6ther 
r--\ 

function and dominating over a task of experiencing; only vedanii ,theref ore,is 

worthy to be called so. For this reason, it gives a simile: in delicious food for 

the King, the other dhammas are compared to the cook and it is only vedana 

which is compared to the King. 

,,_ , , .. (' ' t ,l ' . , , ,> ' J· ), ,1 )!" ~ r l ·, ,·, 1"-~'"/ t _), d r _r,(7n,,, ,.._ ll 1-. !~ _1!· V)t.J~--t. S. 

,\ l> I,. r, f..J v .) \ I , 1 5), ~';) ?\ '>'·1 . • 
71 . It perceives, so it is called saiifla. "To know it again the it makes a 

i --:: - , ~, .. ,1 l 

mark," is the meaning. It is true.r Saiiiia , even when it perceives through the 

marks taken before, makes a mark to know it again. It, when repeatedly arises 

making a mark and reaching a state of firmly perceiving,causes beings to have 

memory for the whole life or witil next life. And it cause those beings, if their 
r? (,~ . 

perceiving is with a false view, cannot be ~ade enlighten_ \by even the 

omniscient Buddhas. 

Therefore, 'iaiffia ·is compared to a carpenter in marking to know it 

again, to the blind men who describe the figure of the elephant i~ perceiving 

as the sign they noted, to the young deers that think of scarecrows in being 

aware of the object that manifests. 

However, it is said in Pali: 



72. 

"O Bhikkhus, it perceives; it perceives. That is why it is called 

sa1_1l)a. What does it perceive'? It perceives blue; it perceives yellow, 

etc. "7 

i 
. ' ! ,I' ·,., . : , 

It impels, so it is called (;etana. It urges repeatedly the dhammas 

associated to be in this and that object or task. "It makes them continuously 

arising in it without interruption"is the meaning. Or it organizes them: i.e. it 

makes preparation to obtain object and to accomplish function. Or it gathers 

them. "It collects them in an object: i.e. it makes them assemble together"is the 

meaning. For that reason cetana is said that it has gathering as its function and 

it has arrangement as it~ manifestation .. 

When cetanii verily arises by ever making an attempt in an object, the 

dhammas which associate with it, too, arise ,like cetanii , by performing its 

own affairs each. Therefore, cetanii is compared to a senior disciple and a 

chief carpenter,etc. who perform his own and the others' work. 

ln Vibhavani, after defining: "it makes an attempt in construction 

of sankhata," to prove that it is said: "In division by the way of Suttanta 

in Vibhanga, as classifying the Aggregate of Sankhara , after having 

defined " they construct sankhata, so they are called sankhara ... (p.105)" 

It is not reasonable. Because there is not such a statement - they construct 
( 

sankhata , so they are called sailkhiira - in division by the way of Suttanta in 

Vibhanga. But it is mentioned in Khandha Sa111yutta.8 

7 3. It has one side (kotthaso) or one point (kot1),a single object, so it is called 

ekagga. This is a term is used for citta. Ekaggatii is the state of citta which 

has one side or one point. 
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To be explained: The object, even single, has various nature. So the 

mode of steadiness of citta arising on a single object for one moment, without 

sprinkling on the various natures of object, is said as the source of the word, 

ekagga , and the cause to know ekagga. And for that rea~on it is said: 

"ekaggata is, it should be noted, the steadiness of cilia , like the steadiness of 

the flame in the absence of wind". 

However, it is said in Vibhavani(p.92): "It has one point, an object,so it 

is ekagga". 

Therein if the word, agga , is in the sense of "side" or "point", it is 

reasonable. 

If in the sense of "object" ,as some say, it is not correct. Because it is not 

found anywhere there the word,agga ,is in the sense of arammal)a. 

7 4. Jfvita is that through which the dhammas associated live. Inda is the ruler 

(issaro); but here it says the state of a ruler. It makes the state of a ruler, so it 

is called indriya. jfvitindriya is that which is either jfvila or indriya. It arises 

overpowering the dhammas born together as if it seems to say: "without me 

you have no life; so in the case of your living do make me a ruler". For that 

reason it is said to be 'the dominant influence over continuity in process 

(pavatta-santata' dhipatayyam) and it is compared to the water which sustains 

the lotus, white or blue. 

Herein, it is composing of words: the thought-process (citta-santatl) which 

continuously exists until the Aggregate becomes ceased is calle4 'pavatta

santati (continuity in process)'. The state of domination is called 

adhipateyya. Then 'pavattasantadhipatayya111' is a state of domination in 

continuous process. 
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It is true the thought process, although it has repeatedly ceased, 

continuously exists until the cessation of Aggregate through the power of jfvita , 

getting alive repeatedly .There is not such a continuity in process continuous' in 

the inanimate things which are absent from jfvita. 

7 5. It makes an object not to cease in the mana ; or it makes mana ever 

inclined towards an object, so it is called manasikiira (attention). It is of three 

kinds: that which regulates by thought-process (vflhi-pa/ipiidako), that which 

regulates by javana (javana-pafipiidako) and that which regulates by object 

(arammava-pafipadako). 

Of these, vfthi-pafipadaka 1s a ciua of paiicadvaravajjana ( the five

door averting consciousness).Because it regulates a thought-continuity in five

doors on an object. Then, javana-pa/ipadaka . is a citta of manodvaravaijana 

(the mind-door averting consciousness). Because it regulates the Javana

continuity on an object. 

They are both described here and there as yoniso manasikara and 

ayoniso manasikara. It is true the citta of avaijana , being supported by usual 

conditions - experience, inclination, determination,etc.- makes the thought

process to be inclined on an object in proper or improper way. 

Then,arammava-patipadaka is a mental state through which the thought

process starting from patisandhi ,although it has given up the object and 

ceased, if arises again, comes into existence only on that object, if there is no 

special cause. It is a manasikara which needs here. Because it mak~s an object 

to be in citta or the citta to be in object. 

For this reason, it is stated that this (attention) has the characteristic of 

leading; it has the function to make the dhammas associated connect with an 
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object; it is compared to the charioteer due to being in the sense of making the 

dhammas associated connect with an object. 

Herein,saral)a-lakkhano (characteristic of leading) means a characteristic 

of leading straight the dhammas associated towards an object like a charioteer 

drives horses. SadharaQa is that which bares equally. Sabba-cilta-sadhiiral)a 1s 

common all types of cittas. 

7 6. It thinks about, so it is called vitakka. "Thinking about various ways it 

applies to object" is the meaning. Then, when it applies to the object in such a 

way, the dhammas associated with it, too, apply to the object. At that time 

Vitakka alone makes the dhammas associated to apply to the object. So it is 

said that vitakka has the characteristics of lifting on to the object (arammal)ii

bhiniropana-lakkhaQo).It is a simile here to explain it: depending on a person 

dear to the king , a countryman ascends the king's palace. 

The cilta that is absent of vitakka , too, can be said that it is lifted on to 

the object by only vitakka because of that it applies to the object through the 

power of practice arisen together with vitakka in the process of the dhammas 

with vitakka. In other way, the five-viiiiiaQa, although it is absent from 

vitakka, applies on to the object through the impact of objects and bases. The 

Second Jhiina, etc., apply through the access mental culture. 

The Commentary on Majjhima,however, saying "what is the use of 

reasoning" gives the explanation: 

"Citta certainly applies on to the object. It always has man!lsikara as 

companion . If it is not, citta may arise depending on this and that object like 

the boat which is absent from its captain, . "9 

Thus, the five-vifliianQa, having the companion of manasikiira , applies 
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on to the object only through its own ability of awareness of the object. 

Then,regarding to akw;ala the citta and mental states beginning with 

craving, too, have the strength to apply to an object. Because it is said that 

'mind delights in evil.'10 

Then,the cittas beginning with the second jh!ina apply through the 

Attention, Effort, and Mindfulness. Vitakka ,however, thinking about in such 

and such a way, makes the dhammas arisen together with itself more powerful 

in the cases of applying on to an object. Thus, it has greater effort in the 

!~uncti()n to apply on to object, so it is called vitakka. 

Actually, it should be said: "The other immaterial <!lJammas, too, being 

with the nature of depending on object, apply to the object, don't they ? If so, 

why is it alone named vitakka ?" The other dhammas' application has another 

function to perform. But vitakka has no other function except this function. 

Therefore, this alone is said as vitakka. 

77. It moves about, so it is called vicara. Or it makes the dhammas 

associated move about; or through it the dhammas associated move about, so 

it is called vicara. Herein, it should be noted that the 'moving about' is 

repeatedly arising on the very object lifted by vitakka by examining it to 

clarify its own nature. 

Furthermore, vitakka , of the two, is gross and the forerunner and the first 

applying of citta on to object. So it is compared to the commvncing sound in 

ringing a bell. Vicara is subtle and the follower and the traversini of citta on 

the object. So it is compared to the resonance in ringing a bell. 

7 8. Adhimokkha is state of freedom from doubt. It is a state of mind which 
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is free from both sides of doubt,"is it thus? or not" ,arisen on object having 

dominated and eradicated it. For that reason it is said to have determination an 

object as its characteristic, and it is compared to a "post of gate (indakhfla)" as 

being in a state of motionless on object. 

7 9. Vi1jya is the state or the work of one who is brave.A person,indeed, who 

has vfriya is brave to do works. He assumes the task as small aJthough it is big; 

as easy although it is difficult; as not burdensome although it is burdensome. 

He does not reckon the physical tiredness. He has always an active body and 

mind to succeed in his task. Therefore, vfriya is the cause of such a state and 

the physical and mental activity of such a person. 

In other way, vfriya is that which should be made arise through the way, 

the prior effort encouraged thus: "what the work is that cannot be accomplished 

for one who exerts effort . " 

Or vfriya is that through which a person who possess it moves about 

especially for welfare of himself and of others. Herein the dhammas associated 

which are supported by vfriya, without setting their reliability aside, seem to 

raise their head and ever make the attempt to accomplish their own functions. 

When those dhammas become so, the individuals who have vfriya ever make 

physically and mentally endeavour for the welfare of himself and of others. 

Therefore, it is said: "franti kampanti ( = move about)". 

For that reason it is said: it has the characteristic of sustaining 

( upatthambhana-Jakkhal)am) or it has the characteristic of holding ~p(paggaha

lakkhal)am) or it has the characteristic of effort ( ussaha-lakkhaQam);it is similar 

to a post by which a house is sustained; it is the principle of all accomplishments 

attempted in correct ways. 
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80. lt makes body and mind pleased; it causes delight(tu!fha.111) and satiety 

(suhitam); it makes one grown up like a fully blossomed lotus. So it is called 

pfti. Or through it persons who are full of pfti have a splendid body and mind 

like a full moon. So it is called prti. 

It is of five kinds: (1 ). small joy (khuddika pft1), (2). momentary joy 

(khavikii pfll), (3 ). thrilling joy ( okkantikii pfl1), ( 4 ). lifting joy ( ubbegii pft1), 

and (5). pervading joy (phara(1a pfl1). 

8 1 . Chanda is that which wishes. It means "desire, wish and wanting. It is 

of two kinds: tavha-chanda (wish by craving) and kattukamyata chanda (wish 

that wants to do). Here needs kattukamyata-chanda. 

Herein, it wishes and wants to do, so it is called kattukiima. It is a term 

for the person who has a wish. A state of kattu-kiima is termed kattu-kamya. 

Only the word,kattukamya , is used as kattu-kamyata like the word, deva , as 

devatiI. Herein, the word kattu covers the meaning of all words of verb. So 

it should be noted: through the word kattukamyatii it is pregnant with all the 

words of verb -"wish-to-talk" ,"wish-to-think" ,"wish-to-see", "wish-to-hear", etc. 

Then chanda , although it desires for an object, does not want like craving 

by pleasing (assada), attaching (rajjana) and sticking (laggana).lt, however, 

wants to accomplish such and such a task what desire to do. Just as the King's 

archers, who have desire for·wealth and fame, want to have many arrows that 

must be thrown a way by shooting at enemies of the King, so this chanda wants 
( . 

to have offertories which are not yet and to protect them what already have. 

This meaning is explained in Vibhavanr, It is, indeed, stated, in it: "It 

(chanda) wants to have what will be offered at the time when it wants to give 
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alms. It is compared to an archer who wishes to obtain arrows which must be 

shot (p.107)." 

Herein the prior volition (pubbabhiiga-cetanii), which arises at the time of 

searching for alms with intention: "I shall give alms", is included in dana, the 

offering things. Therefore, the period of the prior volition is known here as the 

period of offering things. 

Vissajjitabbena means "what ought to be given". It is meant that it want~ 

to have in order to give it to others. Khipitabba-usunam gahaQe means that in 

obtaining arrows by producing what are not yet and by searching for what are 

not received yet. 

Herein some give the meaning of it thus: An archer wants to have those 

arrows back, if available, after having shot them. It is not reasonable. Because, 

if so, it may say shot-arrows (khipita-usi1nam) like this: 'talked and addressed 

by Tathagata (kathitam lapita111 tathagatena). And the same way in the 

word, visajjitabbena ( things being offered). 

Some give such a meaning: An archer, if he does not wish to have 

arrows, cannot shoot. One, who wishes to have arrows, can shoots them having 

a desire for some profits. This is also not reasonable. If so, it might be said: 

"like an archer, although wishes to have arrows, shoots them." The meanings 

are both mere absurd. 

Then citta associated with chanda , when it receives an object, seems to 

seize the object greedily and violently through chanda. Therefore chanda is 

compared to stretching the arm out concerning citta in the case of seizing an 

object. 

Herein, the word 'like stretching the arm out' is used figuratively. 

Because citta has no arm. However, it should be noted that by thinking of 
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"unreality as reality" the simile is said to clarify a special meaning. 

In other way, this chanda , if reaches a powerful state,is more vigorous 

_than craving. It is, therefore, a sort of dominance (adhipat1) and basis of psychic 

powers (iddlJipada). If chanda is equal to craving with power, these sentient 

beings under the control of craving will be unable to escape from the suffering 

of circle by renouncing wealth, requisites, sovereignty and the bliss of gods and 

Brahma. 

8 2. It is inclusive in both beautiful and non-beautiful cittas ,so it is called 

pakiQ(Ja. Only pakiQJJa is used as pakiQQaka. Then aflflasamana is that which is 

equal to others. When they associate with beautiful cittas , they are equal to 

others,the non-beautiful cittas. On the other hand, when they associated with 

non-beautiful cittas , they are equal to others,the beautiful ciltas. And samana 

means "equal". The exposition of correct meaning in the group of common to 

others. 

8 3. Now to present 'the evil group(akusala-ras1)' it is said: "moho " ... 

Herein, it bewilders, so it is called moha ( delusion)'. Or through moha 

sentient beings become bewildered, so it is called moha. Or moha is only 

bewildering. It means that it makes mind blind by totally concealing the side 

of good like the four-darkness the eye blind. 

It is, however, noted the moha at the side of evil, looks like knowledge. 
( 

It is, indeed, denoted in Pa Ji 11 as micchaiia1.1a ( misunderstanding).It is 

explained In Commentaries: 12 MicchafiiIQa is a moha which considers the 

ways of evil actions. 

Then, a vijja (ignorance) is said to be of two kinds: the absence of 
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practice (appafipattJ) and wrong practice (miccha pafipatt1). Of these the 

"absence of practice" is said to be only 'ignorance (afifiaQa)' at the side of good.' 

And he 'wrong practice' is to be only micchal)aQa at the side of evil. 

It is true. The five dhammas - delusion (moha), craving (lobha), wrong 

view (diUh1), initial application ( vitakka), and sustained application ( vicara)

look like knowledge at the side of evil. And they are six, if citta is added. 

Those six dhammas, if they arise within intellectuals and learn_ed persons, 

make them skillful and capable in evil action by showing this an<l that way. 

8 4. It does not feel sham,e nor disgusted the bodily misconduct, etc. So it is 

called ahirf (shamelessness). Or ahirf is the opposite of shame. Only the 

word, ahiri ,is used as ahirika. It arises, without giving a chance hirf arise, 

when there are evil deeds to do, making mind delight in them. Therefore, it is 

said that it has the abomination of bodily misconduct, etc.as its characteristic 

and has shamelessness as its characteristic. 

8 5. It does not fear, so it is called anottappa. It means that it does not fear 

and is not dreadful of bodily misconduct, etc. Or anoltappa is the opposite of 

fearfulness. lt also arises, making mind fearless in those misdeeds when there 

are evil deeds to do, without giving a chance otlappa arise. Therefore, it is said 

that anottappa has fearlessness as its characteristic or has the absence of dread 

as its characteristic. It is said: 

"A shameless person never disgusts evil, like a pig not the 

excrement. A fearless person never fear evil, like an insect not 

the fire." 13 
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8 6. It raises, so it is called uddha/a. It is a word for cilta which wanders over 

various objecl'i like a ball (gei:u;Juka) thrown on the surface of a rock. uddhacca 

is a dhamma which causes a wandering citta to be a mode of distraction. It is 

compared to the surf ace of water or a banner shaken by the wind. 

8 7. It lusts for, so it is called lobha. Or the dhammas associated lust for 

through it, so it is called lobha. Or lobha .is mere lusting for. Herein, 'lusting for 

(Jubblrnna)' is regarded as 'being attached to an object'. 

It is compared to sticky lime to catch monkey (makkafii'Jepa) in the sense 

of sticking on an object; to a piece of flesh thrown into hot pan in the sense of 

lusting for(abhikankhaflhena); to a taint of lampblack in the sense of not letting 

loose; to a river of swift current which carries all dry wood, branches, leaves, 

grass and rubbish to the great ocean in the sense of carrying sentient beings 

towards a woeful state (apiiya) by growing into a river of craving. 

8 8. Dit!hi is v1ewmg. It wrongly views untrue nature of dhammas like 

knowledge views the true nature those dhammas. And it looks like the 

knowledge of penetration (pafivedhaii11aQa) at the side of untruth, when gets 

stronger, arising within some of wiseacres (pa1p;litamani) who have much wrong 

thought. It should be regarded that it has a characteristic of false tendency and 
, 

it is a great fault. 

89. It conceives, so it is called miina. It is the meanmg: one imagines 

oneself firmly holding with arrogant idea: "I am a unique person in the world; I 

ought not to be looked down like a piece of wood." 

It imagines itself as the highest pinnacle among people, growing more 
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and more due to being supp01ted by merits - caste, family, · wealth, requisitions, 

fame, etc., and morality, learning, gain, honour, etc. Therefore, it is said: "It 

has the characteristic of conceit and it is similar to madness." 

90. It offends, so it is called dosa. It should be regarded that it is similar to a 

smitten cobra in the sense of fury(car:u;likkatthena); similar to the falling of a 

thW1derbolt in the sense of bad spreading; similar to a forest fire in the sense of 

burning what depends on; similar to an enemy who has had a chance in the 

sense of committing an offence; similar to urine mixed with poison in the sense 

of the mass of disadvantage. 

91. It envies, so it is called issii. "It feels envious of another's welfare" is the 

meaning. Issa , indeed, cannot endure seeing or hearing about the welfare 

obtained by others. It wants the loss of such welfare. It cannot bear hearing 

that a certain one will enjoy such a welfare and wants what he or she not 

obtain it. Therefore, it is said: Issa has the characteristic of feeling envy. 

92. Macchara is that, considering own welfare, which does not distribute 

thinking of thus: "may this virtue or this thing be for me alone, not for others." 

This term, macchara, is used for spirit in such a manner. The state of macchara 

is termed macchariya. 

Furthermore, this, too, is two-fold like issii: the prosperity has been 

received and the prosperity will be received by oneself. 

Of these two, concerning with 'the prosperity has been received' at first 

one who has macchariya feels pain and unhappiness when he sees or hears or 

thinks about the prosperity to be common to others, or to be no longer his and to 

be others'. 
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With regard to 'the prosperity will be received', one on hearing or 

thinking about "it will appear on certain location at certain time" longs for it to 

be exclusively his own; he or she does not like it to be others' ., And he or she 

even feels pain and unhappiness on hearing or thinking about the possibility that 

"others will have it". Therefore, it is said : macchariya has the characteristic 

of hiding one's own prosperity either has been or will be obtained. 

Herein, issa is a weariness in mind concerning with 'the prosperity have 

been obtained' after having heard or considered that one, whose gain does not 

please, gains or will gain the prosperity. Macchariya is a weariness in mind on 

considering that one does not possess such and such things that he or she wishes 

to have. They both do not come into existence together. 

93. In the word kukkucca: kata means. "action" (kiriya). It is an action 

which is worthy of disgust, so it is called ku-kata in the sense of 'an action of 

disgust.' It is, indeed, an abnormality of mind that is worthy to be maligned by 

wise. As a phenomenon, it is mind and mental property associated with 

kukkucca (worry) feeling regret thus: "good is not done by me! And evil has 

been done!" 

Such a mind, although it arises in that manner, cannot restore the good 

what is undone(akatam) before as done (katam), and the evil what is done 

before as undone. Actually it causes a good mind exhaust. Therefore, being a 

mere action of disgust it is called ku-kata. 

In Commentary it is truly said: "Recalling fault and faultless which have 

been done and undone is called patisara (recollection).This recalling does not 

restore an evil what has been done to be undone nor a good what has been 

undone to be done. Hence it is called vippafisara defining thud: recalling ugly 
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or disgustingly."14 

Furthermore, vippafisara here is only kukkucca. If the kukkucca is to be 

disgusted, the mind and _mental property associated , too, becomes disgusted. 

For this reason kukkucca is to be disgusted; only for that rea,son mind and 

mental property, too, become disgusted. Therefore, it should be known that the 

word kukata embraces only that mind and mental property.This meaning is 

clearly expressed in the Commentary on . the Section of Sudinna. It should 

be quoted: "Kukkucca is so called because it is an action of disgust that ought 

not to be done by the wise." 15 

However, it is said in Vibhavani without noticing this meaning: 

"Kukuta is so called because it is a conduct that is disgusted. This term is 

sued for "evil deed" and "good deed" which is done and undone 

(p.108)". 

That is not reasonable. 

Then through this statement these all explanations in V ibha v ani run as 

follow are rejected: 

"what is undone is spoken as kukata 'what I have undone is a 

disgusted action'. However, kukata here is a regretful mind and mental 

property which arises depending on what is 'done' and 'undone' (p.108)". 

Then a condition, which ca uses the afore said mind and mental property 

which is done ugly and disgustingly arise, is called kukkucca. 

In other way, the root kuca is used in the sense of grimace (sa.Jikocana) 

and scratching of mind (mano-vilekhana) in 'the books of Dhatupathas' .1 6 

Therefore, kukkuca is so called because it causes grimace in the mode of 

being disgusted, but not in the mode of disgusting evils. Or kukkuca is so called 

because it scratches in the mode of being disgusted, but not in the mode of 
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scratching the mental defilements off. This term 1s used for the group of 

dhammas arising in such a manner. 

That, indeed, grimaces in the mode of disgust and moan thus: " Good is 

not done by me! And evil has been done!'' Then it does not let the mind 

incline towards acquiring a merit. Or it scratches the mind.By decreasing the 

excellent dhammas, saddha, etc. it makes the energy of mind exhausted in 

acquiring merit.So it is said kukkuca . 

Then being associated with a dhamma ,such unity of those dhammas 

occur in that manner. 1lrnt dhamma is kukkucca in the sense of being a state 

of kukkuca (kukkucassa bham kukkuccam). 

Then the kukkucca comes into being as regret and sorrow depending on 

good that is undone and evil that is done.Therefore it is said that it has the 

characteristic of remorse and it has a function of sorrow for having been done 

and undone. 

Herein, 'the characteristic of remorse' means that it has a characteristic 

of feeling remorse because of having spent his life by not doing good and doing 

evil before. By this statement, it clearly describes that kukkucca has an object 

belonging to the past. And it rejects to have an object either in present or in 

future. In the word 'the function of sorrow for what has been done and undone' 

it is the word connection "evil has been done and good has been undone". 

In Mahaniddesa it is explained: 

"Kukkucca arises in two ways: having done and having undone. 

How does kukkucca arise in two ways - having done and having 

undone? "lbe bodily good deed is undone by me and the bodily 

evil deed has been done": thus kukkucca arises.And "the verbal 

good deed is undone by me ... mental evil deed has been done": 
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thus kukkucca arises. Then "the abstention from killing sentient 

beings is undone by me and killing sentient beings have done":thus 

kukkucca arises ... Then "the Right View is undone by me and the 

Wrong View has been done":thus kukkucca arises."17 

Through these passages the two types of kukkucca are clarified: that 

which has good deeds undone as its object and that which has evil deeds done 

as its object. Therefore it is said "in two ways". 

Furthermore, kukkucca arises within those who, after having done an 

evil deed previously, are threatened later with the danger woeful state or 

who,after being born in the woeful state, recall the kamma done by himself 

f onnerly .But not within the others. Therefore, it is said: "the bodily good deed 

is undone by me! the bodily evil has been done." 

Just as mana is two-fold : conceit depending on true fact(yathava mana) 

and conceit depending on untrue fact(ayathava miina), even so kukkucca is tow

fold: remorse depending on true point (yathava kukkucca) and remorse 

depending on untrue point (ayathava kukkucca). 

Of these, the remorse depending on true point, when it arises, comes into 

being in two ways: "Good is undone by me! And evil has been done!" 

What is that? The remorse depending on untrue point is a remorse that 

arises later in the manner of feeling sorrow within those who did not do good 

deeds thinking and viewing them as evil, and did bad deeds thinking and 

viewing them as good. And the ' remorse depending on untrue point' comes into 

being within those who perceive good as evil after previously havi~g done the 

good deed thinking it as good, and those who perceive evil as good after having 

undone an evil de·ed thinking it as good. This is the remorse that depends on 

untrue point. 
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This should be explained through these: one who perceives fault what is 

not fault, improper thing what is proper, offense what is not offense, and so on. 

All of these, when arise, come into being in only two ways. Therefore it should 

be noted that it is included in these two. 

Then a kukkucca which is stated in Mahaniddesa: 18 "not restraining 

hands is also kukkucca; not restraining legs is also kukkucca; not restraining 

both hands and legs is also kukkwxa" is asamyata-kukkucca (unrestaining). 

It is vinaya kukkucca (doubt about the discipline) which is mentioned in 

these passages: "Monks do not accept in doubt about vinaya rules";t9 "How 

does an offence occur due to violating with doubt? One perceives what is 

proper as improper,what is improper as proper. .. "2o 

This vinaya kukkucca is only a doubt dealing with Vinaya discipline. 

That is too only the mentality of kusala and kriya wavering "whether it is 

proper or not" in the case of vinaya rules which are not one's range. 

Then there are monks within whom the mentality arises~ some of those 

who love the practice of discipline never do such a deed (i.e. never violate 

vinaya rules). Ref erring to such persons, it is said: "Monks do not accept in 

doubt about vinaya rules". And those who do such a deed ( Le.violate vinaya 

rules) commit an offense even in the case of a proper thing. Referring to such 

persons, it is said: " One has an offense violating vinaya rules with doubt".21 

94. It overpowers citta making it gradually dwindle,so it is called thina. it is, 

indeed, denoted in Pa li:22 __ "overpowering (thiyana), the state of overpowering 

( thiyitattam)." 

9 5. It suppresses the mental states making them unfitness for work , so it is 

called middha. To be explained: When the associated dhammas come into 
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existence sustaining such and such posture as acting on object,thina overpowers 

mind and middha mental states making them, as if hitting with a club, go back 

from the object and unable to sustain even the posture . 

96. In the wordvicikiccha: Cikiccha is an act of cure. "The treatment with 

knowledge" is the meaning. Vicikiccha is so called because it has an absence 

of cure, being difficult to be cured. Or vicikiccha is so called because through 

it those who investigate the nature become weary. Or it occurs with wavering 

mind in two ways , so it is called vicikiccha. 

It is twofold: a hindrance(nfvara~1abhata) and a similarity (patiriipaka). 

Of these, the "hindrance" is that which exists with doubt about eight points 

beginning with the Buddha. 

The other doubt, all in number, which comes into existence with doubt, 

"How is it? Is thus? Is this?," regarding such and such objects within those who 

are not omniscience is the vicikicchfi ,the similarity .And it belongs to kusala or 

akusala , or even abyakata if arises within Arahantas. However, only the 

vicikiccha , a hindrance, which actually belongs to akusala 1s necessary. 

The Exposition of Correct Meaning of the "Evil Group." 

9 7. It holds well,so it is called saddhii. It is the meaning: just as the clear 

and still water keeps well the reflection of the moon,the sun, etc., in it, so this 

saddha holds and keeps well the qualities of the Buddha, etc., in it. 

Or through it persons or associated dhammas believe, so _ it is called 

saddha. Or it is mere believing that is called saddha. And here needs only that 

which occurs in object worthy of faith, the Buddha etc., being in a state of 

absence of pollution. On the contrary, the other faith which is on the object 
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worthy of faith, the holders of wrong view and the doctrine of those, 1s 

unreal. Actually, it is,as a phenomenon, only a wrongly decision. 

Then human beings, if they have no hands, cannot take jewels although 

they find them. And all requisites for human beings do not have if they have no 

wealth; the plants of paddy, etc., cannot grow if there is no seed. Similarly, if 

there is no saddhiI , the meritorious deeds cannot be performed. The ref ore, this 

saddha is compared to hand, wealth and seeds. 

98. It remembers, so it is called sati. It means: it approaches without neglect 

the meritorious deeds that have been done and will be done by oneself, and the 

qualities of the Buddha. 

Sati is two-fold: the Right Mindfulness (sammasat1) and the Wrong 

Mindfulness (micchasatl). Of them, the Right Mindfulness is necessary here. 

The other cannot be even called sati. Actually, it is only the evil mind,the 

unreal mindfulness, remembering evil deeds that have been done and will be 

done. 

Then it is able to protect mind against all evils and to associated with 

goods. Therefore, the sati is regarded to be compared to a chief minister for 

general affairs of the King. It is addressed: "Bhikkhus, I declare that sati 

needs for ever" .23 

9 9. It feels shame, so it is called hirf. It means: it feels shame, disgust or 

displeasure about the bodily misconduct, etc. 

100. It fears those misconducts, so it is called ottappa. "It fears" is the 

meaning. Here, too, there are some sorts of hirf and ottappa which are 

unreal.It is, indeed, said: 

"They do not feel shame at what should be shamed; 
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They feel shame at what should not be shamed;24 

They do not fear what should be feared; 

They perceive what should not be feared as fear" .2s 

Then,good persons keep themselves pure and abstain from evil cultivating 

respect for themselves through hirf,and for others, the gods who protects,etc., 

through ollappa. The ref ore, these two dhammas (hirf and ottappa) are 

expressed as "th~ guardians of the world(= lokapala)." 

101. Alobha is the opposite of attachment. To be explained: Lobha becomes 

attached to the objects which are well-beings of oneself. Removing that lobha 

which deals with those objects,a/obha arises, as an element of renouncing, 

maligning and disgusting the life and wealth, the basis of attachment, like a 

mass of excrement. 

102. Adosa is the opposite of hatred. To be explained: Dosa displeases the 

objects which are not beneficial to him. Removing that dosa which deals with 

those object'>, adosa arises,as an element of well-wish, generating a peaceful 

heart, like a full moon, towards sentient beings whenever see them. It is only 

adosa which is mentioned in the "Noble Abodes (brahma-vihara)" as metla 

(loving-kindness). 

Here,amoha also should be expressed.Amoha is the opposite of delusion. 

It makes cause and effect and the four noble truths in the dark.Removing that 

moha on those dhammas, Amoha arises,as knowledge, expelling such a 

delusion like thousands of moons and suns arisen. 

103. In the word tatra-majjhattata: atta 1s said to be m own nature 
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(sabhiiva). It has an own nature which is between the two dhammas, 

sluggishness (lfna) and distress (uddhacca) in different nature,so it is majjhatta . 

This tenn is used for the unity of associated dhammas which are in a state of 

balance.And a state of majjh~tta is termed majjhattata (= equanimity). 

The majjhattatii (equanimity) which is found in such and such associated 

dhammas is termed tatra-majjhattata; or the state of balance of mind and 

mental states in the beneficial functions is called tatra-majjhattatii. For this 

reason, it is stated that this lalra-majjhallata , is indifference regarding mind 

and mental states which are in a state of equality and is compared to a 

charioteer who treats with impartiality the well-trained horses running 

harmoniously. Only this which is described as upekkhii (= equanimity) in 

Bralunaviharas (=Noble Abodes). 

104. 1n the word kaya-passaddhi ,etc.: By the word,kaya , it denotes the group 

of mental states,the three Aggregates beginning with feeling. And by the word, 

citta, it denotes a beautiful consciousness. 

This is how a compound word is formed:lt is the tranquillity of kaya ,so it 

is called kaya-passaddhi; it is the tranquillity of mind, so it 1s called citta 

passaddhi. 

Passaddhi is tranquillity; it means the state of calmness and cool. Those, 

within whom these two dhammas, are weak do not get delight in meritorious 

deeds. Their mind wanders towards external objects and like the fish that is 

put on the back of a heated rock. And those, within whom these two dhammas 

are strong, get delight in their meritorious deeds. Their mind is similar to the 

fish that is put in the cool water. 
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105. Lahuta is the state of buoyancy. It means the state of non-burden and 

non- dawdling. 

The mind of those, within whom this dhamma is weak, does not extend 

to the me1itorious deeds and shrinks. And it is similar to the lotus that is put on 

a heated rock.And the mind of those, within whom such a dhamma is strong, 

extends to the meritorious deeds.It is similar to the lotus that is put in the cool 

water. 

106. MuduliI ts the state of plasticity. 'The mind of those, within whom such a 

dhamma is weak, becomes hard.It is similar to the great soldier who is among 

enemies. And the mind of those, within whom such a dhamma is strong, 

becomes plastic and tender. It is similar to the great soldier who is among his 

beloved relations. 

107. KammaiWa is fiL'i for a function. Only the word kammaiiiia is used as 

the word kammannata. 

Those, within whom such a dhamma is weak, cannot keep their mind in 

meritorious deeds according to wish. And it scatters like a handful of husk 

thrown against the wind. And those, within whom such a dhamma is strong, are 

able to keep their minds in meritorious deeds according to wish. And the mind 

does not become scattered like the block of gold thrown against the wind. 

108. Pagufifia is the state of good health. Only the word Paguiiiia is used as 

Paguiiiiata. 

The mind of those, within whom such a dhamma is weak,shakes and tires 

to do meritorious deeds. And it is similar to the monkey thrown into deep water. 

And the mind of those, within whom such a dhamma is strong, does not shake 
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and tire like the crocodile thrown into deep water. 

109. Only the word uju is used as ujuka. And ujukata is the state of rectitude. 

The mind of those, within whom such a dhamma is weak, occurs in 

various ways dealing with meritorious deeds: it is sometimes reluctant (Jfna); 

sometimes distracted (uddhafa); it sometimes decreases (onata); sometimes 

increases ( unnata). And it is similar to walking of a drunkard. And the mind 

of those, within whom such a dhamma is strong, is known as the opposite of 

that which was said before. 

110. Herein, although the meanmg 1s complete if mentioned citta

passaddhi,etc. to say the kaya-passaddhi,etc. is in order to denote the 

tranquillity of body through them. 

Therein, it should be known: for those who recover from illness after 

having listened to Sutta, the tranquillity of body is clear; for those who have 

supen1onnal power, the buoyancy of body is clear at the time of going in the 

sky; the tenderness of the body is clear in the creation of the body, small or 

big; the capability of the body is clear at the time of going into underground or 

through a mountain without being blocked; the fitness the body is clear at the 

time creation the form naga (cobra ?) or garu/a (eagle?); the state of rectitude 

is clear when remain all as created for a long time. 

Then, it holds equally, so it is called sadharal)a .It is common to all 

sobhar:1a cilla, so it is sobhal)a-sadhara.Qa (common to all beautiful cittas). 

111. In the word sammavaca : "The Right Speech" is three-fold: speech 

(katha), volition (cetana) and abstention (viratJ). 

Of them, a speech full of words and meaning which is well spoken is 

'the right speech'. A volition of kusala and kriya, which produces speech, is 'the 

right speech'. An abstention m~ntality, which arises within those who observe 
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the precepts, the abstention from talking lies, etc., or who determine to observe 

them; or who do not violate an offense to be violated, is 'the right speech'. 

This alone is here necessary. 

One talks correctly through it. So it is called sammavaca. In this 

definition etaya (= through it) the kara~1a-vacana (= instrumental ending) is in 

the sense of instrumental case(kan:iatthe) or in the sense of cause (hetuatthe). 

Herein, referring to "the formula words" of those who observe by words, 

the sense of instrumental case and the sense of cause are proper. Then, 

referring to the faultless words - "let us well observe the precepts as we 

promised and detennined"- only the sense of cause which follows the sense of 

the instrumental case is proper. 

In other way, if one speaks, it does not matter whether he talks so or not, 

it makes him speak correct} y, not incorrectly. For this reason it is called 

sammavaca. Or it purifies verbal door by eradicating the verbal misconducts. So 

it is called sammavaca. 

112. Sammiikammnta (= right action) is, too, three-fold: action, volition and 

abstention. Of these the action of the body of one who performs any deeds, the 

absence of evil,is called kriyakammnta. The volition, which produces the 

action,is called cetaniikammanta. The mentality of abstention from evil, which 

belongs to those who observe the precepts, the abstention from killing sentient 

beings, etc., or who determine ; or who do not violate which is to be done, 1s 

called virati kammanta. 

They act correctly through it, so it is called sammii-kamma. Only this 

word sammii-kamma is used as samma-kammanta like these words suttanta, 

vananta. Here the rest have the same way as said above. 
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1 13. Samma ajiva (=right livelihood)is twofold: effort and abstention. Of 

these, an effort, the power of activity, of those who have earnings through 

normal occupation of ploughing etc., or through going for alms, which are 

faultless, is called samma ajfva which belongs to the effort. There is mentality 

of abstention from evil which belongs to those who, keeping their livelihood 

pure, remove the physical and mental misconducts, the causes of losing 

morality. This is the iijfva which belongs to the abstention. This alone is 

necessary here. 

They continue to live in the correct way through it, so it is called samma 

ajf ca ( = right livelihood). Here the rest are the same way as mentioned before. 

114. Herein, each one is of three kinds: the abstention from that which comes 

into being (sampatta-viratJ), the abstention through observation (samadana

virat1) and the abstention through eradication (samuccheda-viratJJ. 

Of them, "the abstention", which arises within those who do not violate 

what will be presently violated through the mere power of moral shame and 

fear without observing the precepts, or, if observed without dealing with them, 

is called "the abstention from that which comes into being". This belongs to 

only present objects. It is indeed said: "The five precepts are on present 

object. "26 

Then the abstention which arises within those, who observe the precepts 

or who determine to observe the precepts, or who do not violate what is in the 

present with this idea:"I shall well keep the precepts as observed and 

determined", is called "the abstention through observation". It has the present 

object or the future object. Therefore, it is said in Commentary:27 "the five 

precepts have the present object is said referring to the abstention from that 

which comes into being". 
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Then the abstention, which arises through eradicating the conditions of all 

misconduct at the moment of magga, is called "the abstention with eradication". 

This has only Nibbana as its object. The abstention belonging to Fruition, too, 

is included only in it. 

Herein, it should be noted: the mundane abstention, making the violated 

things, life faculty, etc. as its object, removes things that should be abstained 

nonnally, killing sentient beings, etc. But the supramundane abstention, making 

Nibbana as its object, eradicates only those things that should be abstained. 

115. It makes a person who has compassion trouble his heart, when others 

feel pain, so it is called karw:ia. Or it removes the unhappiness of others; or it 

eradicates the unhappiness of others, so it is called kan1Qii. Or it should be 

extended over those who feel pain, so it is called karWJii . 

In other way, the word kan1Qa is divided into two parts kali + Ul)ii. Kali 

is used in the sense of pain, like in this: kali sambhave bhave ( live which is the 

cause of pain).28 Or the word kali is used in the sense of "evil" or 

"failure" .Indeed it is said Pape kali parajaye ( ="Kali" is in the sense of evil 

and failure ).29 All of these (pain, evil, failure) are to be the condition of mercy 

for those who are with mercy. 

Thus, through the compassion persons who have mercy protect sentient 

beings against pain or evil or the state of failure from all wealth; or look after 

sentient beings not to be in the three kinds of kali (pain, evil, failure). 

116. They feel glad when they see other's success, so it is called mudita. 

They are limitless , so they are termed appama,:ia. This term is used to 

describe sentient beings. It arises on beings who are limitless, so it is called 
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appamafiiia .It is true they have no limit thus:"it should be spread on such a 

number of beings, not on others. So they are called appamafiiia ,although they 

are spread on a single being. 

However it is said in Tika s: "It has the infinite beings as their 

object,so are appamapa . Only the word appamiiQa is used as 

appamaiir1ii (Pural)a,p.302; Vibh,p.111 ). 

This is not correct. 

117. Pafifiindriya is only amoha whkh mentioned before. It is called 

paiiiiidriya because it is either pafiiia in the sense of knowing or indriya in the 

sense of domination. 

The exposition of correct meaning in the beautiful group. 

118. The stanza, ettavatii, etc., is to summarize the three groups. 

Thus, having explained the list of fifty-two, now Thera spoke the word 

tesam , etc., in order to expound the mode of association with citta. 

This is interpretation: "After having expressed the list of mental states, 

the association of mental states with cittas each will be said as they associate 

with each other". 

Cilluppiidesu means "in cittas " defining thus: "the mental states arise 

depending on those, so it is called uppada. The only citta is to be uppada, so it 

is called cittuppada . 

The six particulars do not arise in the ten vififiaQas which are the 

weakest of all. Eradicating through the power of mental culture, vitakka 

(=initial application) never arises in the Second Jhiina, etc.; Vicara (= sustained 

application) in the Third Jhana, etc.; Pni (=joy) in the Fourth Jhana, etc. 

Having the nature of determination, adhimokkha (= resolution) never arises in 
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the citta with doubt. Vfriya ( =effort),being the chief of powerful dhammas, 

never arises in sixteen cittas, Paficadvaravajjana , etc., which are weak. Pfti 

Uoy), having the nature of fondness, never arises in those cittas associated with 

displeasure and indifferent feeling. Chanda (= wish-to-do), having the nature of 

willingness, never arises in ahetukas (the absence of hetu) and lobhamalas (the 

delusion-rooted consciousness) which are lack of will. Therefore, it is said: 

pakil)Qakesu pana vitakko ... mohamula vajjita cittesu. 

It is the connection of words: Those cittas which are without and with 

particular mental property. 

119. Akusalesu means "of the mental properties that belongs to akusala ". It 

is interpretation: "they are common to all evils. Hence they are found in all 

twelve evil types of consciousness". 

However, Vibhavanr wants to say that the latter sentence 

confirms the fonner.(p.114) 

This is not conect. Because this is a place where the mental states which 

are foood in ciltas are mainly expressed. 

Actually, the all evil cittas never arise without these four. Because those 

evil cittas do not arise within those who see the danger of evils; or who are 

displeased with those evils through shame (hiri) and fear (ottappa); or who 

concentrate on good dhammas. Therefore, those four mental states are found in 

those all evil cittas. 

Then dit,hi ( =wrong view) and man a ( =conceit) arise without giving up 

the taste of Aggregates and touching them in such and such ways. They arise, 

therefore, in only lobhamiila (=the attachment-rooted consciousness). 

Of these which arise in those cittas, the "wrong view" arises grasping the 
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khandhas firmly as Alta and it wrongly touches that Atta from the point of 

wrong nature as permanence. 8 ut mana arises grasping firmly Khandhas as "I", 

and it wrongly touches its idea as "superiority," etc. TI1cse two are not the same 

from the point of holding. Therefore, it is said: ditthi catiisu ... vippa-yuttesu. 

Furthermore, those who hold wrong view(= diUhigatika) grasp the only 

Alta which is held by dit,hi as "I". For those,too, diUhi and miina are 

different in nature with regard to the mode of holding. Because, ditthi,like 

mana ,does not have an attempt to hold up oneself. And mana ,like diUhi ,does 

not have an attempt to consider wrongly on dhammas. For this reason miina 

which holds "I" arises within Aniigiimfs. But dilfhi which holds Atta anses 

within only Puthuijanas. 

However, VibhavanI says:" Mana, being as "I", arises like 

di,thi. So it is not found in the same citta". Having explained thus it 

improves its meaning with "the simile of lion". 

This is not correct. Because the similarity is only for it which arises 

together. 

Maccha1iya ( = stinginess), although it is born of attachment to one's own 

welfare, associates with only hatred. Because it dislikes those own welfare to be 

common to others. Therefore, it is said: doso ... cittesu 

Thina and Middha (= sloth and torpor), which have a characteristic of 

unwieldness, never arise in the asarikharika cittas that have the nature of 

wildness. So it is said: Thinamiddliam paiicasu sasankharikacittesu. 

The "four" are "the mental states common to all evil". The "three" 

comprise craving, wrong view and conceit. The "four" are "hatred, etc". The 

"both" is "sloth and torpor". In Vicikicchii citte ca the word ca is in the sense 

of limitation. It means " only in the doubtful consciousness." The "fourteen" are 
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the mental states which belong to evil. 

120. Sobha~1esu means "in the beautiful mental states". 

In the supramundane eightfold path, the "Right Thought" which is in the 

knowledge-group (paiiiiakkhanda) of "the three-group" follows the "Right 

Understanding". Therefore, although the Right Thought does not exist as the 

basic jhana , etc., "the group of knowledge" does not become less. But,in the 

Slla-group and Samadhi-group, each one does not complete one's affair. For 

this reason the supramundane path does not exist less than seven factors. 

111erefore, it is said: Viratiyo pana tissopi .. .labbhanti . 

It is words' connection: "The three abstentions are to be known 

permanently (niyata), together (ekatova) and always (sabbhathap1)". 

Therein, niyatava means: they are not found "sometimes" like m the 

mundane. Actually, they are found "permanently". Why? Because the supra

mundane dhammas arise making the morality perfect for ever. They, indeed, 

are unlike mundane dhammas which arise sometimes as giving, sometimes as 

hearing and learning, sometimes as meditating on kasil)a , etc. 

Ekatova (= together) means it is not known separately like in the 

mundane. Actually, the three are known only together. Why? Because they 

have object which is not different. It is true, they, as mundane, never arise on 

various objects, the faculty of life, etc., which is be committed. They, actually, 

anse only on one object, Nibbana. 

Sabbathapi means they are not known as a partial eradication as m 

mundane. Actually, they, all of the three, are known as total , eradication of 

misconduct and wrong livelihood. 

To be explained: "the right speech" m mundane, which anses once, 

cannot remove all four kinds of verbal misconduct together. "The abstention 
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from telling lies" is able to move only 'the telling of lies', not others. And even 

"the telling of lies" it cannot remove together with its root and its possibility. In 

the same way, "the abstention from malicious speech" is able to remove only 

the "telling of malicious gossip", not others. And even "the maliciousness", it 

cannot remove together with its root and possibility. All should be explained in 

detail. 

In the supramundanc, "the right speech" which arises once, can eradicate 

all of these verbal misconducts together with its root and possibility. Then "the 

right action" which arises once, can eradicate all of these bodily misconducts 

together with its root and possibility. And "the right livelihood" which arises 

once, can eradicate all of these bodily and verbal misconducts together with its 

root and possibility. Thus, the three are known in only the supramundane as 

total eradication altogether. 

The word pi 1s m the sense of addition to all parts (avayava

sampiQ{lanttho). The single right speech arisen once is to be known as the 

eradication of telling lies. Not only that, but it is known as the eradication of the 

malicious gossip also, and all must be spoken. 

Especially, in this point, "misconduct together with its root and 

possibility," these mental defilements, the latent desire for sensual 

pleasure,etc.that products the physical and mental actions, which must be 

eradicated by higher magga occur even within the Sekkha in Ariipa plane. 

Needless to say they occur in the Sekkhas in Kama and Rapa planes. Therefore, 

it should be noted that the abstention of higher magga and phala eradicates 

misconducts as eradicating those mental defilements. 

Kamavacara kusalesweva means in only kusalas in kama plane, not in 

vipakas and kriyas in kama plane, and not in the mahaggatas (=higher level 
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consciousness), too. And ~ven in kusalas of kama plane,it is only those which 

arise in kama plane, not in those which arise in Rapa and Ari1pa planes. 

Because brahmas have no bodily and verbal misconducts which are to be 

abstained. And The abstentions of mundane never arise within those who do not 

have what should be abstained. 

Some say the abstentions of mundane do not arise within deities in the 

six kama planes. That has already been criticized in Kathavatthu (= Points 

of Controversy ).Jo 

"If so, it is implicit that these abstentions of mundane do not arise within 

those who attained the three Lower Fruition even in human world? Because 

they have not what should be abstained, killing sentient beings, etc." if asked, 

this is the answer: It is true. In this case, the "seven kinds of offense group" 

are also to be abstained. So are the "three kinds of cunning". And some of 

these are really common to those who stands on Fruition. 

For human beings, the things, which are the bases of the observed 

precepts, must be what should be abstained. 

TI1en the mental defilements, which produce the action of body and words 

of the Sekkhas in kama plane, are the things what should be abstained by the 

abstention as complete eradication. Those are only the things what should be 

abstained by the abstention of gradualness. 

Kadaci sandissanti means they are found only when they arise as one of 

the two abstentions, observation and presence. Although found thus, they never 

arise together due to having different objects. Therefore, it is said visurn visUI11 

(= separately).Then it should be noted that they are found as removing 

misconducts one by one, although they are found separately, not together like in 

the supramundane. 
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121. In Vihba<Jga31 it says the Appamfifiii at the stage of Appana to be 

association with only the pleasant feelings. ~Therefore, it is said paficama.ijhana

vajjita mahaggata cittesu. 

It is true that they (Appamafiiiii) have an engagement much in the cause 
( 

of other beings; so they never arise with the indifferent feeling that is so quiet 

and lacking the a ttcmpt. 

There is the consensus in Commentaries that these Appamaimas being 

before Appana, have the association with indifferent feeling also. Therefore, it 

is said: Kamiivacara .... citlesu ca. 

Kadaci means "at the time when those, who have compassion and are 

absent from jealousy, see failure and success of others". 

Nana hutva jayanti __ means "when sees the failure of beings, only 

compassion arises in the mode of altruism"' but not the gladness (mudita)". But 

at the time when sees the success of beings, only the gladness (mudila) occurs 

in the mode of Joy, not the compassion. So they arise separately. 

Then, it is said in Suttas:~n "these karw.1a and mudita are the means of 

escape from cruelty (vihirnsa) and displeasure (arat1) which are produced by 

hatred". And it is only the pleasant feeling which ·is the opposite of 

unhappiness. For this reason some scholars want those, although they are the 

priority of appana, to be associated with only pleasant feelings. Therefore, it is 

said: Upekkha-saha gatesu ... keci vadanti. 

Their statement, however, contrasts with Commentary.33 Hence many 

scholars do not approve of it. For this reason it is placed at the position of keci 

by the Thera. 

Furthermore, the farmer Bhiivana of the mundane and the supramundane 
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jhana, if it is the priority of the jhana of pleasant feeling, associated with 

pleasant feeling only when it is the proximity to appana; if the former stage of 

the jhana with indifferent feeling, it associated with indifferent feeling. 

On the other hand, when it is not the proximity to appana, the former 

Bhavana of all these jhanas associates sometimes with pleasant feeling, 

sometimes with indifferent feeling. Therefore, it is reasonable to make that 

statement a statement of keci. 

Herein, the whole types of citta pertaining to Calmness and Insight may 

generally associate only with indifferent feeling in the beginning. If they 

associate with pleasant feeling since staring point, these sentient beings may not 

feel displeasure on the work of pleasant feelings; they may practice meditation 

abandoning the other task. They, indeed, feel happy only when they discern 

the distinguishing the former and the later of their own meditation. Needless 

to say these types of consciousness, the Asubha bhavana on the object of 

disgust, and the Kan.u;ia bhava11a on the object of beings who are in a sorrowful 

plight, associate with indifferent feeling. 

In other way. These karw:ia and mudita come into being even in normal 

occasions. Of them, mudit.a at first has the object of desirability and prosperity; 

so it is reasonable that it generally is accompanied by pleasant feeling. Kann:ia 

has the object of undesirability and failure; so it may be , accompanied 

generally only by indifferent feeling. However, it is impossible to say that they 

have much attempt for other beings, so they contrast to the indifferent feeling. 

That indifferent feeling, which is not in the stage of appana, does not 

make attempt only in the experiencing the taste of object, not in other function. 

It is true, sentient beings take things that are not given them; or offer things; 

or do many other actions, meritorious and unmeritorious, with the citta which 
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has indifferent feeling. The ref ore, it is reasonable to say that karul)a and 

mudita, which are in the stage of appana, contrast to the indifferent feeling. 

So far as I said it rejects the statement which is asserted in VibhavanI: 

"ln cultivating kann:,a and mudila ,through the practice before 

Appana, the parikamma (preliminary action) can be don~ with the mind 

which is accompanied by indifferent feeling, too, as if one can recite a 

mastered text (pagWJa gantha) sometimes with paying attention to other 

things; or as if one can sometimes contemplate sank.hara through a 

mastered insight through the mind without knowledge, too, as 

experienced. Therefore, this statement -karW)a and mudita cannot be 

known in the cittas in kama which is with indifferent feeling - is made 

the 'statement of keci'." 

Then the objects, kasil)a, etc., are not profound · at all; the knowledge 

occurs, however, in the jhana cillas which have those objects through the power 

of effort,the power of mental concentration and the state of being far from 

mental defilements. For this reason it is said: sabbesupi pafla ... cittesu ca. 

122. It is connection of words: the "three" is "the abstentions"; "both" is "the 

pair of appamafifia. Thus the "beautiful mental states" associate with the 

"beautiful cittas" dividing into four types. 

Now this verse "issa, etc." is said in order to classify the all mental states 

into "permanent and impennanent association". 

lt has karw,1a as its beginning, so it is called karlll)adi. This term describes 

the appamaiiih1 both.Issa macchera kukkucca virati kaI1.11Jadayo is a compound 

word of issa macchariya kukkucca, virati and karw:,adi 

It is interpretation: "They separately arise; sometimes arise. Mana, too, 
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arises sometimes only. In the same way, thina and midhha arise sometimes 

only: when arise, they arise only together, not separately." 

Herein, it was said before and later that the appamafliia and virati 

associate separately and sometimes. So will say "issa,etc."later. But the 

association of "mana, thina and middha" should be said here: Of them mana, 

although it is found in the four citlas which dissociates from wrong view, is 

known only when it thinks"! am superior," not in other time. 

Thin a and middha, although they are found in the five cillas with prior 

eff 011, is known only when they are not good for work being overpowered by 

sleepiness, not in other time. Whey found, both are known only together, not 

separately. 

However, m VibhavanT,it is interpreted: "thina and middha anse 

sometimes together with, sometimes separately from, issa, macchariya, 

kukkucca and mana.(p.117)" 

It should not be acceptable as correct. Because arising together with and 

separating from those (issa, macchariya,kukkucca)and that( mana) is not known 

through the difference and indifference of function and object. 

In Tika, it gives interpretation: "mana and thina-middha anse 

sometimes "separately" and sometimes "together"(p.304). 

111at is not correct. And the reason has been given. 

It is interpretation: Yathavutta'nusarena means "following this statement 

as said thus: stta sabbattha yujjanti... Sesa means the rest of forty-one 

dhammas except the eleven mental states of impermanent association. They 

are known to be the impe1manent association with cittas where they are found 

following the points as said before. 
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123. Thus, after having expounded "the way of sampayog~" by analyzing 

those where mental states are found, Thera currently spoke the verse, 

sarigahaiica, etc., in order to expound "the way of sangaha" by analyzing the 

group of associated dhammas. 

"Now I shall possibly speak the way of sangaha of those mental states" is 

the meaning. Chattimsa ,etc., is the stanza on the outline pertaining to the way 

of sarigaha. 

The appamaiir1a, which has the object of sentient beings, is not found in a 

citta which has the object oJ Nibbana. Therefore,it is said Appamaiifia-vajjita. 

In the same way ,the work, the thirty-five dhammas - the twelve mental 

states except vitakka and the twenty-three mental states except appamaiiiia -

are found in the eight Second Jhana cittas. Such way is indicated by the 

word,tatha. 

Te eva means "only those thirty-three dhammas which are apart from 

vitakka, vicara,pfti and sukha and with indifferent feeling. 

In the word Atthasu it is noted: at1ha is the expression of ekasesa or the 

expression of vicchalopa in this sense: AUha ca atiha cati aftha. 

Paficakajjhlina vascna means "in the mode of the division of jhana " 

which is mentioned as Paficakanaya in Pali Tcxt.34 But in the mode of the 

division of jhana which is mentioned as catukka the saiJgaha is only four. 

'fhis is the distinction between the two ways: Of the two persons who 

have already attained the First Jhana of Rapa and make an attempt to obtain 

the Second Jhana, a dullard (manda) is able to overcome only vitakka. Within 

him, the second Jhana with four factors comes into existence. And an 

intellectual (tikkha pafliia) is able to overcome both vitakka and vicara 

together. Within him, the Second Jhana with three factors comes into existence. 
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124. The viratf (abstentions) never arise in the mahaggata cittas on account of 

this that they arc different in function and object. Therefore, it is said 

Viratittaya vajjita. 

To be explained: The virati (abstention ) has function to cleans physical 

and verbal action. The Jhana of mahaggata has function to cleans the mind of 

only those have pure bodily and verbal action. Then, virati ( abstention) arise 

depending on the violated things( vitikkamitabba vatlhu) or Nibbana, while the 

Jhana of mahaggala on the object of imaginary or on the dhammas in 

mahaggata. 

125. Having the differ_ent function and object, virati (abstention) and 

appamaiiiia ( boundless) are both not found in the same cilta. Therefore,it is 

said Appamaiiihi viraliyo panetlha ... yojelabba. 

Then, virati (abstention) has the function of removing the state of 

immorality (dussilya).Hence it is not found in the mundane abyakata cittas 

which have not such a function. So it is said Virati vajjita. It is true, it is said 

in Pali: "five precepts belong to kusala alone" .35 And it is noted that this is 

also said referring to the mundane precepts. 

Appamafiiia ( boundless) has the object of senti~nt beings, while the 

mahavipakas have only the object of Paritta. Hence it never arises in 

mahavipaka cittas. Therefore,it is said Appamaiiiia-virati-vajjita. 

Then, if asked - the kusala of kama has the object of which beginning is 

sentient beings. So must its vipaka have the same object as that of kusala,? - the 

answer is "No" .Because the vipaka is absent from considerations to receive an 

object. 
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To be explained: 1be Paflfialti (concept) is not known as reality and the 

dhammas pertaining to the mahaggata and the supramundane are very subtle. 

So they are on the object of only kusala, etc., which obtain them considering 

and penetrating in such and such aspects. 

However, the vipiikas of kiima, due to being so powerless, are unable to 

obtain an object with consi?eration. Needless to say they obtain an object with 

pendration. Th~refore, it is noted that those (kama vipiika) are unable to 

depend on the Pat1flatli (concept) or the mahaggata and supramundane 

dhammas. 

Then the vipaka of mahaggata, although they are absent from 

consideration, are able to depend on special concepts created by the power of 

meditation. Because they are produced by a special kamma which is at a stage 

of Appana. 

However, Vibhavanr explains the reason through "the 

simile of the son of a slave woman" saying thus: "Because it is a 

result of that kamma which is dominated by the desire for sensual 

pleasure(kamataQhii)" with such idea: the kama vipaka 1s 

produced by the kamma which is dominated by the desire for 

sensual pleastrre.So they have to depend on only the dhammas in 

kama plane which are the object of the desire for sensual 

pleasure(p.119). 

That should be examined If so, the vipakas of mahaggata, too, are born 

of the kamma which is dominated by the desire for rupa and ariip~. So they, 

too, may depend only on the dhammas of mahaggata which are the object of 

the desire for riipa and arupa. 

In other way, there is not such a limit: "the desire for sensual pleasure 
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depends only on the dhammas in kiima, not on -the concept" .It also cannot be 

said: "The desire is not the desire for pleasure which arises loving these 

concepts - female and male, etc.,thcir hands and le gs, etc." 

Subhe means "in kusala citta ". In the word mane the ending e 1s 

locative case in the sense of niddharaIJa (taking out of the many). And the 

words subhe, kriye and pake are noted to be in the sense of niddharaQfya 

(things which is taken out). It is interpretation: "In the cittas which are kusala, 

vipaka and kriya with helu the sa1igaha is only twelve". 

The stanza beginning with na vijjanlettha is a stanza for the synthesis 

pertaining to the excluded dhammas . Ettha means "in the beautiful cittas ". 

Dvayarn means "both virali and appamaiiiia ". 

The stanza beginning with anuttare 1s a stanza for the. synthesis 

pertaining to the "differentiating (visesaka)" mental states. Jhana dhamma 

means those which begin with vitakka.In the majjhima,which is 

mahaggata,either the appamafifla or the jhanas differentiates. And in the 

paritta which is the beautiful cittas in kama, the appamaiiiia, virati paiiii

indriya and pfti differentiate. And it means "they differentiate the way of 

sa1igaha ". 

126. It is the interpretation: the 17 dhammas together with greed (lobha), 

wrong view (di1fh1) are counted to be 19; and the 16 dhammas - 12 

Aiiiiasamana except Piti and 4 mental states which are common to all evil, 

together with greed and wrong view, are counted to be 18. 

Then issa Uealousy), macchariya (stinginess) and kukkucca (remorse) 

have different function and object. So it is said Issa ... yojetabbani. 

Then in all akusala cittas the dhammas associated are not equal from 
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the point of dhamma, but from the point of number, some are equal to some 

dhammas. Therefore, it is said dvadasa ... sangahita bhavanti. 

Herein, out of five asa11kharika cittas, in the first and the second there are 

19 mental states, in the third and the fourth 18, and in the fifth 20. And out of 

five sasa1ikha1jka citlas, in the first and the second there are 21, in the third 

and the fourth 20 and in the fifth 22. And in both of Momilha there are 15. 

Thus, in the Akusala there are seven syntheses. Therefore,it is said 

eki111a vfsa ... 

SadharaQa means "common to all evil". Samana means "equal to 

others". Apare means "the others except chanda, pfti and adhimokkha". 

12 7. Hasana cilte means "in a citta which produces smiling". Vothabbane 

means "in a citta which turns to the object in the mind-door". Suk.ha santfraQe 

means "in a citta of invcstigatation with pleasant feeling". Mano dhatultikii 

hetuka pa/isandhi yugale means "in the three groups of mind elements which 

consist of the 'five-door adverting citta' and both the 'receiving citla ' and the 

pair of ·•ahetuka rebirth cilia ',the 'citta of investigation' with indifferent 

feeling. 

It is the interpretation: In all ahetuka cittas the seven mental states are 

found. And the remaining, that is pakiQQaka, are possibly. Thus the thirty

three-f old sangaha is said by me. 

128. Now the last stanza is spoken in order to explain the classification which 

is through planes (bhiim1), commonness (jat1), association (sampayoga),etc.of 
' 

each of the mental states like citta with this idea: "this is the explanation of 
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mental state." 

It is the interpretation: "in the mode of the sixteen-fold sampayoga and 

thirty-three-fold sa11gaha , one must express the possible equal divisions of those 

mental states to that of ciltas ". 

It is the meaning: Phassa ( contact), firstly, due to association with eighty

nine or one hundred twenty-one types of cittas, is of eighty-nine kinds or of one 

hundred and twenty-one kinds. In this way, one must explain the divisions of 

mental states, 52 in number, through the possible classification: plane, 

commonness, association, etc., taking them out respectively. 

Thus "the Exposition of the correct meaning" concerning- with 

"the Compendium of Mental States" in the Parama tthadipani,the 

fourth subcommentary on the "Abhidhammatta sangaha", ends. 

1 MOlatikn, Book 1-159 

2 S.N. Book 2-31; 247; Book 1-384. 

3 Dhammasa{.lganr, 20 

4 Dhammasal)ganr, 145 

5 Dhammasat:tganr, 159 

6 S.N. Book 2-71 

7 S.N. Book 2-71 

8 S.N. Book 2-72 

9 See M.N.A., Book 4-93, but it is said in different word. 

10 Dhammapada (V.116) 

11 A.N.Book 1-544; Book 3-428~ Vibhanga, 405. 

12 SM. V. 495. 

13 This verse may be said by scholars in ancient time. 

14 Althas~linr, 414. 
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15sM.P. Book l-182. 

16 Kucca sar_1paccana koiilla pa\ikkama vilckhancsu = the root, kucca is in the sense of baking, distorting, 
shrinking and scratching ( DhatumBla in Saddanrti, 30 ); Kuca sankocanc = kuca is in the sense of shrinking. 
(Dhatumala in SaddanTti, 31) 

17 Mahllniddesa, 167; 292; 403. 

18 Mahaniddesa, 167; 292; 403. 

19 Vin. Book 2-99 and see it in many places. 

20 Kankhilvitarani, l 00 

21 Vin. Book 5--184. 

22 Ohammasailgani, 233. 

23 S.N. Book 3-100. 

24 Dhammapada (V. 316) 

25ohammapada(V. 317) 

26 Vibhai1ga, 305. 

27 SM.V. 369 

28 Abhidhanappadipika (V .3) 

29 AbhidMnappa<lipiU (V.) 

30 Kathavatthu, 194-5. 

31 Vihhanga, 294. 

32 A.N.Book 2-257. 

33 Atthaslllinr, 201. 

34 Dhammasanganr, 46; 44. 

35 Vibhailnga, 305. 
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Chapter 3 

PAKINNAKA SANGAHA 

129. Thus, having respectively given thc explanation of citta and cetasika ,

now Thera spoke sampayutlc"i yathäyogam,etc. in order to give again thc 

explanation of both of them. 

This is the inlerpretation: The d/rnmmas, cilla and cctasika, numbering 

53 as their own nature, that are possibly associate<l, are respectively expounded 

by me. Now, the "compendium of both of them" will be presented. 

Herein, sabhäva is the each of own nature. lt means "the particular 

characteristics of dhammas". First, citta is only one regarding to its particular 

characteristic which is the a wareness of object, although it is classified to be 

eighty-nine through the divisions of plane, species, associations, etc. Phassa 

(contact) is also only one regarding to the characteristic of touching (phusana

lakkhapa) although it is eighty-nine through the divisions of plane, species, 

associations, etc. The same are vedanä (f eeling),safüiä (perception), etc. In 

this way, those dhammas are only fifty-three as their own nature. 

lt is the connection of words: "a summary dealing with feeling, condition, 

function, door, object and base". 

Herein, vedanä hetuto means "through the division of feeling and the 

division of condition". lt is the same in the ward kicca-dvära-lambal)a-vatthuto. 

In the word cittuppäda-vaseneva it is the connection of words: "lt will be 

presented (niyyate) only through citta ". By the word eva the mental states are 

excluded. 

So far as I have said, the definition of words for the s1x Pakil)l)aka 
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Compendiums are expressed here by Thera thus: Vedana sangaha is that 

through the division of feeling it summarizes citta and cetasika; Hetu-sangaha 

is that through the conditions it summarizes citta and cetasika , and so on. 

However, in Vibha vanr taking in even cetasikas by the word 

"cittuppada" and not seeing other excluded dhammas, it is said: "it never 

arises without it"(p.122). 

That is definitely not reasonable. Because, there is not any sangaha 

which is presented through cetasikas in this way: "A number of mental states 

associate with pleasant feeling, a number of them with pain feeling," and so on. 

But there is such a sarigaha which is presented only through citta like this: 

''One body- consciousness associated with pleasant feeling and is the result of 

merit," and so on. Actually, it should be noted: "if citta is presented, cetasikas 

are also presented. For that reason the word cittuppada vaseneva is said". 

130. Tattha means "out of those six compendiums". Vedanasa,igaha is that 

through the division of vedana it summarizes citta and cetasika which associate 

with feeling. 

However, in Vibhavani it is said: "Vedanasatigaha" is a 

summary by analyzing vedana, pleasant feeling, etc., even citta 

and cetasika which associate with feeling.(p.122)" 

Herein, by the word ca (=even) the word vedana sangaha is used as 

ekasesa (=remaining one)in this sense: "either the summary of Jeeling or the 

summary of citta and cetasika which associate with feeling". 

That is not correct. Because the division of feeling is said here only in 

order to mention the basic dhamma of this summary, but not in order to 

mention the summary of feeling separately. 
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Herein, if asked, "why is the word lividha vedana said; 1n the 

Sarpy utta, • feeling is classified into two or three, five, six, eighteen, thirty-six 

and hundred and eight?," the answer is that: True. But as "the characteristic 

of feeling" vedana is only three. Because they, if feels an object, experience it 

as pleasant or unpleasant or indifferent. There is no other aspect 'to experience 

it. 

However, the other divisions are presented in such and such aspects. To 

be explained: Therein the two feelings are as physical and mental feeling. It 

should be quoted: " Bhikklws, what are the two feelings? physical feeling and 

mental feeling." 2 

Or the two feelings are said as pleasant and unpleasant feeling, including 

the indifferent feeling in the pleasant feeling. It should be quoted: 

"Two types of feelings are expounded by the Blessed One. They 

are pleasant feeling and w1pleasant feeling. Sir, that feeling, which is 

neither pleasant nor wipleasant, is reckoned W1der the pleasant feeling 

which is calm and sublime."1 

However, in Vibhavanf, it 1s said: "The two feelings are 

expressed taking the indifferent feeling without fault in the pleasant and 

the indifferent feeling with fault in the unpleasant feeling.(p.123)" 

Toa t is reasonable although it is not ex pounded in the Text. 

Then, the feelings are five through the division of faculty (indriya 

bheda); six through the division of contact (phassa bheda); eighteen through 

the division of getting in touch through craving (upa-vicara bheda); thirty-six 

through pleasant, unpleasant and indifferent feelings which · are twelve each 

classifying thus:- six belonging to craving (gehassita) and six belonging to 

renunciation from cravmg (nekkhammassila). Those thirty-six feelings are 
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expressed to be a hundred and eight feelings multiplying by three periods. 

Then, in some S utta s4 it is said: "There are feelings which are all 

counted into pain." 1l1at is said as the suffering of sa1ikhara (sankhara-dukkha). 

Then, in "the explanation of citta ", the cittas are presented through the 

division of faculty; hence here, too, the word sukha111 ... .paiicadha hoti is said to 

summarize cillas again only through the division of faculty. 

Herein, the pleasant and the unpleasant feelings are called lndriya due to 

dominating over the dhammas concerned. Those dominated dhammas are two

fold: physical and mental. So each of the two feelings can be classified into 

two: sukhindriya, somannssindJiyaand dukhindriya, domanassindriya 

respectively. 

However, the dhammas that are dominated by the indifferent feeling is 

only mental. So the indifferent feeling is said one as upekkhindriya. In other 

way, they are also two-fold in one mode. Because they can arise depending on 

a sensitive organ, eye, etc. But the feeling is said only one due to possessing a 

single function. 

However, in Vibhavani it is said: "The pleasant and unpleasant 

feelings are divided into two: bodily pleasance and mental 

pleasance"(p.123). 

Of these sukha and dukkha have the characteristic of experiencing a 

tangible object naturally desired or undesired respectively. The other feelings 

have the characteristic of experiencing the objects natural and imaginary 

desired or undesired, or medium. 

Sesani means the "remainings" which are apart from suk.ha ,dukkha, 

somanassa and domanassa. They are altogether fifty-five - thirty-two cittas 

belonging to kamavacara and twenty-three cittas associated with the Fifth 
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Jhana. Ekattha means "in one citta ". ltara means "the indifferent feeling". 

[ vedanasarigaho) 

13 1. Hetu sa1igaha is that through the division of condition it summarizes 

citlas and cctasika which associate with conditions. 

However, in Vibhavani it is said: HetusaiJgaha 1s a saiJgaha 

which summarizes through the division of the conditions, craving, etc. as 

well as through the dhammas associated with conditions.(p.124) 

lbat is not correct. The reasons have already been given. 

This is the connection of words: "the conditions are six-fold". Herein, the 

function of condition (hetu kicca) is to retain the dhammas associated, keeping 

them on an object. 

To be explained: the root of a tree growing inside the soil carries the 

ea1th sap (patliavi-rasam) and water sap(apornsam), absorbing them into the 

tree up to its top. The roots fortify the tree against the storm and heavy rain. 

In this way, the tree grows, flourishes, increases in size and exists longer. 

Similarly, these dhammas, standing themselves firmly on the objects, make the 

associated dhammas grow, nourish, increase in magnitude and exist longer on 

the objects. 

On the contrary, it should be noted that the citta dissociated from 

conditions (ahetuka citta) do not stand firmly on the objects just as the rootless 

duckweed does not stand firmly on the surface of water. 

But the other commentators5 said: "the work of condition is to make the 

dhammas to be a state of wholesomeness, etc." It is rejected criticizing thus: If 

so, those, which have no condition that arises simultaneously, cannot be in a 
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state of unwholesomeness or abyakata. Then, the matters, which are caused by 

hetu-conditions, may be in the state of wholesomeness, etc. 

In other way, darkness in the world is not caused by special conditions. 

Actually, where there is no light, there is darkness in nature . Similarly, in the 

case of dhamma, the blinding darkness, that is delusion, can become itself 

unwholesomeness. 

Then, there exists "the desire (iccha)". It, associating with delusion and 

reaching a state of attachment, becomes an unwholesomeness under the name 

of craving (lobha). But it becomes a wholesome desire (ku~alacchanda) by 

reaching the state of desire for dhamma if it associates with confidence. 

Then, there exists impatience (akkhanti). It also becomes unwholesome 

(akusala) under the name of hatred (dosa) being in the state of repugnance if it 

associates with delusion. But it becomes wholesome under the name of non

attachment (alobha) being in the state of contradiction to evil dhammas and 

objects as said "one does not keep the thought of sensual desire," etc., if it 

associates with confidence. 

Actually, delusion cannot be said that it is unwholesome if associates 

with such a dhamma and wholesome if associates with such a dhamma. It is 

definitely unwholesome in nature like the taste of original sour that needs not 
t 

add to make it sour. 

Then, the dhamma, which is neither merit nor demerit ,is called 

abyakata. That alone is the reason to call the dhammas abyakata. Therefore, 

the state of abyakala dealing with the cittas, the absence of hetu, matter and 

Nibbana is in their own nature. 

Herein,moha (delusion) becomes the root of the remaining hetus. It is 

true, attachment and hatred are only the consequences of delusion. The state of 
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wholesomeness dealing with non-attachment, etc., can be known only with 

latent ignorance. 

Actually, those hetus,cra ving, etc., are the specific roots o~ the cittas 

which associates with craving, etc. It is true, the wrong view, conceit, etc., are 

the consequence of attachment, etc. And the confidence, etc., are the 

consequence of non-attachment. 

Then the hetus are principal dhamma8 regarding to the dhammas 

associated. rll1erefore. it is reasonable to say that the state of abyakata dealing 

with vipaka and kriya associated with hetu can be said even through hetu. 

So far as I have said, this statement in VibhavanI (p.124) 1s 

rejected: 

"But the other · commentators say: the state of condition (hetu 

bhava) is to make kusala,etc.to be ku.sala, etc." If so, for the hetus it 

may need the other condition to be kusala etc. Then, someone may say: 

to be kusala , etc.of a helu depends on the remaining hetw, associated. 

Although it is,the hetu which associates with momal1a citta may not be 

included to be akusala .lf not, that hetu which associates with momuha 

cilta may be akusa/a according to its own nature. If so, the remaining 

hctus may be called kusa/a, etc., in accordance with their nature. Hence 

the dhammas associated with hetus also, like the hetus themselves, may 

not concen1 hetu to be kusala, etc. And if the state of kusala etc., depends 

on hetu, the dhammas absent of hctu may not be abyakata.The argument 

over this point much is useless". 

Then, the jhana factors extend the function of meditating ( upa nijjhana 

Uha) only to the mind, not to the matter, out of mind and matter which have 

the jhana conditions. However, those matters are included in the dhammas of 
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jhana conditioned; because they are born of jhana dhammas. 

Similarly, hetus also extend the state of kusala etc., to only the mind, not 

to the matter. However, those dhammas of matter are included in the dhammas 

of hetu-con<litioned; because they are born of helus. Therefore, it should not be 

questions that the matters are included in kusala , etc. 

Then, it is said in Vibhavani: "To be kusala and akusala etc., of 

the kusala and akusala depends on the attention in correct and not correct 

way (p.124)." 

That, too, should be examined. To be explained: When there is sunshine, 

it is a time for the day birds, swan, etc. And when the dark of night comes,it is 

a time for night birds, owl, etc. However, the light and the dark do not 

differentiate the colour, etc., of those birds. Actually, the differentiation is 

made only by genus (yom). 

Herein, light is compared to the attention m correct way, while the 

blinding darkness to the other (the attention in not correct way). Those beings 

(birds) are compared to kusala anJ akusala. And the differentiation· of colour, 
t 

etc., is compared to the state of kusala , etc. The genus is compared to hetus. 

All of these speeches abyakatanam pana , etc.6 are included in the 

aforesaid speech: "The dhamma which is not kusala and akusala is called 

abyakata." 

Tattha means "in the summary of hetu ". The dhammas absent of hetu, 

although they are excluded here, are said first in order to take easily the 

dhammas associated with hetu. So it is said: sesani pana ... sahetukaneva. In 

other way, the name of a/Jet_uka is known only through hetu; so there is nothing 

wrong to take them here. For this reason it is said: ahetuka' tfharasseka ... 

Then the hetu,although it is of six kinds in their own nature, is nine-fold 
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through the division of species, kusala, akusala and abyakata ·.So it is said: 

lobho doso ca ... [hetusailgahoj 

13 2. Kicca -sa11gaha is that through the division of forty function it summarizes 

cilta and celasika which have functions. 

However, in Vibha van I it is said: "Kicca-sangaha'' is a sarigaha 

dividing functions, relinking, etc., and classifying those which have that 

fw1ction (p. l 25)." 

'lnat is not correct. 

Then. by a single kamma one life comes into existence. If that kamma 

ceases by itself or by an obstacle, that life becomes ceased. It is a chance of 

another kamma. Hence, "to be born", as relinking next life through one of 

kamma which has chance, of a person who had died and was born without 

waiting for a moment between the two lives, is "the function of patisandhi ". 

Then "the continuity" ,as causing the ceaseless continuity until the kamma 

ceases, of the life process as produced, is "the function of bhavailga ". It is 

true, when the life span exists, the life continuity (ayu-papandha) and the body 

temperature continuity (usma-papandha) come into existence. Thus, these three 

phenomena keep this body alive. 

It should be quoted: 

"When life, temperature and viiiiial)a leave this body, the 

discarded body is lying down like a useless piece of wood. "7 

Turning thought process; or it turns the thought process; or 1n this 

situation or through this it turns thought process ; so it is called avajjana. It 

means that it arises making the bhava11ga process stop and facing towards 

another object.In other way, it attends to the other object, so it is called 
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ava.ijana. 

The meaning of dassana , etc. is easily known. 

Vo,thabbana means "keeping separately". It means: "dividing without 

letting them mix : this is blue, this is yellow, this is beautiful, this is ugly. 

Javana, ja va and vega are equivalent words.The arising of citta with 

"intensity " like a thunderclap is called the "function ofjavana ". 

However,it is said in Vibhavanr: "the arising of citta, as if having 

intensity,for several times or once performing such and such function on 

object is called the function of javana .(p.125)" 

That is not correct. Because there is not such a cilla which is with 

intensity arises only once and ceases. It is true, the ja vana of magga and 

abhififla also participates in javana thought process which arise intensively 

starting from the preliminary citta with a single avajjana. But they never do 

the work of javam1 as a separate javana cilta. 

Furthermore, in that Vibhavanr by the word javamanassa viya pavatti it 

is implicitly expressed: 

"The momentary phenomena, which cease after arising separately, 

have not an impetus, that is moving rapidly. But those phenomena are 

called javana as arising several times like a person who walks quickly". 

That is also not correct. Because it have be said before: "the arising of a 

citta with intensity like a thunder clap is called the function of javana ". 

It should be noted: bha vaflga citta, although it continues for a long time, 

has no impetus like a dry leaf carried by the current on a river. But javana 

citLa, even when it is single, arises with intensity like the vajira weapon 

launched by Inda. 

Tadarammava is so called because it has the object of javana. It 1s 
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meant that its object is only the object which javana receives. It is truly said:S It 

is called tadarammar.ia, because it has only the object which javana has. In 

other way, tadarammaQa is so cal1ed because the object of javana becomes the 

object of it. And here needs "the state of tadaramma~1a ". 

Cuti is passing away (cavana), freedom (muccana) and movmg 

(parigalana) from present life. 

Now the division of place (fhana bhedo) is spoken in order to explain that 

these functions do not exist here and there, but they exist only in decisive 

place. Thana is that where the citta with this and that function occurs. This term 

is used for a position (okasa). It is meant "this and that interval". It is 

true.Time also, where there occur the dllammas of period, should be called 

fhana. 

Pafisandhi-ffhana is the place where there is rebirth. It is meant "the 

time of rebi1th" or "the moment of rebirth". 'll1e same way are the remainings, 

too. 

However, it is said in Vibhavani: Patisandhi-Uhana is the place 

where there is rebirth. Having said thus and it continues: "The place does 

not exist separately apart from patisandhi; but it should be noted: it is 

"thinking of the difference what is indifferent", to know the meanmg 

easily, like in this example "the body of the stone, etc.," 

That must not be accepted. Because time (kala), although it does not 

exist in ultimate sense, is concept(paiiiialt1) which is an object of citta. 

That is true. In commentary ,9 after having said thus: ''It ~hould be 

known the place where the eight mahavipaka cittas become mature. They 

become as an effect in four places: in rebirth (pafisandh1), bhavariga, death and 

tadarammaQa, then it says only the time giving detailed explanation thus: "they 
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become mature as patisandhi at the time of rebirth, then as bhavanga even for 

cow1tless span, then cuti at the time of demise." Otherwise, places(thana) also 

should probably be divided into fourteen like functions (kicca). 

Then, the division of place in detail will be known through the thought 

process program in the two chapters of pavatti sarigaha later. 

Sanlfra~1a with pleasant feeling does not serve as a rebirth. Because, 

being much weak, the kusala of omaka (degration) with two hetus, although it 

associates with pleasant feeling, does not produce rebirth with pleasant feeling. 

For that reason it is said: dve upekka-sahagata sal)tfral)ani ceva ... The 

Sa11tfra1_1a with pleasant feeling, it is true, is not mentioned as pafisandhi in the 

hetu paccanika in the section of paficca vara of pftittika in Pa tthana. 10 

Then, manodvara'vajjana , receiving the condition from the thought 

process and weak,is absent of impetus, although it arises twice on the object of 

paritta or avibhiita. So it is said: ava.ijana dvaya va.ijitiini ... 

However, it gives the reason in Vibhavani: "because of not 

experiencing the taste of object (p.127)." 

That is not a suitable reason. Because the experience of the taste of 

object is not the reason to perform javana fW1ction and to have the name of 

javana. But it is only a consequence of javana function. 

Then, the phala citta , although it is absent from asevana condition , 

arises with impetus on an object. Because the volition of magga has a great 

power and phala citta arises through the power of Parikamma bhavana. So the 

phala citta is reckoned as ja vana . 

However, in VibhavanI with this idea: the javana of magga and 

abhiflfia, due to arising only once, cannot perform javana function, it is 

said: The supramundane magga, etc.,although it has only one moment, 
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has javana function because of possessing the nature of javana.Then 

explains that meaning with "the simile of omniscience (p.127)". 

That is not reasonable. 

Now the word tesu pana , etc. 1s said in order to present cittas,by 

summarizing them, which have the same number of function. "The ciltas which 

are called pafisandl1i, etc."is how to relate the words in sentence. 

However, in Vi bha van I it gives the connection of the word: 

"Patisandhi,etc. are through the division of function ... (p.127)" 

Tiiat is not correct. Because the differentiation of the name should not be 

spoken separately. 

It is interpretation: The cittas which have one function and place, two, 

three, four, five functions and places are expressed orderly to be sixty-eight, 

then two, nine, eight and two. [kiccasangaho] 

13 3. Dvara sa1igaha is that through the division of dvaras, eye, etc. it 

summarizes citta and cetasika. 

However, in Vibhavani it is said: Dvarasangaha is a summary 

by analyzing the doors and the cittas that arise in the doors.(p.128)" 

That is not correct. 

Dvara is that through it the two persons pass. It is a term for the gate 

through which the persons inside or outside the town go out and in. And some 

give this definition : Dvara is that where the two persons pass." 

In other way, dvara is twofold: the space (akasadviira) and transparent 

(maQ{ladvarn) . Of these two, the space is the "open way" as mentioned before. 

And the transparent is a "mirror" from which light reflects. It is. used at the 

houses of rich people. 
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Just as the external substances have two doors, even so there are only two 

doors in the bodies of beings. It is true. The "space door" is denoted in this 

speech: "Na vadvaro mahaval)o = the big boil has nine holes." Then, there are 

ninety-nine thousands of the holes from which body hair grow .They are also the 

space doors. 

Especially, the transparent door which is similar to a mirror is known 

here. It is also called dvtirn ,because it is the path where the dhammas of 

enjoying object and enjoyed object come in and go out and it is similar to the 

door. And the transparent door is two-fold: one that pertains to jmmateriality 

and the other that pertains to materiality. 

Then the "transparent door of the materiality" which depends on the 

specific great element produced by the particular kamma is also five-fold. 

Therefore, it is said: cakkhudvaralJ] ... 

In the word cakkhu meva cakklw-dvaram it is the meaning: "Only the 

eye, in which forms - full moon, etc.- reflect. Then those fonns which reflects 

the cittas, avajjana etc., receives. So only the eye is called cakkhu-dvara (eye 

door). Because it (the eye) is an entrance of the two dhammas as the state of 

object (visaya bhava) and of the awareness of object (visayf bhava). 

In other way, it is the meaning: only the eye (cakkhu), through which the 

external forms, full moon, etc., become the object of internal thought process, 

ava.ijana, etc., and through which the internal thought process, iiva.ijana, etc., is 

aware of those external forms, is called cakkhu dvara because of the reason 

as said. The same way in the rest,too. 

However, it is said in Tika s:(Pural)a,309; Vibh, 128;Sankhepa,242) 

"it is similar to door, so it is called dvara. Because it is the entrance of 

mental phenomena, avajjana, etc". 
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That is not correct. Because it is the entrance of objects, visible objects, 

etc., too. It is true, the six-fold visaya pavatti will be said. Herein, visaya 

pavatti is the arising of objects which begins with form, that is the appearance 

in the doors. 

Then, by the word cakkhu meva cakkhu-dvaram it rejects the meaning 

cakklwssa dvaram cakkhu-dvaram. In the same way, by these words sotadayo · 

sotadvaradfni it gives such definitions: sotameva soladviirarn ... mano eva 

manodvJra111. But it does not indicate such a meaning: maniinam dvaram 

manodvaram 

Then this man a is manif old,so to present the mana that needs here it is 

said: manodvaraITJ pan a bha va1iganli pa v ucca ti. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "Manodvara" is the door that belongs 

to the cittas, avajjana, etc.(p.128)" 

TI1at is not correct. The reason has already been given. 11 

Herein, the whole eighty-nine-fold citta should be called manodvara. 

However, the bhavariga alone is spoken as manodviira ; because it needs here 

only the door belonging to the place where cittas are born. Only the eighty

nine-f old bhava11ga citla which continues the whole life span since patisandhi 

like the current of a river is spoken here as manodvara. Pavuccati means "to be 

talked". 

However, in VibhavanI it is said: "just as the door of a village is 

next to the village, even so the door through which cittas that begins with 

avajjana arise may be only bhavaiJga which is next to iivajjana~'(p.128). 

That should not be accepted. Because, if so, on the sensitive matters,eye-

sense, etc., the objects, forms, etc., cannot appear; those sensitive matters are 

unable to be the entrance of a thought process which begin avajjana; · for that 
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reason, they may not be called dvara. Actually it is impossible to say that they 

are not to be called dvara. Because in Pali Text,1 2 those matters, eye-sense, 

etc., are mentioned as dvara matter. In this text also it will be mentioned thus: 

the seven-fold matters - the sensitive matters and the medium of communication 

- are called the dvara matters. 

Furthermore, in the VibhavanI, the quotation is given thus: "The 

bha vanga together with avajjana is called manodvara." (p.128) 

This quotation is also not suitable here. Because it presents the ava.ijana 

to be inclusive in manodvara. 

Actually, it is suitable only in this: "Depending on eye and visible objects 

arises eye-consciousness ... depending on ear. .. depending on mind and mental 

objects arises mano-consciousness." 13 

It is true, in this Pa Ji, out of four conditions that cause eye-consciousness 

arises, only eye and visible objects are presented by name; the other two 

conditions - avajjna and khandhas associated - are included by the word "ca 

(also)" .The same are in the ear-consciousness,etc. Especially in the case of 

mano-vir'iiia~ia in the word manafica ,bhava1iga together with avajjana is taken 

in by name and the khandhas associated are by the word ca. If so, the 

conditions are four. 

It is true, in the Commentary on Dhatuvibhanga 14 it is explained: 

"where there is used the word paticca ,there should not be known ava.ijana 

separately. Actually it is included in bhavanga. 15 Therefore, mano here is the 

bhavanga together with avajjana. Mano-viiiiial)a 1s a manovifliia!)a which 

belongs to the ja vana ". 

Herein by this"where there is used the word paficca , it is implicit that "in 

other places avajjana must not be included in dvara . Furthermore, being used 
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the word paficca the bhava~1ga in this Pa Ji must be known only the two 

bhavailgas which are next to avajjana. Because it needs there only the 

conditions that comes into unity. 

Then, here needs entire bhavariga; because it includes the all dhammas 

of upapa lti which deserves to be dvara . It should be decided on this point: 

"there is not any bha vailga which cannot be called manodvara " 

In the word ta ttha the ~nding lllia is locative case m the sense of 

niddhiiraIJa. It is interpretation: in the cakkhudvara of those six types of 

dvaras. 

Yatharaham means "according to object, sphere, person, attention and 

so on". Sa bbatha'pi means "in all divisions, that is of forty-six types each". It 

should be connected: they are fifty-four in the way of including which is not 

counted yet. 

In other way, Sabbad1lipi , means ''in all modes, that is with the various 

division of fw1ctions of which begins with avajjana and ends in tadiiramma1,1a. 

It should be connected with the word, kamavacariineva (= only kiimavacara.) 

Those functions, avajjana etc., exist depending on the specific dvaras; 

only those cittas which possess such a fun(;tion are to be called dvarika in the 

sense of "arising in doors". 

On the contrary, the function of pa/isandhi , bhavariga and cuti exist only 

through mere kamma without special dvara. Therefore, the cittas which 

possess such a function cannot be called dvarika. In order to explain it the word 

is spoken: ekiina ... dvaravimuttani. 

Herein it should be noted: dviiravikara is for manodvara the vibration 

of bhavanga, through the impingement of objects upon it; for cakkhudvara ,etc. 

the ability that makes mind arise in them. 
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However, it is said in VibhavanI: "they are "free from dvara", 

because they do not arise in the dvaras, eye, etc.and are themselves 

bhavaQga which is called 'manodvara' and do not arise depending on new 

objects.(p.128)" 

That does not even conform to the Commentary.1 6 The commentary, 

indeed, says: "through the function of patisandhi, bhavailga and cuti." By this 

word, Thera explains the state of being in dvara and free from dvara dealing 

with mind under the head of function. Only for that reason 'fhera spoke even 

before the state of being cakkhudvarika , etc. of cittas only under the head of 

function through this passage: paiicadvara'vajjana ... tadarammaQa-vasena. 17 

If asked "by this word 'because of not arising in the dvaras, eye. etc.' it 

explains only that meaning", the answer is "No". Because the explanation 

which is absent of sense that needs and which rejects the point that has not 

unnecessary meaning is useless. It is the meaning: they arise in six doors 

through the function of santfraQa and tadaramma~1a and are free from doors 

through the function of pafisandhi, etc. 

Paiica-cha-dvarikani is that "they arise in five doors" or " arise in six 

doors". Chadvarica vimuttani is that "they sometimes arise in six doors" or "are 

sometimes free from doors". And the word dvara should be used for the word 

vimuttani. 

However, it is also said in Vibhavani: "Chadvarikani ca cha 

dvarika vimuttani ca.(p.129)" 

That is not correct. Because in the sentence of prose (c~ya) said 

before such a word has been unheard. It is interpretation: The cittas that arise 

in one door ... is totally free from dviira are orderly thirty-six ... and nine-fold; 

thus it is divided into five. ldvarasailgahoj 
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134. Arammava sangaha is that through the division of objects,form,etc.,it 

summarizes cittas and cetasikas. 

However, it is said m Tikas: "Arammai:ia-sailgaha is the 

summarizing of objects through their enumeration, classification and 

minds that receive that object"(Pural)a,310; Vibh, 129). 

11rnt is not correct. Because it is the summarizing of only mind and 

mental properties, not the summarizing of objects. 

The definition of the words rupa , etc., will come later. It is alambaQa, 

because it grasped by mind and mental properties without letting loose like a 

stick, etc., held by a weak man. And if the word, arammana, it is the definition: 

arammava is that in which those minds and mental properties take delight 
' 

having approached it. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI: "alambar.ia is so called because 

it is grasped by mind and mental properties like a stick by a weak man; 

or those mind and mental properties take delight in it having approached 

it.(p.129)" 

That is not correct. Because these terms are used separately. 

Rapa meva means only colour which is a base of mind(vavvayatana). 

All dhammas, which are ei_~her existent or non-existent, and either reality or 

non-reality except from the five objects, are called dhammarammal)a.Then it 

is of six kinds,if groups according to congenial characteristics; so it is said: 

dhamma-rammaQam pana ... chadha sangayhati. 

Tattha means "of these six objects, visible object, etc." 

The cittas in eye-doors, which arise on the visible object that impinged in 

the eye-door, do not receive the other objects; even the visible objects, if they 
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were at past or will be in the future, without impingement, they do not come to 

be known. Therefore, it is said: cakkhudvarika-cittanam sabbesampi riipa 'meva 

arammavam. tailca paccuppannam. The same are in sotadvarika , etc. 

Herein, paccuppanna is an object which arises depending on such and 

such a condition. And "being present" is the meaning. Chabbidhampi means 

"six-fold" as visible object, etc. Alfta is so called because it has passed over. 

It comes or came,so it is called agata . It is a term for "present" and "past". It 

is not agala , so it is called anagata. 

Only the conditioned dhammas with the nature of arising concern with 

"three times". So it is known that Nibbana and Paiiiiatti, which are absence of 

arising and unconditioned,are known as kala-vimutta (free from time). 

However, it is said in VibhavanI: Nibbana and Paiiiiatti are called 

kala-vimutta. Because being not subject to peris~ they cannot be 

described with "time", past, etc.(p.130) 

That should be examined. Because all "conditioned dhammas " must 

have the state of "will-be" as their forerunner. Therefore, those dhammas are 

called anagata when they are at the side of "will-be" on receiving the unity of 

conditions. Then,when they are arising on receiving the unity of conditions they 

are called paccuppanna. And when they become ceased,they are called alfta. 

Thus, "the state of dealing with three-time" is based on appearance of only 

those which are in the nature of arising. But for those which are absence of 

arising there is not a state of "will-be". Needless to say, they will have the 

moment of "arising" and "arose". Therefore, nibbana and paiiiiatti_ are in the 

state of being free from "three-time". 

To be continued: this reason vinasa'bhavato is a reason only for absence 

free from the "past". So it should be noted: through that reason it cannot prove 
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that those, nibbana and pafiiiatti, are absent from the rest of the times. The 

possibly classification (yatharaha vibhaga) will come later through the passage 

which begins with tesu. 

It is the connection of words: "the object of the cittas which are absent 

from dvara is six-fold." 

1be object of the cittas in six-<loor,avajja11,etc. can be an object that is in 

the previous life or in this life, and that is .grasped or not grasped by one of the 

cillas in door. However, for these cittas which are absent from . dviira, the 

object is not the same as for the aforesaid cittas. In order to explain thus, it is 

said: bhavantare cha-dvaraggahita171. It is true, the object of those, who were 

born in a desired life after having prayed for a special life and performed merit 

accordingly, is possibly grasped by the cittas through one of the dvaras in the 

previous life. 

However, it is said in Vibha v anr: Cha-dvara-ggahita111 is spoken 

111 order to explain that the object of those cittas, not as if that of 

avajjana, comes into existence being grasped by none of the cittas in 

dvara.(p.130) 

That is not reasonable. The object of Paflca-daara'vajjana, too, can be 

one which is either being grasped or not being grasped by any one of citta in a 

door before. For that reason it is impossible to say that the object, which is 

grasped before with such an idea "I shall receive, eat or see" ,is not an object of 

avajjana. Besides,in a thought process with single avajjana the state of being 

not grasped by any one of cittas before is not so important here. 

Then, the object of the citta in five-door must be only in present, while 

that of citta in mind-door is in three-time or free from time. But the object of 

the citta, which is free from dvara, is not like that of those. In order to explain 
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that it is said: paccupparma 'malflarn pafifialli-bhatam va. 

And the object of the ciua in six-door is either with the specific 

term(agamasiddhi voharo) or free from that term. But the object of these cittas 

is not like that of those. In order to explain that,it is said: kamma-Kamma

nimitta galinimitta sammatam. 

However, it is said m Vibhavani: "It 1s said kamma ... 

sammata111 in order to present that the object of those is not free from the 

specific term as kamma,kamma -nimitla , etc., like that of javana thoughts 

that arise before.(p.130)" 

That is also not correct. Because sentient beings receive the kamma done 

by himself or the supporting surroundings of kamma, pagoda, etc., as their 

object immediately before death. It is true a kamma even at that time is to be 

kamma, while the circumstances of kamma is to be only kamma-nimitta 

defining thus: kamma-nimitta is a condition that causes kamma. 

Some say karnma-nimitta is an object of kamma. · Some sentient beings, 
' 

like King Ajatasattu, received the object of gati (destjnation) seeing in a dream 

et~., as their object. It is true the King killed his own father in two lives. Since 

he has killed, the object of gati (destination) reflects on him while sleeping. 18 

Herein, yathasambhava111 means as fit for the object of such and such 

cittas, patisandhi,etc.,which received through six-door,etc.And the possible 

division will come in the chapter of maranuppatti later. 

Yebhuyyena means "generally". Bhavantare means "in the just previous 

life" exactly "at the time of dying". Chadvara gahitam means "be_ing grasped 

by the javana thought arisen at the time of death through six-door. 

Furthermore, herein by the word yebhuyyena it makes the qualifier 

bhavantare cha-dvaraggahitaITJ uncertainty. Why? Because it is possible to 
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have the object that is not grasped by a citta through six door. 

To be explained: For asafifla-salla beings, when they are about to die, 

the kamma,kamma-nimitta and gatinimitta and for ariipa beings,when they 

are about to die,the gali-nimitta, become the object of thecittas 

pa/isandhi,bavatiga and culi in kama plane. These objects are not grasped by 

any one of cittas through doors in the previous life. 

To be continued: Herein it should be known: "In Patthana 19 the two 
( 

''purcjata '' condition is rejected dealing with "ariipa" plane. In Commentaries2° 

it is said that the "kama patisandhi" of those, who die as "arupa 'being, have the 

present "gati-nimitta"as their object. And the "gati-nimitta" is described to only 

visible object. Therefore, the "kama pa/isandhi "of those, who die in "ariipa" 

plane, has an object, giti-nimitta, which is not grasped by any citta through the 

door in previous life". 

In another way, at the time of death the manifestation of the objects, 

kamma etc., through the power of kamma must be generally only for those who 

die w1consciously; and for the others, the manifestations of the object can be 

through the power of effort belonging to others; or through the power of 

recollection of good experiences usually felt by himself; or through the power 

of deities who come from the world of gods to bring one like the lay devotee, 

Dhammika 21 by name, and so on. 

TI1e wardens of hell, too, come from the hell and take some one. Herein, 

"the Story of Revatf's Abode"22 must be referred. Let me say that the two 

wardens of hell took Revatf first to the "Tavatimsa" plane and lat~r they sent 

her to the hell. They were able to go to the "TiivatiJJ]sii" plane, because they 

were a sort of ogres like the retinues of Vessava{J.Qa. It is true, the Pa.Ji Text23 

says: "yamassa data dve yakkha" Some say: 'the messengers of Vessavav.va' 
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are said here as 'the mess~ngers of Yama '.24 

Then,some persons die grasping the objects of samatha meditation, 

kasi~1a, asubha, etc., after having repeatedly meditated upon those and grasping 

them at the stage of upaciira jhana. Within them, the object of kama patisandhi 

may be an object which is not grasped by any cittas in door in previous life. 

The same way are in the case of those who came from the Brahma world and 

were reborn in this human life through the power of upacara jhana. 

However, it is said in Vi bha van I: "The object beginning with 

kamma-nimitta of the pafisandhi of those who die in asfiiif life comes into 

manifestation through the mere power of kamn1a (p.131 )". 

Herein, by the word adi in kamma-nimittadikaIJl kamma must also be 

included. Because there is not any reason for not taking it in. It should be 

known that all of those objects come into manifestation at the moment of 

pafisandhi through only the mere power of kamma which producespa/isandhi . 

But the future object, if manifests, may be only gatinimitta .It has no special 

function to manifests.When the present gatinimilta becomes manifested it 

manifests. So it is said: paccuppanna matfta1n,pafifiatti butam va 
However, in Vibhavani the reason is given thus: "The future is 

not experienced like the past; it also does not manifest like the present 

gatiniinitta (p.132)." 

That is not suitable reason. Because it cannot exclude the unnecessity 

that lies(pasa1iga).To be explained: The gatinimitta , although it is at present, 

cannot be the object that is experienced. It comes into manifesta~ion through 

only the power of kamma. If so, the future object, too, may come into being 

through the power of kamma. So such an wmecessary meaning exists as usual. 

Tesu means "among those cittas that receives an object as aforesaid". It 
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is how to combine words: Rupadfsu paiicasu ekekam arammaQam etesanti 

ruupadi paiia rammaQam. It is the definition of the words: Rilpadfni paflca 

arammal)ani etassanti rupadipaiicifranunaQalJl. 

Sesani is the remainings, that is santfral)a and mahavipaka except from 

'five-virifiaQa ' and the two-fold sampaficchana. 

Sabbathapi kamavacaralambaQa neva : In all their modes arising on the 

various objects, visible object, etc., with the various functions, pafisandhi, etc. 

they are have the kamas as their object. To be explained: those cittas, even 

when they arise within the Buddhas, due to avoidance of the power of special 

awareness, are unable to know paiiflatti that is not real, the subtle mahaggatas 

and the deep supra-mundane. 

Herein the three-fold santfiraQa firstly arises on the five-object, visible 

object, etc., through the function of investigating. And all the rest of the eleven 

vipaka cittas anse in the six kama objects through the function of 

tadaramma~1a , etc. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr : "The vipaka cittas at first arise 

on the five-object, visible object, etc., through the function of 

investigating and so on (p.132)." 

Herein, the word "through the function of investigating and so on" should 

not be spoken, but it should be spoken thus: "through the function of 

investigating". 

Herein the classification of the cittas arising on their objects, which should 

be said here, must be taken out from the chapter of Atthakatha-k~l)Qa25 • 

Then, the supramW1dane dhammas, being much deeper, are the object of 

only knowledge. Therefore, it is said: akusala .. .lokuttara-vajjita-sabbiiramma

Qiini. 
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Herein, it should be noted that those cittas, only when they are within 

those who attain samapatti, are the object of mahagatta. And the two 

dosamalas among those are on the object of mahaggata in the time when they 

are a ware of the jhana that has lost. 

Then, the knowledge, too, 1s unable to realize the supramundane 

dl1ammas which are not being attained. Therefore, it is said: fiaQa-sampayutta 

vajjita sabba ramma{1a11i. 

Herein it should be known that the kw,alas of kamavacara associated with 

knowledge, when they are within puthujjanas who do not_ attained jhiina, have 

the object of kiima together with pafifiatti ; only those cittas, when they arise 

within puthujjana as gotrabhu prior to sotapalli , have the object of Nibbiina; 

only those cittas and the kusala of higher knowledge (abhiiifia),when they arise 

within puthujjana who attained jhana, have the object of mahaggata; only 

those within those whose position is the lower Phalas have the object of magga, 

phala and nibbana they attained each. 

Then it should be known: the ariya persons are able to know only the 

objects of magga and phala they attained each. Similarly, those who attained 

jhana are also able to know only the jhanas they attained each. 

Here may pose a question: Are those, who wish to have jhiina and make 

an attempt preliminary action of jhana, or who explain "the S utta s on jhiinas", 

able to know the object of 'higher jhanas ' without attainment of them, or not? 

They are not able to do so. Because they, hearing 'the jhanas are so 

powerful and have so many advantages, or standing on the conjecture of nature 

that gotten through the power of learning, aspire to those jhiinas,do the 

preliminary work, or explain the S uttas only through inference. 

Otherwise, these objects - magga ,phala and nibbana - may be the object 
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of those puthujjanas. Because they, too, aspire to the supramundane dhammas, 

do the preliminary ·work for magga, talk on magga, phala and Nibbana and 

explain them. Actually, it should be known that those cittas of puthujjanas 

experience only the meaning of the terms dealing with jhiinas, etc. It is true, 

the term of those excellent dhammas is also in the nature of excellence. 

Then, it is said in the Commentary on Navaka-nipiita of Anguttara:26 

"The deity, Mara, who has the supernatural power and can read others' mind, 

is able to read rilpa-jhiina dealing with valfa but not viva11a. And he cannot 

read the ariipa-jhana dealing with even vafla." 

Then, within those who attain the highest magga and phala "the kriya 

javana of kama with knowledge" and "the kriya javana of higher knowledge" 

have not any dhammas in the four-fold plane, together with paiiiiatti ,according 

to person, which cannot be the object of those minds. And the same way is for 

the manodviiravajjana which precedes. In order to explain that meaning it is 
\ 

said: fia~ia-sampayutta ... sabbathapi sabba-ramma~1ani. 

Herein, sabbathapi means "in all modes", that is all kiima, all maha

ggatta,all lokultara, all pafifiatti and all paccupanna and so on. And the word 

sabbatl1api is said referring to those cittas which arise within the Omniscient 

Buddhas. But the others which arise within Pacceka-buddhas have a partial 

object of all. It is true that their cittas are unable to know even a single "earth 

element" in all its modes. 

The second and the fourth cittas m ariipa plane have the object of 

mahaggata; because their objects are the first and the third citta of ~riipa. 

Sesani means the rest, which are all mahaggata, twenty-one in number, 

except from the second and the fourth arapa , have Paimathi , kasiQa etc., as 

their object. 
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The word paiicavfsa 1s said ref erring these - paflca-dvara-vajjana, 

twenty-three kama-vipakas and the smile-producing citta. 

Parittamhi means "only on the object of kamavacara". Then paritta 1s so 

called because it is, due to possessing little power, reduced all its parts; it is 

made to be powerless by the opposite dhammas. laramma~1a sarigaho] 

125. Vallhu sa,igaha is that through the division of bases of eye,etc. it 

summarizes cilla an<l cetasika. 

However, it is said m Vibhavani: "Vatthusailgaha is the 

summarizing through dividing bases and analyzing the cittas which 

depends on the base (p.135 ). " 

That is not correct. 

Vatthu is that on which cittas and cetasikas are seated. It 1s the 

connection of words: eye base ... body base and heart base. 

Only eye is called cakkhu-vatthu (eye-base); in the same way, only ear, 

etc. are called sota-vttl1u (ear base) and so on. It is true. This passage is a 

brief sentence. lt is reasonable to say that 'it is the way of omission' or 'the way 

of describing last one'. However, some assume it to be a "compound word of 

dvanda" According to their idea the word ca is not necessary. Some say the 

word vatthu and ca which used in the last word should be used in the former 

words, too. According to their idea the word hadaya-vatthu cannot be a 

compound word. The others say it is the term which is used without ending 

( vi ba ttlu). 

Tani kamaloke sabbani pi labbnanti : All those six bases can be found 

only in the kama plane. Because only those who have the bodies produced by 

kamma dominated by the era ving for kama can be with complete faculties. 
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To be explained: The experience of the objects, visible form, etc., is 

possible only when there exist the bases, eye, etc. So the craving for pleasure 

that takes delight in the desired things, visible object, etc., always long for the 

five bases, eye, etc. Just as a minister, who is in charge of all works, always 

completes all affairs of the king providing the king with all his needs, even so 

the kamma of kamavacara, too, is always inducing the body with full of 

faculties providing the craving for pleasure with what it wishes. Therefore, 

only the sentient beings in kJma plane, being born of kamma dominated by the 

craving for pleasure, have full faculties. 

Then, just as eye and ear which are the principle of excellent seeing and 

hearing are for purification of beings through seeing the Buddha and hearing 

dhamma, even so the three bases, nose, etc., are not for that. Actually, they 

are for mere enjoyment of sense. Therefore, the three-base, nose, etc., is not 

found in the body of brahma beings that are produced by the kamma of 

meditation which removes the desire for sensual pleasure. In order to explain 

that meaning, it is said: Rupaloke pana ganadittayam natthi. That is, however, 

said referring to the three-fold sensitive matter. Actually, brahma beings have 

full organs of nose, tongue and body. 

Ariipaloke pana sabbanipi na samvijjanti: Because, in that world 

produced by the kamma that removes the desire for matter there does not 

totally arise matter both inside and outside. It is true that the beings born there, 

possessing mere thought process, live only in space. 

In this summary to classify cittas through seven-fold ~iflflal)a e,lement it is 

said: paflfia viflfliII)a dhatuyo... Tattha means "of those six bases". It is 

definition: only the five viiinavas are called elements in the sense of non-being 

and non-soul. The same are the rest, too. 



Manodhatu is an element that is merely conscious; because it has no 

function of special awareness. It is true the mere function of altering and of 

accepting cannot be the function of special awareness. 

Then the five viiHiaQas have function of special awareness through 

seeing, etc., themselves. And the rest, Santfral)a, etc., are not a mere citta like 

Manodhatu, because they have higher and excellent awareness through the 

investigation of the nature of objects. Nor are they the mere awareness like the 

five viiifia(JaS. Actually, they are called Manoviiifia(1a defining thus: they are 

either mana in the sense of mere knowing or viiiiiaQa in the sense of being 

aware. It is meant that "the element~ that are specially aware". It is true that 

the connotatjon is known when synonymous words become a compound word, 

like the word padaUhana. 

However, it is said in Vibhavani : ManoviiiiiiiQa is only mana 

that is also called viliiiava, or ManoviiifliIQa 1s a viiiiiiIQa dealing with 

mana .(p.136) 
( 

Herein, this definition "only the mana that is also called viiiiiaQa " is 

first not reasonable. Because such a definition with a word of confinement is 

neither found anywhere nor is reasonable dealing with a qualifier compound 

word, like the word pada1thana , that conveys connotation qualifying each 

other. 

Then the definition "manoviiffiaQa is a viiiiiiIQa dealing with mana "is 

also not reasonable. Because manaso means "of the mind that is the three-

fold manodl1atu. 

Of these (manodhatus) both sampaticchana is a condition of the mano-

vififia(Ja process of which beginning is santfrava. And the paiica dvara 

vaijana , when it is in other dvara later, is a result of only the manoviniiaQa 
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process. So it is the meaning; a viiiiia(Ja that deals with a mana being a 

"condition" in the beginning and a "result" in different dvara in the end. 

In other way, all vifiiia1,1as except the five-viiiiia,;ia are called mana due 

to having the function of awareness. But the five-viiiiiiil)a has not the function 

of awareness owing to mere focusing on an object; they are said only "seeing", 

etc. Then the paiica dvara vajjana, although it is born of mana, is not the 

condition of mana; it is, indeed, the condition of only seeing, etc. And both 

sampalicchana, although they are the conditions of mana, are not born of mana, 

but are born of only "seeing", etc. 

Then those cittas, santfral)a, etc., anse between the two cittas each, 

former and later. So they are vifiiia(1a that concerns the citta which is a 

"condition" and a "conditioned" one. If so, the five-viiiiial)a ,too, may be called 

manoviii11al)a in the sense of being viiiiia(1a that concerns man a of "condition" 

and "conditioned". Because it, too, arises between the two manodhatus. 

However, in Tikas (p.311) it is said: " A vifiiial)a that is born of mana." 

That, too, is indeed not reasonable according to the way as discussed before. 

It is connection of words: the rest, which are called manoviiiiiiIQa-dhatu, 

numbering thirty - sa11tlra(1a ... 15 rupiivacara - arise depending on only heart 

base. Herein, the word ca clarifies the other 76 dhammas to be manoviiiiial)a. 

However, in Vibhavani (p.136) the explanation is given assuming 

the word ca to be in the sense of addition: "It is not only manodhatu." 
e 

That is not reasonable. If so, the sentence must be thus: Avasesa ca 

ManoviiifiaQa dhatu sankhata. 

And the connection of words is mentioned in Tika s: "the rest of 

the 30 dhammas that are called manovifiiial)adliatu enumerated as 

santfra~1a ... riipavacara (PuratJa.3 l l;Vibh,136)". 
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This is also not correct. Because the meaning cannot be clearly known. 

Herein, why do they arise only depending on the heart base? Because 

they do not arise in Ariipa planes. And if asks, why do they not arise in Arupa 

planes?, the answer is given thus: Of these cillas santfra(1a and mahavipaka at 

first do not arise in Ari1pa plane; because there are not five doors and their 

own functions there. 

The two pafigha cilla8 do not arise there; because there is not such a 

hatred which is partly not nfvarai;w. And the real nfvarai;1as cannot arise in 

the plane of jhiina. 

Herein it should be considered: If there is no such a patigha which is 

partly not nfvaral)a , the speech dealing with the complete cessation of 

domanassindriya which is said only in the stage of the Second Jhana in the 

Pa}i27 Text and the explanation dealing with the appearance of 

domanassindriya in the upacara of the Second ]/Jana in Commentaries28 may 

conflict with that aforesaid reason. Therefore, some say "it is also reasonable 

that both of the pafighas (hatred) do not arise in that Ariipa plane, because of 

that the gross desire for sensual pleasure which is the 'supporting condition' of 

patigha (hatred) it~elf and does not exist in Jhana planes". 

However, the compilers of sub-commentaries29 want to accept only the 

aforesaid reason with this idea: "The statement dealing with arising of hatred in 

the upacara of the Second Jhana is the mere imaginary". 

This is my opinion: If this word may be mere imaginary, the word in the 

Pali Text, too, may be just imaginary. So the only latter reason _is probably 

more reasonable. 

Then there does not arise hasana citta ,too. Because those who are 

absence of matter have no act of laughing; or 'because of being absence of 
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body' is also proper reason. 

Then there does not arise Sotiipalti magga. Because puthu.ijana who was 

born there cannot realize dhamma due to lack of hearing true dhamma from 

others. And there do not appear the Buddha and Paccekabuddha in those 

planes. It is true the puthujjana who was born there is listed in the eight 

persons who fail good opportunity .Jo 

Then there do not arise rupavacaras in these planes. Because those who 

were born in the Arilpa plane overcome the object of rilpajhiina through the 

meditation that makes them free from attachment to it. 

It is the connection of words: the rest being manoviflfliiQa dhiitu 

numbering forty-two as kusala, akusala, kriya and lokuttara arise sometimes 

depending on heart base, sometimes not. It is the meaning: they arise 

depending on heart base in the plane with five aggregates and not depending 

on heart base in the plane with four aggregates. 

It is how to combine the words: K usalani ca Akusalani ca Kriyani ca 

Anuttarani ca ti "Kusala'Kusala K1jya Nullariini ". 

Herein kusalas are 12 belonging to lokiya except the five kusalas of 

rupa. Akusalas are 10 except pafghas. Kriyas are 13 except Paflcadviirii

vajjana, hasana, and five kriyas of rapa. Anullaras are 7 except the first mgga. 

It is the connection of words: " The seven elements depending on six 

bases are known in kiima plane; the four elements depending on three bases 

are known in riipa plane; and the one element depending on none of the bases 

is known in ariipa plane." 

The word tecattalfsa is said referring to the 30 dhammas beginning with 

santfraIJa together with five-vifliiiiIJa and three manodhatus. 

Thus "the exposition of the correct meaning" dealing with 
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"the compendium of pakiQ~1aka in the Paramatthadipani, the 

fourth commentary on the "Abhidhammattha sangahatha", ends. 
------------------

1 S.N. Book 2-424. 

2 S.N. Bcx>k 2-429. 

3 S.N. Book 2-423. 

4 S.N. Book 2-417. 

5 Mo.Jalika, Book 3-168. 

6 Vibhavani, 125. 

7 S.N. Book 2-117. 

8 Visuddhimagga. Book 2-90. 

9 AHhasalinf, 307. 

1 o Panhana, Book 2-110-1. 

11 See Paramatthadrpani. Chapter 1, p.63 

12 See Dhammasangani, 157. 

13 Sec M.N. Book 1- 158 .. : Book 3-328~ S.N. Book 1-300: Book 2.261. 

14 Sammohavincx.lani. Commentary on Vibhanga. p.77. 

15 These are the words of ll1cra Mahndhamma rakkhita. "lt was said: MaMdhamma rakkhita talked Abhaya 
Thcra. who specially studied Dhfghakaya. hy taking at his hand. Sec SM.V. 77. 

16 It refers to only the Abhidhammatthasangaha: Ekllnavisati patisandhi bhavanga cutivascna 
<lvaravimuttAni.(p.19) 

17 Abhidhammattha sangaha. p.19. 

l 8 King AjAtasattu committed patricide in two lives. in the life of AjAta«iattu and in the life of Sankicca. See the 
Sankicca jlltaka story (530 th}. JAtaka A. Book 5-278. 

19 The three conditions- Purejata, Pacchajata and Vippayutta- are not available in Alilpa plane. See the 
Commentary on Patthana. 394. 

20 See SM.V. 151; Visuddhi, 2-183. 

21 See the story of Dhammika in the commentary on Dhammapada, Book 1-83. 

22 See the story of Revati in Vimana vatthu, 73. Commentary on Vimanavatthu, 204. 

23 Vimanavatthu, 74 
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24 Sec the commentary on Vimana vatthu, 207. 

25 See Dhammasangani, p.271; 272; 2TJ. 

26 A.N.A. Book 3-281 

27 S.N. Book 3-188; 189. 

28 SN.A. Book 3-274; SM. V. 220. 

29 S.N.T. Book 2-498; Visuddhi. T. B<X>k 2.190. 

30 See the eight non-opportunities in A.N. B<X>k 3-60. But it is said to be nine in D.N. Book 3-219. 
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Chapter 4 

V 1TH 1 SANGAHA 

136. Thus having expresscd thc three summarics namely 'the summary of

the division of cilta ', 'the summary of the division of celasika ' and 'the 

surnmary of the division of both ', now Thera spoke citluppädäna miccevam 

in order to prescnt thc two pa va lli s,11igahas, namely 'the pavalli saiJgha of 

vllhi cilla ' and 'the pa va lli saiigha of vllhimutta citta ', crnH.:eming only 

those (mind and mental property). 

Herein uppäda is so called because they arise. Where do they arise? 

"Only in the mind" is understood, because there is not any other word to be 

heard. Tims cittuppäda is citla and those which arise in cilla . lt means: 

cilta and celasika. In this sentcnce it is use<l: cilluppadäna111 (= of ciltas and 

cetasikas). 

lccevam m this way of dassification said from start. Tue word 

saiJgaha mutlararn is used in singular form; it is connected with the words in 

phwal: the three good sum,maries of classification. 

Bhümi puggala bhedena : here the ending ena is 'karaQa ' in the sense 

of "with." lt means: with the <livision of planes, kämävacara, etc., and the 

division of persons beginning with duhetuk.a 

Pubbäpara niyämita111 : catcgorized and classified as preceding and 

following cittas , that is ävajjana ,elc. and cakklwvififiäQa , etc. 

Pa vatli sa1igaha111 näma : this word, too, is used in singular form; 

"the two pavatti saiJgahas by such a name" is meant. 

Pafisandhi pavaltiya111 : this word is used in singular form, but the 

meaning is in plural. lt is a word of anomalous number (vacana vippalläsa ). 

" At the time of rebirth and at th1; time of continuity" is the meaning. lt 
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means that I shall tell the two Pavatti sai1ghas dividing thus: I shall tell a 

pavatti saiJgaha at the '. time of rebirth and a pavatti saiJgaha at the time 

of continuity. The meaning will be clearly known at the opening verse of 

the next summary. 

However, some say: the ending yarn is bhumma in the sense of 'from 

among' or 'out of ( niddharaQa). If so, the next summary will be called "the 

summary of patisandhi". not 'the summary of pavatti' by name. If so, it 

does not accord with this opening verse "pavatti saiJgaho nama,sandhiyam 

dani vuccati " which will be stated in the chapter of vfthimutta saiJgaha 

later. 

However, it is said in Tikas: Uttara is good because of the 

classification of 'the summary of feeling', etc.(Tika,p.312; VbhavanI, 

p.137; Sankhepa,p.245). 

It should be examined: if so, the 'summary of pakil)Qaka' alone may 

be indicated here by the word saiJgaha . Actually this opening verse is 

placed among the three or the two summaries; so it should be noted that by 

the word sangaha here the three former summaries are reasonably 

. di d ' m cate . 

TheJ1, this pavatti sangaha , if said together with 'vatthu ', 'dvara ' and 

'aramma.Qa ',is fully presented. So those three sorts of "six-set" are repeated 

here. 

However, it is said in Vibhavani: "the summary of base, door 

and object are repeated here, although they are expressed before, to 

present the 'pavatti sangaha' in its entirety (p.137)." 

That is not correct. Because the whole summary of base, door and 
' 

object are not presented here. 

Visaya pavatti is that objects appear in doors. Herein the term pavatti 

is used only in the sense of "reflection". It is true the word ekacittakkhaQa 
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tftani va. will be spoken. Then the visaya pavatti is six-fold: the swiftest one, 

swifter, swift, slow, slower and the slowest. 

Visaya pavatti (dealing with the Vrthimutta mind) is that the objects, 

kamma ,etc.,become appeared, manifested, reflected in doors. It will be 

spoken: kammm va kammanimitta111 va gatinimittam va kammabalena 

channam dvaranam aiiiiatarasmirn paccupa1fhati. 

However, it is said in Vibha van I: " visaya pavatti is that mind 

appears towards object (p.137)." 

That is not correct. If so, the object which is too small(atiparitta

rammaQa) cannot be called visaya pavatti. 

Tattha : out of those six sets. 

Then, in the case of the division of element it 1s mam the 

differentiation of element; so 'manodhatu ' is separately counted by 

distinguishing awareness (manana ) from thinking (vinnava). But in the 

division of viiiiial)a awareness (manana ) is included in thinking (viiiiial)a ). 

For that reason it is said cakkhu viiiflaQam .. cha viimal)ani. 

Then the word cha vfthiyo must be connected with these words, 

dvarappavatta cittapavattiyo yojetabba . 

Cakkhudvara vflhi is a thought process which arises in eye-door.It is 

meant that the thought process which arises depending on distinctive eye

door. In this way the rest are known. 

CakkhuvifiiiaQa vfthi is a thought process which is marked with the 

particular eye-consciousness. But the mere process of mano-consciousness is 

Manoviiiiial)a vfthi. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI: Cakkhuviimal)a vfthi is a 

thought process which concerns eye-consciousness arising together on 

the same object and in the same door (p.138). 

Dvarappavatta : arising in door. It is meant that it appears depending 
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on such and such a distinctive door. Citlappavattiyo : thought processes. In 

the word atimahantarn the ending, am , is paccatta in the sense of 

possessive case (samf ). 

The visaya pavatti is known to be sixfold: In paiica-dvara it is four -

the appearance of five-object which is very big ... the appearance of five

object which is very small and in manodv.fi ra it is two - the appearance of 

six-fold object which is clear and the appearance of six-fold object which is 

not clear. 

In addition, the state of being "very-big-object"(atimahanta ) here is 

known through the conditions, light etc., and or through the very big things, . 

etc. Herein, the ground of object, form etc., subtle or distant, if has full 

condition, light, etc., can be called atimahanta. 

To be explained: at the time of first aspiration, etc. when the Buddha , 

the Blessed One, creates to display the world, it is true that beings from here 

can see the forms, subtle or distant, in the A vici Niraya · plane, Akaninha 

world and other universes. On that occasion the brilliance, indeed, appeared. 

Through this the whole universe - the Earth, Mount Sineru and the 

cakkavaJa mountains, et(;.- are suffused like genuine crystals. It is said: "the 

big and wide brilliance appeared excelling the power of gods" 1• Especially, 

the Earth and mountains, etc., are unable to obstruct the deities and brahmas 

their eye and visible object, etc., for their great element on which the 

sensitive material qualities depends has natural brilliance. 

Then moW1tains, etc., being huge even in distance, and moon, sun and 

stars, etc., being either big or having natural brilliance, can be called 

atimahanta . In conclusion, the state of hugeness, etc., of cond,itions, light, 

etc. the things where they depend should be described. through the series of 

'weak, weaker and weakest'. 

Then, these five objects which come into manifestation just after one 
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thought moment are called atimahanta ; those which come into 

manifestation after two thought moments are mahanta; those which come 

into manifestation after four or five, six, seven, eight or nine thought 

moments are paritta; and those which come into being after passing over 

eleven or twelve, thirteen, fourteen or fifteen thought moments are called 

atiparitta. For that reason it will be spoken: eka cittakkhal)a tfani vii ... 

Vibhiitassa is an object which is obvious; A vibhiitassa is an object 

which is not obvious. 

Thus having expressed the six classes of six kinds, now, willing to 

explain how to arise thought process by gathering all in one (six classes of 

six kinds),it is said uppada fthiti ... in order to explain first the division of 

period dealing with matters and minds, after raising the question "how?" 

Herein, katham means "in which manner does the thought process 

arise?" 

However, it is said in Vibhavanf: Having asked 'in which way 

does it classify the object as 'atimahanta ', etc.?', it is said 

uppadatthiti ... to present that division of objects through thought 

moment (p.138). 

That seems to be not reasonable. Because, if so, there may not be a 

place for the former five kinds of "six-set". And it is also impossible to know 

that this phrase, uppiida1thti ... riipa dhammanamayu , is presented only in 

order to classify objects. 

Uppada is "appearance"; it means having its own nature. 7hiti is 

static. It means the 'non-expiry of its own nature which have been obtained. 

BhaiJga is "falling down". It means the disappearance of its own nature 

after having declined. 

Eka cittakkhavam nama : what a moment of single mind. Ant that 

moment is computed as one billionth part of the time _occupied by the 
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snapping of one's finger or by a wink of one's eye. Indeed it is said in 

Commentary:2 "during the snapping of one's finger many billions of 

feelings arise". 

In addition, according to the opinion of Ananda Thera it must be said 

here that 'one-thought-moment' consists of the two small moments as arising 

and falling.3 Let me explain in detail: as lightning in the world disappears 

just after having arisen; it cannot be learnt that there is a static interval 

between arising and falling ; or as a stone thrown straight up falls after 

having arisen; it does not have separately the static moment from the two 

moments, rising and falling, so the mind does not have. It is true that mind 

falls into disappearance just after having appeared. There cannot be 

separately known the static moment between the two moments like that of 

matters. For this reason in Yamaka only the two moments, arising and 

falling, are mentioned here and there. And especially in Citta yamaka4, 

the only falling and arising of mind is spoken by this phrase: 

"Is it arising(uppajjamanarn) what exists (uppannarn) ? At the 

moment of falling it exists, but is not arising. And at the moment of 

arising it either exists or is arising ... " 

In Katha v a tth u5, too, the only two moments of mind, arising and · 

falling, are said, but not the static moment, by these phrases: 

"Does one citta exist for a day? Yes. ls the half day the 

moment of arising and the other half the moment of falling? It should 

not be said so. 
' 

Does one citta exist for two days? Yes. Is one day the moment 

of arising and the other moment of falling? It should not be said so. 

Does one citta exist for four days? Yes. Are two days the 

moment of arising and the others the moment of falling? 

It should not be said so. . .. one month ... two months ... four 
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months ... one year ... two years ... four years ... one kappa (aeon) ... 

two kappas (aeons) ... four kappas ... etc." 

If the static moment must be separately known, the Mahathera may 

examine thus: "Does one cilta exist for one day? Yes. The first part of that 

day is the moment of arising, the second the static moment, the third the 

moment of falling". Then three days, three months, three years and three 

kappas are also may not be side aside. 

Here may raise a question: If asked " it is said in Suttantas 

-Bhikkhus, dealing with sankhata there are the three characteristics of 

conditioned things. What are the three? The arising is known, the falling is 

known, the state of change from the static moment is known;6 then 

regarding feeling the arising is known, the falling is known, the state of 

change from the static moment is known; then regarding perception ... mental 

formation ... consciousness the arising ... known 7- so can the third moment of 

citta ,the static moment, be known?", the answer is "No". 

Because it describes only the continuity (pabandha/hiti ) there. If 

asked "how is it known?", tpe answer is this: it is known through this: after 

having said arising and falling first, then this word "the state of change from 

the static moment" is separately said. Otherwise, it may be said thus: 

"arising is known; the state of change into decay regarding to the static 

moment is known; the falling is known. 

Is it not possible to comprehend so? - the continuity is a concept. It is 

a sort of unconditioned thing. These Suttantas are concerning the 

characteristic of conditioned things. So if say "it is impossible to know that 

the continuity is presented there", the answer is that: "It is not impossible". 

Because the explanation, in the Abhidhamma, too, through concept -

group (samiiha ), form (saQc;lana ) and continuity (santati ), dealing with 

conditioned things can be found. 
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It is true. The conditioned dhammas are expressed under the peadings 

of concept thus: "tall(digha), short (rassa), soft (saQha), gross(thii.la), round 

( va1ta), circle(parima,:t{iala), quadrangle(caturass), hexagon(cha/amsa), 

octagon (at1hamsa), 16-sided polygon(so/asamsam), delta(ninna) and 

plateau(lhala)" ... etc, in the Explanation of Rilpayatana8 ,etc. and "hair, 

body hair, nails, teeth, etc., in Vibhanga.9 Needless to say in the Suttantas 

it is explained through concept. 

It is true. In such places the "discourse on concept" deals only with the 

conditioned dhammas. Therefore, just as one of the two moments of arising 

and falling is known regarding citta, even so not the static moment . This is 

the opinion of Ananda Thera . And this opinion is expressed only in the 

Commentary on Sal)lyutta nikaya.1° That opinion is ·rejected by the 

commentator who compiles the commentaries of summary. 

It is said there: "The others say: It is impossible to set forth the 

moment of maturity (jara khaQo) belonging to mental dhammas. The 

Buddha, who says "the arising of feeling is known; the falling is known; 

the state of change into decay from the static feeling is known, makes three 

characteristics of mental phenomenon known. And the three characteristics 

are known depending on the moment of existence. After having said thus 

they prove their statement through this verse of teachers: 

"The state of existence of all dhammas is called fhiti (a static 

moment); and the ruin of only that state is ever called "d~ath" of all 

beings." 

In other way, some also say: through the continuity the static moment 

should be wtderstood. However, in this Sutta there cannot be known such a 

difference. The only sutta, therefore, must be obeyed without rejecting it 

through the verse of teachers". 

Herein, the moment of decay(jarakhaQa ) is meant to be the static 
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moment which is the interval of decay between the two moments of arising 

and falling. The state of change into the other position(aiiiiathattham ) is 

only "decay". The moment of existence(atthi-kkhaQam ) is only the other 

two moments. 

This opinion, though it was rejected, totally accords with the pa/i of 

Kathavatthu.11 

In other way, the state of stop dealing with the developing mind is 

known as if the stop of a stone thrown up. It is true. there cannot exist the 

falling if arising does not stop. So it can be said that the stopping alone 

which is the mere ending of arising, is called here the mode of stopping. 

However, it is not a moment which deserves to be separately noted. For 

that reason only the other two moments dealing with mind are expounded in 

Abhidhamma. 

Actually, even 'menJal dhammas ' have the state of decay with the 

characteristic of maturity which depends on both sides (of arising and falling) 

apart from the first part of arising and the last part of falling. Referring to 

that, it should be noted, Dha tuka tha 12 says: "Decay is included in two 

a ggre gates." 

However, it is said in Vibhavani: "There must be the moment 

inclining to fall (bhangii'bhimukha'vattha), which is different from the 

moment of arising and falling. That is to be called 1hiti (p.139)." 

That does not accord with the PaJi of Kathavatthu. Because, in that 

Pali the third moment which is different from the moments of arising and 

falling is rejected through examining thus: "Is the half day the moment of 

arising and the other half the moment of failing ?; Is the first day the 

moment of arising and the second day the moment of falling ?" 

And by that word, the following statements in Vibhavani are also 

rejected: 
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"However, in the Pa/i that static moment is not expounded as 

giving a hint not to conflict with the tendency of the beings to. be 

tamed(veneyya).It is true. Abhidhamma also sometimes follows the 

tendency of beings to be tamed; for example, the arising of matter is 

preached dividing into the two, start(upacaya) and continuity(santat1) 

(p.139). II 

Because the classification of dhamma which should be classified is 

reasonably through beings to be tamed or through dhamma. But it is not 

reasonable to say 'not to talk a real dhamma in Abhidhamma what should 

be talked is through beings to be tamed'. 

And it i s also said in Vibhavani: "Then in order to describe 

the characteristic of only the conditioned dhamma, the three moments, 

arising, etc., are said in sutta thus: 'Bhikkhus , there are three 

characteristics of the conditioned dhammas. What are the three? 

Arising is known; falling is known; the state of otherness with regard 

to 'stop' is known'. So it i s impossible to know it: in this S utta the only 

stop of continuity which is concept and unconditioned thing (p.139)". 

That is also unacceptable. Because the explanation of conditioned 

dhammas is found even in Abhidhamma under the head of concept as 

aforesaid. 

Then, it is also said in Vibhavani: "the meaning of the word 

paiiiiayati is "to be known", because the prefix, pa ,that is upasagga , 

is only in the sense of the root (p.139)". 

That is also not reasonable, because Sutta is a teaching which 

appreciates the tendency of beings 13• So the only sense -'to be clearly known' 

-for beings to be tamed must be accepted. 

Then mind, due to having the nature of formlessness, changes quickly 

while matter, due to having the nature of form, changes slowly. For this 
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reason it is said: tani pana ... riipa dhammana mayu. 

However, Vibhavani gives the reason: "the dhamma which 

receives (gahaka)and the dhamma which is received(gahetabba) come 

into existence according to their own moment." 

That is not proper reason, because it cannot be said: the ,seizing mind 

and the seized matter changes quickly and slowly to succeed in their work 

respectively. 

It is connection of words: those moments which are as long as the 

moment'; of seventeen minds or those seventeen mental moments are the 

duration of matters. It is meant that the moments which have the same 

measurement of seventeen thought-moments is the lifespan of the material 

phenomena except these matters, vififlatti and lakkhal)a . 

But as a small moment there are fifty-one, says in Commentary, 14 

and thirty-two, says in Miilafika.1 5 Therein, according to Miilatika, of 

these the first two moments are only one arising moment of matters and the 

last two moments are only one falling moment; the twenty eight moments · 

between them are only one static moment of them. Even the arising and 

falling of matters which changed slowly cannot be quick as if that of mind. 

Of those matters both vifliiatti has one moment as that of a mind; 

upacaya and sartati have only the moment of arising; Aniccata the moment 

of falling, and the Jarata have 'the static moment' that pertaining to matter. 

Especially, according to the opinion of Miilatika, it must be here 

said: the sixteen of thought-moments are the duration of matters. It is true 

the commentator who compiles the Tika 16 expounds that matters have the 

dmation of sixteen thought-moments by advocating the statement of Maha 

Anhaka tha presented in the explanation of Paficcasamuppada .17 

However, the opinion of Maha Atthakatha dealing with arising and 

falling of matters has been rejected by the commentator who compiled the 
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summary of commentaries in Khandha-vibhailgats by explaining that it 

contradicts the Yamaka. So it is impossible to confirm it. And if it has been 

rejected these statements dealing with the lifespan of sixteen thought 

moments or more than that are also rejected. 

However, in Vibhavani having rejected the words of Tika 
saying "that is nonsense" to certify the meaning it gives the reason 

th us: "Because Atthakatha presents the seventeen thought moments 

through these words: the matter which arises simultaneously with the 

pafisandhi mind, since then, ceases together with _ the seventeenth 

mind. The matter which arises at the static moment of pafisandhi 

ceases at the arising moment of the eighteenth mind, etc. 

That is not correct. Because it is not reasonable to reject the opinion of 

Tika quoting only the word of commentator on the 'seventeen thought 

moments' which is criticized by the commentator of that Tika. 
Eka cittakkhaQam is a moment as if the moment of one mind. This 

word is used as if it is different, although it is indifferent in its sense, 

conside ring thus: "this is the moment of mind; this is the moment of matter." 

TI1ose objects have one thought moment which passed over,so it is termed 

eka cittakkhai:iat Itani . This word is used for the five objects which are 

"very big". 

However, it is also said in Vibhavani: "Or those objects which 

pass over one thought-moment; so it is calledekacittakkhal)atftani 

(p.141)." 

That is not correct. Because it is impossible to say that the word atlta 

, which is used for the dhamma ceased, describes the present matters which 

come up after passing over a few moment. 

Bahu cittakkha1.1a tftani is those which pass over many thought

moments. This term is used for five objects which is big, etc. 
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Then, matters have a little more strength when they reflect on only 

matter. Actually only at the static moment they have strength due to getting 

fully conditions. So it is said: fhitippatta neva . 

By the word eva it rejects the opinion of one who compiles Tika. It 

is true he opines: the material object impinges on sense organs as soon as it 

anses. 

Paiica'ramma.Qani paiicadvare apatha magacchanti : herein visible 

object and sound, without reaching the sense field, and the other objects 

reaching the sense field, are to be an object. And this differentiation must 

be known through impingement. 

To be explained: tb,e former two objects (sight and sound) impinge 

only as reflection (nimitta vasena), not as substance ( na vatthu vasena). But 

the latter three impinge as substance, not as reflection. 

Then, the reflection is only for those objects which do not reach (the 

sense field), not for those which reach it. And the impingement of substance 

is only for those which reach and not for those which do not reach. 

For example: just as the figure of those who walk on the bank of a 

lake reflects in the water; but the figure of those who go into the water does 

not reflect in it. Similarly, the objects of sight and sound which reach (the 

sense field) do not impinge (on s1~nse organs). Why? Because there is no 

place for reflection due to having no light and space between the object and 

mind which seizes the object. Only those which do not reach impinge through 

the manifestation of own reflection. Why'? Because they receive the place 

for reflection. Then the other three impinge as the origin substance. So they 

impinge on an object, if reach it; they do not impinge on an object,if not 

reach it. 

There are objects which impinged without reaching s.ense organ. They 

standing afar reflect. So on one of sense organs they, even big or many - as 
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the moon, the sun, etc., or as the sound of thunder, the sound of sheep, etc. -

can mani fest. But the other three objects impinge only by reaching them. 

So only one of them t;an mani fe st on one sense organ each. And it is said as 

in paficadvara . In manodvara all objects come to manifest without 

reaching sense organ. 

Especially pafica dvare 1s said here to show a particular door. 

Actually those five objects, when they impinge in their own doors, each can 

manifest in even manodvara . It is ,indeed, said in Commentary:19 each 

object manifests in two doors each. When someone, therefore, sees the moon 

or the sun, mountain, tree or something, many objects manifest at the same 

moment - each one of them in the eye, one in the mind. This way is known 

in the other objects. 

Especially, the manifesta tion here is compared to the appearance of 

letters on palm leaf when the metal stamp is placed on and hitted it by a 

hammer. Because of manifestation, dvaras become to be in the state of 

distinctive condition. 

However, it is said in V ibhavani: "the object~ of many matter 

group come into manifestation according to intention.(p.141,)" 

Herein the word "according to intention" must be examined. Because 

as many as five objects which is standing on the way of the eye, etc., 

together with light, etc., can manifest in their own doors each without 

intention for those who are sleeping or who are in the state of 

unconsciousness, thinking about other things, absorbing at any of jhiina or 

phala or a state of cessation of mental phenomena. 

They manifest not only in their own doors, but in mind door as well. 

And they manifest not only in bha vanga mind door, but in thought-process of 

four planes beginning with avajjana . It is said in Dvarakatha20: it cannot 

be said that there is a mana which is not called manodvara .. 
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']bis meaning should be explained by this word: "the first jhana has a 

disturbance which is sound." To be explained: For a person who is 

absorbing in the first jhana the sound impinges on the ear and ma_nifests in 

manodvara which is jhana citta. Then the process of jhana citta' shakes and 

ceases. One withdraws from jhana; then bhavaiiga citta comes into being. 

The thought process which is on the sound object comes into existence. 

Those who are absorbing in the second jhana,etc. never withdraw from 

it by a little sound; but they have to withdraw from it by the loud sound. It 

is true these jhanas are not unshakable. Actually only Ariipajhanas are 

Wlshakable. Therefore, one who absorbs in Arupajhana never withdraw from 

it even by the very loud sound. 

Thus, it cannot be·, said that when those five objects come into 

manifestation as said the vflhi cittas certainly arise on the objects. They 

continuously arise if the bhavanga process or javana process ceases, and 

they do not do so unless they cease. When they arise, they arise . only on one 

of objects which have special conditions as a strong object, etc. But, it should 

not be noted that they arise on five objects altogether at one moment . 

Especially, according to this rule "as meaning, change ending 

(atthavasa vibhatti paril)amo )" it must be connected words: five objects at 

the static moment, which passed over one thought moment, come into 

manifestation in five doors at the static moment which passed over one 

thought moment; five objects at the static moment which passed over many 

thought moments in five doors which passed over many thought moments. 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr: "Actually those sensitive 

matters arise together with bha vanga which is the anterior condition 

of bha v ailga calana . (p .141 )" 

H so, it implies that five objects, even passing many thought moments 

over, come into manifestation in paiicadvara only which passed one thought 
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moment over. But the impingement of base organ and object which 

simultaneously coincide is now widely accepted. It is our opinion: They may 

arise at the same time or separately. The chief reason is only to be 

powerful. All should be accepted after having examined. 

Then it is said in VibhavanI: "the other commentators says it arises 

together with ava.ijana "(p.141 ). 

That is not reasonable. Because there implies unnecessary meaning: 

the base where the five objects manifest is one; the base where the five 

viiiiia1.1as depend is another. 

Thus, having expressed 'how to begin the appearance of objects in five 

doors', now it is said tasma in order to present the full classification of 

objects and 'how to arise thought-process'. 

Tato means 'due to manifestation to the eye'. 

To explain that as soon as it manifests to the eye, it · manifests to the 

bha vailga also it is said dvikkha ttU1TJ bha vailga calite . 

Herein 'wavering (=calanam)' is regarded that bhavaiJga process, 

which seems to attempt at receiving the new object just coming up towards 

itself after having abandoned the object of kamma ,etc. which have been 

received, comes into being in a state of differentiation . 

Especially, here should be noted: the manifestation to the eye is the 

cause through which only cakkhuviiifial)a arises, not ava.ijana. And the 

manifestation to bhavariga alone is the cause through which avaijana,too, 

anses. 

However, in Vibhavani with this idea: the impingement of the 
·, 

object of form, etc., in the door of the eye, etc., is only the proper location, 

and this alone is the cause through which bhavariga ceases it is said: 

"Let me explain: when the object impinges on the five sensitive 

qualities where the location is proper, due to the power of 
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impingement on sensitive organ, when bhavanga process is about to 

cease ... (p.141 )" 

That is not noteworthy. Because it is impossible to say that the impact 

is only on the proper location. It should be noted: by standing on the proper 

location, through the impingement of object or of base, like a crash of 

thunder, the hitting, stirring and vibrating on sensitive organ is to be called 

impingement as well as manifestation. This meaning was said before. 

Especially herein the manifestation simultaneously in two doors each 

which have different location should be accepted with this idea: it is also a 

sort of "the order of dhamma ~.~. The question, however, should not be posed: 

when the object of sight etc., impinges on sensitive organ there may be the 

shaking of five vififiaQas that depend on it; how does the bhavanga shake 

which depends on heart base?. 

However, in VibhavanI raising such a question in order to 

give answer it is said: "because of relation through continual 

process.(p.141 )" 

Herein the word "through continual process" should not be spoken. But 

it should be said "through existence together". So all of them must not be 

accepted as essence. Why? Such orderly each in turn vibration is firmly 

rejected in commentary. 

It is truly said there: "one of objects come into manifestation in couple 

doors each. To be explained: The visible object comes into manifestation in 

manodvara just having impinged on the sensitive eye. It comes to be 

condition through which bhavanga becomes shaken is the meaning. The 

same are in sound, odor, taste and tangible objects. Let's have an illustration: 

Suppose a bird flies and alights on the top of a tree. As soon as it touches 

the branch, its shadow appears on the ground. The touching of branch and 

the appearing of shadow become neither earlier nor later. Similarly the 
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impingement of the present visible objects, etc. on the sensitive eye, etc. and 

the manifestation in manodvara which causes bhavariga shake become 

neither earlier nor later" .21 

Thus being firmly rejected through these words tarikhal)eyeva and 

apubba111 acarimalJ} ekakkhaneyeva together with "the simile of bird" it 

should be accepted the simultaneous shaking as the order of dhamma, 

without thinking of the 'orderly shaking'. 

Bhavariga sotam vocchinditva: having completely cut out the current 

of bha variga. 

A vaijantarn : wondering what it is without seeing at all. 

Passantam : making it to be one's present. 

Sampaticchantam : seized the visible object as seen without losing. 

Santfraya manal]l : investigating well. 

Vavat,hapenta111 : well setting without being let it confuse, meaning 

"noting". 

Laddha paccayam is so called because the condition, thinking in the 

correct way, etc., is obtained by (the ja vana ).This word laddhapacpayaIJ] is 

connected with these words yamm kiiici javanam javati. 

By the word yebhuyyena it indicates that javana comes into being 

six times or at least five times when the object is weak or at the time of 

unconsciousness or dying. la vati means it arises with full strength as if the 

crashing of thunder. 

Herein it should be noted: the first javana ,having not received a 

successive condition, is the weakest of all. The second is stronger than the 

first; the third stronger than the second; the fourth than the third. And this is 

the strongest of all and it reaches top. Starting from this, the javana 

gradually declines. When it arises as seventh time its energy becomes 

ceased. 
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Javana nubandhani: Just as the current of water follows for a while to 

a boat that goes upstream, even so it followed javana. Dve tadarammal)a 

pakani : Vipaka cittas, which have the function of tadarammal)a, anse 

twice. Yatharaharn: as fit for object, javana, and sentient being. 

Bha va11gapato : In this "very-big-object" the thought-process, which 

arose since avaijana or the first bha vaflga that shakes, continues to run 

until the fourth javana and then it goes down starting from the fifth javana. 

Although it goes down, due to not completely extinction of the arisen energy, 

it cannot be said "going down". In fact, only when tjle second tadarammal)a 

have arisen, due to completely extinction of the arisen energy, the thought 

process goes down. Therefore, the meaning should be noted: Pato means 

"going down"; bhavailga pato is going down of thought process as bhavai1ga 

meaning "going down becoming bha vailga ". Or falling to the function of 

bhavailga ,the position of bhava11ga and the object of bhavanga is to be 

called bha vanga pato ". 

In this case, the simile of a door keeper, the simile of a villager and 

the simile of a mango fruit should be presented. But all of these must be 

taken out from Commentary.22 

It is connection of words: so far as I have said, the seventeen thought 

moments are full in number. 

In addition, here the explanation through the six cla~ses of six kinds 

should be given: A visible object impinges on a eye base; seating on the eye 

base eye-consciousness arises by noticing the visible object which reflected 

on it. But the other manoviflfla1.1a,) ,avajjana ,etc. arise depending on the 

heart base which arose together with the preceding citta by noticing only 

that object. The eye .door and the mind door perform the function of doors 

for all vfthi cittas. This vfthi can be called cakkhudvara vlthi , because it 

arises in eye-door. And it is also called cakkhuviiiiiaQa vfthi as well, 
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because it is marked by eye-consciousness. And it is also called atimahanta 

rammal)a vfthi , because it appears on a strong object which can impinge 

just after one thought moment. 

Especially, it cannot be said: "there are visible objects which arise in 

eye and in the position of static moment; they do not impinge on any one of 

the sensitive eyes, the preceding and the following, forty-nine in number, in 

the position of static moment". 

Actually of these f orty--nine sensitive eyes, only one which possibly 

acts as base and as door for this vfthi and on which the visible object 

impinges and this vithi arises, performs the function. It is called 

majjhimayuka .And the other eye bases are useless and they are called 

mandayuka and amandayu.ka. 

Furthermore, these sensitive eyes are twofold: the earlier and the later 

due to being act aforesaid function. Both are forty-eight which' exist at the 

moment of arising of eye-consciousness. The rest, the earlier and the later, 

although they impinge, are not computed here; because they are not 

considered that whether they act as base and door. 

Here may raise a question: does the person know or not "I am seeing 

this" while this vfthi citta is arising? He does not know. And when does he 

know? He knows when the noticing thought process (sallakkhal)avftl11) 

anses. 

To be explained: The first of all the cakkhudvara vfthi comes into 

being; then successively the manodvara vfthi; then such a vfthi which· seizes 

as a group of the visible object, then which notices colour, then which seizes 

form, then which notices form, then which seizes name, then which notices 

name. 

Of these, when the vfthi citta that notices colour arises, one notices 

the colour "I see blue", etc.; when the vithi citta that notices substances 
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arises, one notices form; when the vfthi citta that notices name arises, one 

notices the name. In this way when the vfthi citta that notices such and 

such things arises one notices "I see such and such things". 

Herein the third manodvara vfthi which notes the visible objects 

repeatedly seized by the two earlier vrthi cittas , like noting the circle of 

wood fire, is called the vrthi citta that notes as group, because it 1s 

impossible to seize colour ·dearly without noticing the object as a group. 

Yava tadarammal)uppadii pana appahontii tftakam : (an object) which 

have two or three thought moments passed over due to being not enough for 

twice appearance of tadarammal)a. It means that one object, which have 

two or three thought moments passed over, cannot exist until tadiirammal)a 

arises. Thus, it passes over having not enough time. 

Apatamilgatam : coming into manifestation in eye door as well as in 

mind door. 

Natthi tadaramma{Juppado: here it is reasonable that there does not 

anse tadarammaQa on a big object which appears after three thought 

moments and of which lifespan is fourteen thought moments become ceased 

together with the seventh javana. It is true. The commentators do not accept 

that in a thought process with single avajjana the cittas have different 

objects by time, as if they have different objects as dhamma. 

Then, if asked - on such an object which appears after two thought

moments and of which lifespan is one thought moment after the seventh -
javana must there be tadarammaQa ? , the answer is "No". Because such an 

object which is close to cessation cannot be the condition of even one 

tadiirammal)a. It is true.In enumerating cittas that have arisen in 

Vipakuddhara of Maha Atthakatha only the two turns of tadarammaQa 

are mentioned: tadarammaQani dve _23 

However, it is said in Vibhavani: "It is true the appearance of 
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tadarammaQa is defined to be only twice in Pali.(p.144)" 

Herein it must be noted: the word in Pa/i is used ref erring to the word 

of commentary. Because there is not such a pa/i where twice appearance 

of tadarammava is decided. 

Then those who specially learnt Majjhimanikaya (ma.ijhimabhavaka) 

accept even single tadarammava. That is, however, rejected by the 

commentator of the summarized commentary. It is, therefore, noted that it is 

rejected here by Thera, too. 

If so, why is it said saki-111 dve va tadalamba111 in Paramattha 

vinicchaya 24by Thera himself?. It should be noted that it is said according 

to the opinion of those who learn Majjhimanikaya . 

But Ananda Thera wants to accept even single tadaramm_al)a .He 

says: just as the interrupted bhavailga arises once, even so it is impossible to 

say that tadarammaQa never arises once. And in the enumeration of cittas it 

is said: tadarammal)ani dve . It is not impossible to say that the word 

tadarammaQani dve is said as maximum. 

It is word connection: an object which passes over due to being not 

enough lifespan to exist Wltil ja vana arises. It is meant: an object, which 

passes over four or five, six, seven, eight or nine thought moments, has not 

enough lifespan to exist until javana arises. Thus it passes over without 

lifespan enough. 

Javanampi anuppa.ijitva: due to not appearance of even javana. It is 

true this suffix tva must be noted only in the sense of bhava , not in the 

sense of kattu . Why? Because the word anuppajjitva has not the same 

kattu as the main verb pavattati has. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI : This suffix tva is in the 

sense of 'because of (p.145). 

That is not correct. Because the sense of hetu which is the external 
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sense cannot be the field of kitaka suffixes. It should be, therefore, noted 

that the suffix tva is only in the sense of bhava ; then the ending 

paccattavacana is in the sense of hetu. 

By this expression the statement - the suffixes ,mana and anta ,are 

sometimes in the sense of lakkhaQa and hetu - which is presented in some 

Pii/i is rejected. Because the senses of lakkhaQa and hetu which are 

external senses cannot be the field of those suffixes. 

Especially the object which have nine thought-moments passed over 

and eight thought-moments more as its lifespan comes into cessation 

together with the second volfhabbana; so in that object it is reasonable: "due 

to not appearance of even ja vana " The reason have been given. 

Then, if asked: in the object which have four or five ... or eight 

thought moments passed over, there must be javana ? the answer is "No". 

Because the object which have six thought-moments as its lifespan cannot be 

a condition of javana. It is true, whenever javana arises, ·it arises on only 

such an object which has enough time for seven javanas. Because javana 

arises normally for seven times as maximum. 

Especially just as at the time of unconsciousness, of fainting or of 

death ja vana arises for five or six times due to that the base of mind is not 

clear and the object is not strong, even so at the normal time, if the object is 

weak, the ja vana arises for five or six times. 

DvattikkhatU1J] : twice or thrice. For that reason it is said in 

Commentary: one or two cittas arise in the position of vo,rhabbana; then 

having received asevana condition from the preceding citta, it arises in the 

position of javana and bhavaiJga process comes in again.25 

Herein by this "having received asevana condition from the preceding 

citta it arises in the position of javana", it is described that the third 

votthabbana arises. Otherwise, it may say that one or two cittas arise; then 
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bhavanga comes m. Or the word eka1n va must be. known to be an 

idiomatic word, like diratta tirattam . 

In other way: tato refers the two meaning - after one citta or after 

two cittas. Of these, by the first it is said that voffhabbana arises twice and 

by the second vottha bbana for three times. 

Then the word having received asevana condition should be known to 

be a metaphorical expression. Because in Pa tthana it is not said that 

voffhabbana operates as asevana condition. Master Ananda Thera ,however, 

accepts the term of parittarammai:ia marked only by javanas arisen for 

four or five times on an object which have four or five thought moments as 

its life span after vo1fhavana , not by voithabbana which is the end of 

thought process .. 

It is true. Pa Hhana says only thus: "bhavanga acts as a condition of 

avajjana through the anantara 26 condition". But it does not say 

thus:"avajjana acts as condition of bhavariga through the anantara 

condition". Then just as it needs five or six javana terms due to weakness of 

the base at the time of fainting and death, even so it is not impossible to say 

here that "due to the weakness of object". 

Furthermore, it may be proper reason: one votfhabbana arises on the 
·, 

object which has one thought-moment as its life span after santfral)a; the 

two vo11habbana arise on the object which has two thought-moments as its 

life span and if life span more than two, three vo1fhabbana arises. 

Nowadays, however, it is presented: there are six vfthis on the paritta 

object with voflhabbana which arises for two times, and five vithis with 

votthabbana which arises for three times. If so, it may be examined thus: 

on which paritta object there arise voffhabbanas for two times, on which 

paritta object voffhabbanas for three times. 

Then, an object, of which lifespan is not enough until vof1habbana 
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arises for two or three times, cannot be the condition of avajjana. In order 

to explain it, it is said: tattha bhavanga calana meva hoti, tatthi vithi 

cittuppado .Herein, bhavanga calana meva means there is only two 

wavering bhavangas. 

lccevarn cakkhudvare : it is interpretation: in this way as said - if the 

visible object having one thought moment that passed comes into 

manifestation on the eye - the visayappa vattis are known to be four through 

the four terms in eye door. The same are in the ear-door, etc. It 1s 

connection of words: visayappa valli is known to be four in all its mode. 

Then the atiparitta object is also the object of mogha term through 

manifestation, not through receiving object. But the other objects are the 

object of the other terms through both of them. In order to explain that it is 

said: catunnam varanam yathakkamam arammal)abhata . 

However, in VibhavanI it is said referring to the atipritta object: 

arammal)abhata means "being the cause". It is true the atiparitta object is 

the cause of mogha term to be called it so .. 

It is interpretation: the vfthi cittas in five-door are only seven through 

function as it is proper, fourteen as arising times of thecittas. And it is fifty

four as enwnerating of cittas in detail. Ettha means in this paritta javana 

term. 

137. Then objects, which have even a short moment, which are in the 

past, in the future and are absent of time, come into manifestation in mind 

door. Therefore, in manodvara there is not such a program: "the objects, 

which have one thought-moment that passed over or many thought-moments 

that passed over, come into manifestation when they are at the static 
' 

moment." In order to explain that it is said: Manodvare pana yadi vibhiita 

maramma.Qam apatha magacchati. 
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Herein manodvare means in the pure mind-door. And this mind-door, 

where an object manifests together with the impingement on eye-door, etc., 

is called "mixtured-door (missaka-dviira)". But here needs only pure mind

door. 

That mind-door is also twofold: the following five-door (paiicadvariI 

nuband11aka) and the self-existence(sudd/Ja) . 

Of these two the first that follows five-door is this: just as when a bell 

is fWlg once by a stick, the unity of matter, which forms the body of .the bell, 

makes, striking each other, the process of repeated sound arise even for a 

long time; even so striking once in five-door by an object, the five-object in 

the past makes, even though the vfthi citta in five-door have come into 

cessation, many thousands of thought processes in mind-door arise as it has 

manifested in the mind-door. Thus the bhavanga process, which is the door 

of those vfthi cittas in mind-door, is called 'the following'. And those minds 

are called 'the following vfthi cit ta '. 

The other, in which such and such six-object comes into manifestation 

without following the object which strikes in five-door, is called 'the separate 

existence'. 

How do the objects come into manifestation in that mind-door which 

separately exists? It should be answered: They come into manifestation 

through many conditions - through having seen(diffha) or relating to having 

seen (ditfhasanbandha), having heard(suta), relating to having 

heard(sutasanbandha), confidence(saddha ), preference (ruci ), reasoning 

(akara parivitakka ), satisfaction after having examined by view or 

knowledge (diflhi nijjhanakkantiya ), the power of various kamma , the 

power of various super normal ability, the vibration of elements, the showing 

by deities, the proper knowledge or the penetrate enlightenment, and so on. 

Therein "having seen" means the five-object seized by citta in five-
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door before. That object, too, comes into manifestation in the pure mind

door in different time when it receives condition. 

Then "relating to having seen" is said to be an object similar to what 

have been seen.To be explained: for one who compares something seen 

before with another unseen the all object that was unseen or similar to it in 

the past, present or future, comes into manifestation. 

"Having heard" means the six-object seized after hearing. And it has 

wide field. After hearing a discourse of the omniscient Buddha there is not 

any object that cannot be seized. Then ''relating to having heard" means an 

object similar to what was heard. 

"Confidence" means to trust others. "Preference" means one's own 

idea. "Reasoning" means considering this and that dealing with indefinite 

meaning, expression and reason. Then "satisfaction after having examined 

by view and knowledge" means acceptance by deciding 'it must be thus' 

after repeatedly examining by knowledge or by one's own ideas. The rests 

can be known easily. 

Especially, herein the condition of anantarupanissaya has a great 

spread on thought process. The object that received even once can be the 

cause that shakes bhavaiJga starting from having ceased after repeated 

experience until a hundred or a thousand years or next life. 

And citta, too, has a great spread if it progresses through the aforesaid 

conditions, "having seen", etc. It arises spreading on the many thousands of 

objects, having seen, etc., at a moment after receiving some of conditions. 

The thought process, if being always stimulated by those conditions and if 

there is not such a condition, physical tiredness, etc.,that makes citta weak, 

inclines to be far from bhavaliga. 

It is true citta does not take delight on unclear object, but on clear 

object. Therefore, the 'manasikara ' associated with bhavariga, causing 
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bhava1iga shake again and again, stimulates repeatedly avaijana on objects 

having got conditions. At that time, those objects come into manifestation to 

the bhava1iga which associates with manasikara that inclines to the object. 

It is, indeed, impossible to say that the cilia which arises seizing an object 

has not the state of inclination to other objects. 

TadarammaIJa pakani pa vallanli : this word is said referring to the 

beings in kama plane. Actually, for beings in rupa and arilpa planes there is 

not tadaramma~1a even on the clear object. just as there is not, even so 

there is not tadarammaoa on a timahanta objects in five-door belonging to 

the beings in riipa plane. 

A vibhate panalambane ja van av a sane bha vanga patova hoti : This 

word 1s said maximum limitation. In the Commentary on 

NaQavibhatiga27, however, the term of voUhabbana ,in which voflhavana 

arises for two or three times, is also said dealing with an unclear object. 

Furthermore, in paiicadvara a mogha vara , the fourth term, which is 

said through bha va1iga shacked, should be known here,too. It is true even in 

pure manodviira, when an object manifests, there will be no number of terms 

where bhava11ga alone shakes for twice without causing the appearance of 

vfthi. It cannot be said: there is one visayappavatti when an object comes 

into manifestation and bha variga shakes. 

Thus, in this manodvara ,too,the visayappavatti ,the object, should be 

known to be four orderly: tadaramma(Ja , javana , vot,habbana and mogha. 

Here should be joined respectively thus: the object of tadarammal)a is 

ativibhata; the object of ja va va vibhuta; the object of vof{habbana 

avibhiita, and the object of mogha aliavibhilta. 

To be explained: therein the state of ativibhiita is known through 

either object or mind that has strength much. It is true although mind is 

weak, the strong object as earth, mountain, etc., is to be ativibhilta . And if 
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mind is so strong Nibbana which is so subtle can be called ativibhiita . This 

way should be known in the rest, too. 

Especially, the division of tenns ( varabhedo ) here are twofold: the 

follower (anuba11d11ako) and the self-existence ( viswp siddho ). Of these 

two, the following is five-fold as the following to eye-door, and so on. And 

each one of the following has four terms: seizing past(atflaggaha1.1a) seizing 

group (samudayagahaQa), seizing figure ( vatthugaha(1a) and seizing name 

(namagaha(1a). Then the term oftadarammaIJa , etc. should be compared 

with those four terms as it is proper. 

The self-existence is six-fold: the tenn of being seen (di/Iha vara) the 

tenn of relation of being seen (diUha sambandha vara), the term of being 

heard (suta vara), the term of relation of being heard (suta sambandha 

vara), the tenn of being conceived ( viiifiata vara) and the term of relation of 

being conceived (vifi11ata sambandha vara). 

Herein it should be noted that the terms . dealing with 

confidence(saddha), satisfaction (ruc1), reasoning (akara parivitakka)etc., 

are mentioned as the term of being conceived and the term of relation of 

being conceived. 

However, it is said in AH-hasalinr:28 the object, which is seized 

through confidence and satisfaction, etc. is either real or not real as it 

is seized. So they are not taken in commentary. 

It may exist or not, such an object must be reckoned if there arises 

vilhi citta. 

Of those six terms, each one has four terms through tadarammaQa, etc. 

And in those terms, the object should be divided as kama, mahaggata, 
' 

lokuttara and par1r1atli and as past, future, present and time)essness. 

However, most of the sd1olars now consider the division of terms as 

the past bha vanga and tadaramma11a. Of those two, considering the division 
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of terms as the past bhana1iga is useless. Because there is no differentiation 

that objects are strong or weak through moment in manodvara like in 

paflcadvara. Because in manodviira there come into manifestation the 

object belonging to the past, future or timelessness although it docs not exist 

in present. 

On this point there may raise a question: the commentators want to 

accept an object which is not different asdhamma and time iq a thought

process with single ava.ijana. These sentient beings can read others' minds by 

noticing such and such behavior. But the deities, who can read others' minds, 

conceive it without noticing behavior. Herein at the time of reading others' 

present mind there arises avajjana. Does that ava.ijana, firstly, turn to others' 

mind which arises simultaneously with itself or which arises later on together 

with tJ1is and that ja vanas ? And regarding javanas, too, do they conceive 

others' mind which arises together with avajjana or which arises together 

with each of themselves? 

There is something more that needs to be said: Firstly, if it (ava.ijana) 

tun1s or they (ja vanas ) conceive others' mind arising together with avajjana, 

there exists the difference as time, not as dhamma. Because for avajjana 

the mind is present, but for ja van as the mind is past. 

Then if ava.ijana turns and javanas conceive separately others' mind 

arising together with each of themselves, there still exists the difference as 

dhamma, not as time. Then ja vana conceives separately others' mind arising 

together with each of themselves and on that avajjana turns .Although it is 

there still exists the difference. 

Herein commentary29 firstly having expressed the state of 

indifference as dhamma that avaijana turns and javanas conceive only the 

citta which arises together with ava.ijana, decides thus: that citta seized as 

long term and process, although it have ceased, is to be in present of 
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1ava11as. 

As the opinion of Ananda:30, the teacher" at the time of knowing what 

the other wishes to do after having noticed the other's such and such 

movement, avajjana and ja van as tun1 and conceive respectively each of the 

cittas which arises together with itself. There is nothing different as dhamma 

or time. The object of all is only cilla and at present as well. And there is 

not a javana that is absence of ava_ijana . Through iivajjana , indeed, it turns 

to cilta and ja vanas conceives as cill,l. 

If javanas conceive matter when avajjana turns to citta or if javanas 

conceive citta when avajjana turns to matter or if javanas conceive yellow 

when avaijana twns to blue, the ja vanas are to be absence of avaijana from 

the point of dhamma. In the same way, if javanas conceive present when 

avajjana turns to the pastJavanas are to be absence of avajjana from the 

point of time. 

And it is said in Pa Hhana: 3 1 the present dhamma is related to the past 

dhamma in the way of contiguity condition. So it is reasonable here to say 

that the present is to be momental(kha~1a), not to be periodical (addha) and 

continuous (santaLI). Otherwise~ the time of object beginning with the past 

may be said from the point of period(addl1a) and continuity (santat1) in all 

sections of thought-processes. 

In the stanza: TfI;ieva : only three according to function. Cittuppada 

daserita : as the moment of citta it is said to be ten. Vittharena : as 

numeration of cittas. Ettha means in this manodviira. Ekacattalfsa : forty

one as the cittas in kama plane except from five viiiiial)a and manodhatu . 

Ettha: in this section of javana belonging to kama . [paritta viiro] 

138. Vibhiita vibhDtabhedo nallhi: it means vibhilta (obvious)object alone 

must be known. Because on the avibhiita (non-obvious) object Appana 
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cannot arise. 

In the same way there is noTadarammaal)a . Because TadarammaQa 

never follows the Appana ja van a which is much calmer. 

Herein it is word connection: any ofjavana out of the twenty-six 

javana.-.. belonging lo Mahaggata and lokullara makes upon the process of 

Appam"'i. 

Java11a with two-hetu without wisdom~ due to having not the_ state of 

stability, cannot be the Anantarupanissaya condition of Appana.' In order to 

explain it Thcra spoke: i'iiIQa sampayutta kamavacara javanana'maUhannam 

Parikammo'pacaranuloma gotrabhu namena : herein parikamma is so 

called because it prepares appana through conditions, the state of equality 

of faculties, etc. 

Upacara is so called because it exisL~ close toappana meaning "close 

existence". Herein, the close existence must be known as a state of being 

immediately able to lead ·appana . On arising of upaciira there appears 

appana soon. 

Anuloma means one which fits for appanii; which benefits appana; 

and which leads to appana by destroying the obstacle conditions of the 

appearance of appana . On arising of anuloma there are no opposites which 

is the obstacle of apppana. 

Go is that by means of which the meaning is known. It is a term for 

word and knowledge. It protects those two, word and knowledge; so it is 

called gotta. It is a term for the lineage, that is lower species. Gotrabhu is 

that in which the lineage of kama ceases. 

In addition, four types of javanas can be called as parikamma or 

upacilra or anuloma. But golrabha is a name only for the . last one. Here, 

indeed, in order to grasp four names together, and because of this reason, 
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there is no room for such a question - "why is only the first javana named 

parikamma ? The others, too, prepare for appana, do they not? ... " 

Catukkhattu111 tikkhattwneva va: only four times or only three times. 

Of these, by the first eva (only) it rejects the appearance of gotrabhii as the 

fifth. It is true at that time javana comes to fall down, and it gets vibration 

and shaking. It cannot be a condition to reach the higher stage, passing over 

the lineage of kama. By the second cva it rejects the appearance of 

gotrabhu as the second. It is true at that time anuloma without asevana 

condition cannot make the next mind to be in a state of gotrabhii. By only 

these two,eva , it denotes that appana cannot appear beyond the fifth and 

earlier than the fowth. 

And by the word, va , it denotes that for one who has a little 

knowledge the javana of kama arises only four times, not three times; and 

for one who has a great knowledge it arises only three times, not four times. 

And in AHhasalinI ,:n it seems to consent the appearance of 

parikamma ja vana for five times too, classifying the person into three: one 

who has a little knowledge, and medium knowledge and a great knowledge. 

However, that statement must not be accepted because it is rejected in other 

commentaries33 having been well examined. 

And it is said in Vibhavani that at the sixth and seventh 

positions it cannot stand as appana due to being close to bhavariga as 

if a man who is near to the edge of a slope cannot stand (p.148). 

Herein the meaning of the word, bha va1igassa asanna bhavena, is that 

due to being near to the state of bhavailga. It is true, the javana process, 

starting from the fifth javana, is gradually in a state of exhaustion. It 

changes to be bhavanga. For this reason the simile of a man who is near the 

edge of a slope is reasonable. 

The word, niruddha'nantara meva, must be analyzed niruddha + 
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anantara meva . Which is it next to? It is understood that it is next to the 

dhamma which has been ceased due to being heard of nothing else. 

Then, the appana, if it arises, arises since the fourth or the fifth 

position, not since the sixth or the seventh position. It is true, it, even though 

it has much experience, never arises al all if it has no chance at the fourth or 

fifth position. An<l, if it has a chance, it arises for the whole day without 

stopping. Therefore, it is regarded that the word, catut~hanun va , 

paiicama111 va , is said in order to define only the starting point. It is why the 

words are spoken thus: appanii vfthi molarati and then tato param appana 

vasanc bha va11gapato hoti. 

Then, if javana goes down smce the fifth position why does the 

appana javana appears at the time of going down? This must be answered. 

The time of going down for the stone in hand is when it just escaped from 

the hand. However, that stone thrown by hand still goes even farther. 

Herein, the speed of the stone originates in the motion of the hand; 

and the speed of the hand originates in the strength of the body. 

Thera compares appana javana to the stone; the time after the 

fourth position to the time of going down of the stone; the motion of 

gotrabhu to the motion of the hand; the power of the earlier javanas, · 

parikamma, etc., to the strength of the body. 

In the case of thought-process in a beginner, the power of kiima 

ja vana is compared to the strength of a baby who only can sleep on his back. 

In thought-process belonging to attainment, the power of kama javana is 

compared to the strength of a man who is full-grown. Just as the stone 

thrown by a baby falls immediately when it escapes from his hand, so the 

appana javana comes up once and falls in the thought-process in a beginner. 

As just as the stone thrown by a man who is full-grown goes far or farther 

without going down even at the time of falling, so the appanii javana in the 
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thought-process belonging to attainment runs for a long or longer time. 

However, in M Ula tika it is said: "the appana javana, although it 

appears at the time of falling, does not fall through reaching the other stage 

or through seizing the other object. "3 4 

Herein, a question may be posed: Why is it said that javana falls 

starting from the fifth position? ']be seventh ja vana volition, due to being so 

powerful by not falling, results in, in the next life or becomes anantariya 

kamma. And the five-volition between the first and the last, due to not 

having power, results in after long in the third life and never becomes the 

ananlariya kamma as well. Is it not true? 

That should not be noted as you said. Because, if powerful by taking 

effect swiftly, then the first ja vana volition may be the most powerful of all. 

lt is true that results are manifested only in this life. 

It is a decision at this point: the maturity of the first volition is 

compared to the maturity of plants which have one-year life span; the 

maturity of the seventh volition to the maturity of plants which have two

year life span; the maturity of middle volition to the maturity of big trees. . 

Of these, the plants which have one-year life span have no essence. 

And due to being without essence they are weak and do not exi~t for a long 

time. So they become mature quickly. They, indeed, grow swiftly and reach 

a state of full development. They bear flowers and fruits and fall down and 

disappear soon.. They are unable to go beyond a summer season. They 

never exist beyond a second year. And herein, the time of death is compared 

to the summer season. 

Then, the plants which have two-year life span are with a little 

essence. Due to this they are a little stronger and last longer. Only due to 

being with essence do they become mature after a little lime. It is true they, 

in the first year, grow and develop, but they are unable to bear flowers and 
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fruits. Only in the second year do they bear flowers and fruits and fall into 

disappearance. And they cannot go beyond the second summer season. 

They never exist beyond the third year. 

1l1en, the big trees are full of essence and strong and la'st long. So 

they become mature slowly. It is true, they are one span or one cubit in 

height after one or two years. 111ey have not yet obtained full development, 

and are unable to bear flowers and fruits as yet. But they exist very long 

and fall down after five or six hundred years. 

Similarly, the first javana volition, due to not having Asevana 

condition, has no essence and power. It cannot produce one life and cannot 

go beyond the time of death. Only in this life it comes to exhaustion after or 

before maturity. 

The seventh javana volition, however, is with a little essence because 

of having A8cvana condition. It is able to produce one life. Due to being 

with essence it comes to maturity slowly. It cannot mature in this life. It 

becomes mature in the next life. But it cannot go beyond the second time of 

death because it is the last one among the declined javanas and due to that 

it has no strength. And it comes to cessation after or before maturity. 

·n1e state of slow maturity concerning the other five middlejavana · 

volitions which have Asevana condition in abundance is known by following 

the way mentioned before. 

And this meaning is explained not only through the simile of plants, 

but it should also be explained through the simile of beings. · 

Beings who lay in the womb and have a short life-span live in the 

womb briefly and are born quickly. Their organs also become strong quickly. 

On the day they are given birth, they ris'e up and go about (here and there). 

They take their food and each becomes clever quickly in his own affairs. 

They quickly age and die. But the beings whose life-span are long all 
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stages, such as laying in the womb, etc., is long, and only comes into being 

slowly. 

Furthermore, therein mahaggata kusala javanas are known to be in 

the place of the seventh javana. It is true the parimakka javanas are 

compared to the well -ripe sali rit:e due to its long existence. And mahagaua 

javanas to the well-cooked sali rice. So they do not last long and cease in 

the second life after or before maturity. They do not effectuate completely 

even in this life if they arc blocked by opposite dhammas, sensual desire, 

etc. Therefore, they have no strength in that aspect. 

Then, the state of certainty of effectuating of Anantariya kammas 

does not come into being without a definite time. And the definite time is 

also exactly only for the seventh javana not for the middle javanas, because 

there is no exact limitation that they result in only such a life. Therefore, we 

must come to a conclusion at this point that the seventh ja vana volition is 

called Anantariya kamma only because of its two-fold certainty, not because 

of being stronger. 

However, in Mill a Fka, raising a question and giving an answer to it: 

"the seventh ja vana volition, due to being powerful, is in a state of upapajja 

vedaniya and Anantariya, is it not? That seventh javana volition becomes · 
t 

upapajja venndaniya and Anantariya as well. This is because the last javana 

volition works well as an Anantara condition for the vipiika process which is 

the Anantara condition of pafisandhi. Not because it is powerful like the 

javana volition which does not fall down."35 

That does not seem to be reasonable. Because, if so, must be asked 

thus: "for which dhamma does the first javana volition work as Anantara 

condition and so it becomes 'ditthadhamma vedaniya '!' 

And it is said in Maha tfka: "the last javana volition, although weak, 

has a special ability in producing an effect because of being with the special 
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function of certainty. So it becomes Upapajja vedaniya and Anantariya as 

well. "36 

Yathavaha1n: fit for such and such individual. Yathabhinihara vasena 

fit for leading to such and such parikamma bhiivana mind to the 

objects,kasi~rn form etc., and the characteristic of impermanence etc,. 

Appanavflhim: Appa va continuity. And this word is spoken in order to 

grasp the Appana javanas which arise many times. Therefore, Thera said: 

tato param appana vasane bhava1iga palo va hoti. 

Herein tato means after the of the fifth (appana javana). If it is the 

meaning it implies that the thought process falls into being bhavaiJga 

definitely at fifth or the sixth moment. So the word, appana'vasane , 1s 

spoken again. It means that there is only falling in the bhavanga, not 

tadarammal)a. 

However, it 1s said in VibhavanI: "By the word, eva 

(bhavariga piito +eva ), it rejects the statement of other sect who say 

the appearance of kiima javana even after the Appana javana in order 

to make seven javanas full in some of the appanii section (p.149)" 

Tatlia: in that appana javana section. And there is no differentiation 

of feeling dealing with javana which consecutively arises. Therefore it is · 

said: Somanassa javana' nanlaram , etc,. 

However, in Vibhavanr the reason is given thus: "due to 

being not expressed the dl1ammas which have feelings in different 

nature to be Asevana condition reciprocally .(p.149)" 

That is not correct. Because the state of Asevana condition is not 

important here. Why? Because it needs that even phala javanas which are 

excluded from Asevana condition have non-different feeling (abhinna 

vedanata) with each other and with the parikamma javanas . 

Patikankhitabba: it is exactly needed. 
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However, in Vibhavani it gives the meaning 

"admired.(p.149)" 

That is not correct. Because such an interpretation is not found. 

The defining "former and later" is only for the Appana javanas with 

the parikamma 1avanas, although Arahattaphala arises after 

AI·ahattamagga in the Magga process. In order to explain it 

kriyajavanii'nantara111 arahalla phalaiica is spoken. 

It is the interpretation: there arise thirty-two Appana javanas after the 

kama ja vana of kriya with indifferent feeling; eight Apppana ja vanas after 

the kama javana of kriya with indifferent feeling. 

Herein dvattimsa means thirty-two counted by means of these -- four 

Rapa kusala except the fifth jhana, sixteen Magga jhanas except the fifth 

twelve lower phalas except Arahatta phala. Dvadasa is twelve through these 

-- one Riipa kusalas, four Ariipa kusalas, four Maggas and three lower 

phalas belonging to the fifth jhana. Allha is eight through these -- four Rapa 
, 

kriyas and four Arahatta phalas except the fifth jhana. Cha is six through 

these -- one R iipa kriyas, four Arilpa kriyas · and one Araha tta phala 

belonging to the fifth jhana. 

It is the interpretation: the forty four Appaniis arise after the Kama 

kusala with three-hetu within Puthujjanas and Sekkhas. The fourteen 

Appanas arise after the Kama kriya javana within Arahantas who are free 

from attachment. 

139. Sabbatthapi : in all divisions, Atimahanta ,etc. Ettha : in those five

door and mind-door as said before. Or the word must be thus: "Sabbatthapi 

pana aniUhe ... " It .is why in Tikas the meaning is given: "Sabbatthapi 

means in five-door and mind-door, too. 

It is desired, so it is calledlf µ1a. By whom it is desired? It is desired 
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by common people in the world, and out of them by the people in the 

middle position excluding the people who are so high and so low. If so, to 

classify the desired or undesired is easy" it is said in Commentary.37 

Only that object on which the resultant of kusala arises is to be called 

"desirable" (ilfha). And only that object on which the resultant of Akusala 

arises is to be called "w1desirablc" (aniUha). It is true, the object, desired or 

undesired, cannot deceive the Vipaka mind. 

In other way, the state of "desired" or "undesired" must be known 

through the door as well. Therefore, with regard to one of the matter groups 

belonging to animate and inanimate matters, colour, etc., are "desired", 

some are "undesired". Sometimes, they are "desired" and sometimes 

"undesired". 

Herein "some are desired and some undesired" means that: just as 

some flowers have desirable colour but the smell is offensive, taste 

unpalatable, touching undesirable and having a gross feeling, and some 

flowers have desirable colour as well as smell but taste, etc., are 

undesirable, equally some of the matter groups within . the body of the 

Buddha, too, have desirable colour but undesirable smell. 

The bloated carcass of a black dog has a desirable colour but · 

W1desirable smell. It is true that if that colour is the colour of a dress worn 

by someone, it will be very expensive. 

"Sometimes desired and sometimes undesired" means that: fire is 

desirable in winter and it is beneficial. But it is undesirable in summer and 

it is not beneficial. And cold water is desirable in summer but undesirable in 

winter. Then, the clothes that are smooth are desirable for the normal body 

but for the wounded body it is undesirable. Or it is desirable to be touched 

gently and slowly by the cloth but it is undesirable to be touched roughly. 
, 

AniUha means not desired. That word, anir,ha, is used in the 
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sentence ani{!he. ltfhe means in the object of medium desirability. This 

word kusalavipaka11i must be connected with these paflca viiiiiiIQa 

sampaticcha11a santfra~ia tadarammal)ani . However, santfral)a and 

ladaramma{la here must be known with only indifferent feeling. Therefore, 

Thera spoke: Ali iHhe pana, etc. 

Ali iUhe means six objects which arc much desired by many people in 

the world: they are gold, silver, ruby, etc.; vennilion colour (haritiila), etc.; 

the colour of silk, etc.; the beauty of heavenly goddesses, etc. 

Especially, to meet undesired object is the occasion of the effect of 

only demerit and to meet desired object is the occasion of the effect of only 

merit. Therefore, by such a definition it is known that there are only the 

effect of demerit when the undesired object exist; only the effect of merit 

when the desired object exist~. 

However, the definition of feeling is known according to only their 

object. Because vipaka minds are effectuated by the power of kamma 

without their own effort like reflected faces on a mirror, do not receive 

various objects by making an attempt in such and such way. 

And not only vipaka minds associate with feeling only as their object, 

but also the kriya javanas of kama belonging to Arahantas who are free 

from hallucination associate with feeling only as their object. Pointing out 

this meaning, Thera said: ··talhapi somanassa sahagata kriya javana vasane, 

etc. 

Tatthapi: out of those vipakas. 

Somanassa sahagata kriya vasane : in the end of kriya javanas with 

pleasant feeling on the object much desired, as the form of Buddha, etc. 

Upekkha sahagata kriya javanii vasane: in the end of kriya javana 

with indifferent feeling on the objects undesired and moderately desired. 

And this defining of tadiiramma~Ja after kriya ja vana is also said in 
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Commentary. it is truly said there: 

The two kriya javanas of kama with three-hetu that associated 

with pleasant feeling is to be the Anantara condition for five-vipaka 

with pleasant feeling which is under the name of tadarammaQa , etc.3s 

Furthermore, this is said according to the kriya ja vanas which 

commonly arise. But the ._ kriya javanas which arise through such a created 

mind (cittiibhi-sa1ikhiira) associate with indifferent feeling, even on a desired 

object and with pleasant feeling even on an undesired object. 

It should be quoted: 

"Ananda, how does a noble person have a faculty that has been 

developed? Ananda, in this teaching the pleasure or the unpleasure or 

both come into existence within a monk due to seeing visible objects 

with eye. If he wishes, "I will stay perceiving disgust as not disgust", 

he stays perceiving it as not disgust. If he wishes, "I will stay 

perceiving non-disgust as disgust", he stays perceiving it as disgust" .39 

The whole Indriyabhavana Sutta of Majjhimanikaya must be 

quoted. 

Herein, by these words "the pleasure or the unpleas·ure or both comes 

into existence" it expresses: the kriya javanas· of kama within Arahantas · 

normally associate with pleasant feeling on a desired object and with 

indifferent feeling on an undesired object. But these words, "if he wishes 'I 

will stay perceiving the disgust as not disgust, he stays perceiving it as not 

disgust', etc.", say that if Arahantas have such a trained mind, their mind 

can associate with indifferent feeling even on a desired object, and with 

pleasant feeling even on an oodesired object. 

Then, the rejection of pleasure in six doors within Arahantas is 

mentioned in Satatavihara Sutta40 by these words: "O monks, in this 

teaching a monk is neither happy nor unhappy seeing a visible object with 
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eye; he stays with indifferent feeling, mindfulness and contemplation, etc .. " 

It must be also noted: that S utta is said according to such trained minds 

within Arahantas. Or Arahanlas are also happy when they see the 

Buddha,etc. or the place fit for meditation. So it is reasonable that this 

Sutta is mentioned indicating the desired and undesired objects, visible 

object, etc .• which are the conditions of craving, etc. 

Then, here should be known such a mental training according to the 

way presented in Patisambhida magga4t: 

"How does one stay perceiving disgust as not disgust? One 

pervades loving-kindness; or considers as element regarding the 

w1desired object. In this way he stays perceiving disgust as not disgust. 

How does one stay perceiving non-disgust as disgust? One 

pervades his consideration of filthiness or considers as impermanence 

regarding the desired object. In this way he stays perceiving non

disgust as disgust, etc." 

However, other commentators say: "Arahanlas pervade the 

contemplation of filthiness or consider as impermanence when much 

desirable object , the form of heavenly goddesses, etc., comes to appear. 

Then the mark of filthiness and the mark of impermanence which is -

undesired become the object of kriya javanas with indifferent feeling, not 

the figure of heavenly goddesses, etc., which is much desired. And they 

equally pervade loving-kindness or consider as element when very much 

undesired object, such as the foul body of a leper, comes to appear. Then 

only the mark of the absence of enemy which is desired becomes the object 

of kriya ja van a with pleasant feeling, not the foul body of a leper which is 

much undesired. Therefore, those ja vanas always associate with feeling 

according to objects like the vipakas of kama ". 

That is not reasonable. Because those marks cannot be known 
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separately without the figure of heavenly goddesses, etc., but only together 

with it. Therefore, here must be noted that the mental training, that is the 

pervasion of filthiness, etc., is the condition of the javanas with indifference 

on the much desired object and of the javanas with pleasant feeling on the 

much W1desired object as says in these references: 

"In Commcntary42 it expresses: to be the pleasant feeling on the 

much undesired, the bloated corpses, etc., by seeing the benefit'i or by seeing 

the distinction between the former and the latter mental culture. 

And in Pali text43 it expresses: to be the pleasant feeling on the form 

of a skeleton ghost, which is an undesired object, for the Maha moggalana 

Thera by seeing the Buddha as a real Buddha or by seeing the self

accomplishment. 

And in Commentary44 it expresses: to be the pleasant feeling within 

Ma/Jiikassapa 111era on the undesired stale barley meal obtained from the 

hand of a leper through such a mental training." 

It is true, the state of being desirable or undesirable of an object must 

be known through the wish of many people in the world and it is not serious 

and is a ground of hallucination and mental defilement as well. 

It should be quoted: 

"Herein, which matter is inferior? A matter which is known as 

lower and is looked down by such and such beings, etc. ''45 

Herein, by these words "by such and such beings" it indicates that the 

state of being desirable or undesirable of an object comes to be known 

according to the general consensus of many people in the world. 
t 

The ref ore, it must be known that both of these, which perceives much 

desired objec~ the fonn of heavenly goddesses, etc., as much desired object 

and which perceives much desired object, the figure of Buddha etc., as 

undesired object, come to appear through only hallucination of many people 



in the world who do not yet expel their hallucination. 

Then, both of these, which perceives the form of heavenly goddesses 

as Wldesired object and which perceives the figure of the Buddha as much 

desired object, come to appear through only the power of knowledge of 

those wise disciples of the Buddha . 

However, it is said in Vibhavanr : "the javana ofkusala and 

akusala of those who do not expel their hallucination come to 

perceive much desired object as moderately desired and undesired 

object, and much undesired object as desired and moderately desired 

object.(p.150)" 

And it is also said in it: ''the kriya javanas of Arahantas come 

into being only according to the object. Because Arahantas have not 

mental hallucination.(p.150)" 

That must be examined. Because only those, who have no eyes for 

dhamma, have to follow the persuasive mind and object through 

hallucination; so only the javana ofkusala and akusala come into being 

according to their object, but not the kriya javanas. It is true, Arahantas 

never follow the desired and undesired objects assumed by many people in 

the world as mind and object persuade . 

It should be quoted: 

"Wise excite not; Owing to pleasant objects, Form, sound, 

smell, taste and touch; And owing to the things desired or 

oodesired too. "46 

Therefore, TadarammaQas which anse after kriya javanas with 

pleasant feeling associate with pleasant and indifferent feeling. Like that 

the kriya ja van as with indifferent feeling does so. 

However, it is said in Mulatika47: it 1s said m Patthana48: 

kusalii'kusale niruddhe vipako tadarammavata uppa.ijati. So tadaramma{Ja is 
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expressed only after the javana of kusala and akusala, but not after 

theabyakata And it is found where tadarammal)a is mentioned after kriya 

javanas. There is also no reason in not saying it, if it is possible. It is 

reasonable that bhava.riga follows only javanas which have activity as if the 

current in a river follows a boat going against the stream, but it does not 

follow the non-activekriya javana in Arahantas who have six kinds of 

equanimity. Therefore, the statement of tadarammal)a after kriya javana 

should be considered." 

Let me give examination: In the three abyakata pada' vasanas in the 

division of Arammal)a condition of Paflhavara in the Kusalattika in 

Patthana49 only tadarammal)a is main for sekkha and puthujjana persons, 

not the javana of kusala and akusala. Therefore, in those two sections 

having said thus: sekkha va puthujjaniI va kusalam aniccato 

vipassa1Jti.kusala111 assadenti it ts said again Kusale niruddhe akusale 

niroddhe vipako tadaramma{1ata uppajjali. 

But for Arahanta either javana or tadarammal)a is main. Therefore it 

mentions only thus: Araha kusalam aniccato du.kkhato anattato vipassati. 

However, it does not say thus: Kriya' byakate niruddhe vipako 

tadaramma1.1ata uppaijati . 

And if said, it may make tadarammar:ia mam. Although it is not said 

1n Patthana, the tadarammai:,a is also included by this wordripassati . 

Therefore, this statement which is expressed - "In Patthana it is 

said:Kusala'kusale niruddhe vipako tadaramma1.1ata uppajjati. So 

tadarammava is said only after kusala and akusala, not after Abyakata. And 

it is not found where tadarammal)a is mentioned after kriya ja van a. There is 

also no reason in not saying it, if it is possible". It is not reasonable. 

Then, after kriya javana it is found tadarammal)a together with 

bhavaiJga under the name of vut,hana in the division of Arattara condition 
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thus:50 kusalam vufthanassa; Akusalam vufthanassa; Kriyam vuuhanass; 

andvipakadhamma dhamma khandha vutfhanassa; neva vipaka 

navipilkadhamma dhamma khandha vutthanassa. Therefore, this statement -

there it is not found that the tadaramma(Ja is said after kriya javana - is 

also not reasonable. 

And the Jojya javana in a state of calmness in Arahanta who has the 

six kinds of equanimity is not non-activity, because it also produces the gross 

physical and mental actions like ku~ala ja vana. 

However, it is said in VibhavanI making comment about the 

statement of Mill a llka: "If saystadarammaQa after the abyakata, 

perhaps some may assume that tadarammal)a arises even after 

voUhabbana on the small object; For tJ1is reason tadarammal)a is not 

said after kriya javana. (p.151)" 

That is not correct. Because, there is not such a place in PaUhina 

where a dhamma is not said with this idea: "if it is said some may assume 

this". And there is not such a supposition (pasatiga) of Parittarammana 

section in five -door dealing with this passage which says how to arise the 

insight knowledge : araha kusalam aniccato dukk.hato anattato vipassati. 

And in the end of domanssa javana both tadaramma(1a and bhavariga · 

must be with indifferent feeling, not with the pleasant feeling. Why? 

Because, the pleasant and unpleasant feelings are paradoxical in -nature. For 

this reason those feelings are not spoken to be Anantara condition for each 

other in Pa tthana. 

Herein, by defining tadarammal)a only after kriya and domanassa 

javana, Thera implicitly expounds that there is not such a definition after 

kusala and some of akusala javanas Therefore, after these _eighteen javanas 

by adding eight Kusala, eight Lobhamilla and two Mohamiila, the all . 

tadarammal)a and bhavarigas arise as fit for objects. Generally speaking, 
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the tadaramma{Ja which arise after Akusala ja vana must be only without 

helu ; after kusala javana with two hetus must be with two hetus ; after 

kusala javana with three hetus must be with three hetus . This is the general 

definition. 

Especially,when akusala javanas arise sometimes within one who has 

kusala javanas with two or three hetus experienced much, then even after 

akusala javana thetadaramma~ias with two hetus or three hetus arise. Then 

one has akusala ja vanas experienced much. Within him, if arise sometimes 

kusala javanas with two hetus or three hetus,there arise the tadarammal)as 

without hetu even immediately after kusalas. 

It is true, it is said in Patthana :51 "One contemplates khandha 

without hetu as impermanence .... unpleasant feeling arises. When the 

javana of Kusala or Akusala have ceased, Vipaka with hetu arises as 

Tadarammana and Vipaka without hetu arises as Tadarammana." 

Actually, what we call Tadarammanas, though they are produced by 

one of Kamma effectuated Pafisandhi, vary in different Vithis. Needless to 

say, the Tadarammanas produced by various kammas effectuated the 

continuity and are various. 

Tasma : there is no pleasant feeling after unpleasant feeling; because · 
' 

of that... 

Somanassa Pafisandhikassa : for a being who has one Palisandhi mind 

among the four Mahavipakas with pleasant feeling. 

Tadarammana sanbhavo : a condition which makes Tadarammana . . 
appear; or the appearance of TadiirammaQa. 

Yam kiflci one of the objects, form, etc., which 1s desired or 

undesired. 

Paricitapubbam : experienced through rece1vmg many times just 

before the present moment only in this life. "Regularly experienced'' is the 
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meanmg. 

Parittaramma1Ja111 : an object which belongs to kiima. 

Arabbha : having depended. 

Upekkha sahagata santfral)am : one of the two santlral)as with 

indifferent feeling - if the object is desired, the santfra(1a with indifferent 

feeling must be the vipaka of kusala and if undesired, the vipaka of Akusala. 

In addition, there cannot be said the other four Vipakas of kama with 

indifferent feeling do not become the bha variga which is to be called a 

"visitor"(agantuka bhavanga) within those who have these vipakas usually 

experienced much. 

But, in Commentary52 the only two Santfral)as of Ahetuka with 

indifferent feeling are mentioned after Akusala javana because of being in 

the stream "general definttion" in the opinion of Maaadhamma rakkhita 

Thera. 

It is true, because of that reason it is said in Commentary53, after 

having explained that Thera 's statement "only the Tadarammal)a without 

hetu arises after Akusala javana " to be not perfect meaning in the place of 

examining the TI1era 's statements, "When Akusala javana arises intervening 

Kusala javanas, it is possible for Tadarammava to arise in the end of 

Akusala javana as well as usually in the end of Kusala javana ". 

lfTadarammava is possible, that bhavanga also must be possible. Therefore, 

it must be known that there are six Vipakas with indifferent feeling to be 

the bha variga named a "visitor". 

Herein, there is no Tadarammal)a when the unpleasant feeling arises 

on the much desired object, the form of Buddha, etc., which is Atimahanta 

and Ativibhuta within one whose Palisandhi is with indifferent feeling: so 

mind comes to be as bhavanga after the javana with unpleasant feeling. 

And there is neither Tadarammal)a nor original bhavanga, when the 
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unpleasant feeling atises on all six objects desired and undesired which is 

Mahanta and A vibhiita within one whose Pa/isandhi is with pleasant 

feeling. So, one of six Vipakas with indifferent feeling, as it fits, arises to 

be the bhavavga named a "visitor", after the javana with unpleasant 

feeling. 

'Ibe same way is known when the unpleasant feeling arises on the six 

object'i much desired, the form of the Buddha, which is Atimahanta and 

other objects of Mahaggata and Pailr1atti within such a person. 

Furthe1more, regarding this point it is said in Dhatuvibhanga54 of 

Abhidhama: "there is the first attention to all dhammas." 

And in the Maha hatthipado'pama Sutta 55, it is said: 

"Friends, the eye which is internal is not destroyed; the visible 

objects which are external come into manifestation; but there is no 

attention proper for it; the proper consciousness does not yet come 

into existence. 

Friends, the eye which is internal is not destroyed; the visible 

objecL'i which are external come into manifestation; there' is a proper 

attention to it; at that time the proper consciousness comes into 

existence. 

Friends, the ear ... the nose ... the tongue ... the body ... the 

mind which is internal is not destroyed; the dhammas which are 

external come into manifestation; there is not a proper attention to it; 

the proper consciousness does not come into existence. 

And friends, the mind which is internal is not destroyed; the 

dhammas which are external come into manifestation; there 1s a 

proper attention to it; so the proper consciousness comes into 

existence." 

Therefore, the Active Minds(vfthi cittas) never appear 
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withoutAvajjana. If the A vajjana attends to an object defining something 

according to d11an11na and time, only that object is perceived by the Active 
' 

Minds . And if A vajjana attends to an object without defining, those objects, 

too, which are attended lo are perceived by the Active Minds. Actually, it 

must be known that in the case of a process with a single Avajjana, the 

Active Minds do not have diff ercnt objects and dhammas and time from that 

of A vaijana and of each other. 

Herein, a question may be posed. "If that bhavanga named a "visitor" 

arises on some of kama object experienced before without perceiving the 

object attended by Avajjana at the beginning in thought-process, may it be 

without A vajjana and may it also have different object as dhamma and time 

from that of Avajjana, etc .. ?" 

It is true: Just as the Gotrabhu and Vodiina in Magga vTthi, the 

Minds of Fruition in the Phalasamapatti vfthi, the Mind of Fruition within 

one who rouses from Nirodha samapaui is without A vajjana and has 

different objects, so it is also nothing wrong with the bhava1iga named a 

visitor to be without 'A vajjana ' and to have different objects. 

And the statement which is presented here and there - "in one life 

bhavanga must not be different as either dhamma or object from that of · 

Papsardhi" - is said indicating the normal bhava1iga. But this is a bhavanga 

named a visitor. So there is nothing wrong with it. 

Tamanantaritva : having made the Agantukabha vanga to be its 

Anantara condition. 

Vadanti acariya : It means that there is no such programme in either 

Pali text or in the Mah~ Atthakatha. 

They need Tadaramma,:,a only in the end of javana of kama, not in 

the end of javanas belonging to Mahaggata and Lokuttara. If asked 'Why?', 

it is the answer: because, the only javanas of kilma have wavering; and the 
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other javanas have not wavering. 

However, in Vibhavanr the reason is given thus: "because of 

being the product of kamma originated in the desire for kama. 

(p.153). II 

That is not a proper reason. 

In other way, the javanas of Mahaggata and Lokuttara except Abhiiifla 

javana have not the object of kama. But Tadarammana has the object of 

kama. Therefore, there is no doubt of the appearance of Tadarammal)a in 

the end of those ja vanas. And although some of Abhiiiiia ja vanas have the 

object of kama, they are much calmer. So in the end of those also, no 

Tadarammal)a appears. 

By this word, it rejects this statement said in Vibhavanr: 

"Because, they are not the kamma that produces and they are not the 

kamma that is similar to what produces (p.153). 

They needTadarammava only within the beings of kama, not within 

the beings of Rapa and Ariipa. Because there is no Tadarammal)a in .the end 

of kama javana within those beings of Rapa and Arupa though they have 

the object of kama. Because there is no kama bhavariga which is an 

Upanissaya condition of Tadarammal)a; and thebhavariga of Mahaggata, 

due to being quieter, does not perform the function tadarammal)a . 

However, eye-consciousness and ear-consciousness arise within the 

beings of Rapa; because the power of eye and ear faculties appeared in 

those beings. And Sampaticchana and Santfral)a arise because of the order 

of mind (citta niyama) in the process according to door. 

They need tadarammal)a only on the objects belonging to kama, not 

belonging to Mahaggata, Lokuttara and concept. Because tadarammal)a has 

exactly an object of kama. And the reason regarding to that they have only 

the object of kama is said before. 
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However, in Vibhavanr the reason is given thus: "because of 

having no practice"(p.154 ). 

That is not a proper reason. Because, mind, when it has a power of 

training or the special function of mental culture which reaches the stage of 

AppamI • can a1ise on the object which is not experienced like Nibbana. 

And in that VibhavanI the reason is also given: "because of 

being effected by kamma pertaining to the craving of kama .(p.154)" 

That reason is also rejected before. It is true, therefore, all reasons 

presented in VibhavanI are rejected in Commentary by saying thus: "It is 

useless to think of this reason."56 

Kame javana sattii 'Jamba~rnnam niyame sati: If there are three 

definitions through javana, being and object which belong to the kama 

plane. 

Vibhille 'timahante ca, tadaramma(Ja mfrita111 : by this word, it 

expresses only this definition: Tadaramma(Ja, if it arises, comes into 

existence on the object of Vibhiita or atimahanta . But it does not express 

such a definition that only this object, on which tadarammaQa arises, is to be 

called Vibhiita or Alimal1anla. Therefore, Vftl1i Minds, which arise within 

Rapa Brahmas who have so clear bases produced by excellent kamina have 

generally the object of only Vibhiita and Atimahanta. 

However, some say without noticing this point in the planes of Rapa 

and Arupa these Vrthis on the object of Vibhata and Atimahanta are not 

known." 

[the definition of tadiirammal)a] 

140. The word,ca , in the javanesu ca is the sense of the word,pana , 

(meaning "after that"). 

Chakkhattu meva va javanti: Here it is the meaning: they, even at 
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that nonnal time, come to arise for six times if the object is weak. 

It is true, even in Commentary57 it said that the javanas of kama 

arise for six times at the normal time when the object is weak. But some 

assume that the word chakkhattum is said according to the time of 

unt:ons<..;iousness (mucdu1 kiila). 

Mandapavalliya111 : at the time when javanas sluggishly act due to 

weakness of their base which have many thought-moments passed over at 

the time of near death or due to weakness of their base being much softness, 

suppressed and overwhelmed by some condition at other times. 

Maral)a kaladfsu: at the time of near death, at the time of faintness, 

at the time of unconsciousness and at the time of very much tenderness. Of 

these "the time of faintness" is the time of being in a state of extreme 

physical tiredness belonging to those who suffered from pains which are 

impossible to bear. 

"The time of unconsciousness" is the time when one loses normal 

consciousness through the impulse of joy or through domination of drowsiness 

or through seizing by an ogre or through intoxication . 

.,ll1e time of tenderness," is the time when the internal things within a 

baby in the womb or just born are in a state of tenderness. 

At such times, the Vithis in six-door, though they frequently arise, 

have generally not full javana turns. Actually, they have two or 

three Vofthabbana turns or only four or fivejavana turns. Especially, the two 

or three Volfhabbana turns are said in Commentary58 and the four or 

fivejavana turns in Mulatfka. 59 . 

And this word,paflcavara meva , is said through the time near death; 

not the time of faintness, etc. And that is also said according to only the 

ordinary beings. It should noted: those who die or come to complete 

cessation (parinibbiiyant1) just after jhana or re-contemplation (pecca 
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vekkha{Ja) or Abhiiifia, .Their jhanas,etc. become as javana of near death 

which arise more or less than five times. This meaning will be clear in the 

chapter of MaraIJuppatti later. 

Bhagvato pana yamaka pa/iha1jya kaladlsu : Here it should be noted 

that such a time of quickening within the others, Mahamoggallana ,etc., is 

grasped by the word, adi.,. It is true. It is said in Visuddhimagga60: "this 

highest power is known at the time of super normal power,yamaka 

pafihariya ,within the Blessed One, or within the others at such a time." 

And by the whole sentence, it expresses: "the contemplating minds 

arise for six or seven times even within the Blessed One at normal time 

setting aside the time of quickening like the creation of yamaka piifihariya . 

Needless to say, the minds arise for six or seven times within others." 

Callari paiica va paccavekkhal)a cittiini bhavanti : Herein, such a 

definition is reasonable that even within the Blessed One the contemplating 

minds come into being for five times when they are in a quick state, or for 

fow· times when they are in a quicker state. 

However, in VibhavanI it is said: "It seems to be reasonable ' 

for four times within the Blessed One and for five times within the 

others' (p.155)." 

Therein, when the Blessed One creates the super normal power of 

yamaka pafihariya in order to display the couplepatihariya , letting 

fireworks and water fountain simultaneously, he was absorbed firstly in the 

primary jhana on the object of tejo kasiQa ; then he contemplated the two 

jhana factors and made a vow "may fire jet out from the upper body!"; after 

that he attained the stage ofAbhiiiiia on the object of that kasiva ; and 
I 

through the power of Abhiima fire jets out from the upper body. Then he 

was absorbed in the primary jhana on the object of apo kasiva ; he 

contemplated the twojhana factors and made a vow "may water stream out 
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from the lower body!"; then the attained the stage of Abhiiiila only on the 

object of that kasil)a; and through the power of Abhiiifla water streams out 

from the lower body. Only this way is known regarding the couple of fire 

and water from other positions. 

Especially, in the two turns of the contemplating thought-processes 

there are only four or five javanas ; because it needs quick action. And 

between the two lWlls of javanas there arc only two bhavaiJgas. The couple 

pafihariyas seem to be at the same moment to those who see it. 

And nowadays some commentators say: on contemplating the jhana of 

beginners, there arise four or five javanas 

Adikamrnikassa : of one who first makes an attempt to accomplish in 

meditation. 

Pathamakappana is so-called because it is an appana which arises 

first. lbat word is used in the sentence as pall1amakappanaya111 meaning "in 

the appana vfthi of the beginner." It is true, at that time all of these 

Mahaggata javanas arise only once, because again they are weak lacking 

the Asevana condition. And the Abhiiifia javanas, which make an attempt to 

complete the function of creation of miracle, arise only once in either the 

beginner or the experienced. Because they have nothing more to do after 

creation. In order to explain it, Thera spoke: Abhiflfia javanani ca sabbadapi 

. And just as Abhiflfia javanas arise once, so does Magga javanas because 

they have nothing more to do after having eradicated the mental 

defilements. In order to explain it Thera spoke: Cattaro pana magguppada 

eka cittakkhm;iikii. In another way, the volition in magga has an immediate 

effect; after themagga has arisen once, the tum of phala comes in; so there 

is no chance for magga to arise again. To explain it Thera spoke: cattiiro 

pana magguppada eka ciltakkha~1ika. 

Then, the appearance ofjavana 1s usually for seven times as a 
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maximum; so after the magga which anses at the fifth position, phala 

arises twice within those who are slow-witted and for three times within 

those who are intelligent. To explain it Them spoke: Tato para111 ... 

upajjanti. 

Then, at the time of Nirodha samapatli (the attainment of the state of 

mental cessation) there is no appearance of mind after the Fourth Arupa 

mind arises twice, because such an attempt has been made only at an early 

time. To explain itThera said:Nirodha ... javati. Herein, the 

word,dvikkhattum (twice)," is said according to the maximum. Actually, it 

means mind ceases after having arisen once or twice.6 1 

Catutlha'ruppa javanam : the javana of Nevasaiifla nil saiifiayatana 

which belongs to kusala within Anagamf and to kriya within Arahanta. 

Thera said: Vuffhana kale ca ... In order to explain it the javana 

arises only once as a mere consequence of Nirodha at the time of 

withdrawal. 

Anagami phale va Arahalta phale va : this word is actually used in 

sentence, Anagami phalam va Arahatta phalam va . It is true, the ending 

am - is paccatta vacana in the sense of bhavena bhavalakk11aQa ( being 

marked a verb through the other). So Thera said the word,Niruddha. 

Sabbatthaapi samapatti vfthiyam : in all thought process of samapatti 

listed as jhaana samapatti and phala samapatti. And these words,bhavariga 

solo viya vifhi niyamo natll1i, are said referring to the time of mastery(ci.Q.pa 

vaslbhuta kalam). 

Then it should be noted: for those who have expenence thejhana 

javanas gradually increas - two, three,or four - from the starting point in 

Jhana samapatti .. But for those great men who have experience they are in 

full power starting from attainment. And the Javanas of Phala are in the 

same way for those who are in the stage of Ph ala . 
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The word, pi , in ba/Jw1ipi is in the sense of addition(sampiQ{ianattho). 

By the word,pi, it adds the other javanas that they arise once at the time of 

the beginning, and so on. lJa vana niyamo ) 

141. Thus, after having expow1ded the mode of arising of vfthi cittas as 

defining 'former and latter', now 111cra spoke the word,duhetukana , etc., in 

order to explain the appearance of vitl1i cittas through the division of 

persons (puggala bheda) and the division of planes (bhi1mi bheda). · 

Duhetuka is those who have two hetus that arise together with 

pa1isandhi .It is a term for those who have mahavipakas without knowledge 

as their pafisandhi . 

Then those who have the twovipiikas without hetu as their palisandhi 

are called Ahetuka because they have not any hetu which associate with 

palisandhi. Within these two persons (dvihetuka and ahetuka ),the javanas 

of Mahaggata do not arise. Because they have the obstacle of vipaka (vipaka 

varava ). Needless to say,_ the java11as of lokuttara do not arise within them. 

And the ja vanas of kriya arc particular for only Arahantas . Therefore, 

Them said: Kriya javanani ceva appana javanani ca na labbanti. 

Herein, "the obstacle of vipaka ( vipaka varana )" is to have the · 

pafisandhi either without hetu or with two hetus. 

Tathii iia1,1a sampayutta vipakani ca sugatiyam : in the same way the 

Mahli vipakas that associate with knowledge cannot arise within those two 

persons if they were bont in sugati. In addition, by the word,sugatiyam , it 

rejects the ahetukka persons who were born in duggati. It is true, they 

cannot have even the Mahavipakas that dissociate from knowledge which 

are allowed for the other persons (duhetuka) in this sentence. So it is said: 

Duggatiyam pana ... 

In this passage, the complete interpretation should be known thus: "the 
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ahetuka persons who were bon1 in duggati cannot have the mahavipakas 

either with knowledge or without knowledge. 

In this point, there may arise a question: "Why do you say here thus: 

"the ahetuka persons who were born in sugati cannot have the four 

mahaviaakas with knowledge and who were born in duggati cannot have 

the eight mahavipakas '!" In Pa Hhaua62 is not it said?: "the bhavaiJga with 

hetu conditions the bhavailga without hctu through Anantara condition," 

Let me explain: for a sentient being during his life sometimes the 

bhavaiJga with hetu arises and sometimes the bhavanga without hetu arises ; 

thus, there is no difference in the original bhavanga (ma/a bhavanga); for 

this reason it is clearly known that in Pa tthana this word,sahetuka111 

bhavangarn, alludes to the aga11tuka bhavanga which is called 

Tadaramma11a . Furthermore, being this word,sahetuka111, is general 

(siin1aiiiia vacana) it should be known that tadiirammal)a must be with either 

two or three helus. But, in the word, ahetukassa bha va1igassa , it needs only 

original bhavanga which arises just after tadarammaQa. And here, too, the 

word, Ahetuka , is general , so any of the two bhava1igas without hetu can 

be known. Therefore, these twoAhctuka persons may have the eight 

tadarammaI,Jas withhetu. Needless to say, the Duhetuka persons have the · 

eighttadarammaQas with hetu. 

It must be answered. In all Commentaries63, it rejects first 

tadiiramma1,1a with hetu to be within Ahetuka persons who were born in 

duggati. So it is reasonable that this word,ahetukassa bhavangassa , alludes 

to the bhava1iga without hetu which is to the result of merit. True. 1t is the 
, 

way of patthana to grasp what is possible." Otherwise, it may contradict all 

Commentaries. 

Then, kusala can be obtained through effort; so they associate with 

knowledge through effort during the life-time as well. Vipakasa are not like 
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that. They cannot be acquired by effort; so they do not associate with 

knowledge if they have no resource of knowledge that is the knowledge of 

bhavanga during one's life-time. Therefore, it is reasonable to grasp only 

the Lad{irammai:w with hetu which does not associate with knowledge in this 

word, sahetukm11 bhavagam ,. It is why Them makes his rejection 

thetadarammava to be associated with knowledge within either duhetuka or 

ahetuka persons. 

Howcver,Buddhadatta Thera said: the two ahetuka ,persons have 

thirty-seven minds apa1t from the eight mahavipakas with this idea - "within 

the two Ahetuka persons there arises tadarammal)a which is either equal 

tovipaka which acts as pafisandhi or lower, but not higher than it." 64 

That contradicts the word of Patihana which was quoted before. 

The other Commentators say: just as tadiirammava with two hetus 

arises within those Ahetuka persons who were born in sugati , so the 

tadaramma{Ja with threehetus arises within duhetuka persons. 

That seems to be reasonable. Because, in Commentary65 the eight 

maha vipakas are said in some places to be within those two persons without 

distinction. 

Tihetuka is so called because they have three hetus which arise · 

together with patisandhi. And they are divided into three according to their 

plane,Kama, Rapa and Arupa . Or they are nine-fold according to the list of 

Phuthujjana and eight Ariya persons. 

Of these persons, Arahantas do not have the javanas of Kusala and 

Akusala. Because all Kusalas and Akusalas have ceased altogether by 

completely expelling the later mental defilement(anusaya). It is true they 

come to exist dealing with the laten mental defilement. 

The word,tatha , is in the sense of "next point" (pakkhantarattho). 

The seven Ariya persons who are trainee are called Sekkha , because 
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they still undertake to follow the practice. And here needs the three persons 

who are at the stage of lower phalas. It is true within those persons the five 

javanas which are associated with wrong view and doubt are not found 

because they have already been eradicated at the beginning by only sotapatti 

magga . And the javanas of dosamaJa are also not found within Anagaml 

persons. Because they are removed by anagami magga . 

Then, within each of the four persons who are at the stage of magga 

(Maggalfha) only the javana of magga , that is each one's own, is found 

because magga comes to appear for only one thought-moment. And within 

each of the four persons who are at the stage of phala (Phala,tha) only the 

javanas of phala ,that is each one's own,is found because each of the 

persons who has lower position cannot possess the higher phalas , and the 

lower Phalas cannot arise within those different persons each of whom has 

higher position. In order lo explain it Thera said:Lokuttara javanani ... 

labbaanti. 

Especially it should be known here: when higher magga was attained 

the power of lower magga completely ceases. So the persons who have 

higher position becomes different individual. 

Now, Thera spoke a verse in order to present vithi cittas which are · 

found as remaining within such and such persons. 

Asekkha is those who have nothing to be practiced because they have 

completed their sikkha practice.It is a term for those whose asavas have 

been eradicated(khfQasava). 

It is the interpretation: "Within arahantas , the forty-four vrthi cittas 

are possibly enumerated by adding these types of mind - twenty-three 

Vipakas of Kama , twenty Kriyas and one Arahatta phala . And within the 

seven persons of Sekkha ,the fifty-six vltl1i cittas are possibly enumerated by 

adding these:- seven Akusalas except those which are associated with wrong 
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view and doubt, twenty-one Kusalas, twenty-three Vipiikas of Kama , three 

lower Phalas and two A vajjanas . Within the other four Phuthujjanas, fifty

four vrthi ciltas are possibly enumerated by adding these:- twenty-three 

Vipakas of Kama, seventeen Kusalas of Lokiya , twelve Akusalas and the 

two A vajjanas. 

Puggala bheda 1s a division ofvrthi citta through the division of 

persons. 

14 2. All vilhi cit las are f oun<l in Kama plane, because there are all sorts 

of persons and doors in that plane. Yatharaham means as fit for this and that 

plane and person that are available. 

The word,Pafigha javana tadarammanQa Vvajjitani, is said because 

the six types of mind out of the sixteen vflhi cittas which must be excluded in 

Rapa plane will be said in the later sentence. 

It is iuterpretat1<m: In Ariipa plane, the vTthi ciltas apart from the 

first Magga , fifteen Riipavacara, Hasana ,each of the lower Ariipas and 

apart from the Pafigha javanas and tadarammaQa are found. Here,too, the 

sixteen types of n1ind out of thirty-eight vflhi cittas which are to be excluded 

will be mentioned later. 

Sabbatthapi : in the all planes of Rapa and Ariipa . 

Tarn tam pasadarahitanam tam tam dvarika vfthi cittani nal a bbanteva 

Firstly, in Rapa plane there does not exist the triple sensitive organs at 

which beginning is 'nose'. So the six vithi cittas which arise depending on 

nose, tongue and body are not foW1d within the Brahma of Riipa plane who 

have not these three sensory matters of nose, tongue and body. Referring to 

this, I spoke before thus:"because the six minds will be said in a later 

sentence." 

Then, in Ariipa plane there do not exist the all types of five sensory 
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matters. So the sixteen vflhi cittas as the . ten ViiiiiaQaas, the three 

Manodhatus and the three SantTraQas which arise in five doors are not 

found. Referring to it, I spoke: "the sixteen minds will be mentioned later." 

But in Kama plane, "the state of being those who are devoid of this 

and that sensitive material quality" must be explained through the persons 

who arc blind by birth, etc. 

It is interpretation: on the plane ofKama, eighty minds are found as 

they are availble. On the plane ofRDpa, sixty-four minds are found as they 

are availble. And, on the plane of Ariipa, forty-two minds are found as they 

are available. 

Especially, there are not undesired objects in Brahma world and in the 

six deva worlds. So to say that the four Akusala vipakas are found in Riipa 

plane must be known according to those, who look from Brahma world or 

who come to this world and see undesired sights and hear sounds which exist 

here. 

However, some say: "the Brahmas ,who come here, meet the 

undesired objects; so the four Akusala vipakas cannot be found in theRupa 

plane; and there are only sixty types of mind." 

That is not reasonable. Because the mind which arises within those.· 

who come here, must be said to be in Brahma world; because it ari~es within 

Brahma. And it is impossible to say that they do not recei've undesired 

objects here from that world, because Brahmas are able to receive objects 

even far. 

Then,VibhavanI said in order to reject that statement: "it is 

impossible to say that the undesired object never come into 

manifestation within Brahmas who look at here from there.(p.160)" 

By this statement, it consents: those four types of mind which arise 

within those (Brahmas), who look at here from there, are known there. And 
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those (minds) which anse within those (Brahmas), who come here, are 

known here. That is not reasonable. Because it is clearly known "what 

arises within sentient beings who are in this and that plane arises in this and 

that plane." 

The word, iccevam ,etc. is the big conclusion. Yathasambhavarn: fits 

for those which appear in this and that plane, person, door and object. 

Bhavwigantarita m-eans with bhavanga interval. Yavatayukam: upto 

such time as long as the lifespan starting from the thought-process of life

attachment (bhava nikantJ). It implise that the thought-process continues 

without cessation if there is not the interruption of "the mental cessation 

(nirodha samapatti)". 

So far as I have explained 'the exposition of correct meaning' of 

Vithisarigaha in the ParamatthadipaniI,the fourth Commentary on 

Abhidhammattha sa1igafo1 comes to end. 

1 D.N. Book 2-13; M.N. Book :, -J65. 

2 S.N.A. Book 2-295 

3 See Vibhanga Molatrka, 22. 

4 Yamaka, Book 2-306. 

5 Kathavatthu, 156; 157. 

6 A.N. Book 1-150 

7 S.N. Book 2-31 

8 Dhammasanganr, 162 

9Vibhanga,84; 200 

10 S.N.A. Book 2-246 

11 See Kathavatthu, 156,157 

12 See Dhatukatha, 13 

13 The way of teaching is threefold: Yatha paradha, yathanuloma and yathAdhamma. Of these yatMparadha 
is a teaching in which the offenders are taught according to their offences; yathanuloma is a teaching in which 
the heings with various tendencies arc taught according to their intention; yathMhamma is a teaching in 
which the beings confusing <lhamma and 'T'. arc taught according to the law. ( see D.N.A. Book 1-20) 
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14 Sec S.M.V. 150; Vibhanga MUlatika, 22. 

15 i\nanda lnera, who is the compiler of Suh commentaries on the commentaries on Abhidhamma treatises. 

16 Sec S.M.V. 150 and Visuddhimagga, Book 2-181 

17 Vibhariga 26 

18 AHhasalinr. 144; 319. 

19 AHhasalinr, 129 

20 AHhasalini. 114 

21 See Atthasalinr. 319~ 320. 

22 AHhasalini, 323 . It is on]y a word of AHhasalinf, so it must be "Atlhakathayarp", not "Maha 
aHhakathayarp". 

23 Paramattha vinicchaya (v.116) 

24 Allhasalinr, 310 

25 Pa!!hilna, Book 1-411 

26 ll is mentioned in AHhasalinf,( p.310). not the commentary on Mnavibhanga. 

27 Atthasalinr, l l 6 

28 Atthasfilinr, 446 

29 Sec Mola\ika, Uook 1-195 

30 Paqhana, Book 1-413 

3 1 In Att-hasalinr it says: But to one of great understanding there are two adaptattions, thirdly, adoption, 
fourthly, Path-consciousness, [then] three fruitional consciousnesses, after which comes the lapse in the ( sub 
conscious) life continuum. To one of medium understanding there are three adaptations, [then] (4)adoption, 
(5)Path-consciousncss. [then] two fruitional f movement of] consciousness, after which is the lapse into the 
life-continuum. To one of inferior understanding there are four adaptations, then (5) adoption, then (6) Path
consciousness, then (7) fruitional conscioueness, after which is the lapse into the life-continuum. (AHhasMinr, 
275; The Expositor, 311 ) 

32 Sec S.M.P. Book 2-31 . There it says: The Appana arises as only the fourth or the fifth, not the sixth or the 
seventh due to being near to bhavanga which [alls down. 

33 See MnlalTka, Book 1-117. 
There it says: Gotrahhu is a new javana that arises on a diff crent object. Magga is the same due lo being at 
the different stage. 

34 Molalika, Book 1-117 

3 5 Mahittrka, Book 2-377 

36 Sec S.M.V. 10~ S.N.A . Book 1- 138 
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3 7 Panhana, A.441 

38 M.N. Btxlk 3-351 

39 Sec J\.N. Book 2-247 But it is by the nam e of i\huncyya sulta : Commentary explains: in this sutta it 
say how to live Arahants for ever. See A.N. /\. Book 3-87. 

40 Patisambhida magga, 390 

41 Visuddhimagga, B<.xlk 1- 188 

42 Sec S.N. Book 1-446 

43 Anudipanf, Subcommentary on the very text, Paramatthadfpanr, hy Ledy Sayadaw himself says that The 
commentary is the commentary on Dhammapa<la (p.136). But that story is not foWld in it. Actually it is in 
Theragatha of Mahakassapa. verscs-1057. 1058, 1059. 

44 Vibhanga, 2 

45 See Vinaya, MahYvagga, 272, but a little different. 

46 MOlalTka, Book 1-134 

47 Patthana. Book 1-133 

48 PaHhflna, Book 1-134-5 

49 PaHhGna, Book 1-138-9 

5o PaHhAna, Book 3-40 

51 AHhasalinr. 317-8 

52 AHhasalinr, 326-7 

53 Vihhai1ga, 91 

54 M.N. Book 1-248 

55 See S.M.V. 147 

56 Anhas:Ilinr, 310. ll is said: " But now. if a vivid object is presented, visual or other cognitions arise when 
adverting hy the five doors agitates the life-continuum. and a W1it of the first kind of moral consdousness of 
sensual realm becomes apperception at the stage of appcrccption, and coming into play six or seven times. 
gives the tum to registration. ( 1l1e Expositor. 358 ). 

57 Althasalinr, 310 

58 MOlalikA. Book 1-130 

59 Visuddhimagga. Bcx)k 1-149,150 

60 Visuddhimagga, Book 2-350 

61 Patthana, Book 3-42 

62 Aqhasalinr, 316; S.M.V. 157; Abhidhammilvatava (v.215) 
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63 Abhiuhammavatha (v.215) 

64 f\lthasali.nr, 307 

6
5 S.M. V. 1.58. It is said : " The volition of demerit conditions the four resultant vinfia.nas, in Rapa plane, in 

life-continuity, but not in rebirth. It is also as seeing or hearing undesired object in kama plane. Indeed, there 
is no undesired ohjccls, fonn, etc. in the Brahma world. The same arc in the deity world belonging to kama." 
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